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Editorial 

The excavation of a twenty kilometer long swathe of land through the centre 
of Co. Carlow, in the course of the recent motorway construction, represents the 
largest archaeological dig ever conducted in the county. 

Four articles giving an initial preview of the artifacts uncovered at sixty four 
sites along the route have already been published in the N R A archaeological 
journal, Seanda 2007, Issue 2. 

For more detailed analysis we must await the publication by the National 
Roads Authority of the detailed reports and investigations by Headland 
Archaeology. 

By law all artifacts discovered in an archaeological investigation are the 
property of the state and as such are handed over to the custody of the National 
Museum of Ireland. Under the legislation the Director of the National Museum 
has the authority to return to properly designated local authority museums, for 
storage and display, artifacts pertaining to, or found in, the local region. 

The curator of the Carlow County Museum, Dermot Mulligan, has the 
authority to collect archaeological artifacts from County Carlow on behalf of the 
National Museum and we hope that, when the new county museum is finally 
established, it will be given the designated status as a matter of course. 

Following that we would expect that the National Museum would put into 
effect, in the short term rather than the long, its policy of return as many artifacts 
as possible to the region from which they came. 

It is essential that this significant new material be housed in a museum in the 
region where it can be exhibited to the best effect and available for study and 
research by the pupils of the local schools and by interested members of the pub
lic. 

When the next section of the motorway is completed - from Powerstown to 
the border with Kilkenny it is expected that another significant collection of arti
facts will be discovered. 

Front Cover 
To mark the occasion of the visit of Dr Ian Paisley, Northern Ireland First Minister to 
the Battle of the Boyne site, the Taoiseach, Bertie Ahern presented him with a walnut 
bowl, crafted from a centuries-old tree taken from the site. The bowl was designed and 
executed by Carlow man, Liam O'Neill, formerly of Drumphea, now living at Baile 
Eamoinn, Spiddle, Co. Galway. 
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FROM THE 

Once again the publication of our annual journal gives me the 
opportunity to congratulate the many enthusiastic members who 
have contributed to its production and to the other endeavours of 
the society during the year. Our success depends entirely on such 
voluntary effort and it is good to be able to report that this year 
has brought no diminution in our members' activities on behalf of 
the society. 

Our winter lecture programme was once again highly successful; 
our outings were well attended, and the 2007 edition of 
"Carloviana" attracted much favourable comment. 

The Local History Competition for County Carlow school pupils 
was run for the second year. The response from second-level 
schools could only be described as extremely disappointing, but 
the primary schools more than made up for this. There were 125 
entries in this competition, and the standard of these entries was 
astonishingly high. Accordingly, your committee has decided to 
terminate the competition for second-level schools, but to contin
ue the primary schools competition for at least another year. 

One of the highlights of the year, for me, was the tour of the 
archaeological sites along the new Carlow bypass and the oppor
tunity to examine at close quarters some of the very interesting 
artefacts unearthed during the excavations. I sincerely hope that 
many of these artefacts will eventually find a home in Carlow's 
new museum. 

PRESIDENT 

The year gone by brought two other developments of interest to 
our members. One was the opening in the grounds of the 
Brigidine Convent, Tullow of the new Daniel Delaney Museum, 
a timely and suitable monument to a man who by his foundation 
of the Brigidine and Patrician Orders made a giant contribution to 
the education of the poor and the history of his country. The other 
was the inauguration of a partnership between St. Patrick's 
College, Carlow and Trinity College, Dublin that resulted in the 
Michael Slattery series of history lectures. This joint venture was 
a resounding success. The lectures were of the highest quality 
and of fascinating interest. Long may they continue. 

As my occupation of the society's presidency comes to an end I 
wish sincerely to thank all those, committee members and others, 
who have helped so well to make the society run so smoothly and 
so successfully over the last three years. It has been a great hon
our to serve as your president and I thoroughly enjoyed the expe
rience. I thank all the members for electing me and I wish my 
successor and the incoming committee every good fortune. Go 
n-eiri go geal libh. 

Jim Shannon 
President 

FROM FINN,S LEINSTER ..JOURNAL 1 ·4 NOVEMBER 1 797. 
County of Carlow 

At a Meeting of the MAGISTRATES, purfuant to Notice, at the County Court -Houfe of CARLOW, on Saturday the 28th day of Oct. 
1797. 

WILLIAM BURTON, Efq. In the Chair. 

Whereas a moft atrocious Attempt was made on the Life of JOHN BUTLER, Efq. a Magiftrate of this County, on the morning of Saturday 
the 21ft inft. on his return to his own Houfe from Kilbride, by two Shots being fired from behind a Wall on the faid Lands, one of which 
Shots wounded the faid John Butler, in the Arm; and being determined to bring the Perpetrators of fuch horrid attempt to Juftice. We do 
hereby offer a Reward of One Hundred Pounds Sterling, to be paid by our Treafurer, to the Perfon or Perfons who thall within three 
Calender Months from the date hereof, difcover, and profecute to Conviction the Perfon or Perfons concerned in faid attempt, and if any 
Perfon or Perfons concerned except the Perfon or Perfons who actually wounded the faid John Butler, fhall give Information to any 
Magiftrate of this County, by which his or their Accomplices may be Difcovered and brought to Punifhment - fuch Perfon or Perfons fhall 
not only be entitled to the above Reward, but his her or their names fhall be kept SECRET(if required,) and appplication fhall be made to 
Government, for his, her or their Pardon. 

And, Whereas on the Night of Wednesday the 25th inftant, about the Hour of nine of the Clock at Night, WILLIAM BENNETT, of 
Ballyloughan, in this County, Efq. Was moft Inhumanly Murdered and Robbed of his Money and Arms, in his Dwelling Houfe at 
Ballyloughin aforfaid, by a number of Perfons at prefent unknown. We do hereby promife a further Reward of ONE HUNDRED 
POUNDS Sterling to be paid as above, for the Difcovery and profecuting to Conviction, the Perforns Concerned in faid Murder and 
Robbery. 

Refolved, That a Proclamation to be iffued by Government, offering a Reward and Pardon in the ufual way to the Perfon or Perfons, who 
fhall firft Discover his or their Accomplice or Accomplices, would tend to bring the Perpetrators to Justice. 

Refolved, That our Chairman be requefted to lay the foregoing Refolutions before Government, and requeft a Proclamation be iffued 
accordingly. 

Refolved, that our Treafurer be direfted to publifh the foregoing Refolutions in the Dublin Journal, Dublin Evening Poft, and Leinfter 
Journal; and alfo to have a number of Hand-Bills Printed and diftributed about the Country. 

WILLIAM BURTON, Chairman. 
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WINTER LECTURE 

SERIES 

We were very pleased with with the attendance at each of 
our lectures in last year's season. 

outlined below and we hope that most will catch the inter
est of our members and the general public alike. 

We had one deviation from the programme as published in 
last year's issue. Our lecturer for January, Dr.Marie 
Coleman was taken ill and could not deliver her lecture. 
Our president, Jim Shannon, on very short notice delivered 
a lecture on "The Land War in Hacketstown", a talk which 
has been expanded into an article in this issue. 

We ask again of our members and the public for suggestions 
for future lectures, topics and venues. 

As is our practice we reproduce in the panel (below) the 
programme of lectures and events organised by the society 
sixty years ago,---1948/49. 

The series of lectures organised for our sixty third season is 

Carlow Historical & Archaeological Society 

Lectures 2008 - 2009 

j Lecturer 

15th October Ida Milne 
2008 

19th November BrendanO'Donoghue 
2008 

10th December Maire Mac Conghail 
2008 

21st January Seamus Caulfield 
2009 

18th February Arthur Keppel 
2009 

18th March Dan Carbery 
2009 

Carlow Historical & Archaeological Society 

Lectures 

October 
1948 

November 
1948 

December 
1948 

January 
1949 

February 
1949 

March 
1949 

1948 - 1949 

!Lecturer 

William Duggan 
Bernard O'Neill 

Alec Byrnes 
Alice Tracey 

Fr. F.X Martin 

TPWalsh 

ThomasP. O'Neill 

Topic Venue 

Memories of the Spanish Flu Seven Oaks Hotel 
Carlow 

County Surveyors 1820 - 1920 Ramada Hotel 
Particular reference to Carlow Kille rig 

How to research your family history Seven Oaks Hotel 
Carlow 

Ceide Fields 20 years on Seven Oaks Hotel 
Carlow 

Freemasonry in Ireland Masonic Hall 
Particular reference to Carlow Carlow 

Aspects of Carlow's past Seven Oaks Hotel 
Carlow 

Topic 

Carlow Boat Club 
Wallace - Carlow Apothecary 

Carlow Elections of 1840 
The Shackletons of Ballytore 

The Abbey of Tullow 

The Influence of Pagan Faiths 
on Irish Folk History 

The History of Printing in Carlow 

Time 

8.00pm 

8.00pm 

8.00pm 

8.00pm 

8.00pm 

8.00pm 
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HERITAGE WEEK 

Sunday 24th to Sunday 31st Aug. inclusive 

Sunday 24th August 

Guided Tour: Altamont Gardens, 
Tullow. Widely regarded as the 
jewel in Ireland's gardening crown. 
The tour starts at 12.00 noon. Partial 
wheelchair access. 

Exhibition: County Carlow 
Military Museum, Old Church, St 
Dympna's, Athy Road, Carlow 
Town. View the variety of displays 
that bring Carlow's proud military 
history to life. Open from 2.00-
5.00pm. Admission Charge. 

Film: "Irish Destiny-The Great 
Spectacular film of the War in 
Ireland" featuring Carlow Actor 
Val Vousden (1885-1951). A unique 
chance to view this 1926 Irish silent 
movie which was recently remas
tered telling a story of love based 
against a background of the histori
cal events of the fight for Irish 
Freedom. Starts 3.00pm in Carlow 
County Council offices, Athy Road, 
Carlow Town. Seating limited to 40 
people so come early. 

Monday 25th August 

Song & Story, St. Brigid's Hall, 
~lonegal. Like the old style of dropping 
mto a house for a chat, volunteers will tell 
a story, sing or play a tune followed by a 
cup of tea. Come along and even tell a 
story yourself. Presented by Clonegal 
Tidy Village. From 8.30pm- 11.00pm. 

Tuesday 26th August 

Childrens Workshop: "Digging up the 
past" with Laura Walsh. Children (8-12 
years) can discover what it's like to be an 
archaeologist. Places limited 
Graiguenamanagh Library, Co. Kilkenny'. 
From 3.00pm-5.00pm. 

Wednesday 27th August 

Lecture: Eight Heritage Features of 
Ballon presented by the Ballon 
Improvement Group in Ballykealey 
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Manor Hotel, Ballon. Local 
Schoolchildren present the history of 
Ballon based on their previously pro
duced heritage booklet. From 7.30pm-
9 .30pm. 

Lecture: "Bicentenary of the Patrician 
Brothers" by Brother Linus Walker 
presented by the Carlow Historical & 
Archaeological Society, Mount 
Wolesley Hotel, Tullow, Co. Carlow. The 
Order was founded in Tullow in 1808 by 
Bishop Daniel Delany and Mount 
Wolesley was the Orders world head
quarters. Starts at 8.00pm. 

Lecture: "Life & Times of St. Fiacre" 
by Philip Cushen presented by Ullard 
Amenity Group. Ullard Church Ruins 
near Graiguenamanagh, Co. Kilkenny. 
Starts at 7.30pm. 

Thursday 28th August 

Seminar: "Dining & Dwelling" by the 
National Roads Authority (NRA). 
Annual Archaeology Seminar by the 
NRA featuring four talks on finds from 
the new road between Kilcullen and 
Powerstown, Co. Carlow. Gresham 
Hotel, O'Connell Street, Dublin City 
Centre. Attendance at the Seminar is free, 
but booking is essential as numbers are 
limited. 

Lectures: "Horse Driven Butter 
Making Churns" by Dr. Michael 
Conry; "Reminiscences of a visit to 
Flanders Fields" by Martin Nevin; 
"The Carlow Nationalist 1883-2008", 3 
twenty minute talks on Carlow's history 
by the Carlow Historical & 
Archaeological Society, Cobden Hall, 
St. Patrick's College, Carlow. Starts: 
8.00pm. 

Friday 29th August 

Fieldtrip: Habitat Mapping Fieldtrip 
by Ecologist Betsy Hickey. Field trip to 
areas surveyed under the Laois Habitat 
Survey. Starts at 7.00pm, meet at Holy 
Cross Church, Killeshin, Co. Laois. 

Saturday 30th August 

Wildlife Walk at Oak Park Forest 
Park: Jason Monaghan, Conservation 
Ranger, National Parks & Wildlife will 
lead a nature & wildlife walk around this 
beautiful mature biodiversity rich wood
land. Wear suitable footwear & bring 
waterproof clothes. From 2.00pm-
4.00pm. 

Guided Walk: "Visit Carlow's 
Volcano", guided walk by Peadar 
McArdle, Director of the Geological 
Survey of Ireland. By the banks of the 
River Slaney at Kilcarry Bridge, 
Clonegal is the evidence of Carlow's vol
cano, come and see Carlow's stressful 
geological past. Park at St Brigid's 
Church Clonegal car park, free bus trans
fer to start of walk. Strictly no parking at 
Kilcarry Bridge. Wear suitable footwear 
& bring waterproof clothes. From 
2.30pm - 5.00pm. No wheelchair access. 

Sunday 31st August 

Heritage Walk through Myshall 
Village & Cultural Exhibition present
ed by the Myshall & Drumphea 
Muintir na Tire. Historical walk around 
Myshall Village detailing points of inter
est from the 13th to the 20th centuries 
and a cultural exhibition to celebrate 60 
years ofMuintir na Tire. Starts at 3.00pm 
from the Community Centre Carpark. 
Exhibition: County Carlow Military 
Museum, Old Church, St Dympna's, 
Athy Road, Carlow Town. View the vari
ety of displays that bring Carlow's proud 
military history to life. Open from 2.00-
5.00pm. Admission Charge. 

Week Long Events 

Exhibition: Carlow County Museum & 
CHAS Exhibition. Exhibition of 
Museum artefacts by Carlow County 
Museum & the Carlow Historical & 
Archaeological Society in the George 
Bernard Shaw Room, Carlow Central 
Library, Tullow Street, Carlow Town. 
Open from Monday 25th - Friday 29th 
11.00am-1.00pm & 2.00pm-4.00pm. 

Exhibition: "Water Heritage", featur
ing a multi-media display covering water 



related themes. Presented by the South 
Eastern River Basin District Project in 
the Reception Area of Carlow County 
Council, Athy Road. Open from Monday 
25th - Friday 29th, 9.30am-5.30pm. 

Visitor Attraction: St Laserian's 
Cathedral, visit this historic Cathedral 
where the date for calculating Easter was 
agreed. The Cathedral is Carlow's oldest 
working building and the former seat of 
the Bishops of Leighlin. Open every day 
except Saturday from 10.00am- 4.00pm. 

Exhibition: Tullow Museum Open 
Week. Local artefacts and Fr. Murphy 
1798 exhibition presented by the 
Tullowphelim Historical Society. Tullow, 
Co. Carlow. Open: Sundays, Tuesday
Friday 2.00pm-4.00pm. Special Heritage 
Week night time opening: Monday -
Friday, 7.00pm - 9.00pm. 

Exhibition: St. Mullins Heritage 
Centre, St. Mullins Ecclesiastical Site, St 
Mullins, Co. Carlow. The Centre is situat
ed beside the famous Monastic Ruins and 
Cemetery. Open from Sunday 24th -

Sunday 31st , 2.00pm- 6.00pm. 
Admission Charge. 

Tinryland Heritage Trail produced by 
the Tinryland Area Development 
Association. Visit over twenty sites from 
the stone age as well as the graveyard 
with Walt Disney's ancestors. Start at 
Trail Finder Map in Tinryland Village. 
Brochure at Deane's Shop, Tinryland. 
Self-Guided. 

Exhibition: Photographic Exhibition 
by the Barrowvale Local History Study 
Group. A visual exhibition of bygone 
crafts and local industry. St Oliver's 
Centre, Barrack's Street, Goresbridge, 
Co. Kilkenny. Open 2.00pm-6.00pm 
daily & 7.00pm-9.00pm Tuesday & 
Friday nights. 

Altamont Gardens, Tullow. Widely 
respected as the jewel in Ireland's garden
ing crown. Open daily from 9.00am-
7.30pm. 

Duckett's Grove & Walled Gardens: 
Visit the wonderfully restored walled 
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gardens and view the stunning ruins of 
the estate house which is now in the own
ership of Carlow County Council. Open 
from 10.00am - 6.00pm daily. 

Oak Park Forest Park: Enjoy the beau
ty & tranquillity of this 120 acre mature 
woodland near Carlow Town. The Park 
has a picnic area, informal leisure areas 
and wheelchair accessible walkways. 
Open daily from 8.00am-9.00pm. 

Workhouse Burial Plot Remembrance 
Week, Green Road, Carlow Town. Come 
and remember those who died during the 
Great Famine. All day. County Carlow 
Heritage Society. 

Old Graves Remembrance Week, 
Barrow Track, Carlow Town. Come and 
remember those buried in the town's for
mer graveyard. All day. County Carlow 
Heritage Society. 

CARLOW 
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RUBBING SHOULDERS 

WITH THE DEAD
11 

On Tuesday September 9th last in their 
building at 63 Merrion Square, Dublin 2 
the Royal Society of Antiquaries (RSAI) 
launched their exhibition "Rubbing 
Shoulders with the Dead" which has 
received support from Carlow Local 
Authorities through Carlow County 
Museum and the Community & 
Enterprise Department. 

The Royal Society of Antiquaries was 
originally founded in the mid 19th cen
tury as the Kilkenny Archaeological 
Society and in the early years of the 20th 
century it moved to Dublin and changed 
to its current name. In 2009 the Society 
will celebrate its 160th anniversary and 
discussions are at an early stage of the 
Society visiting County Carlow during 
their historic year. 

The Society has been located in a late 
Georgian town-house at 63 Merrion 
Square since 1917, nearly half the life of 
the Society. No 63 is the only remaining 
complete complex left in Dublin, and 
probably in these islands, of the classic 
form of Georgian town-house. It consists 

of a three bay, four-storey over basement 
building complete with original and very 
fine plasterwork and doors, front and 
rear areas, eighteenth-century style gar
den and intact mews complex complete 
with six eighteenth-century horse boxes 
and rear gate. In recent years the Society 
has undertaken several major projects to 
conserve and secure the external fabric 
of the house. The next phase of the refur
bishment programme, for which the 
Society has recently launched an appeal, 
is to make No. 63 a signature Georgian 
building for Dublin. 

In order to aid their fundraising and to 
promote their profile the Society has 
decided to organise a series of exhibi
tions with lunchtime talks based around 
their collections. The first of these was 
launched on September 9th and is based 
on the 19th century grave rubbings taken 
by members of Society including some 
by Carlow's Philip Doyne Vigors. These 
rubbings, some are up to nine feet in 
length, are on linen and calico show the 
detail of either headstones or burial 
tombs. One of the most interesting of 

Dermot Mulligan 

these rubbings is that taken at of St 
Mullins. Included in this particular rub
bing are rare images of five Irish saints -
St Mullins himself, St Patrick, St Brigid, 
St Columcille and St James. 

The other exhibition link to County 
Carlow is to the Vigors family from 
Leighlinbridge and the Royal Oak and in 
particular to with their coordination dur
ing the late 19th and early 20th century 
of the "Association for the Preservation 
of the Memorials of the Dead". This 
national organisation which published 
graveyard and headstone inscriptions 
was coordinated by Philip Doyne Vigors 
from his house at Holloden at the Royal 
Oak. 

Due to the rarity and quality of the five 
Irish Saints from the St Mullins grave 
rubbing the Society decided to repro
duce them as a series of greeting cards 
with the support of Calow Local 
Authorities. To purchase a set of the 
unique Carlow greeting cards please 
contact the RSAI at 01-6761749 or 
checkout www.rsai.ie. 
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL FINDS 

ON N9 

CARLOW BYPASS 

On Saturday 26th April, 2008, Mr. 
Noel Dunne, National Roads 
Authority Archaeologist (Eastern 
Team) conducted a bus tour for 
members and friends of the Carlow 
Historical and Archaeological 
Society to explain the archaeologi
cal finds on the route of the new 
N9/Nl0 Carlow Bypass. 

Backeround 

The Stone Age refers to a time from 
pre-8000 BC to 2400 BC when peo
ple used tools made from stone. It is 
divided into three periods - firstly the 
Palaeolithic Age (more that 8000 
BC); secondly the Mesolithic Age 
8000 BC to 4000 BC - when the first 
people came to Ireland. They were 
nomadic hunter-gatherers who moved 
house and used spears, bows and 
arrows made from flint, antler and 
bone. They gathered nuts, fruits, 
shellfish and birds eggs. During the 
third period, the Neolithic Age from 
4000 BC to 2400 BC, the first farm
ers appeared rearing cattle, sheep and 
pigs. They grew wheat and barley. 
Pottery and basketry skills developed. 

The Bronze Age refers to the period 
from 2400 BC to 600 BC and archae
ologists speak of early, middle and 
late Bronze Age periods. Cist burials 
and fulachta fiadh belong to this peri
od. The early Bronze age cremations 
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from the Carlow by-pass tend to con
sist of large amounts of cremated 
material, whereas middle bronze age 
cremations (1500 BC onwards) tend 
to be small or token cremations. 

Sixty-five cremations were found on 
the Carlow by-pass route. Many 
fulachta fiadh (ancient cooking sites) 
were found with many troughs and 
channels - some could have had an 
industrial purpose. 

The Iron Age ( the final period of pre
history) and the arrival of the Celts 
refers to a period form 600 BC to 450 
AD. 

The Medieval period succeeded the 
Iron Age from early Christian times 
in the fifth century up to the 16th 
Century AD. 

The method 

Road designers of the N9 Carlow 
bypass avoided known archaeologi
cal features along the proposed route. 
Extensive geophysical surveys were 
carried out. Excavation of the centre 
line and offset test trenches were 
made from June to August 2005. 
Centreline trenching involves archae
ologists excavating a trench on the 
centre line of the new road and regu
lar trenches at right angles to that 
trench. Removal of topsoil and 

Brid McDarby (aged 13) 
John McDarby 

plough soil exposes potential archae
ological features, which if confirmed, 
are subsequently resolved through 
excavation. 

Sixty-four sites were identified 
between Prumplestown and 
Powerstown. These were recom
mended for resolution by excavation. 
Excavations took place between 
January and August 2006. A crew of 
250 worked on the excavations. 
Preliminary and final excavation 
reports will be in the libraries and 
county museums with full publication 
of the excavation expected c. 2012. 

One hundred and two sites were iden
tified between Kilcullen and 
Prumplestown. These were excavat
ed between March and December 
2007. Specialist works are continu
ing on the archaeological finds at 
present. 

The headline finds were the many 
stone artefacts - Mesolithic material; 
the Neolithic house found in Carlow 
and the seventeenth century house 
and graveyard at Busherstown. 

Woodlands West 

Investigations in the Woodlands West 
area close to Castledermot uncovered 
a mill race and pre-historic burial 
ground. Archaeologists discovered 



circular features or barrows that con
tained cremation burials and associat
ed linear ditches. They found a circle 
of ten pits - a circular henge dated to 
the late Neolithic or early Bronze 
Age. The linear ditches were possi
bly land divisions or ceremonial 
boundaries. Two bodies were discov
ered in east/west graves in one of 
these ring-ditches or barrows. 
In a medieval ditch a silver plated 
ring pin was found - this was a Viking 
object for fastening garments. One of 
the cremation remains contained 
three bronze rings and a glass bead. 

An animal trap made of wood ( oak 
with hazel dowels) with bone teeth 
set in resin was uncovered - similar to 
a sixth century AD otter trap found in 
Scotland. A handle for a socketed axe 
was located dating from around 1000 
BC. The bronze socketed axe head 
would have been held in place with 
rope. 

Fulachta fiadh ( ancient cooking 
places) were found in Prumplestown. 

Ballyhade 

In the area of Ballyhade fulachta 
fiadh were found, possibly dated to c. 
1000 BC. It appears that baulks were 
left on the sides of the fulachta fiadh 
like steps. A trough was dug under 
the water table and the trough filled 
with generally about 140 gallons of 
water. The people would heat stones 
in a fire and place the hot stones in 
the water. It would be possible to 
heat the pit full of water in about 
twenty minutes. 

One hot stone placed in the water 
every twenty minutes would maintain 
the boiling temperature. The rectan
gular pit had postholes at comers pos
sibly for posts to retain wooden lin
ings. Some pits had structures over 
them - possibly for health care pur
poses such as a modem day sauna. 
Animal bones were found on some of 
the Carlow fulachta fiadh sites. 

ARCHAEOLOGICAL FINDS ON N9 CARLOW BYPASS 

Early Bronze Age cremation sites dat
ing from around 2000 BC were found 
here also. 

Russelstown 

Russelstown was the location for dis
covery of a prehistoric enclosure, a 
post-medieval road and a rectangular 
house site dated to 3776 to 3636 BC
the first known Neolithic house in 
County Carlow. 

A deep foundation trench, packing 
stones, charred base of timber posts 
and pottery was found. Analysis of 
the enclosure is still proceeding. 
Neolithic cremation remains were 
found close to the house site and con
tained a small axe. 

Busherstown and Johnstown, 
Bennekerry 

Here a possible Bronze Age house 
site had originally been indicated by 
geophysical survey before excava
tion. Cremated bones were uncov
ered in a pit central to a circular ring
ditch, with evidence of pigmentation 
in a ditch. The prehistoric house site 
was rectangular and possibly dated to 
around 2000 BC. An early chris
tian/medieval roadway was also 
uncovered along with a rock cut 
ditch, which was the original bound
ary of a monastic site. Six fulachta 
fiadh were found in Johnstown. 

Clonmelsh, Ballybar 
&Ballybannon 

Features associated with an adjacent 
castle site was found in Moyle Big, 
including this area and old field 
boundaries that had previously been 
identified on a magnetometer survey. 
A medieval limekiln, which probably 
supplied lime for the castle and burnt 
limestone were located. Pits in the 
area contained souterrain ware and 
bone combs. The latter bore rough 
decoration and were constructed from 
bone plates that were riveted together, 

with the teeth formed by cutting par
allel grooves into the plates. 

Prehistoric, early christian and 
medieval remains were found in the 
area of Ballybannon and Ballybar 
Lower. The early evidence suggests 
that Ballybannon Motte could have 
originally been a Bronze Age burial 
mound. 

An unenclosed cremation cemetery 
site was found in Ballybar Lower and 
included the heaviest single crema
tion deposit found find in Ireland to 
date - 2Kg and dated to 2135-1888 
BC. Staining on the cremated bones 
suggested that the skull bore some 
form of cap or protection and the 
body bore some form of bronze 
weapon or jewellery. Two miniature 
arrowheads were also discovered 
with the cremation deposit. Other 
deposits in the cemetery were dated 
to 1499-1297 BC and 1431-1262 BC. 
A fulacht fiadh site at Ballybar Lower 
yielded a wooden alder shovel and 
arrowheads. 

A matte and associated earthworks 
are located in the vicinity of the by
pass in Ballybannon. A small broach 
from the eighth or ninth century AD 
was found within an early christian 
enclosure adjacent to these sites. This 
first millennium AD settlement had 
associated charcoal production pits 
and medieval com-drying kilns. Half 
of another early christian enclosure or 
ring fort was also excavated in this 
townland - its existence had previous
ly been strongly suggested by crop 
marks. Also found were full and 
small token cremation remains proba
bly dating to the early-middle Bronze 
Ages. 

The development of the Carlow 
bypass has led to a valuable variety of 
archaeological finds from prehistoric 
to medieval and post-medieval times. 
We look forward to the day when we 
can see many of the finds in Carlow 
museum. 

Carloviana 2008 
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ROWING AND CARLOW ROWING 

CLUB; 

Before seven a.m. on a Sunday morning 
in early May, as the quad ( quadruple 
scull) moved along The Bishop's 
Straight on its warm-up run, the fog 
which had earlier enveloped the river, 
had become wisps of darting vapour try
ing to escape from the blackness of the 
water below. Ten minutes later the boat 
and crew reach Bestfield Lock and as 
they reversed in between the sentinel 
sally trees, shreds of mist hovered pro
tectively over the still waters of the 
entrance channel. The heron, whose 
breakfast vigil was disturbed, lifted off 
with the weight of annoyance on its 
wings. And so, an idyllic moment is cre
ated -the mesmeric rhythm of the rowers 
and oars, the boat slicing silently 
through the water, the atmosphere of 
heightened awareness, whose totality is 
more real than the sum of the incidents. 
Everything is simultaneously actual and 
illusory. 

The ghosts of oarsmen of bygone eras -
Eamonn Stafford, Maurice Dowling, 
Frankie Haughney, Kieran Kennedy
were gathered as usual along the way, in 
silence. 

How many such moments have been 
created for rowers and coaches in the 
150 years of Carlow Rowing Club's 
existence? Do the ghosts of these 
moments skim along the surface of the 
water encouraging the young athletes of 
today? 

But rowing is older than 150 years -row
ing is an old activity, as old as the pyra
mids. The rowing prowess of Pharaoh 
Amenhotep II (l 500 BC) is praised on 
an inscribed stone found near the 
Sphinx. Virgil, in the Aeneid ( 19 BC), 
describes the start of a boat race in an 
annual regatta established by Emperor 
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STILL HERE AFTER 

1 50 YEARS. 

Augustus. In the poem he refers to the 
intenta (taut) arms of the intendi (intent) 
oarsmen waiting for the signal to go. 
Later in the poem Virgil describes a crew 
that has fallen behind in the race as it 
strives to regain its honour if not first 
place: "the rowers bend forward for the 
stroke, certamine summo (with the 
height of striving), driving on their boat, 
vastis ictibus (with enormous strokes), 
while, creber anhelitus artus aridaque 
ora quatit (their breathing shakes their 
limbs and parched mouths)". And things 
remain the same! 

One of the earliest suggestions of rowing 
on the Barrow comes from an account in 
the Irish Annals of the destruction of 
longphort Rothlaibh. This longphort ( a 
temporary camp where Viking raiding 
parties could over-winter) has been iden
tified as the Fort ofDunrally on the river, 
one mile from the village of Vicars town 
in Co. Laois. The Viking Rodolf was 
active in the area for about a decade. He 
used a base in Waterford harbour to 
maraud up and down the Barrow. His 
final mention in the Annals is in the year 
862 AD and it refers to the destruction of 
his longphort. 

And other ghosts are on the river looking 
at the quad's progress during its morning 
training session. 

Because it is approaching its 150th 
anniversary, Carlow Rowing Club is of 
historical interest in the context of sports 
in Co. Carlow. It is the oldest sporting 
club in the county. The earliest written 
record in the club's possession dates 
from May 1860 and refers to the regatta 
of 1859. The record is in the minutes of 
a meeting held in the Deighton Hall, 
(then the Com Exchange). In attendance 
at this meeting were "the subscribers of 

Paddy Behan 

the 1859 regatta fund". The list of atten
dees included names from prominent 
commercial boating interests in 
'Carlowgraigue' and Carlow, as well as 
people with interest in boating as a 
hobby. No written record exists to give 
the type of racing that took place. 
However, writing the history of Carlow 
Rowing Club for a souvenir publication 
in 1955 the late Donagh McDonagh, BL, 
(an historical account on which this arti
cle relies heavily), maintained that he 
had received oral confirmation from the 
Boake family (Brownshill) and the 
Fitzmaurice family (Kelvin Grove) that 
outrigger racing was held on the Barrow 
prior to 1859. Also, private boathouses 
were used along the river, in the environs 
of Carlow, to house these boats. At that 
meeting, in May, the annual regatta was 
fixed for July 18th and for competition in 
this regatta Sir John Acton, MP for the 
Borough of Carlow presented a cup -the 
Acton Cup. Having been won it was seen 
only once again -forty years later in a 
jewellery shop window, in Dublin-- and 
not for sale! 

Records from 1860-69 show that regattas 
were held in the years 1860/1/4/8. 
Contention, disputes and controversy 
abounded. In 1860 'the umpires decisions 
were vigorously contested and it was 
with reluctance that a far from unani
mous committee decided, in the interest 
of sport to abide by their (umpires) deci
sion'. Hardly a ringing endorsement for 
the umpires or their decisions! In 1861 
efforts were made to 'eliminate corrupt
ing influences', but these efforts weren't a 
complete success, for in a men's U-16 
event the prize of one sovereign and sil
ver medal were awarded to the second 
placed competitor as the actual winner 
had 'misrepresented his age'. The course 
for these regattas was from the Sandy 



Hills (the location of the Bill Duggan 
Bridge) to the Old Graves (the RIP 
wall). The 1864 regatta was for pleasure 
boats only, the 1868 regatta was in 
Cloydagh Pool, south of the town and 
indeed this regatta again resulted in a 
degree of controversy, with regard to 
prizes. 

The Club, as it is known today, was 
formed in 1869. Meetings were held 
during that year to get a club under way. 
Rules were drawn up, the annual sub
scription was set at a sovereign -this 
remained so for seventy nine years until 
1948. Mr M F Barnes was elected as the 
first captain in that year. Blue vests with 
diagonal white stripes were chosen as 
the club's colours. When and why the 
colours were changed is a mystery but, 
by 1902, the colours had been changed 
to 'dark green'. The club leased premises 
next Skinner's Lane, on the south side of 
the bridge, from the Haughton family, a 
prominent merchant family of the day. 
These premises later came into the pos
session of the Corcoran Mineral Water 
Company, owned by the Govemey fam
ily. This premises was leased by the club 
until 1962. 

The 'Athymen' were questioned as to 
whether they would challenge for the 
Barrow Cup in 1869 -we don't know 
how they responded, but, we see the 
beginning of oarsmen from Carlow 
seeking competition from outside. 
Minute books for most of the 1870s are 
missing and with them the activities of 
the club for these years are also missing. 
But, by the 1880s, when the records 
become available again, it is clear that 
the club had begun participating in 
regattas in the Leinster area. "Wexford 
was Carlow's bitterest rowing rival", so 
states the record. A fours crew of Wm. P. 
Hade (bow), Ed Rogers, H Richardson, 
Jos. Hade (stk) and R Wilson (cox) won 
in Islandbridge and Wexford. Wexford 
were invited to the 1881 Carlow regatta. 
The prizes won by Carlow in 1878 
weren't received by the winners until 
1882. When they did eventually arrive a 
tart letter was dispatched to the secretary 
of the Wexford regatta complaining bit
terly about the "inferior quality" of the 
said prizes! 

ROWING AND CARLOW ROWING CLUB 

By 1885 the club had a membership of 
95. The minute books up to 1897 list the 
day-to-day events of the club, but with 
little reference to boat racing. Among 
the members listed during the 1890s 
were the names of John J. Duggan and 
James Oliver -two men who had an 
enormous input on the direction the club 
took during the first decades of the 20th 
century. 

Again the minute books for the years 
1897 to 1916 are missing and thus was 
lost any adequate account of the devel
opment and progress of the first great 
Carlow crew. That crew, of Bell, Boake, 
Duggan and Orr had many successes in 
the years 1900-03. In the year 1903 they 
were cited by a correspondent the in The 
Irish Times as the 'premier crew of the 
year'. Mr E. Boake, captain of the club 
and member of the crew, recorded that 
the success of the crew was due in 
'no small way to the influence of two 
clergymen', who had been sent to minis
ter in Carlow, and who had been mem
bers of Trinity Rowing Club. 

as a result the Carlow Club fell way 
behind the then newer developments in 
rowing technology. Any investment was 
in the building up of a fleet of pleasure 
boats which, in 1929, numbered over 
thirty. 
Nevertheless, the racing section in 1927 -
due to the efforts of the then captain John 
J Duggan- secured the services of a pro
fessional coach from England, a Mr 
Winterbom, for a few weeks. This had an 
immediate effect in that Carlow had two 
winning crews at the regatta of that year. 
It also gave a renewed impetus to com
petitive rowing. In spite of the frugality 
of the committees, 1928-32 saw the club 
reach new heights as regards competing, 
travelling to at least seventeen regattas in 
those years. The venues included 
Athlone, Islandbridge, Waterford, 
Carrick-on-Suir, New Ross and Wexford, 
with Carlow winning a number of events 
en route. 

The names of the 'Founding Fathers' of 
the modem Carlow Rowing Club make 
their appearance at this time. The name 
of W L (Bill) Duggan first makes its 
appearance in the log of 1928 as a cox. In 
1930 he was secretary of the Club. In 
1931 James (Jim) Oliver is down as 
stroke of a junior crew that included W. 
Kehoe, J. Willis, P. Oliver and J. Beard 
(cox). The senior crew of 1932 is listed 
as W. J. (Bill) Fenlon (bow), L. D. Bergin 
(2), W. L. Duggan (3) and James J Oliver 
(stk). 

According to Donagh McDonagh 
. .... "the history of Carlow Rowing Club 
from 1916 to 1955 might be that of any 
trade cycle. By the early 1930s its for
tunes had slumped; the decline and 
depression continued until 1947, when 
the first steps in reviving these fortunes 
were taken. By the 1952/3 season the 
club was quite active in rowing terms 
and was just about to embark on a peri
od of heroic splendour". After 1932 the club did not race again 

until 1952. The only tiny gesture in the 
The period between the end of the Great direction of outrigger rowing after '32 
War to the end of the 1920s was a period and into the forties was the lone furrow 
of entrenchment and financial welfare. ploughed by the late Aidan Murray of 
The financial accounts for most of these Dublin St in his outrigger scull. Built 
years were healthy. The comparative sometime in the 1890s this boat is still in 
affiuence of the club wasn't reflected in the club's possession and may be seen in 
the rowing section. There was little the premises. Aidan of course shared his 
encouragement for crews to train for boat with other enthusiasts. When I 
competitive rowing; meagre allowances joined the club I told Aidan I'd done so -
were afforded to oarsmen travelling I only lived four doors from him in 
away to regattas. There is an account of Dublin St then- and he told me a rowing 
two crews travelling to Wexford and yam at his own expense. One evening he 
Waterford towards the end of this period was out for a paddle sometime in the late 
having to manage on £7 - (bear in mind 1930s and having passed under the 
that there were at least nine people who bridge on his way back to the boathouse 
would have to stay for four or five days). he became entangled in bushes. After 
There was little investment in racing much time and effort he had little success 
craft by the committees of the time and in extricating himself and when he was 
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almost at the point of falling out with the Riband of Irish rowmg- that crew 
Lord a voice shouted down from the achieved what no other crew in the his
bridge, "Get out and push it". tory of the club has done. This group 

triggered the development of the rowing 
The years after 1932 make sad reading. standards which exist in the club up to 
The club's finances were in freefall and the present day. And even though our 
pressed by creditors it had to economise; 
it ceased paying the affiliation to the 
IARU and was forced to sell its two rac-
ing boats. By the mid forties the only 
feature that kept the club from extinction 
was its fleet of -rapidly depleting and in 
poor repair- pleasure boats. For many 
Carlovians whose memories of Carlow 
Rowing Club go back to the 1940s and 
1950s the pleasure boats give fond mem
ories. The Sunday afternoon idyll, lazy 
balmy afternoons (when the sun was 
always shining); family outings, picnics 
and picnic salmon sandwiches, rites of 
passage, flirtations and courtship rituals, 
the stuff of nostalgia. 

By 194 7 the club's resources had 
touched rock-bottom. A crisis was pre
cipitated by a proposal to disband the 
club. The crisis was to be averted. Led 
by the triumvirate of Fenlon, Duggan 
and Oliver from the last racing boat -the 
1932 senior four- the club began, with 
baby steps, on a recovery path that 
would take it to dizzying heights in less 
than ten years. The struggle continued 
for another four years and in 1952 a 
solid foundation for a revival was laid 
and the dawn of a glorious renaissance 
brightened. 

In May of '52 four rowing enthusiasts, 
Maurice Dowling, Fergus Lawless, 
Derrick Hanley and Michael Feeley met 
with secretary Fenlon with a view to rac
ing. The upshot of the meeting was that 
a clinker four and four oars were pur
chased. Two crews, a Junior 4 and a 
Maiden 4 were launched. One of these 
crews, M Dowling, H Griffiths, E 
Stafford and M Fehily with cox J Fenlon 
returned the club to winning ways. By 
1954 this crew had progressed from 
Junior to Senior, Mick Bolger having 
replaced M Fehily. 

Victories in 1955 ensured that this crew 
entered a pantheon where olive garlands 
are forever worn. With nine victories at 
senior status in that year, including the 
Metropolitan Challenge Cup -the Blue 
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present athletes are five or six rowing 
generations removed from that crew, the 
esprit de cours engendered is still to be 
found today. Joe Bolger, the club's pres
ent captain, a rower and member from 
that era links those heady days to our 
athletes of today. 

The club progressed and flourished into 
the sixties, continuing to be led by the 
same men, 
Bill Duggan, Bill Fenlon and Jim Oliver, 
along with a relative newcomer Jack 
Phelan, who became club captain and 
regatta secretary. In 1962 the Canal 
Store on the Quay was bought and after 
extensive renovation it became the new 
clubhouse and boathouse. After more 
than ninety years the premises near 
Skinner's Lane was abandoned. 
Women's rowing was inaugurated in 
1963 and has continued to flourish ever 
smce. 

From the late fifties and into the mid six
ties the youthful (then) names of Peadar 
Doyle, Paul Lyons, Anthony Dooley and 
Robin James appear in the logs and these 
begin to have an input into the running 
of the club. They become committee 
members and club officials under the 
guidance of Bill Fenlon, Bill Duggan 
and Jim Oliver. These four men while 
not responsible by their own efforts only 
for taking us to where we are today -
many people have given unstintingly of 
their time and effort -yet with over forty 
years service each, in many capacities, 
they form a unique quartet. 

The development of the club didn't stop 
with the purchase of the new premises or 
the introduction of rowing for women. 
However the history of that development 
is for another time and place; much will 
be written about it elsewhere during the 
150th Anniversary Year. 

Modem rowing equipment and technol
ogy has developed to a state where a 
coach, weaving his magic with the nec
essary tools can produce trigonometric 

equations with riggers and oars to max
imise the effects of Newton's Laws, pro
ducing an eloquent juxtaposition of ten
sile testing, tensor mathematics and the 
exhilaration of tensing muscles. Roger 
Bacon, Rowan Hamilton and Virgil meet 
with an awesome mix of strength, math
ematics and poetry and the rowers, by 
their effort, still have to join the pieces -
plus ca change! 

As my quad ends its training outing the 
sun is shining brightly now. All traces of 
the six o'clock gloom (and gloomy faces) 
have disappeared. At the end of the 
downward journey towards the boat
house other benign spirits of yesteryear 
applaud along the regatta finish towards 
Cox's Lane and question the young ath
letes -why do you do this? What's in it 
for you? 

Vim and verve; lissomness, suppleness 
and gracefulness: athletic prowess, 
friendship and camaraderie and the 
delight of involvement with peers where 
the thrill of participation surpasses the 
thrill of winning. The ecstasy and exhila
ration of effort in the water; the enchant
ing spell of running water and being able 
to glide over it. Rowing takes the young 
people that are generous of their time and 
effort and whose parents are generous 
enough to place them in our care, on a 
journey worth taking. Sometimes the 
journey is painful, sometimes it's a pain 
that asks them to visit the deepest well of 
their endurance and courage, when their 
bodies are in emergency mode, some
times a pain that cannot be banished with 
the repayment of the oxygen debt. It's a 
journey into their souls. It demands loy
alty, unbelievable courage and selfless
ness and its only apparent reward is a 
skill not much in demand in the economy 
of the post Celtic Tiger Ireland. 

(My thanks to Barry Strauss, Professor of 
History and Classics at Cornell 
University for allowing me use his 
delightful book, Rowing Against the 
Current, to inspire the last paragraph in 
the above article and for allowing me use 
the classical references and translations 
in paragraph three.) 
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The Night of the Big Wind and its Impact in Co. Carlow 

The Night of the Big Wind on the 
sixth/seventh of January 1839 was a 
tumultuous event in Irish history. Peter 
Carr' describes it in his book as 'a night of 
madness' (page 13.). On that night, the 
Twelfth Night, the night of the Epiphany, 
Ireland was hit by a cataclysmic storm of 
gargantuan proportions. In the words of 
Peter Carr, the violence of the storm, and 
its sheer brutality horrified all those who 
lived through the event. It was often 
described as a supernatural event, which 
devastated every thing in its path. Co. 
Carlow, like every county in Ireland, had 
its own tale of woe to tell. 

The timing of the storm was interpreted as 
very significant at a time when pishrogues, 
ghosts and fairies were the order of the 
day. The Epiphany is a feast of revelation, 
the day when Christ was made known to 
the world and the night of the Epiphany 
was a time when, according to Peter Carr, 
'the living felt very close to the dead' 1 

(page 14 ). All these coincidences enhanced 
the many interpretations of Divine 
Intervention. It was little wonder that 
many people thought that it was indeed the 
end of the world. 

The Big Wind of 1839 was clearly an 
extraordinary event but it was only one of 
many great storms that wrecked havoc in 
the British Isles. Bad storms struck in 856 
and 988 and there was another great tem
pest on the 15th of January 1362, known as 
St. Mary's Wind 1 (page 46). However, 
only two storms, those of 1548 and 1903, 
seem to have come anyway close to the 
ferocity of the Big Wind in 1839. The 
Great Storm of 1703 which killed 8,000 
people in England and the 1987 storm 
which struck the southern part of England 
caused little damage in Ireland whereas the 
1839 storm wrecked property on a grand 
scale throughout the British Isles. 

The violence of the 1839 storm was only 
surpassed by the stillness that preceded it. 
On Sunday morning, the sixth of January, 
the landscape was covered by a thin layer 
of snow which fell the previous evening. 
The day itself was eerily calm. Not only 
was it very still but towards mid-afternoon 
it became unseasonably warm even to the 

point of being described as a sickly heat 
due to the warm front lying over Ireland. 
Behind the warm front of Sunday evening 
a bank of chill air (cold front) was lurking 
in front of an exceptionally deep depres
sion which was developing out in the 
Atlantic with an epicentre of 918 millibars 
west of the Faroe Islands2

. The abrupt 
change from warm to cold air gave rise to 
hurricane-strength winds causing massive 
destruction as the storm passed over a 
country-side ill-prepared for such an event. 
Roofs were ripped off houses, solid houses 
rocked from side to side and many col
lapsed, chimneys fell through roofs, vast 
numbers of people abandoned their houses 
taking shelter wherever they could find it, 
church spires and pinnacles fell through 
the roofs, slates were plucked off roofs like 
feathers from a duck, articles of furniture 
were carried in the wind, fires broke out 
everywhere, stacks of com and hay were 
tom apart never to be seen again, sand 
dunes were blown inland, littered with her
rings and other fish, trees were uprooted in 
tens of thousands all over the country and 
farm animals were killed, drowned or 
maimed but there was little loss of human 
life. Next morning as the storm abated the 
scenes of destruction were there for all to 
see and bemoan. 
Like every county in Ireland, the great 
storm caused massive damage to property 
all over Co. Carlow. According to Peter 
Carr, the force of the winds shook the most 
sturdily built houses in the town and most 
of the inhabitants of the town remained up 
all night. Slates were ripped off the roofs 
of many houses in the town and 'one man 
sold ten shillings worth of slates which he 
had gathered in the streets" (page 73). In 
other parts of the towns the roofs were 
ripped off many cabins and many were 
rendered homeless. A great number of 
woodland trees as well as parkland trees, 
which were planted during the re
afforestation period on Browne's Hill 
demesne and Castletown Estate close to 
Carlow, were flattened. Parts of the estate 
wall ( erected 1796-1811) on Col. Bruen's 
demesne in Oak Park were blown down 
(Leinster Independent). 

One of the ornamental spires on the beau
tiful octagonal tower of the Catholic 
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Cathedral in Carlow was toppled, smashed 
through the roof of the building and land
ed on the gallery. The relatively new 
Cathedral had been completed in 1832 at a 
cost of£9,000. It cost hundreds of pounds 
to repair the damage to the tower and 
gallery. Similarly, the solitary chimney 
that adorned one of the great towers on 
Carlow Castle, built some 600 years earli
er, was blown down. Sir Thomas Butler, 
who was staying in the Club House (later 
St. Brigid's Hospital) had a narrow escape 
from injury when a falling chimney burst 
through the ceiling of his bedroom shortly 
after he had vacated it to take refuge in the 
cellar. 
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The Night of The Big Wind reentered 
Irish folklore seventy years after the 
event,but for reasons which had nothing 
to do with weather conditions. 

The UK Old Age Pensions Act of 1908 
provided for a non contributory old age 
pension to be paid to people over the age 
of seventy.It came into effect in January 
1909 paying a pension of five shillings a 
week to a single person and seven 
shillings and sixpence to a married cou
ple. 

With Irish birth records dating only from 
the 1st.January 1864 Irish applicants 
could not provide documentary evidence 
of their age. 

The Irish Chief Secretary,Augustine 
Birrell,adopted a flexible approach to the 
problem.One of the questions to be put to 
applicants was whether he or she could 
remember the Night of the Big 
Wind,seventy years previously. 

Not surprisingly, most applicants could 
recall vivid memories of that fateful 
night. 
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THE IRISH SUGAR INDUSTRY 

The Sugar Company site, even as I 
write, is in the final stages of demolition. For 
Carlow, it is a disheartening sight to see such 
a vibrant industry close. 

My memories flow back to child
hood. In school, we heard the spurting sound 
of the steam and the sight of smoke in the dis
tance. The signals announced the seasonal 
work, known as the "The Campaign," had 
begun. A sweet smell of pulp would soon fill 
the air. 

Our Sunday walks for the next few 
weeks were on the Athy road where falling 
leaves drifted and crunched beneath our feet. 
We saw lorries piled high with beet, move in 
slow procession to the factory gates. When 
the beet arrived by goods train, the gates were 
closed manually. All of this created an aura 
of bustle and activity. We felt involved as if 
we were participating in the whole process. 
It was part of our lives and a part of the town. 

The factory workers came out in 
droves at 4 pm, mostly on bicycles. The 
day's shift work was over. Another contingent 
of men push-biked their way into work. 
They, in turn, would be replaced at midnight 
by the third troop. Due to the influence of its 
then General Manager, Lt General M J 
Costello, "the campaign" carried on as a mili
tary operation through the winter months. It 
provided a badly needed source of income for 
both growers and workers. For many fami
lies, it was a happy alternative to the taking of 
the emigrant ship. On Christmas Day, Mass 
was celebrated by the Bishop in the factory 
for all the workers. It reflected the closeness 
of the community to the factory and commit
ment to the work of the "campaign." 

m 

IN CARLOW 

By 1976 a further fifteen thousand 
people found employment in industries, using 
the sugar as a raw material. 

As far back as 1680, unsuccessful 
efforts were made to establish a sugar indus
try in Ireland. It was not until the 1920s, 
when Ireland got its independence, that the 
idea of establishing a sugar beet industry was 
mooted. A Belgian, Austrian and Czech 
group became interested in setting it up. After 
much deliberation, Carlow was chosen as the 
most suitable site. This was due, in no small 
measure, to the influence of a Mr Bery M 
Slocock. He encouraged Edward Duggan, 
councillors and influential people of the area 
to make serious representations on behalf of 
locating the factory in Carlow. Slocock intro
duced Mr Lippens, the principal of the 
Belgian syndicate to the idea. 

Mr Lippens and companions saw 
the advantages of its location in a central 
tillage area. Beet could be transported by the 
River Barrow, by rail, cart, and eventually by 
lorry from the surrounding counties. 

In January 1926 Bishop Foley of 
Kildare & Leighlin, who had enthusiastically 
encouraged the project, turned the first sod for 
the Sugar Factory. 

The company was called the Irish 
Sugar Manufacturing Company. It invested 
the remarkable sum of four hundred thousand 
pounds mostly from Continental Shareholders 
and three thousand pounds from Irish invest
ment. The subsidies from the Irish 
Government paid the farmers for the beet. 

When the original sugar industry 
was established, many of the skilled personnel 
were from the Continent. Names like 
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Navaratil, Neerman, Swatsky, Matticheck, 
Dvorak, Filgas were listed. A considerable 
number were Czech. They lived in Strawhall 
Villas known at that time to Carlow people as 
"The Belgian Houses." My late father-in-law, 
Patrick O'Hara was assigned to Carlow as the 
accountant and lived among them. His two 
sons, the late Patrick and my husband, the late 
Charles, were born and grew up there. The 
writer and poet, Deirdre Brennan (nee 
Hughes), a toddler at the time, remembers 
vaguely the afternoon tea parties held by the 
ladies and the entertainment provided for the 
children. Deirdre's husband, Joe Brennan 
came to Carlow as an engineer many years 
later and they still live in Strawhall Villas. 
Her father, the late Bill Hughes of Thurles 
played an important part in the development 
of the Sugar Company's plant. My father-in
law would recount stories and events, includ
ing fatal accidents which occurred through the 
years. At all times, the men working at the 
plant were spoken of with the greatest admira
tion and respect. 

As the company expanded further, 
accommodation was provided on Strawhall 
Avenue and Oak Park road. Many of the com
pany staff or their children still live in those 
houses. Names such as Connolly, Corish, 
Coffey, McVeigh, Brennan, Kenny, Moloney, 
O'Sullivan, Nolan are still there to-day. It 
was a little fraternity in itself. Originally this 
was due to the Continental settlers who sup
ported one another in a foreign country. The 
1929 depression in America had repercus
sions in Ireland, coupled with contentions 
between the farmers and the Company. In 
addition an over-supply of cane sugar resulted 
in a fall in the price of sugar. 

The Government of the day using 
the policy of self-sufficiency was determined 
that Ireland should continue with its sugar 
beet industry. It chose to expand rather than 
close the factory. It bought the factory from 
the original owners. C6mhlucht Siuicre Eire
ann Teo. was therefore established with 
authorised capital of two million pounds. In 
1933/34 sugar factories were built at Mallow, 
Thurles and Tuam. 

Pioneers of Carlow Factory 1926 

The Second World War 1939-45 
was a testing time for the industry. While 
Ireland remained neutral, most of the factory 
plant was of European manufacture. This 
meant that spare parts were not available from 
the Continent. Due to the ingenuity of the 
staff, C6mhlucht Siuicre Eireann Teo. 
embarked on experiments. Small foundries 
were set up in the factories. The farmers also 
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Armer - Salmon 21 Beet Harvester 
had difficulties. Beet seed was no longer 
available from abroad. It had to be grown at 
home and fertilisers were in short supply. 
Even poor quality anthracite mined in 
Rossmore was used as boiler fuel. 

The Company dealt with the decline 
in fertility in the soil by taking samples of 
soils from the various farms and testing them. 
This involved setting up soil testing laborato
ries at each sugar factory. Over the years the 
company invested heavily in research. The 
hub of this operation was a modem research 
and development centre at Carlow. 

Beet harvesting involved a consid
erable degree of toil and manpower. To over
come this problem in the 1950s, C6mhlucht 
Siuicre Eireann Teo. worked on the develop
ment of The Armer Mk I Harvester, named 
after an engineer from the US named Austin 
Armer. Again, Deirdre remembers Austin 
Armer, his wife and daughter as visitors in 
their home in Thurles. She remembers the 
excitement of having "The Americans" stay 
and all the fuss attached to it. 

By 1967, the company was manu
facturing machines specially designed to meet 
Irish conditions. This took place in Carlow. 
By the 1970s the beet and vegetable crops had 
machinery that allowed automated farm oper
ations. The "Armer" machinery was dis
played in other countries and the company 
was able to provide orders for abroad. Names 
attached to this machinery are Bill Hughes, 
Bill Gahan, Maurice Sheehy, Liam Maddock 
to mention but a few. 

Craftsmanship on the factory floor 
provided young apprentices with the highest 
standards in tool-making and marked them as 
experts in their fields. To obtain an appren
ticeship in the Company was the ambition of 
many families in Carlow. 

The company had considerable 
strength and excellent working arrangements 
with farmers. In the 1960s it saw the advan-

tages of diversifying into other food products 
with an agricultural base for new market 
requirements. It was decided to launch a 
range of processed vegetables, fruit and 
soups. This included the establishment of 
processing plants in the four factory towns. 
Thus "Erin Foods" was launched. Once again 
it was spearheaded by General Costello. The 
great thrust was on the export market. This 
remarkable man had the interest of the Irish 
people at heart and left a tremendous legacy 
for Carlow and the rest of the country, includ
ing the reclamation of bog lands such as 
Gow la, in the West of Ireland . 

The history of the company would 
be incomplete without the mention of Cosets. 
From the beginning, the company encouraged 
and promoted sports and social activities. 
Leaders in the organising of Cosets were 
Maurice Sheehy, Jimmy Phelan, Paddy 
Dooley, Jim O'Brien, Joe McDonald, and P. 
L. Curran. Although interested in various 
activities, football and hurling were the dom
inant sports. Among the players were names 
such as Byrne, Connolly, Coogan, Hayden, 
Long, Moore, Moran, Murphy, Rea, Phelan, 
McDonald, O'Brien, O'Connor, Forristal, 
Gray, Ryan, Whelan, to mention but a few. 
Cosets more than held their own in inter-fac
tory competitions. The many social events 
were an integral part oflife for the employees, 
from the unskilled worker to senior manage
ment. One of the highlights of the year was 
the Christmas parties for children. It gave the 
opportunity for all to get together in a spirit of 
fun and entertainment with Santa Claus taking 
centre stage. Cosets also ran the Pensioners' 
Social Club which held an annual party. 
There were concerts, plays and variety shows 
and they participated in competitions. 

In 1984 C6mhlucht Siuicre Eireann 
Teo.was re-registered as a public limited 
company known as Siuice Eireann. Irish 
Sugar continued to process sugar beet at all 4 

factories until 1986. A group rationalisation 
programme resulted in the closure of the 
Tuam factory in 1987 and of the Thurles fac
tory in 1989. 

Irish Sugar's involvement in agri
trading was concentrated on the production of 
animal feed using by-products of the sugar 
industry. It was also involved in crop inputs 
such as fertilisers and seed. In 1968 the com
pany expanded into agri-chemicals. 

The food activities expanded due to 
the acquisition of a 50% interest in Odiums 
flour milling company. 

It was decided that the State's hold
ing in Irish Sugar should be reduced to 
involve the incorporation of a new holding 
company that would acquire Irish Sugar. On 
14 February 1991, Greencore was formed. 
The Government exchanged its shares in Irish 
Sugar for those in Greencore. This new com
pany undertook to take the 50% holding in 
Odiums. It was the policy of Greencore to 
acquire the preferential share holding in the 
company. 

The company needed upgrading 
and maintenance which apparently, was too 
costly. Greencore was prosecuted for envi
ronmental pollution. They decided to close 
Carlow factory and transport the beet to 
Mallow. This meant that the workforce in 
Carlow was made redundant. 'Disputes arose 
between the farmers and the company in con
nection with transportation costs to Mallow. 
Over production was given as the reason by 
the EU. for the closure of the sugar industry 
in Ireland. Latvia was the other country which 
stopped the production of sugar beet while 
other European states continued or increased 
their acreage. 

Many argue that the growing of 
sugar beet was both financially and economi
cally viable using the plant for the production 
of ethanol as a much needed bio-fuel. 
Greencore applied to Carlow Co Council to 
develop the 333 acre site for residential, retail 
and light industrial use. 

As this company, which was one of 
the success stories, clears away the rubble, 
Carlow people remember the sacrifices and 
the genius of ordinary Irish men and women. 
The interest of the Irish people was foremost 
to them. "Ni bheidh a leitheidi ann aris." 

In Full Production 
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THE PATRICIAN BROTHERS 
1 BDB-2008 

The bicentenary of the foundation of the 
Congregation of the Brothers of St. Patrick 
was celebrated at Tullow on 7th, 8th and 9th 
of July this year. The following is a short 
account of the origins and development of 
this teaching Congregation, one of six found
ed in south-east Ireland towards the close of 
the penal era in the history of the Irish 
Church. 

On the morning of 2nd February 
1808 Bishop Daniel Delany of Kildare & 
Leighlin brought four men together in his 
chapel at Tullow, Co. Carlow. They were 
James McMahon, a strolling scholar and 
hedge schoolmaster eking out a living a hun
dred miles from home; Ambrose Dawson, 
Richard Fitzpatrick and Maurice Cummins, 
local labourers without an acre to call their 
own. The Ireland of the time was a troubled 
land where for most people life was a hand
to-mouth existence. For residence the earliest 
Patricians had the ramshackle structure 
which had previously been the parish chapel. 
Situated in a back lane behind Mill Street it 
had served James McMahon as a school
house, and was held on a medium-term lease 
by the bishop. Having had previous experi
ence of religious life with the Trappists in 
England Bro. Joseph Dawson was appointed 
superior. Since the community was to be self
supporting Bro. John continued with his pay 
school, earning £10 or £12 a year. Since 
Ireland's rural economy operated on barter 
the others as day labourers and manual work
ers were paid in kind. Later the earliest writ
ten Rule would enact: 

"It is a basic principle with the Institute that 
its members be self-supporting. No one is to 
be excused from manual labour except the 
old, the sick, and one or at most two, who 
shall be engaged in the Free School. Where 
numbers permit and the necessary skills are 
present each house shall establish those 
trades commonly practised in society. " 

Comb-making represented a first 
attempt at regular paid employment. For £30 
paid down Edward Grey engaged to train 
three or four Brothers to that trade and be 
responsible for sales. Initially the venture 
prospered, employing eight of the communi
ty's ten members. Combs though, have never 
been items of daily purchase nor was Tullow 
well placed to exploit what market there 
might be. Bankruptcy became Grey's lot, 
unemployment that of the Brothers. Its posi-
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tion and decayed fabric made the monastery 
damp and cold in winter, airless in summer, a 
trap for every illness and fever in a town 
lacking elementary sanitary provision. 
Hunger, frequent sickness among the mem
bers, the failure of Grey's business and his 
own inability to assist moved the bishop to 
suggest disbandment, but a majority were for 
holding on, prepared to work as labourers, 
quarrymen, stonebreakers, builders. Bishop 
Delany bethought himself of Mountrath, his 
home town and mensal parish, and proposed 
that three or four Brothers should take up res
idence in a small house he owned there. On 
the 2nd February 1810 John Baptist 
McMahon, Bernard Fitzpatrick and Dominic 
Phelan took the road to a Queen's County vil
lage renowned for its Orange and anti
Catholic prejudice. Of the original four one 
remained at Tullow, John Evangelist 
Cummins with the later arrivals, Francis 
Woods, Serenus Kelly, and postulant Batt 
Neil from Tankardstown, soon to be Bro. 
Paul. 

Francis and Serenus took evening 
classes in the town and oversaw Sunday 
Schools in the out-chapel at Ardattin. A sec
ond apostolate for all was the supervision of 
wakes and funerals replacing the customary 
crude drama, drinking and card-playing with 
prayer, spiritual reading and more orderly 
behaviour. A livelihood was eked out through 
physical labour in smithies and workshops 
where carpentry, ironwork and weaving were 
the main skills practised. Provision of a free 
school for the children of the town was made 
possible only when the community was able 
to rent a cabin for the purpose. Bishop 
Delany's health had noticeably failed from 
about the year 1811, and death came in the 
early hours of 9th July 1814. A site for a 
monastery was secured in 1819 and to find 
the means to erect a simple structure Serenus 
undertook a fund-raising mission in the 
county and town of Galway. Following fur
ther fund-raising in England the monastery 
was ready for occupation in 1826 and a 
boarding school opened. Two years later both 
were extended with funds collected by 
Serenus in France. About the same time the 
Mountrath community opened its own board
ing school, the immediate predecessor of 
today's Patrician College, Ballyfin. 

CLARENBRIDGE AND GALWAY 

While questing in Galway in 1819 
Bro. Serenus Kelly encountered Christopher 

Bro. Linus Walker 

Redington, a Catholic landlord, and received 
an invitation to open a Free School on the lat
ter's estate at Clarenbridge. Mr. Redington 
provided a monastery and seven acres rent
free, and as hitherto the Brothers supported 
themselves by their trades. Bro. Patrick 
Dawson from Crosslow, Tullow, was the first 
superior at Clarenbridge(1822) and opened a 
boarding school in 1835. He was subsequent
ly superior at Mountrath over many years, 
dying there in 1855. 

The work at Clarenbridge led to an 
invitation to take charge of a large school in 
Galway city, the Galway Male Free School 
just then moving into newly-acquired prem
ises. Bro. Paul James O'Connor from 
Leighlinbridge, then in charge of the 
Brothers' Pay School at Tullow, was selected 
to head the new venture and, accompanied by 
postulant James Walsh made the journey to 
Galway on foot in December 1826. On 15th 
January they opened their school in a former 
military barrack at Lombard St. The entry in 
the monastery cash book for that date shows 
that their early riches amounted to one 
shilling. Agreement with the School 
Committee provided for a salary of £60 a 
year for two teachers. Their day began at 5 
a.m., with class at 7, and broke for Mass at 9, 
followed by breakfast. Classes ended at 3.30 
after which the Brothers had dinner, the sec
ond and last meal of the day. Within a month 
Bro. Anthony Redmond arrived from 
Mountrath, but in mid-Lent James Walsh dis
appeared without leave-taking. Existence on 
two meals a day-further reduced by Lenten 
fare-and the daily grind with five-hundred 
poverty-stricken boys, few of whom had 
English or books, had lost its attraction for 
him. Bro. Bernard Hogan from Clarenbridge 
was his replacement. While urging the provi
sion of a wider choice of reading material 
Paul contributed his own mite by building 
and marking a globe to show the lands, 
water-masses and main countries of the 
world. He was later to fashion an artificial 
arm and hand for a favourite pupil, victim of 
an accident. Nor were his activities confined 
to the schoolroom. Seeing children "fainting 
at their desks from hunger or seeking at 2 
p.m. permission to go 'look for' an uncertain 
breakfast" he founded in 1830 The Orphans' 
Breakfast and Clothing Institute. Beginning 
with sixteen children the charity soon had 
two hundred and during the potato famine 
fed nearly one thousand daily. In the same 
year he set up The Aloysian Society, a reli
gious confraternity for school leavers and 



young men to provide, as he said, "good cit
izens, priests for the church and saints for 
heaven." Unusually in view of later church 
practice government of the Society was in 
the hands of the members, subject only to the 
veto of the Director who was to be a priest of 
religious. The Rules were approved by the 
bishop of Galway and ran to four editions. 
Paul was Director for forty years before 
handing over to Bro. John Lynch. On the lat
ter's death in 1905 the Society ceased to 
exist. Two years after the establishment of 
both these societies the Committee voted to 
place the school under the new system of 
National Education, thereby gaining for it 
"the benefits of inspection, an entitlement to 
free stock, certain requisites at half-price and 
a gratuity in aid of teachers' salary." In return 
limitations were placed on religious instruc
tion, religious emblems and practices, even 
where the pupils were all of one faith. In the 
case of most schools the financial aid proved 
paltry and many teachers found themselves 
worse off than before. Inspectors were often 
less than friendly and Paul recounts an 
instance where one such gentleman: 

"displaying all the diligence of an exciseman 
in search of an illicit still, went through the 
school in search of evidence of Catholicity. 
Having discovered some catechisms he bore 
them in triumph through the school, threw 
them down before me, ejaculating 'A pretty 
business this, sir. What do you say now, sir?' 
and other gentlemanly laconisms. " 

In 1839 the Board introduced a 
system whereby teachers were paid by clas
sification following examination by the 
inspector, but in a reversion of earlier policy 
religious were excluded. These were to con
tinue under the old capitation system of £10 
per annum per 100 pupils enrolled. 
Additionally, no further "monastic schools" 
would be admitted to connection. The 
Galway Male National School was to remain 
the largest of its kind in the system, which by 
1856 had but five schools taught by Brothers, 
three of them Patrician. 

While Mountrath and Tullow had 
flourishing boarding schools with pupils 
ranging in age from 7 to 17, the Galway com
munity concerned itself with primary educa
tion only until 1862 when Bishop John 
McEvilly requested that it "open a seminary 
for the middle class of society." As a fee-pay
ing day school this would obviate the neces
sity for the Catholic middle-class to attend 
the Galway District Model School which was 
totally controlled by the Commissioners for 
National Education. With Brothers from 
Tullow and Mountrath and generous finan
cial support from the bishop Bro. Paul 
opened St Joseph's Catholic Seminary, 
known to generations of city folk as "the 
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bishop's school" and to their sons as "The 
Bish." 

Neither Tullow nor Mountrath 
were so severely affected by the Potato 
Famine as was Galway. At the former place 
Bro. Serenus Kelly and Dr. Irwin experi
mented with the growing of a blight-free 
potato, using the "apple" or wild potato as 
seed. In addition Serenus wrote to Sir Robert 
Peel, then in Opposition, supporting the lat
ter's warning that Government must provide 
a substitute for the potato if a greater disaster 
were to be averted. In 1848 a Tyrone man, a 
hedge-schoolmaster and a fugitive from 
Smith O'Brien's abortive nsmg at 
Ballingarry, made his way to Tullow and 
obtained a teaching post in the monastery 
school at £10 per annum. A year later he 
joined the Mountrath community, and as Bro. 
Patrick McCrystal conducted the boarding 
school for many years. He was an outstand
ing classical teacher and accountant. Aid for 
secondary education began in 1878, initially 
confined to the provision of a curriculum, 
annual examinations, prizes and exhibitions 
or scholarships. The Brothers' schools adopt
ed the system from its inception. 

From the beginning each 
monastery was subject to the diocesan bish
op as to its superior general and only with his 
consent might new members be admitted. 
Similarly the bishop's permission was need
ed for the transfer of members between the 
monasteries, even within the same diocese. 
In the 1860s Bro. John Lynch, Superior at 
Galway, initiated moves to establish a central 
novitiate or training school for candidates, 
and ultimately for the election of a central 
governing body. Progress on both issues was 
slow, finance being a major obstacle, but the 
opening of schools at Fethard (1873) and 
Mallow (1878) and the spread of the Institute 
to India (1875) accentuated the need for a 
centralised organisation. Bro. Aloysius 
Howlin, of the Mountrath community, was 
delegated to go to Rome to make enquiries as 
to the necessary procedures. The Irish bish
ops concerned, particularly Dr. Lynch of 
Kildare & Leighlin, were initially opposed, 
and the idea lapsed until 1883 when an invi
tation came to open schools in three dioceses 
of New South Wales. Five years later Rome 
granted a decree permitting the election of a 
Superior General and a General Council for 
the communities in Ireland and India. A 
decree of permanent approbation followed in 
1893 and was extended to Australia the fol
lowing year. From 1893 until the year 2000 
the Superior General and his Council resided 
at Tullow, the place of foundation. 
Administrations were set up in the overseas 
Provinces, though for many years both of 
these depended on Ireland for the staffing of 
their schools. 

At home the Irish Parliamentary 

Party, the Gaelic League, the GAA, and later 
Sinn Fein attracted the support of the 
Brothers. Bros. Patrick O'Brien and Benedict 
Whelan were to the forefront of the language 
movement in Tullow, as were many of the 
local clergy. While curate in the parish the 
Rev. John Killeen organised the largest and 
best known aeriocht in Leinster, known as 
Feis Chathaoir Mhoir, customarily held on 
the lawn of Castlemore House. Lasting three 
days it attracted competitors from all over the 
country while the judges included such 
national figures, such as Padraic Pearse and 
The O'Rahilly. Irish language and history 
were taught in the schools; evening lessons 
and lectures were provided for adults. In the 
nineteen-twenties Bro. Leo Slattery was an 
officer and prominent member of the GAA 
and, with Tom Hayden of Knocklowe and 
Gerry Kavanagh of Ouragh, was instrumen
tal in the acquisition of grounds for the local 
club. In the nineteen-sixties the site was 
developed and is today Bro. Leo Park. 

The twenties saw also the acquisi
tion of Mount Wolseley at Tullow and of 
Ballyfin Demesne , the latter as a replace
ment for the century-old Patrician College at 
Mountrath, the former as a juniorate where 
aspirants to the Congregation might receive a 
secondary education. Both these establish
ments have in recent years returned to lay
ownership and commercial use, but many 
Patricians, at home and abroad, cherish rec
ollections of each. Communities were estab
lished at Abbeyleix and Newbridge in the 
nineteen-thirties, and shortly after World War 
Two at Santa Monica, Los Angeles. The 
greatest change to affect the Congregation 
was the coming to birth of the Republic of 
India in 1948 and the subsequent 
Indianisation of that Province. Indian-born 
Patricians and vernacular schools have now 
replaced the Irish Brothers and English
medium colleges which for almost a century 
were features of the British Raj. Three Irish 
Brothers went to Kenya in 1962 to take over 
a secondary school opened by St. Patrick's 
Missionary Society which has its headquar
ters at Kiltegan in Co. Wicklow. Now a score 
or more Brothers, the great majority 
Kenyans, work in education and medicine 
among the poor and deprived of that lovely 
and unfortunate country. In 1968 the 
Australian Province began work in Papua 
New Guinea, among a tribal people recently 
introduced to western ways, and there too the 
work is managed largely by indigenous 
Patricians. Who could have thought that on 
five continents monasteries, schools and dis
pensaries would be named for the fifth-cen
tury apostle of Ireland and, even more sur
prisingly, for an eighteenth-century bishop 
working in a small town situated among the 
fertile fields of south County Carlow. 
Mirabilis est Dominus Deus. 
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CEIDE WALLS 

OF 

MOUNT LEINSTER 

The discovery in the 1930s of tum
bled-down stone walls buried beneath 
a thick layer of blanket peat in north
west Mayo by the late Patrick 
Caulfield, the local national school 
teacher in Belderrig, was one of the 
most defining archaeological discov
eries ever made in Ireland, ranking in 
importance and significance with the 
discovery of the Megalithic tombs at 
Newgrange, Co. Meath. It was a 
defining moment in Irish history not 
only because of its significance in 
archaeological terms but also because 
it has since been shown that organ
ised agricultural settlements and field 
systems were well established in 
Ireland as early as 5,500 years ago0 \ 

There may not be any evidence of 
Ceide Fields in Co. Carlow but this is 
now solid evidence that it does have 
some Ceide Walls of prehistoric age. 

Those familiar with some of Carlow's 
oldest myths and legends will have 
heard of the legendary size and 
strength of the giants that once lived 
on Mount Leinster. Legend recalls 
that the huge granite boulder, weigh
ing some 100 tonnes, in the townland 
of Knockbower near Graiguenaspiddoge 
was thrown in anger by the giant liv
ing on Mount Leinster at another 
giant on Lugnaquilla but it fell short 
of its target and came to rest in 
Knockbower. This may be the same 
giant who left the imprint of his foot 
on the granite boulder on the top of 
Monaughrim Hill and the father of 
the giant's daughter whose feet were 
so huge that when she slid down the 
side of Mount Leinster she left two 
huge tracks on the northern side of 
the mountain known as the Cai/in 
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Slipes. A preliminary study of the 
area revealed that the two 'tracks' on 
the mountain side were ridges and not 
tracks made by the feet of the giant's 
daughter (2

) .(page 53). 

Many Carlow historians believed that 
the Cai/in Stipes could only be seen 
when there was a light blanket of 
snow on Mount Leinster. The late 
William Ellis once took a photograph 
to prove this point. Further obser
vances have revealed that the Cai/in 
Slipes can be clearly seen at evening 
time (c. 1900 hours) in mid-summer 
when the shadows created by sun's 
rays show them as two more or less 
parallel lines on the northern face of 
Mount Leinster between the Black 
Banks and the Coolsnaghta 
amphitheatre. 

On-site studies reveal that the 'tracks' 
made by the giant's daughter were in 
fact almost parallel ridges, approxi
mately 30 metres apart and some 200 
metres long, above the road that runs 
from The Nine Stones to Bunclody. 
Surface examinations showed that the 
heather-covered ridges were approxi
mately 1.5 metres wide and 50-60cm. 
high above the level of the ground on 
either side of the ridge. Excavations 
at a number of places on those ridges 
showed that they were identical in 
structural features to the Ceide Walls 
in the townlands ofBelderrig Beg and 
Behy in Co. Mayo (3

)_ A trench cut 
through the ridge showed a concen
tration of stones of local origin ( shale, 
mica-schist and the occasional piece 
of granite) overlain by a uniform thin 
layer (15-20 cm) of black peat on the 
ridge and on both sides of the ridge. 

Michael J. Conry 

The stones have all the appearances if 
a tumbled-down wall resting on a yel
lowish-red subsoil horizon. 

It can only be concluded that the 
Cai/in Stipes were tumbled-down 
stone walls, now overgrown by a thin 
layer of blanket peat, similar in struc
ture and possibly of the same age 
(5,500 years old) as the CeideWalls in 
Co. Mayo. There is no evidence that 
they formed part of a field system 
similar to the Ceide Fields. However, 
further studies may yet reveal the 
existence of such in the Blackstairs 
Region. 
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CALLING THE KETTLE 

PARNELL, ORATORY AND 

BLACK: 

INVECTIVE 

Oratory is back in fashion. The latest edition of Simon Sebag 
Montefiore Speeches that Changed the World and Richard Aldous's 
companion Irish collection of Great Irish Speeches both topped the 
best sellers lists recently. 1 Montefiore includes one Irish speech in 
his selection. Moses and Mandela are joined by Jesus, George 
Washington, Oliver Cromwell, Hitler, John F Kennedy, George W. 
Bush and Eamon de Valera - perhaps surprisingly the de Valera 
speech included is the 'These were all great men' oration delivered 
on the fiftieth anniversary of the 1916 Rising. The Aldous selection 
of the fifty greatest Irish speeches includes one by Parnell - the 
famous 'No Man has the right to fix the boundary to the march of 
the nation' speech delivered in Cork in January 1885 and immor
talised on the St Gaudens monument in O'Connell St.2 Aldous's 
definition of a great speech is admittedly somewhat flexible - he 
includes for example the statement issued by the Irish bishops con
demning Parnell on 3 July 1891, four days before voters went to the 
polls in Carlow. That statement was never delivered as a speech but 
was of some importance in the defeat of Parnell in the Carlow elec
tion. The focus of this essay is Parnell as orator. It draws particu
larly on some of his speeches during the Carlow bye-election of 
July 1891, the third of the Parnellite split and the last of Parnell's 
life - he died three months later. In assessing his strengths and 
weaknesses as a public speaker, I will suggest that Parnell was a 
more effective orator that he has been given credit for although, in 
the area of invective, he lacked the ruthlessness of Tim Healy. 

At first glance, the omission of Parnell from the ranks of the great 
speakers may seem understandable. Parnell, we are told, was no 
orator: the near consensus of historians merely replicates the ver
dict of many of his contemporaries and even, it would appear, 
Parnell himself. He once confided to Andrew Kettle, later to be his 
candidate in Carlow, that he was not 'gifted with the power of 
expression of some other men'. Kettle encouraged him not to mind 
that: 'The orators use too many adjectives. You are going to found 
a talking school of your own with ideas instead ofwords.'3 During 
the Carlow election, Parnell confided to an audience in 
Bagnalstown that he had 'never pretended in my public life to any 
eloquence or what is called oratorical power. I have always 
endeavoured to be a practical man and a practical statesman'.4 In 
his generally sympathetic assessment of Parnell as a political 
speaker, Alan O'Day concludes that it is unlikely that any revision
ism could transform him into a moving orator. 5 However, the con
tinued currency of such speeches as "Keep a firm grip on your 
homesteads" (Westport, 1879) and "No man has the right to set the 
boundary to the march of the nation" which have entered the popu
lar consciousness give reason for pause before discounting his pow
ers of political communication. Other speeches by Parnell also 
deserve to be remembered - including a few of those delivered in 
Carlow. 

Parnell's political speecnes fall into 'l'bree main categories: election 
or campaign speeches in Ireland and England, speeches in the 
United States, i/lJJ!NJ tJre speeches in the House of Commons. In rela
tion to the latter which are not the focus of this paper, suffice it to 
say that during his sixteen years in that house Parnell made a sig-
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nificant if intermittent contribution to debate. 6 R. Barry O'Brien's 
conclusion that 'Parnell disliked speechifying ... and had not the 
least ambition to become a great public speaker.' is persuasive. 7 

However it tends to under-rate Parnell's conventional parliamentary 
career and to ignore the extent to which he developed a distinctive 
and powerful style as a public speaker, a style that was all the more 
effective, for being different. 

Parnell's debut on the political hustings in 1874 was less than aus
picious. A.M. Sullivan, a member of the council of the Home Rule 
League that interviewed the prospective candidate for County 
Dublin in 1874 concluded that he would be a 'silent member' or be 
known as 'single speech Parnell.' 8 J.G. Swift MacNeill recalled 
that Parnell could 'only say a few disjointed words, then pause, then 
repeat himself, then try to make a fresh start, and finally abandon 
the effort and resume his seat. 9 O'Connor Power recalled that they 
listened to him with pain while he was on his legs and 'felt 
immensely relieved when he sat down. No one ever thought he 
would cut a figure in politics. We thought he would be a 
respectable mediocrity.' 10 Notwithstanding his' unimpressive 
debut, Parnell adjusted to the demands of the hustings. William 
O'Brien who observed a speech by Parnell in Tralee in November 
1878 recalled that despite a difficult audience Parnell fired them all 
before he sat down. 11 By the time of the Carlow bye-election 
1891, Parnell had come a long way as a speaker and had developed 
a distinctive if somewhat unusual style. 

Parnell's posture while speaking publicly was unconventional - he 
stood stiffiy with his arms folded loosely in front of him or some
times behind his back. He spoke in a low voice, slowly and dis
tinctly; he rarely raised his voice or gestured or gesticulated. He 
had an aversion to shouting. 12 He often gave the impression of 
indifference to an audience which one critic suggested made him 
'meagre' in his style'. 13 Another commented that what struck him 
most about Parnell was his silence: 'One was not accustomed to it. 
All Irish agitators talked. He didn't.' 14 In the bitter struggle that 
followed the Split, Parnell had little option but to become more 
communicative. 

One contemporary journalist who observed Parnell's rapid ascent to 
the forefront of Irish politics considered that his speeches were 
always clear and to the point but that he had hardly any of the attrib
utes of a popular leader as he was 'singularly unimpassioned as an 
orator' and had an English accent, a ' serious disqualification for an 
Irish patriot'. 15 Such negative comments on Parnell's oratory 
which date from his earliest appearance on public platforms partly 
reflect a conventional public taste for a florid, literary eighteenth
century style of public speaking which survived in Ireland longer 
than elsewhere. Parnell did not fit that mould: only occasionally 
did he resort to literary reference, metaphor, redwwant aofadiw:s, 
humour or playfulness of language. But he could speak with dev
astating directness. Gladstone said that Parnell had the rarest of 
qualities in a speaker -measure, "ffln\c loon~~~ 
a consummate swordsman' with 'a supple and trenchant blade'. 16 
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The Carlow bye-election contest began informally on Wednesday 
17 June 1891 when Thomas Condon MP arrived to prepare the anti
Parnellite campaign. Next day, Parnell ordered the holding of a 
Convention to select their candidate and Messrs Conway and 
Dalton, Parnellite MPs arrived in the constituency. As a mark of 
respect to the deceased former MP, Colonel the O Gorman Mahon, 
they refrained from holding meetings. 17 The body of the outgoing 
MP was not yet cold - he was buried in Glasnevin the following 
Saturday, 20 June. Coincidently, O'Gorman Mahon had been 
responsible for introducing Parnell to Captain O'Shea. He was a 
good friend of the Chief - even though he took the opposite side in 
the Split provoked by the O'Shea divorce scandal. Although noto
riously superstitious about funerals, Parnell attended the O'Gorman 
Mahon burial. As the prayers were being said, David Sheehy MP 
caused 'an unseemly display' when he berated Parnell with the 
words 'This is disgraceful; you ought to get into the man's grave'. 
As the funeral ended, Tim Healy was harangued by Parnellites and 
rival demonstrations were prevented deteriorating into serious vio
lence by the intervention of the police. Stones were thrown at Healy 
and one man was arrested. 1 8 It was clear that the forthcoming 
election was likely to prove as tempestuous as the two recent con
tests in North Kilkenny and Sligo. So it proved. The Carlow con
test became the occasion of oratory of high order and invective of 
the meanest kind. In a perverse way it was also a forerunner for the 
development of two party personality driven politics which has 
dominated Irish politics ever since. 

Parnell was not a natural public speaker: he could be nervous and 
uncomfortable especially with impromptu speaking which he 
avoided. However he could be extremely effective as is illustrated 
by his unscheduled speech at Bagnalstown delivered from the win
dow of Ward's Hotel. Having disclaimed eloquence and oratorical 
prowess - and in the face of Healy's extrovert flourishes he could 
hardly do likewise - Parnell subtly created a hierarchy of roles, 
leaving no doubt as to Healy's subservience and reminding his audi
ence of the difference between words and deeds, oratory and action, 
leadership and subservience. The effect is to demonstrate oratori
cal skill while seeming to deny it. 

A trenchant blade is evident in the speech which drew added force 
from the fact that it was directed so personally at Parnell's nemesis, 
T.M. Healy. Parnell used a military metaphor of armies, generals 
and foot-soldiers to assert his own leadership and diminish Healy's 
role; he then proceeded to raise the eyes of his audience to higher 
things, invoking his favourite biblical image from the period of the 
split - the wilderness in which they sojourned and the promised land 
to which he was about to lead them: 
I have always endeavoured to find out as many eloquent Irishmen 
as possible to supply my own deficiencies in this respect, because 
my view of every man is that he is capable of some good if you keep 
him to the work for which he is best qualified. That was my view 
with reference to Tim Healy when I first brought him out ... Every 
general's duty is to select the men best fitted for the different 
branches of the service. Some men are good for cavalry, no use for 
artillery, and some good as skirmishers, and so we got together a 
fine Irish army in Westminster until the time came when two or 
three or four of the skirmishers thought they ought to become gen
erals (groans and laughter) .. .I ask you to permit me having led you 
so far through the wilderness, until we are in sight of the promised 
land, until we are almost entering within the gates - not to thrust me 
back but to allow me to enter these gates with you (cheers). And 
when we have obtained for Ireland the right to make laws on Irish 
soil, and the right to enforce these laws when they are made, when 
we have obtained the power for our people to secure the prosperi
ty, freedom and liberty of all classes of Irishmen and Irishwomen, 
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then.fellow-countrymen, if you like, you will be able to select a man 
in my place to watch and guide the interests of our nation and to 
help our country take her legitimate place amongst the nations of 
the world. 1 9 

Public speeches are notoriously fraught with pitfalls for the would
be analyst - the Bagnalstown speech demonstrates the need not to 
take the words uttered at face value. Notwithstanding his reputation 
for directness and plain speaking, Parnell understood the creative 
value of ambiguity and the necessity to convey different messages 
to different constituencies even in the same speech.2° Hence, for 
example the careful balance of the apparent carte blanche in his 
rousing 'ne plus ultra' speech in Cork, with the caveat that for the 
moment all that was on the menu was the very limited option of the 
restoration ofGrattan's parliament.21 The Cork formula - a combi
nation ofrhetorical flourish with less conspicuous reservation - was 
most effectively used during the land war 1879-81 and after the 
Split, although in the latter case the reservation was understandably 
less conspicuous. 

Parnell's vigorous speech at Tullow on 5 July 1891 during the 
Carlow election campaign demonstrates the full range of his rhetor
ical and oratorical subtlety and skill. The language was strong, mil
itaristic in tone, radical in content but nuanced: he made the case 
for a parliamentary movement which was constitutional, vigorous 
and independent but did so by invoking a historical tradition which 
included constitutional and physical force. He declared that the 
tenant farmers and labourers of Ireland constituted the national 
army but followed by committing himself to the improvement and 
prosperity of every class 'whether they be tenant farmers, labourers, 
artisans, merchants or shop-keepers. I want to have a united and 
free Ireland (cheers). I want to remove those barriers which now 
exist between class and class, and I want to terminate the landlords' 
interest in the soil by purchase.' On the political question, he 
repeated the constant refrain from this period - the necessity for an 
Irish Party completely independent of English parties: 

I have never trusted to the good professions of any English party 
(cheers). I know well that they will go just as far on the road of con
cessions and reform for Ireland as they are obliged to do, and not 
one inch further (cheers), and you will never get from any English 
party - I don't care whether Liberal or Tory - they are all the same 
to me - you will never get from any of these parties any concessions 
of freedom or liberty for your country unless you maintain your 
own independence. (cheers) ... no English party and no English 
leader really loves Ireland (cheers). They will respect you, they will 
respect your power as long as you keep together and respect your
selves (cheers). The history of every single concession that has 
ever been obtained in Ireland teaches the same lesson and proves 
the absolute truth of my words that we do not gain things for 
Ireland on account of the love and affection of any Englishman or 
English party for us, but because we are able to get into such a 
position and bring such forces to bear as to make it necessary that 
these concessions should be given (cheers) ... Why ... was the English 
Church establishment in Ireland abolished and the first important 
Land Act, the Act of '70, passed? Because the men of '65 by their 
spirit had proved that there was an Irish nation. 22 

This raises the related questions of audience and dissemination. A 
characteristic feature of Parnell's public speeches is that while they 
were carefully constructed in terms of balance, they tended to con
tain accessible and memorable slogans. Stirring rhetoric has less 
enduring impact on an audience than a catchy phrase constantly 
repeated. Parnell grasped early the value of the sound-bite and the 
need to ensure dissemination of the message. He took considerable 



care to facilitate journalists at meetings - for instance, always being 
accompanied by a journalist on election campaigns.23 

Parnell was well aware that audiences varied: Irish audiences, he 
felt, needed to be encouraged and lifted up because 'they are 
oppressed and beaten down'. On the other hand, he felt Irish 
American audiences, 'require to have cold water thrown upon 
them'.24 In the Carlow election, he needed to assert his leadership 
while winning or regaining the confidence of the local electorate. 
Notwithstanding his reputation for remoteness and stiffness, he 
self-consciously sought to establish a link with his audience, per
sonalising his remarks, flattering his listeners, stressing the close 
affinity between Wicklow and Carlow, often citing history of which 
reputedly he was largely ignorant - and occasionally resorting to 
humour. At Borris, on 29 June, he opened his speech by reminding 
his audience of a visit to the town as part of the Land League cam
paign in 1879; in Hacketstown, on 1 July, he evoked the historic 
role of 'this gallant little town' in 1798 when it was 'a precursor and 
a rallying point' and when 'the forces of Irish Nationalism, having 
been driven from the low country, found refuge in Hacketstown'. 
He proceeded to link this with a land League meeting in 1880 to 
which he travelled the short distance from Aughavannagh, the 
Parnell family lodge.25 Referring to a threat that the meeting 
would be disrupted by 'the mountainy men', he responded humor
ously, 'I am not afraid of the mountainy men (cheers), They are 
good men (cheers). I am a "goat sucker" myself, and the Wicklow 
mountains and the Carlow mountains that reared Holt and Dwyer 
are not going to send men to ask Irishmen to bend the knee to 
English dictation (cheers). On another occasion he ridiculed a for
mer junior colleague and protege now turned anti-Parnellite with 
the adage 'spare the rod and spoil the child' and the disarming 
admission that he (Parnell) had been a bad teacher but 'it was 
impossible for even the best of pedagogues to operate on bad mate
rial'. 26 

In the absence of diaries and other papers, historians seeking to 
establish Parnell's views rely heavily on his speeches. Carlow 
offers the most detailed final statement. The writ for the bye-elec
tion was moved on 22 June, two days after O'Gorman Mahon's 
funeral; polling was set for Tuesday 7 July. The anti-Parnellites for
mally selected their candidate, John Hammond, at a convention in 
Carlow town on 23 June while the Parnellites selected Andrew J 
Kettle on the following day. In reality both candidates had already 
been identified and the conventions were merely a formality. An 
attempt had been made to draft Edward Dwyer Grey Jr, proprietor 
of the Freeman's Journal, as a Parnellite candidate- his father had 
previously represented Carlow - but he declined to go forward as 
long as the nationalist movement was divided. Dwyer Grey who 
had supported Parnell in the Split was becoming more lukewarm, 
particularly after Parnell's marriage and he ultimately changed 
sides.27 

Andrew Kettle was a farmer from North County Dublin who had 
been Secretary of the Land League and an active participant in the 
land agitation. A low key figure, he lacked political experience but 
could claim a creditable record in agrarian affairs. He had been 
imprisoned in Kilmainham with Parnell and was a long-term 
Parnell loyalist. The Freeman's Journal fairly described him as 'a 
sturdy, independent, upright Irishman, without reproach or stain, he 
is worthy of the honour which the true men of Carlow had con
ferred on him'. In the memoir published after his death, he recalled 
that at the time the vacancy occurred in Carlow, he was busy with 
farming but happened to pay a visit to the rooms of the National 
League in Dublin. Dr Joe Kenny, Parnell's close colleague, came in 
a state of distress about the impossibility of finding a candidate; he 
was afraid there would be no contest. Kettle responded that that 
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was out of the question and was immediately prevailed upon to 
stand. His only conditions were that it should not cost him a penny 
and that he would be free to come and go from Parliament as he 
wished.28 

While Kettle was not an inspiring speaker, he was very knowledge
able about land issues, a considerable advantage in Carlow. 
However he suffered from two disadvantages: he was not from 
Carlow and his surname was irresistibly susceptible to puns and 
lampoon. Both proved significant factors in the election. Tim 
Healy claimed Kettle had been really chosen by Kitty O'Shea and 
the kettle because ubiquitous throughout the constituency as a sym
bol ofridicule. 

The anti-Parnellite candidate, John Hammond, Chairman of Carlow 
Town Commissioners, and merchant, was introduced by Healy as 
'of your own flesh and blood'.29 However he too suffered some 
disadvantages. It was rumoured that a London based doctor had 
been Healy's initial choice. More compromisingly, Hammond was 
a JP with a reputation for being a little too close for comfort to the 
loyalist interest. He was attacked as a 'toy puppet' and a 'mari
onette'. Some of his actions as a JP that were unsympathetic to the 
nationalist and particularly the tenant interest were now raked up to 
embarrass him. In the main, however, the contest resolved itself 
into a pro and anti Parnell struggle with the candidates serving as 
mere proxies. 

Carlow was a largely rural constituency, with good market towns in 
Carlow, Borris and Bagnalstown. It was a strong agricultural area 
and not surprisingly land issues including the needs of tenant farm
ers played a strong part in the campaign as did the historic connec
tions of the county with Irish movements of the past. The franchise 
was still relatively restricted - the total electorate was just over 
7,000 with an estimated 800 of these being conservative or Unionist 
in politics. 

Carlow Electorate by Polling Stations, 1891 

Rathvilly 418 Carlow 1,560 

Bagnalstown 1,238 Borris 1,255 

Clonegal 316 Tullow 1,101 

Fenagh 196 Hacketstown 524 

Myshall 409 Total 7,017 

The strength of this minority gave rise to the Parnellites predicting 
humorously that rule of 'the old B's' - the Bruens, Beresfords and 
Bagenals - would be as halcyon days compared with 'the rule of the 
Healy branch of the locust family of Sullivan. Every green thing 
would be eaten up and disappear'. 30 

Parnell professed publicly at the start of the campaign that he had 
great confidence in winning Carlow. In an interview with a jour
nalist in Brighton on 26 June, he declared that Carlow was the only 
contest since the Split that he had any real confidence of winning, 
particularly if he could take a personal part in the contest. 3 1 He 
told a meeting in Carlow town that, with a few exceptions, he had 
never addressed larger election meetings or been received with 
greater enthusiasm. Allowing for flattery and spin, it is true that 
Parnell was received with enthusiasm in many parts of the con
stituency. Based on their canvas, he declared confidently on 3 July: 
'we are going to win'. Three days later he repeated the message but 
added prudently that whether they did or did not, he would always 
look back with affection at the kindness and courtesy that they 
received from the people of Carlow. 32 
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Parnell's marriage at Steyning on 27 June, not long after the cam
paign commenced, had a significant impact. He dismissed ques
tions from a journalist about the political effect it might have: "I 
and my wife are perfectly happy. As for myself, I can truly say that 
I am now enjoying greater happiness than I have ever experienced 
in the whole ofmy previous life.'33 There is no reason to doubt 
the sincerity of this statement and colleagues commented that 
Parnell seemed to be restored to full health and good spirits. 
However when he stated that he would take his wife with him to 
Carlow for the election campaign but she was a bad sailor, one sus
pects that his tongue was firmly in his cheek. Katherine O'Shea had 
been the subject of vicious, foul-mouthed attacks during the recent 
Sligo and Kilkenny elections and there was no reason to believe 
Carlow would be any different. That she was now Parnell's wife 
proved no defence - quite the opposite. His interview was ridiculed 
in Tullow by Tim Healy: If Kitty was such a bad sailor, she was a 
worse pilot and she had a bad captain. How could a man be happy 
if his country was ruinously divided, he asked. Parnell must have 
the constitution of a fire escape, he concluded, much to the amuse
ment of his audience. 34 

While the Freeman's Journal and the Irish Times took the view that 
Parnell in marrying Katharine had acted in accordance with the 
rules of his church and had regularized their position, some of his 
followers saw the marriage as an admission of guilt. 35 It was 
claimed that the news of Parnell's marriage was greeted by his elec
tion workers with consternation, an allegation which was immedi
ately denied.36 Pierce Mahony MP tried to put the most 
favourable possible spin on events:' If Mr Parnell had committed a 
fault, he had done his best to remedy it (cheers). The lady whose 
name had been brought before the public was now Mr. Parnell's 
lawful, wedded wife (cheers), his wife according to the laws of the 
realm, and according to the laws of the Church to which she and 
Mr. Parnell belonged.'37 

Others were less tolerant, as a colourful demonstration at Ballon on 
3 July demonstrates. When Parnell arrived, accompanied by a brass 
band, he was greeted by a large hostile crowd of men, women and 
children. One elderly man carried a pole, several feet high, at the 
top of which was a white placard with the figure of a woman, hold
ing a tea kettle. Underneath in bold black lettering was the inscrip
tion ""Kitty, damnation but I'm scalded'. Below was another kettle 
with the caption 'solid, rivetted'. For amusement, members of the 
crowd in tum would advance to the front and spell out the word 'K 
I T T Y' - to the accompaniment of raucous laugher and a mock 
dance by a group of elderly women who raiseed their petticoats 
with a suggestive twist. Despite a large presence of police with 
batons, there was a succession of scenes. A reporter for the Irish 
Times recorded: 

Some of the people laughed, others yelled, cursed; direful execra
tions were poured out; phrases which cannot be reduced to writing 
were freely vented. Amidst all of this Mr. Parnell coolly alighted, 
gazed once or twice at the placard, and grimly smiled. A number 
of altercations followed, one involving Mr Conway MP who was 
accompanying Parnell. 

Discretion being the better part of valour, Parnell's supporters 
moved to a different part of the village before proceeding with their 
meeting at which Conway accused the mob of being fortified with 
porter and degrading politics by bawdy behaviour. As Parnell was 
leaving, his supporters managed to seize the offending placard and 
destroy it, at which stage a full-scale riot was averted only by the 
intervention of the police and the onset of a shower ofrain.38 

The infamous Ballon incident was the nadir of an election cam-
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paign which was in the words of the Irish Times 'brimful of foul
mouthedness' but which only occasionally spilled over into outright 
hostilities.39 Parnell was condemned as an immoral adulterer and 
variously described as 'the son of a Cromwellian trooper', a cruel 
landlord and a bad employer. Kettle was systematically portrayed 
as a landgrabber, an allegation he was forced to deny repeatedly. 
For their part, the Pamellites retaliated by calling Healy a foul
mouthed adventurer, a cowardly liar, a jackjump, a Tapper-tit trai
tor, an unscrupulous and grasping politician, and the leader of 'an 
organized mendacity.' Parnell himself was not totally immune from 
such excesses, especially in responding to the taunts of Healy.40 

He took particular exception to recurrent allegations that he treated 
his employees badly in Rathdrum and Arklow. Some of his work
men were drafted in to speak on his behalf and a public meeting in 
his support was held in Arklow. Parnell gave a detailed account of 
the large sums of money he had invested in employment creating 
schemes at his quarries and at the harbour in Arklow. These had 
cost him a lot of money, he claimed, but at least he invested in prac
tical schemes in Ireland, unlike Healy who, he claimed, invested 
£16,000 in a Scottish floor-cloth company.41 

The Freeman's Journal complained of a 'conspiracy of lying' car
ried on against Parnell and the 'intense hatred with which he is pur
sued by some recalcitrants'. In contrast, it complimented Parnell on 
the 'patience and dignity' with which he conducted himself.42 At 
St Mullin's, he congratulated those who had stood out against intim
idation by coming to see him: "We do not deal with bludgeons", he 
said, "We deal in arguments." He then proceeded to make an elo
quent case for free, democratic politics: 

The questions which you will have to decide in this election are very 
important ones for you and for the future of your country. They are 
questions no doubt on which there is room for differences of opin
ion, and it is quite legitimate that Irishmen should form different 
opinions on the subject (cheers). Our opponents have, I admit, an 
arguable case on their side, but what I protest against, and what I 
deny that our opponents have the right to do, is this - I say they have 
no right to prevent us from putting our views before you, and that 
they have no right to prevent you from hearing what we have to 
say.43 

This eloquent defence of free speech was followed immediately by 
a more mundane and full-blooded invective against Healy: 

The Tim Healyite party represent themselves as the true guides, 
philosophers and friends of the Irish people but I never knew the 
people of a nation who came to greatness or who obtained anything 
under the guidance of cowardly liars and slanderers like Tim Healy 
and his friends (groans). This man has thriven at all stages of his 
career by slanders and by lies. He has left every party that he ever 
belonged to, and he has always bitten every hand that cherished 
him. I, who first brought him into public life was the first man he 
turned upon and sought to revile and to slander, and it would be a 
wonderful thing if the Irish people obtained their regeneration, or 
found their freedom by the guidance or help of such a cur as he had 
always been throughout his career. 

Verbal abuse gave way to more serious disorder in Rathvilly and in 
the vicinity of Carlow town. On 1 July, at Rathvilly, there was a sys
tematic and largely successful attempt to disrupt a visit by Parnell 
and his candidate. On arrival in the village accompanied by dele
gations from Baltinglass and Hacketstown, the Pamellites were 
greeted by a large crowd of mainly women and children, all or near
ly all carrying tin cans and kettles which they hammered continu
ously, creating a fearful noise, They followed Parnell's drag up to 



the square, opposite the new Catholic Church. When the din made 
it impossible to proceed with a meeting in their chosen location, 
Parnell directed that the drag move to the other side of the square 
but the crowd followed and entered the graveyard behind. Noise 
and disorder continued with serious violence prevented only by the 
presence of the police. All the while the local clergy observed pro
ceedings without making any attempt to intervene.44 

The most serious incident of a boisterous campaign occurred at 
Ballinabranagh, outside Carlow on Sunday 5 July. Mr Conway MP 
and Dr Hackett, a committed Parnellite supporter who had attend
ed Parnell when he had lime thrown in his eyes during the Kilkenny 
contest, were attacked by women throwing stones when they 
arrived in the village during an anti-Parnellite meeting. Hackett 
suffered a serious eye injury. On the same day, there was also sig
nificant stone throwing between rival supporters in the vicinity of 
Carlow.45 

Throughout the campaign, there were regular complaints of cleri
cal interference and misbehaviour. Fr Kavanagh administrator, 
Carlow, took a leading part in the election. He chaired the initial 
meeting of the anti-Parnellites in the constituency - there were three 
other priests on the platform. Two days later, he attended the 
Convention which selected the anti-Parnellite candidate, proposing 
a vote of sympathy to the late member, O'Gorman Mahon. It was 
claimed by the Parnellites that less than sixty people attended the 
Convention, sixteen of whom were clergymen. Telegrams of sup
port were read from Most Rev Dr Lynch and Most Rev Dr 
Comerford.46 On another occasion, Kavanagh condemned Kettle 
as a land grabber, an allegation that elicited a fortright attack on 
'clerical scurrility' from the deeply religious former secretary of the 
Land League.47 

On Sunday 28 June and 5 July, Parnell and the Parnellites were con
demned from the pulpit in several towns and villages, in some cases 
giving rise to rows.48 It was suggested that it would be a sin to 
go to a meeting in favour of Kettle.49 In Borris, on 28 June, the 
priest told his congregation that the Parnellite meeting planned for 
later in the day would be attended by 'cornerboys from Kilkenny, 
Carlow and Bagnalstown'. He predicted that these corner boys 
might offer insult and even violence and said that there were locals 
in Borris who would encourage them - these people, he claimed, 
had previously plied a mob with drink and encouraged them to 
'make a riot in God's house'. This allegation was strenuously reject
ed at the meeting which was addressed by Rev. P.J. Ryan. Mr 
Nolan MP said he was reared as a good Catholic but he 'objected to 
the altar of God being used as a platform to hurl insults on honest 
and devoted Catholics. If they erred in the views they took on the 
present question, they did so in good company, for they did so in the 
company of Very Rev Canon O'Neill, the Rev Father Murphy, and 
thousands of other priests who, by circumstances not difficult to 
understand, were unable to express their opinion in public.' Shortly 
after Nolan had finished, and while Parnell was speaking, the meet
ing was temporarily disrupted by a counter demonstration led by 
three priests marching past, with many of the participants brandish
ing big sticks and the priests waving their hats. 50 

As Nolan testified, there were some priests on the Parnellite side, 
although in the main they were more conspicuous by their absence. 
At the outset of the campaign, the first step of the leadership on 
both sides was to call on sympathetic clergy to enlist support. 5 1 

On 3 July, Parnell called on Fr O'Neill; he later visited the nuns 
in the local Presentation convent. O'Neill was an outspoken sup
porter of Parnell who signed Kettle's nomination papers. The 
Freeman declared wistfully 'Where Father O'Neill of Bagnalstown 
leads, no Catholic, no Carlowman, needs to be afraid or ashamed 
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to follow.'52 However O'Neill's usefulness was diminished by ill
health which curtailed the part he could play in the campaign. 

A conflict between O'Neill and his curates who were actively can
vassing for the anti-Parnellite side, became one of the sideshows of 
the election campaign. When Frs Norris, Murray and Dowling 
indicated that O'Neill would not be taking any part in the campaign, 
he wrote a letter to the national press contradicting them and dis
puting their claim that in canvassing against Parnell they were act
ing with the explicit authority of the bishop. Parnell publicly sup
ported O'Neill against 'three snips just out of Maynooth' but the 
curates rushed into print to take issue with their parish priest.53 

O'Neill added further fuel to the fire when he visited the schools in 
his parish and addressed the children about the election and urged 
them to get their parents to vote for the Parnellite candidate. 

On polling day, the clergy were again conspicuous by their pres
ence. The Freeman complained that they 'bought up every avail
able man' and 'sentinelled the polling booths'. Fr O'Neill com
plained of the presence in the polling booths of Fr Norris, one of his 
curates. From Clonegal and Fenagh it was reported that 'the priests 
took an active interest'. In Borris a number of priests acted as per
sonating agents. In Carlow, the coadjutor bishop and several priests 
observed the proceedings at the courthouse. Next day, the declara
tion of the poll gave rise to a noisy and threatening demonstrating 
which drowned out Kettle's speech. Two priests were noted as tak
ing a very active part. 54 

The Freeman's Journal concluded, and it is hard to disagree, that 
the presence of the clergy had some effect on the polling day. If 
there was any doubt about the official position of the Church, it was 
resolved by the statement issued by the Irish bishops on 3 July. The 
statement proposed by the Archbishop of Dublin and seconded by 
the Archbishop of Cashel was adopted unanimously at the regular 
meeting of the hierarchy at Maynooth on 25 June. It was subse
quently endorsed and signed by all those bishops who were absent 
- the one dissenting voice was Dr O'Dwyer, bishop of Limerick. 
The statement could hardly have been more explicit or its timing -
five days before the poll - more unfortunate for Parnell: 

We the Archbishops and bishops of Ireland, assembled in general 
meeting for the first time since the issuing of the declaration of our 
Standing Committee last September, hereby record the solemn 
expression of our judgement, as pastors of the Irish people, that Mr. 
Parnell, by his public misconduct, has utterly disqualified himself 
to be their political leader; that, since the issuing of that declara
tion Mr. Parnell's public action, and that of his recognized agents 
and organs in the Press, especially their open hostility to ecclesias
tical authority, has supplied new and convincing proof that he is 
wholly unworthy of the confidence of Catholics; and we therefore 
feel bound on this occasion to call on our people to repudiate his 
leadership. 

The response from Parnell and his supporters was muted, at least 
publicly. Throughout the election, they appear to have adopted a 
policy of avoiding overt attack on clerical interference. There are 
occasional lapses but in the main Parnellite speakers confined 
themselves to regretting that the clergy found themselves in bad 
company and on the wrong side rather than attacking political inter
ference per se. At a meeting in Hacketstown, Michael O'Leary 
rejected an allegation that the Parnellites were antagonistic to the 
clergy - they had always respected the clergy but if the clergy con
tinued to support those they were supporting, they would be 
'depending on a broken reed.'56 
Despite provocation, Parnell himself went out of his way to speak 
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highly of the clergy. He rebuked colleagues, including Kettle, who 
criticised the bishops and avoided open attacks on them himself. 57 

Speaking at a night meeting in Carlow on the day of the publication 
of the bishops' statement, he publicly defended the right of the bish
ops to pronounce on the moral question albeit belatedly but accused 
them of going beyond the moral issue. 58 In Bagnalstown two 
days later he said: 

I have received many kindnesses from the priests of Ireland from 
time to time and no matter how some amongst them may revile me 
and seek to provoke me at this moment, I shall never say one unkind 
word of any of them as long as I live (cheers). I know the quality 
of my colleagues who have stood by us. I know what they 're made 
of, and I know, as you know, that there are amongst them good, hon
est, and fervent Catholics (hear, hear).! cannot say quite the same 
of some of the seceders (groans). It is unhappily too true that the 
only words of abuse and revilement I have heard proceed from the 
lips of some of the Tim Healyite party (groans). But knowing as I 
do that my Parliamentary colleagues who have stood faithfully by 
the cause of Irish liberty and Irish independence are those amongst 
the Irish Party who have always been most truly religious men and 
the best Catholics; knowing as I do that amongst the honest 
Irishmen and Irishwomen supporting me in this county are so many 
sterling Catholics. 

Canon O'Neill - Hear, Hear 
Mr Parnell: I am strengthened in my determination to fight this 
fight out (cheers}5 9 

Parnell and his supporters sought to focus the election on policy 
issues and matters of principle: English dictation and the need for 
an Irish Party independent of English parties, the needs of tenant 
farmers and the allegation that the anti-Parnellites had no stomach 
for that struggle, and Parnell's record of achievement over the pre
vious sixteen years. They sought to emphasise the values of inde
pendence, self-reliance, unity and strong leadership. At Carlow, 
Bagnalstown, Borris and Tullow, Parnell made memorable 
speeches on these subjects. Understandably, the opposition did not 
engage on this battleground, preferring instead the essentially neg
ative strategy of attacking Parnell on moral grounds and resort to 
invective and occasional scurrility. The fact that the major leaders 
of the anti-Parnellite cause with the exception of Healy played lit
tle part in Carlow helped to personalise the contest on Parnell and 
gave free rein to Healy's appetite for lampoon, political pantomime 
and satire. 

The Parnellites responded in kind and spent much of the election 
rebutting allegations. Parnell himself repeatedly indicated his 
intention not to be dragged into personal abuse. In Carlow on 4 
July, he declared: 'I do not deal in such weapons. I decline to pur
sue the combat into these channels. However while he insisted that 
he could only be called to account for his public record, he was 
forced to address the 'private issue'. At Borris on 29 June he said: 

They allege certain faults against me. Even my enemies have not 
been able to allege faults against my public life and public conduct 
of the Irish movement (cheers). And as regards the private faults 
that are alleged against me, they are of very ancient date. You have 
to go back to I 883 and 1885 for these faults; but if I am a bad man 
now, I was just as bad a man in 1883 and in 1885when I was get
ting the Labourers Act and the Land Purchase Act in these years 
(hear, hear) and when there was no allegation made against my 
public character. If the private faults which are alleged against me 
did not prevent me from doing my duty to Ireland in 1883 and 1885, 
why should they prevent me from doing my duty to Ireland today. 60 
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Parnell accused his former colleagues and opponents of hypocrisy 
for discovering moral scruples late in the day - in some cases a 
decade too late. They had no difficulty in accepting advancement 
from a leader whose character they now discounted. He insisted 
that his conduct was not a moral issue although he conceded his 
opponents right to argue otherwise: 'if the men who are traducing 
me had gone through the same fiery ordeal that I have gone 
through, if they had been submitted to the same examination into 
their private lives and actions, I know there are many of them who 
would have come out far worse, and I believe there are few who 
have led purer lives that I have.' The problem was he was in the 
dock not them. And whatever Healy lacked in gravitas, he more 
than compensated for in invective. In his speeches and in his news
paper the National Press, he relentless attacked 'Kitty O'Shea' . 
'The crowning insult', he declaimed, was "the promise that the 
debased and shameless woman, whose name Ireland has so much 
reason to abhor, intended (weather permitting) to honour the coun
try with a visit, and to exercise her blandishments on the electors of 
Carlow".61 

Parnell demonstrated great skill and eloquence in a number of 
instances in Carlow, any one of which might rate a place in a com
pendium of great Irish speeches. His address rallying his forces 
after the declaration of the poll is arguably one of his finest. 
Optimistic to the last, the Parnellites predicted a close result, calcu
lating that Carlow went marginally for Hammond; they felt Borris, 
Bagnalstown and Fenagh divided evenly while Tullow, Clonegal, 
Myshall and Rathvilly went anti-Parnell. Only Hacketstown was 
thought to have been won by Kettle.62 In the event, the anti
Parnellite prediction of a majority of over 1100 proved an under
estimate. Hammond secured 3,755 votes to 1,539 for Kettle, a sur
prisingly large majority of 2,216. Parnell responded prophetically 
with great dignity and eloquence: 

"If they should happen to be beaten at the next general election, 
they would form a solid rallying square with the 1,500 good men 
who voted for Ireland's nationhood in the County Carlow, of the 
2, 500 heroes who voted for the same cause in North Sligo, and of 
the 1,400 voters in North Kilkenny, who stood by the flag of Irish 
independence (cheers). These men, fellow-countrymen, are worth 
having in our army (cheers). I would rather have one such man, 
brave enough to withstand the influences, the intimidation, the loss 
of fortune and, of profit, and of future for themselves and their fam
ilies which they have survived during the days past in this election, 
than half a dozen of the poor sheep driven into the booths to vote 
for a cause of which they know nothing (cheers). 

Now my friends our army is the Old Guard (cheers). It is com
posed of the same materials which Napoleon called upon at 
Waterloo (cheers), the men who handed down to their children the 
traditions of the chivalry of France, and who were rewarded for 
their patriotism and their bravery by the freedom of their beloved 
land (cheers). This is the support, these are the feelings, which 
actuate our supporters and their friends (cheers). They fight for 
Ireland, they do not fight for themselves (cheers). They live not only 
for today - they have inherited the traditions of those who bled and 
died in this great country, and they look to the future confident that 
those who now follow the miserable cries which have been sought 
to be substituted in this contest for the call of patriotism will soon 
see, and will soon have to seek shelter behind the invincible pha
lanx which the patriotism of Carlow presents today and which the 
patriotism of Ireland will present tomorrow (loud cheers); for 
Freedom's battle once begun-
Bequeathed by bleeding sire to son-
Though baffled oft' is always won. "'63 



John Morley who heard Parnell's speech in the House of Commons 
on the second reading of the First Home Bill considered that it was 
one of his most masterly speeches and that Parnell possessed the 
secret of Demosthenic oratory.64 Demosthenes was the Greek 
statesman who led the struggle of the Athenians to maintain their 
freedom against Philip of Macedonia. In his speech delivered at 
his trial in 330 BC he posed the rhetorical question: In what circum
stances then ought a statesman and an orator to be vehement and 
answered: when the state is in jeopardy. It is precisely at the 
moments of greatest importance for the nation that Parnell's speech
es rise from the mundane to the memorable. That, I conclude, is 
the case with Parnell on certain key occasions including the Carlow 
election in which he was fighting for his political survival. 
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THE EARLY DECADES OF THE 

GAA IN 

In this article Jimmy O'Toole looks back at the turbulent 
early decades of the Gaelic Athletic Association in Co. 
Carlow. Difficulties on the playing fields were mirrored 
in the meeting rooms of the Co. Board as officers strug
gled to deal with discipline issues among both players and 
spectators, simmering political strife, and the player 
who may well have been Ireland's first ever professional 
footballer. 

In his book Believing in God (1995) Grange-born the
ologian and scholar, Dr. P.J.McGrath quoted Jonathan Swift -
"The latter part of a wise man's life is taken up in curing the 
follies, prejudices and false opinions he had contracted in the 
former." At this remove it is reasonably certain that the 
founding fathers of the Gaelic Athletic Association in Carlow 
would have given Swift's words little thought, having had 
few reasons to reflect with regret on the job of work and 
principals they employed in establishing an amateur sport
ing organisation the hallmarks of which have changed little 
in the intervening one hundred and twenty years. 

Today the county has more than thirty clubs, all of which 
have developed state of the art playing facilities and dressing 
rooms, financed largely through local fund raising, Leinster 
and Central Council grants and government aid through the 
National Lottery. All a long way from the tentative early 
days of the association, and a legacy that the founders could 
hardly have dreamed of when representatives of nine clubs 
met for the first meeting of the County Carlow Gaelic 
Athletic Association (Hurling and Football) in the Young 
Men's Catholic Society Rooms in Carlow town on 2nd April, 
1888. The clubs were represented as follows -AGHADE -
Paul Maher and William Nourse; BALLON - J. Swaine and 
Mr. Hennessey; BORRIS - James Murphy; CARLOW -
Francis Stenson (Secretary) and William Bergin; CLONE
GAL - Thomas B. Donohoe and Thomas White; CLON
MORE -Patrick McCall and Denis Dolan; HACKET
STOWN - Andrew Kavanagh and Owen Doyle; 
RATHVILLY - John Kehoe and Michael P. Maher 
(Chairman); TICKNOCK - Laurence Dolan and Patrick 
Donegan. 

Somewhat curiously of the seventeen delegates who 
attended that first meeting only five of them were among the 
thirty six delegates who represented an increased thirteen 
clubs at the first county convention in Lennon' s Hotel in 
Tullow on 25th October, 1888. Clubs represented were 
Aghade - Paul Maher and R. Fleming; Ballon/Rathoe - P. 
Kelly and John Cummins; Carlow - John Conlan and Francis 
Stenson; Clonegal/Kildavin - T. B. Donoghue and Thomas 
White; Donore - William Prandy and P. Phelan; 
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Grange/Killerig - John Reid and Arthur McDonald; 
Leighlinbridge - J. Cummins and C. Brennan; Myshall - P. 
Nolan and James Murphy; Nurney - P. Kinsella, and James 
Gorman; Rathvilly - Edward O'Toole and M.P. Maher; 
Ticknock - Michael Nolan and Lawrence O'Toole; Tullow -
M. Rooney and E. Peppard. Clubs had been formed in Borris 
and Hacketstown but neither was represented at the Tullow 
convention. 

Most followers of the game know that the association 
was founded in Thurles, Co. Tipperary, in 1884 and eventual
ly went from strength to strength to become the greatest ama
teur sports organisation in the world. However the laying of 
those foundation stones was by no means easy. Writing in 
1985, Jim Brophy, author of The Leathers Echo, a history of 
the association in Co. Wicklow, noted - "The fact is that the 
GA.A. struggled for its life on many occasions during the 
first thirty years. Proposals for its termination were put for
ward more than once. It was suggested that it should be con
fined to counties who could make their own separate rules. 
The great problem in the early years was the internal divi
sions which arose from political differences. A minority were 
in favour of solving the independence issue by way of physi
cal force while the majority called for constitutional methods. 
Both sides endeavoured to take over the association and the 
resulting clash nearly finished the games altogether." 

There were forms of football in Ireland long before the 
GA.A. while hurling had much earlier origins. Although the 
thought is frowned upon by many the reality was that the 
GA.A. was a counter - and let be said a welcome one - to the 
faction fighting that was prevalent in small and large towns in 
the century before the association was founded. In fact the 
violence that marked many football games in the early years 
was, some would argue, a direct result of the culture of fac
tion fighting. While in decline after the famine, faction fight
ing was widely practised until the latter years of the 19th cen
tury. My grandfather Laurence O'Toole, who was born in 
Tullowbeg, on the edge of Tullow, in 1881, recalled witness
ing many faction fights both as boy and teenager. He recalled 
how groups would approach the town from different direc
tions armed with sticks, with the resultant slaughter taking 
several hours to finish. Faction fights were not, as is some
times suggested, confined to fair days. Serious injuries were 
commonplace and on occasion men died as a result of injuries 
sustained. 

Clearly the founders of G.A.A. clubs earnestly hoped 
that by making combat legal they could discipline people 
to play within a set of rules which would eliminate the 
injuries and deaths caused by faction fighting. The weapons 
used were both long and short sticks of oak, ash, holly and 
blackthorn. These sticks were carefully prepared and after a 
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fight were greased and polished and kept ready for the next 
fight. Anecdotal evidence suggests that the police, for the 
most part, tended to ignore faction fighting, believing it to be 
a good thing to see the Irish fighting among themselves and 
not against the government. 

The minute books for the early years of the association 
in Co. Carlow are strewn with accounts of debates where 
club delegates tried as best they could to defend the conduct 
of their players as they faced often embarrassing reports 
from referees where matches had to be abandoned because of 
violence among outsiders (they are called fans and supporters 
today), and vicious and rough play on the field. Referees 
playing over the allotted time and accusations of collusion 
between referees and umpires were among the most frequent 
complaints by clubs. Another source of difficulty was the 
fact that in the early years no number of points equalled a 
goal. The result was that once a team scored a goal it usually 
led to a fairly rough form of defensive play. In 1891 the goal 
was made equal to five points and the maximum number on 
each team reduced from 21 to 17. Teams could field with as 
few as 14 players. By 1896 the goal had been reduced to 
three points. Until 1910 there were goal and point posts and 
three years later teams were reduced to 15-a-side. Teams of 
16-a-side fielded in Carlow for a short time. 

Chairing the first County Convention Michael P. Maher 
said a year earlier the only club in the county was in Carlow 
town and by now virtually very town and village had formed 
clubs. Following the election of officers the first matter for 
discussion was "the rough play exhibited in the eastern part 
of the county". A delegate from the Ticknock club insisted -
"the principle cause was want of independent referees". 
Within a few months of the Convention a County Board 
meeting in Ballon on 21st January, 1889 was told that the All 
Ireland G.A.A convention in Thurles had broken down in 
rowdy disorder and it was decided to run the G.A.A. in 
Carlow on independent lines. Co. Secretary John Conlan 
and Francis Stenson had represented Carlow in Thurles. 
Attention then concentrated on domestic matters and the first 
ever county championship match was played between Carlow 
and Donora at the race course in Ballybar on Sunday 3rd 
March, 1889. Carlow won by a single point- the only score 
of the game. Match results were quickly on the agenda of 
County Board meetings. On 31st March both Hacketstown 
and Clonmore (separate clubs at the time) were expelled for 
rowdyism in their championship match. Discipline had not 
improved by county final day in Carlow town when Ballon 
defeated Tullow by 1-1 to 0-0 in the football championship 
final. Fr. John Lawler, in his publication Cumann Lut -
Cleas, Co. Ceatarloca (1886 - 1927) noted - "Immediately 
after the game had ended great rowdyism took place amongst 
the spectators." Ballon team - John Cummins (Capt) John 
Nolan, John Keegan, Michael MacAssey, Tom Donohoe, 
James Brien, John Maher, Patrick Kerins , James Kerins, Gal 
Donohoe, John Kealy, James Byrne, Thomas Connors, John 
Gahan, Peter O'Neill, Willie Murphy, Thomas Nolan, Patrick 
Brien, Brian Flynn, Myles Nolan, and Lar Byrne. 

The following are random extracts from Co. Board min
utes that give a flavour of the issues that dominated most 
meetings in 1889 -

* The seriousness of allowing a goal to be scored 
against your team was not lost on one spectator during a 
match played at Rathrush between Tullow and Ticknock. A 
subsequent Co. Board meeting in Ballon in the spring of 
1889 was told that with about ten minutes left, and the game 
scoreless, the ball was within eight yards of the Tullow goal 
when it was stopped by an outsider. The crowd then broke 
onto the field and the game was abandoned. The decision of 
the County Board was to refix the match at Rathvilly. 

* Mr. P. Kelly complained of an attack that had been 
made on him at Clonegal by some members of the Clonegal 
club recently in consequence of his decision in the champi
onship match in which Clonegal was engaged. Mr. Kelly said 
he was leaving Clonegal in company with a friend James 
Murphy when he was followed by a number of Clone gal men, 
who abused and threatened him, challenged him to fight and 
finally cut the traces of the car and assaulted him. The deci
sion of the Board was to condemn the attacks and asked 
Clone gal to expel the men guilty of this disgraceful conduct. 

* The Aghade club claimed the match they kicked 
with Ballon on the grounds that the latter club kicked with 22 
men. Referee John Reid said the Aghade captain had com
plained of the matter during the play but refused an offer to 
stop play and count the Ballon team. The objection was 
overruled. 

* At a meeting in Tullow the President Michael P. 
Maher, in a very elaborate and business like manner, enumer
ated the numerous evils - physically and morally - that 
accrue by allowing foul and vicious play to proceed as it has 
been for the past year, and exhorted the members of the com
mittee to use all their energy and perseverance to uproot this 
great evil. Another important consideration is that no club 
shall play or attempt to play any match during Divine service 
or ceremony as prescribed by the clergy and if we counteract 
that widespread and demoralising vice of rough play and play 
no match on the hours of Divine Service, we shall inevitably 
have the co-operation of the clergy of this county and their 
blessings and support. 

Fr. John Lawler, in his history, pointed out that for many 
years prior to 1884 athletic amusements were at what he 
described as "a discount principally because Sunday play 
was regarded in most localities as punishable by law and few 
were prepared to risk the consequences." 

The new nationalist spirit of the Parnell era found 
expression in many places, not least of these was the meeting 
rooms of the G.A.A. At a County Board meeting in February 
1889 Grange delegate John Reid drew attention to the fact a 
member of a club had driven police to an eviction. He also 
referred to the fact that the rules of the association "do not 
allow for policemen becoming members and further that 
another rule lays down that members of gaelic clubs should 
do nothing in opposition to the national movement." Adel
egate from the club involved (neither the club nor the individ
ual were named in the minutes) said only one member had 
driven the police and the club would take care such a thing 
would not occur again. 

The 1889 County Convention was held on 24th 
November in the Assembly Rooms in Carlow where it was 
proposed by Edward O'Toole that the county affiliate to 
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Central Council but an amendment proposed by William 
Bergin that "we run on independent lines as it was last year" 
was carried by a large majority. M.P.Maher was re-appoint
ed chairman, while P.J. Griffin of Grange was elected secre
tary and John Reid was re-elected treasurer. The famous 
player for hire controversy erupted the following year when 
Grange, after a one point defeat in a championship game, 
objected to Myshall players, one of whom John Colclough 
was accused of being a paid player - during the pervious 
twelve months he had played with five clubs - Clonegal, 
Myshall, Aghada, Ballinabranna, and Crablane. One of the 
most damning accounts of Colclough's behaviour came 
before a meeting of the Co. Board in May 1890. 
Ballinabranna with whom he played were condemned after
wards by their parish priest, following a game against Old 
Leighlin. The Co. Board was told "they brought a bully 
named Colclough with them and he assaulted very man he 
met. They also brought three from Graigue, one from 
Killaban, and a lot of roughs from Leighlinbridge". 

In a counter objection Grange were accused of fielding 
two illegal players, while Grange umpire Pat McDonald was 
accused in cutting the lace in the Myshall ball to prevent it 
being used during the game - in the early days competing 
teams brought a ball for use in each half. Despite accusa
tions of both rough play and playing for pay, Colclough 
avoided suspension but was "severely censured and warned 
that ifhe played with outside clubs he would be suspended". 
McDonald's defence in relation to the lace was that he only 
cut part of it away to prevent the ball being carried by the 
lace! 

That year's championship was plagued with objections 
with three of the first round games being dealt with by the Co. 
Board. The Tullow-Ticknock game, played in Grange, led to 
a riot and the game was not finished .. A report from Ticknock 
claimed the Tullow players and supporters "had raised a dan
gerous and sanguinary riot, beat the officials with sticks, 
chased the players off the field, and made them run for their 
lives. Some of the Ticknock players were so badly beaten 
they had to be assisted onto to the carts that brought them 
home". The Tullow club got a caution with a warning that a 
repetition of the conduct complained of would result in sus
pension without further notice. 

At one point the local parish priest in Tullow called for 
the suspension of the club and the rough play issue became so 
serious that the Nationalist and Leinster Times published an 
editorial calling for public support to stamp out violence at 
GA.A. games - "From the detailed report we publish in 
another column of the meeting of the Co. Committee GA.A. 
our readers will gather some of the difficulties which those at 
the head of the county organisation have to encounter in man
aging clubs. A fruitful crop of objections arising out of the 
county championship matches, had to be dealt with; and 
when these were disposed of, the much more serious charge 
made against the Tullow club, or their followers, of having 
provoked a serious riot or disturbance and of having at least 
allowed a violent attack on their opponents (the Ticknock 
club) on the occasion of the recent play at Grange, was inves
tigated. It is to be hoped that the committee will be sustained 
by the public opinion of the county in endeavouring to put an 
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end to rough play, quarrelling and factious jealousies, so that 
the game of football many be practised with good order and 
without peril to life and limb. For the sake of their own rep
utation and for the fair fame of the town, we trust the Tullow 
players will take the warning of the County Committee to 
heart, and devise some means of repressing the violent ele
ment which unfortunately exists amongst them". 

In the county championship final of 1890 Carlow town 
defeated Crecrin by a point - the only score of the game. 
Winning team -T. O'Gorman (Capt), P. Holohan, N. Roche, 
M. Haydon, M. McDonnell, M. Dowling, T. Butler, M. 
McDonald, W. McDonald, - Crosson, - Quigley, Cummins, 
Hughes, Rooney, Nolan, Farrell, Geoghegan, Masterson, 
Hutton, Lynch, and Healy. Referee - John Dawson, Grange. 
At the County Convention that year the chairman M.P. Maher 
was returned after much persuasion and Michael Nolan was 
elected Secretary, and W. Bergin, treasurer. 

The first code of rules for the county was drawn up in 
1890 by P. J. Griffin, M.P. Maher, and Edward O'Toole. 
There were thirteen playing rules, excluding the dress code 
which read - No nails or iron tips allowed on the boots - strips 
of leather fastened on the soles will prevent slipping. The 
dress for football to be knee-breeches and stockings and 
shoes or boots (branded football boots, possibly with your 
own name on, had not yet arrived). Generally the basis of the 
early rules were little different to those applying to the mod
em day game. There were one or two notable exceptions. 
Rule Number 3 dealt with scoring - Besides the goal posts 
there shall be two upright posts standing on each goal line 21 
feet from the goal posts. A goal is won when the ball is driv
en between the goal posts and under the cross-bar. A point is 
counted when the ball is driven over the cross-bar or over the 
goal line, within 21 feet of either goal posts. . Undoubtedly 
the most fascinating was rule Number 5 -The captains of the 
teams shall toss for choice of side before commencing play 
and the players shall stand in two ranks opposite each other 
in the centre of the field until the ball is thrown up, each hold
ing the hand of one of the other side. 

If violence on the playing fields had overshadowed 
1890, political dissension was to cast an even darker shadow 
over the Gaelic Athletic Association during the following 
several years. The Parnell split had disastrous consequences 
for the Association and led to the disintegration of the Co. 
Board in Carlow. Charles Stuart Parnell's marriage to 
divorcee Kitty O'Shea left the Home Rule Party floundering 
in shocked disorder, and during the 1890s squabbles between 
the Pamellite and anti-Pamellite wings of the party destroyed 
the GA.A. 's organisational machine in several counties 
including Carlow. The Parnell connections with Carlow were 
numerous. His close friendship with the Hanlons of 
Grangeford would have influenced his decision to address a 
Land League meeting in Tullow on 28th September 1879 -
the first in Leinster. Among the founders of the Land League 
branch in Tullow were John Reid, John Dawson, Patrick 
McDonald, Patrick Griffin, and Thomas Bolger - names that 
were in the vanguard of the leadership of the GA.A. a decade 
later. 

A short time after the Tullow meeting Parnell was intro
duced to Kitty O'Shea by The O'Gorman Mahon, an M.P. for 
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Carlow at the time. It was his death that led to the 1891 by
election in Carlow. The day after his wedding on June 25th 
1891 in England, the Irish leader returned to Ireland and 
immediately joined the election campaign in Carlow. He suf
fered a crushing defeat and it was the last electoral battle he 
would fight in the constituencies. Parnell's candidate 
Andrew J. Kettle, a farmer from Kildare was defeated by 
John Hammond, a Carlow merchant by 3,755 votes to 1,539. 

The Co. Board was re-organised in 1897, partly as a 
result of a letter from Mr. Blake on behalf of Central Council 
urging the county "to re-start on business lines and to hold a 
county convention". When the convention did convene on 
26th September, 1897 only two of the clubs at the first meet
ing of the Association in 1888 were represented - Ballon 
and Borris. The others were Ballinkillen, Carlow Croppy 
Boys, Carlow 98 Club, Nurney, Crosslow, Bagenalstown, 
Grange and Loughmartin. Carlow town had divided into two 
clubs and similarly Tullow had divided into Crosslow and 
Loughmartin. In effect only eight of the areas at the first con
vention were now represented at county level. Joe 
Nicholson, Tullow was elected President; R. Fitzpatrick of 
Carlow '98 Club was elected secretary and Michael 
McDonald of Bagenalstown was elected treasurer. In 
November that year Michael Cusack travelled with the Celtic 
Hurling Club to a tournament in Athy where he saw both the 
Carlow '98 team and the Croppy Boys team playing in a tour
nament. Afterwards Cusack remarked the players seemed 
afraid to give effect to the true gaelic game by using their 
hands freely on the ball, and they appeared to be effecting 
more of what he called the soldiers or association game ( a ref
erence to soccer). 

In 1898 Crosslow and Loughmartin, in the parish of 
Tullow, became the first two teams from the same parish to 
appear in a county football championship final - it was the 
only county senior final played in Carlow between 1891 and 
190 I. Fr. Lawler 's book recalled that after half-time 
Crosslow played a rough game and disobeying the ruling of 
the referee (James Reddy) the game was abandoned and 
Loughmartin were awarded the title. The score was two 
points to nil in favour ofLoughmartin at the time. They were 
both short lived clubs - Loughmartin played in 1897 and 
1898, while Crosslow played from 1896 to 1898. Fr. Lawler 
described the champions as having a short but merry exis
tence. Too merry possibly because they failed to travel to 
represent Carlow against Kilkenny in the "Croke Cup" on 
December 4th. Carlow made their first appearance in the 
inter-county championship in 1898, suffering a heavy defeat 
2-24 to 0-5 against Wexford at Jones Road. 

During the two decades between 1898 and 1919 the 
management of the association in Carlow became haphazard 
with county conventions being called in only nine of those 
years-1898, 1901, 1905, 1908, 19091910, 1911, 1916, and 
1919. A letter from Impartial to the Nationalist and Leinster 
Times in April 1916 complained that gaelic games were not 
being kept up in the county. It was stated that a convention 
was held around that time but did not give much help. No 
convention was held in 1918 despite dates being arranged on 
several occasions. The following year a convention was 
ordered to be called by Central Council and the meeting did 

take place in Carlow Town Hall, on 23rd August where the 
chair was taken by a nominee of Central Council, Daniel 
McCarthy. Rev. J. Kelly, C.C. was elected president and J. 
Hickey as secretary but both resigned at a Co. Board meet
ing in Ballon the following September and it was 1922 before 
the next Co. Convention was called. The association in 
Carlow continued to function throughout the War of 
Independence, and was generally credited with being a heal
ing force in the aftermath of the Civil War. County Board 
meetings, although few in number, continued throughout this 
period but county conventions were not held in 1920 or 1921. 
A more normal routine of administration, and games took 
hold in 1923, as outlined in Fr. Lawler's records. 

One of the worst ever tragedies to impact on the associ
ation in its relatively short history occurred at Donore on 
Sunday 16th July, 1905. After what was described as a splen
did championship game Tullow beat Carlow 0-4 to 0-3, for a 
place in the county final. That was a game they would not 
play because after the Carlow game a row developed in 
which one of the Tullow players James Kelly from Ardnahue 
was hit on the head with a stick. He died two days later and 
Tullow refused to play in the final. On the national scene 
Carlow reached the 1905 Leinster Junior Football final, hav
ing defeated Wicklow after a second replay. They went 
down 1-4 to 1-3 to Westmeath in the final. Carlow contested 
their second Leinster Junior Football final in 1912, going 
down 3-1 to 2-2 to Louth. The following year they took their 
first Leinster Junior Football title beating Meath 3-4 to 0-0. 
That victory put them into the All Ireland final the following 
year against Kerry. Carlow led 1-2 to 0-3 at halftime but hav
ing failed to score in the second half and conceding four 
points to the Kerry men, the title eluded the Barrowsiders. 
Having played in the senior championship for eight years the 
county reverted to junior ranks in 1922 and won the Leinster 
Junior title in 1923, beating Dublin 2-5 to 1-1. The following 
year Carlow reached the All Ireland football semi-final 
against Antrim. The defeat of the Ulster champions 2-3- to 0-
3, secured a place in the All-Ireland final against Tipperary, 
with the Munster champions emerging victors on a score of 
2-6 to 1-1. 

Another incident that entered the annals of the associa
tion in Carlow for all the wrong reasons was the battle of 
Rathoe - the scenes followed a football match between 
Milford and Graiguecullen in 1926. The violence involved 
players and supporters and spilled over to Tullow later that 
evening. The referee's recommendation regarding a replay 
was telling. He suggested that a replay take place in an out
side county and in an enclosed ground. Graiguecullen were 
suspended for two years by the Co. Board and would never 
play in Carlow again. The Chairman of the Leinster Council 
at the time suggested that if Graiguecullen wished to return to 
Laois the Council might be prepared to remove the suspen
sion before the two years had expired. In the 21 years 
between 1905 and 1926 Carlow-Graigue as they were more 
popularly known appeared in 16 county finals, winning 13. 

Fr. Lawler in the introduction to his history of the GA.A. 
in Carlow, written in 1929, was in little doubt about the suc
cess of gaelic games in the county during the preceding four 
decades - "During the present year about five hundred play-
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ers from the different clubs in the county are engaged in the 
championships, not to speak of those who only take part in 
friendlies; a fact which of itself speaks volumes for the suc
cess of the association in the count." Looking through Fr. 
Lawler's club notes the most striking theme is the very short 
time spans of some clubs or at least the periods in which they 
were involved in championship football. This record covers 
the period to 1927 and obviously many of the old clubs con
tinue to exist today and in other instances under different 
names or as an amalgamation of clubs -

AGHADE (1888 -1889) 
ARDATTIN a name change from Aghade (1909 -1922) 
BAGENALSTOWN 1889 -1927) 
BALLINABRANNAGH (1890) 
BALLINKILLEN (1889 - 1927) 
BALLON (1888 - 1927) 
BALLYBAR- (1889 - 1897) 
BALLYCONNELL- (1889 - 1913) 
BALLYHACKETT (1889- 1902) 
BALLYHADE (1889 - 1890) 
BALLYMARTIN (1899- 1913) 
BALLYMURPHY (1889 - 1927) 
BALLYRAGGAN (1889 - 1896) 
BENNEKERRY 1907 - 1919) 
BORRIS (1888 - 1925) 
CARLOW (1887 - 1894) 
CARLOW CROPPY BOYS (1896 - 1898) 
CARLOW SHAMROCKS (1896 - 1903) 
CARLOW '98 CLUB (1897 1898) 
CARLOW M.C. (1898) 
CARLOW W.C. (1901) 
CARLOW BARROW RANGERS (1901-1903) 
CARLOW YOUNG EMMETTS (1903) 
CARLOW RAND G (1903 -1904) 
CARLOW (1904 -1927) 
CLASHGANN -OUTLAWS (1889 - 1910) 
CLONEGAL- RAPAREES (1888 - 1918) 
CLONMORE (1888 - 1919) 
CROSSLOW - STARS OF THE SEA (1896 - 1898) 
DONORE (1888 - 1916) 
DRUMPHEA (1915 - 1927) 
FENAGH (1889 - 1927) 
GRAIGUECULLEN -YOUNG IRELANDS (1905 - 1926) 
GRANGE- PRIDE OF ERIN (1888 - 1911) 
HACKETSTOWN -MICK McQUAIDS (1887 - 1927) 
KILDAVIN - (1912 - 1921) 
KILKLOUGHTERNANE - (1918) 
KILMEANY (1916 - 1918) 
KNOCKSQUIRE (1911) 
LEANEY (1902 - 1904) 
LEIGHLINEBRIDGE-E. DWYER-GRAY (1888 - 1927) 
LOUGHMARTIN (1897 -1898) 
MILFORD (1923 - 1927) 
MYSHALL-CRUSADERS (1888-1926) 
NEWTOWN (1889 - 1927) 
NURNEY (1888 - 1919) 
OLD LEIGHLIN (1890 - 1925) 
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PALATINE (1909 - 1927) 
RATHOE (1919 - 1927) 
RATHVILLY (1886 - 1927) 
ST. MULLINS (1914 - 1927) 
TICKNOCK (1888 - 1891) 
TINRYLAND (1888 -1927) 
TULLOW -STARS AND STRIPES (1888 - 1927) 

Results of football championship finals 
between 1889 and 1927 

1889 Ballon O'Gorman-Mahon's 1-1 
Tullow Starsand Stripes 0-0 

1890 Carlow 0-1 Crecerin 0-0 
1891 None 
1892 None 
1893 None 
1894 None 
1895 None 
1896 None 
1897 None 
1898 Loughmartin Emmets 0-2 Crosslow 0-0 
1899 None 
1900 None 
1901 None 
1902 Tullow St. Patrick's 0-4 Carlow Barrow Rangers 0-3 
1903 Carlow Barrow Rangers (Game Abanqoned) Carlow 

awarded Leaney 
1904 Tullow St. Patrick's 
1905 Carlow-Graigue v Tullow not played due to death of 

J.Kelly, Arnahue. 
1906 No Championship 
1907 No Championship 
1908 Carlow-Graigue 1-8 
1909 Carlow-Graigue 1-7 
1910 Carlow-Graigue 2-0 
1911 Borris 0-4 
1912 Carlow-Graigue 5-2 
1913 Carlow-Graigue 
1914 Carlow-Graigue 2-2 
1915 Carlow-Graigue 

Newtown 1-2 
Tinryland 0-5 
Borris 0-1 
Knocksquire 0-3 
Borris 0-0 

Tullow 0-1 

1916 Tullow St. Patrick's 1-9 Tinryland 0-5 
1917 No Championship 
1918 Carlow-Graigue 3-2 
1919 Palatine 0-0 

Palatine 1-1 
1920 Palatine 1-1 
1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 
1926 
1927 

Carlow-Graigue 
Carlow-Graigue 1-2 
Carlow-Graigue 5-8 
Carlow-Graigue 2-2 
Carlow-Graigue 1-4 
Milford (abandoned) 
O'Hanrahan's 0-5 

Palatine 3-1 
Carlow-Graigue 0-0 (D) 
Carlow-Graigue 0-2 (R) 
Tinryland 0-0 
W.OBagenalstown Ser. 
O'Hanrahan's 0-3 
Tullow 0-0 
Milford 0-2 
Milford 1-0 
Carlow-Graigue 
Leighlinbridge 1-1 



THE MICHAEL SLATTERY 

LECTURES 

REINTERPRETING REBELLION IN IRISH HISTORY 

On November 5th 2007, a memorandum of 
understanding was signed between Ireland's 
two oldest institutions of higher education, 
Carlow College and Trinity College Dublin. 
On the basis of this new agreement, the col
leges are to work to develop a programme 
for future cooperation and implementation 
in the Humanities and Social Studies. First 
fruit of this cooperation was the Michael 
Slattery Lecture Series, the first of which 
was a specially commissioned series of talks 
by Trinity's renowned historians, delivered 
early in 2008 to a Cobden Hall that was 
week after week packed to capacity. These 
lectures, which carried the sub-title 
"Reinterpreting Rebellion in Irish History", 
examined four periods of war and revolution 
in Irish history, beginning, like Trinity 
College itself, at the onset of the Nine Years' 
War, moving through the turbulent 17th cen
tury and on through the Penal Laws and 
1798 rebellion, so much a part of Carlow's 
history, before bringing a rapt audience up to 
the establishment of the Free State in 1922. 
Michael Slattery, incidentally, graduated 
from Trinity College in 1804, and became a 
student and then a professor at Carlow 
College. He was later Archbishop of Cashel 
and Emly. 

Like most of the audience who, over twelve 
Tuesday nights, flocked to Cobden Hall to 
attend this ambitious lecture series, I have a 
gra for, but no expertise in, our island's trou
bled history. On the second Tuesday in 
January, I arrived armed with pen and paper 
and with that common inheritance of the 
'old-school' approach to the subject: a 
panoply of patchy but passionately held 
prejudices in which Albion was eternally 
perfidious and the Irish, patriotic rebels 
betrayed by informers. Since leaving sec
ondary school, my knowledge had been sup
plemented largely by Roy Foster and J. C. 
Beckett and, more recently, any number of 
TG4 documentaries. But then, given the tar
get audience of the Michael Slattery lec
tures, this background is the very reason I 
feel perfectly qualified to pen the following 
reflections. 

Prof Ciaran Brady kicked off the series with 
an enthusiastically delivered re-evaluation 
of the Nine Years' War (1594-1603) and, in 
particular, its aftermath. Given the four hun
dredth anniversary just past, we're all famil
iar to some extent with the Flight of the 
Earls. Numerous documentaries, publica
tions and colloquia have, over the years, 
tried to delve into the heads of Tyrone and 
Tyrconnell, to understand what mixture of 
hope and hopelessness, intrigue and desper
ation, intent and paranoia drove these great 
Earls abroad, leaving, so the story went, the 
kind of vacuum in Gaelic Ulster which 
Protestantism, like nature, abhors. 

Whether or not we bandy about labels like 
'revisionist' (what true historian is not revi
sionist?), Prof Brady's take on this national 
trauma shifted focus squarely away from the 
intrigues and troubled personalities of the 
drama, and solidly unto the dismal science 
of economics. In the early modern period, 
the basis of power, so his argument ran, was 
shifting rapidly from those feudal or tribal 
allegiances that characterised pre-Tudor 
Ireland to a monetary system that valued 
only land, rent and taxation. In a nutshell, it 
was the encounter with modernity rather 
than with the planter that put paid to the 
Gaels. For the 1603 Treaty ofMellifont that 
ended the Nine Years' War might have been 
more than generous to the rebel Earls, but it 
did nothing to alter the shifting ground of 
economic realities. It's an argument with 
which those of us who left the country in the 
70s and 80s to find work abroad will have 
considerable empathy! 

Prof Jane Ohlmeyer's lecture, which was on 
the Rising of 1641 and its presentation in 
woodcuts to an English public already 
deeply suspicious of Irish Catholicism, also 
set up a number of contemporary reso
nances. In the post 9/11 world, it was 
enlightening to hear Prof Ohlmeyer broach 
that central question of historical method: 
how do we know what we think we know? 
Trinity historians are presently engaged in a 
huge project to examine and digitise the two 
series of 'depositions' which were collected 

Dr. David Butler 

by the powers that be in order to catalogue 
and redress the outrages of the 1641 rising. 
But how sectarian were these? What sort of 
numbers and tallies were invvlved? Can the 
depositions themselves be trusted? And was 
a fundamentalist like Oliver Cromwell sin
cere in citing 1641 as a justification for his 
own round of atrocities? 

Another interesting question, for the present 
author as a Butler, attached itself to the posi
tion of the 'Old English', those Catholic 
descendants of Norman adventurers for 
whom the English Reformation was proving 
a major headache. If the legitimacy of their 
conquest had been a twelfth century Papal 
Bull which deplored the scandalous excesses 
of the Irish church, whose mass was given in 
the vulgate language and whose priests had 
an unfortunate habit of marrying, didn't these 
very practises in the reformed church, 
together with its breach with Rome, invali
date this very Bull and with it, the moral 
right of conquest? Incidentally, James Butler 
of Ormond was given short shrift by Ms 
Ohlmeyer as a military leader. 

Dr Micheal O Siochru attempted, in his own 
words, to condense a decade's unhealthy 
obsession with the Confederacy of Kilkenny 
and the arrival of Cromwell into a bare hour. 
Fortunately, as with all of these lectures, a 
second hour was available to field and 
answer a huge variety of questions. It was 
reassuring, for this old-school listener at 
least, to hear a revision of the revisionists, 
when O Siochru made no bones about return
ing to Cromwell the infamy of Drogheda. 
Supposed parallels with the contemporary 
atrocities of the Thirty Years' War weren't, in 
fact, sustainable. Not only that, but the 
leader of the New Model Army wasn't even a 
great strategist! He came close to disaster at 
New Ross as winter beckoned, with his 
troops, largely wasted by disease and famine, 
numbering scarcely 3,000. Unfortunately, 
my illustrious ancestor James Butler Marquis 
of Ormond couldn't bring himself to deliver 
the coup de grace, and the moment was lost! 
Charting Irish history often appears to con
sist of navigating a great archipelago of 
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'might have beens'. 

What was most characteristic of the topsy
turvy world of the 1640s was the confusion 
of competing loyalties and factions that had 
spread over all three Stuart kingdoms. In 
fact, if one common theme emerged from 
the four lectures dealing with the seven
teenth century, it was the need to view the 
three Stuart kingdoms as interdependent. As 
the pig-headed Charles I headed unerringly 
towards beheading, the Irish were divided 
between the Royalist Catholic Confederates 
and the Royalist Protestants, penned within 
their various Pales! No-one in Ireland, it 
seems, foresaw the disaster that would fol
low the removal of the king's head in 
England, though it should come as no great 
surprise to the present generation that politi
cians with domestic difficulties should have 
recourse to sending their oversized armies 
on a campaign abroad! 

In considering the Cromwellian, Jacobite 
and Williamite legacies, Dr Robert 
Armstrong picked up where Dr O Siochru 
had left off. Perhaps doctors don't always 
differ. The seventeenth century, agreed Dr 
Armstrong, was characterised in Ireland not 
by any secessionist drives, but by competing 
claims of loyalty to the Crown. If this was 
rebellion, it certainly required reinterpret
ing! Catholics and Protestants tried to outdo 
each other in averring their fealty to Charles 
I, then to Charles II, and finally to James II 
or William III according to taste. Hence the 
memorable image of King James II, dressed 
in his ceremonial finery, opening the so 
called Patriots' Parliament in Dublin in 1689 
- the Catholic monarch had of course been 
unceremoniously kicked out of his other two 
kingdoms by this juncture, so that it was 
scarcely an act of Hibernophilia! 

Can we begin to talk of nationalism, or even 
proto-nationalism, during this century of tur
moil? Dr Armstrong had little time for those 
historians who saw this term as an invention 
of the following century. One could of 
course be nationalist and aspire to equality 
of status for an independent Irish Kingdom, 
one which just happened to share a monarch 
with its two neighbouring kingdoms. Many 
European states shared a monarch at this 
time, look at the case of Spain and Belgium, 
who shared a succession of Philips! And as 
to what precisely constitutes an Irishman, Dr 
O Siochru had already pointed to the defini
tion espoused by the Kilkenny Confederates: 
an Irishman was anyone, regardless of 
parentage, who had been born on this island. 
Always provided, of course, that they were 
Christian ... 
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Former registrar at Trinity Prof David 
Dickson had been instrumental in organising 
the Slattery Lectures, that first fruit of the 
strategic partnership between the two col
leges. In a single hour, he galloped us 
through a century of penal laws and then 
dared to speak of'98. What concatenation of 
causes, he wondered, could explain this 
explosive rebellion, whose reverberations 
would echo so loudly in Irish politics 
through to the Easter Rising? Would the dis
mal science again figure as chief suspect, as 
it had in 1603? Curiously, the 1760s had 
been something of a golden age for the Irish 
economy; one might, he quipped, even talk 
of a first Celtic Tiger! 

In Ireland, as in Britain, the period saw a 
vast increase in the network of canals and 
roads, improvements in agricultural prac
tice, rapid urbanisation, and an explosion in 
the appetite for every kind of printed matter, 
from the satirical broadsheet to the political 
pamphlet. This was, ofcourse, the era of the 
Enlightenment, and the insecure foundations 
of Colonial Ireland were soon shivering in 
the aftershocks of seismic events from 
America to France. Add the question of cui 
bono to the otherwise positive noises com
ing out of the economy, and the situation 
was explosive indeed. 

In terms of methodology, one might charac
terise Prof Dickson's approach as micro-eco
nomic - to adopt the architect Mies van der 
Rohe's famous phrase, 'God is in the detail'. 
Within the Byzantine details of Irish politi
cal history, it may be more often the devil 
that one encounters there, and Dr Patrick 
Geoghegan's entertaining overview of the 
rebellions of Emmet and Tone was refresh
ingly panoptic. He imagined the events of 
the revolutionary decade in terms of a trilo
gy of films, with the debacle of Bantry Bay 
in 1796 as the great might-have-been; 1798 
as the apogee and eclipse of celebrity; and 
1803 as its tragicomic post-script. 

The British dimension was once more 
invoked, although this time largely in the 
question and answer session. If anti
Catholic paranoia characterised the response 
to 1641, was there at least limited sympathy 
for the 1798 rebellion among English and 
Scottish republicans? There was. And how 
long did the shadow of 1798 stretch in 
British attitudes to Ireland? Its most signifi
cant legacy from the British perspective was 
doubtless the Act of Union itself. But more 
of the international dimension was promised 
for the following week. 

Dr Sylvie Kleinman began by stating that, 
for her brief to place 1798/1803 in a global 

context, she would be examining the French 
dimension. By French, however, she was not 
so much interested in the enormous social 
and economic upheavals that were overturn
ing the ancien regime and posing a challenge 
to monarchies everywhere. Her focus, which 
had formed the basis of her doctoral thesis, 
would be on the issue of language itself. 

It came as something of a surprise that the 
great Francophile, Theobald Wolfe Tone, 
was no Francophone. A Trinity trained bar
rister, Tone may have been fluent in Latin, 
but his education had somehow missed out 
on the eighteenth century's international lan
guage of diplomacy and high culture. It is a 
testament to his revolutionary zeal that Tone 
allowed this to be no barrier to his several 
sojourns on the continent. Tone, who picked 
up the language in situ, remained refreshing
ly humble in regard to his proficiency, partic
ularly when one reads the level at which he 
could pen letters in the new language. But 
beyond Wolfe Tone, Dr Kleinman was also 
interested in the degree to which language 
was perceived to be a barrier for the French 
forces earmarked for landing in those remote 
regions of a country which had remained 
largely bilingual, if not exclusively Irish 
speaking. At the very least, the French, 
unlike the Spanish who intervened at Kinsale 
some two hundred years earlier, had a long 
tradition of military Irish exiles to draw 
upon. But much academic spade-work still 
remained to be done on this fascinating ques
tion. 

Tipperaryman Dr Thomas McGrath, 
Registrar at Carlow College, was particular
ly well placed to give a lively talk on Young 
Ireland and the 1848 Rebellion. Once more, 
the image of representation reared its head, 
since for years the English press had deni
grated the episode as the 'Affray at Widow 
McCormack's Cabbage Patch'. Dr McGrath 
was therefore keen to reassess the implica
tions of William Smith O'Brien's attempt to 
stage a bloodless revolution during the 
Famine and, more critically, the legacy of the 
Young Irelanders themselves, both here and 
among the Irish Diaspora. 

Dr McGrath positioned the Young Irelanders 
in opposition to that arch-pragmatist, Daniel 
O'Connell, whose drives for Catholic 
Emancipation and Repeal of the Union dom
inated the first half of the nineteenth century 
political landscape. By contrast, intellectual 
young guns such as Thomas Davis and 
Charles Gavan Duffy were idealists very 
much interested in an inclusive cultural and 
historical interpretation of the meaning of 
Irishness. However much it is now associat
ed exclusively with the Nationalist view of 



Ireland, the tricolour, in its deliberately 
interdenominational iconography, is a typi
cal expression of their ideological aspira
tions. 
Such idealists were ill-equipped to deal with 
the exigencies of organising a military upris
ing, and when their hand was forced in 1848 
by the threat of immediate arrest for sedition 
by the suspension of habeas corpus, the 
result was a predictable debacle. In terms of 
historical resonance, however, their influ
ence would be enormous. Not only had they 
begun, in the form of publications such as 
The Nation, to hold a mirror of Irishness up 
to the people, but in the decades following 
the Famine John Mitchel helped articulate 
the view that if the blight had been sent by 
God, the famine itself had been manufac
tured by the Crown. 

The Land War of 1879-1883 was a very dif
ferent creature to the series of rebellions 
considered to date, having very little sense 
of either rebellion or the national about it. 
For his examination of the period, Dr W. E. 
Vaughan returned us once more to one of the 
central questions of the historical method: 
how do we know what we think we know? 
In his own research, this question took on 
the nuance of how do we measure qualities 
which are difficult to quantify such as hope, 
expectation and disappointment. To give a 
flavour of the lateral thinking occasionally 
required in this type of investigation, he 
mentioned one of his students who had 
examined contemporary records of mental 
institutions, to see what patterns underlay 
mental illness at the time! 

As stated, the Land War differed in kind 
from any period looked at to date in that 
there is little sense of an actual rebellion to 
be reinterpreted. The period was, rather, 
characterised by a huge increase in the num
ber of agrarian outrages on the one side; of 
evictions on the other. While a poor harvest, 
food shortages and rent arrears may have 
been the proximate causes of discontent and 
violence, Dr Vaughan was also interested in 
the question of perceived quality of life. 
Such impoverished counties as Mayo, Sligo 
and Kerry may have topped the league sta
tistically in terms of violent activity, but 
there was by no means such a clear correla
tion through all thirty-two counties. Further 
'lateral' research was called for. Watch this 
space! 

Given the renewed interest, post Good 
Friday Agreement, in such 'forgotten' histor
ical moments as Irish participation in the 
Great War, Prof David Fitzpatrick's discus
sion examined in some detail the thorny 
issue oflrish enlistment. Once again, we are 
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trying to measure a quality which typically 
eludes mensuration: motivation. What was 
it, Prof Fitzpatrick wondered, that motivated 
Irishmen to fight a foreign war for the 
British Empire, and in such numbers as vast
ly eclipsed any other period of warfare 
before or since? To make matters more dif
ficult, it has proved impossible to arrive at 
any broad consensus as to such quantifiables 
as the number oflrishmen who in fact enlist
ed, with estimates ranging from 130,000 to 
350,000! His own figure was around 
220,000, with a one in five casualty rate 
loosely in line with that suffered by other 
countries. 

One factor that does emerge is that Irish 
enlistment on a per capita basis was compa
rable to that of England, though running at 
about 75% of the latter. In the wake of the 
1913 Lockout, were these Irishmen driven to 
take the King's shilling by poverty? By 
patriotic euphoria? By a sense of adventure? 
By the propaganda and acute manoeuvrings 
of the British War Office? By a sense of out
rage at the violation of tiny, democratic, 
Catholic Belgium? By a Redmondite hope 
that a post-helium Westminster would prove 
grateful? Prof Fitzpatrick's conclusion was 
more mundane: whatever small part each of 
these factors may have played, the primum 
mobile among Irish youth was peer pressure. 
But, wondered several in the audience, 
would this not be a universal rather than a 
specifically Irish answer to what had been 
proposed as an Irish question? 

Although her own research has focussed far 
more on violence in the War of 
Independence and Civil War periods, Dr 
Anne Dolan's lecture '1916: the Knowns and 
Unknowns' sought to re-examine some of 
the myths surrounding one of the shibbo
leths of Irish Romantic Nationalism, the 
Easter Rebellion. Traditionally, where the 
War of Independence and Civil War have 
been viewed as campaigns which, perhaps 
by their nature, consisted largely in cycles of 
assassination, ambush and atrocity, the 
Easter Rebellion has been lauded as a 'hero
ic' failure conceived and fought along con
ventional, one might even say gentlemanly, 
lines. Key buildings were occupied by dis
tinctively uniformed units who pitted rifle 
against artillery in a gesture perhaps more 
suited to the Abbey Theatre than to the the
atre of war. 

How might one re-examine the foundations 
of such a historical narrative? Once again, 
the devil is in the detail. Rather than focus
ing on the writings and memoirs of the lead
ers and martyrs, Dr Dolan's contention was 
that a careful examination of archive materi-

al collected from foot-soldiers on both sides 
during the 40s and 50s, most notably in the 
recently opened resource, the 'Bureau of 
Military History', might throw new light on 
both motivations and modi operandi during 
the Rising. Indeed, as a tentative conclusion 
to her own research, certain incidents of the 
Easter Rebellion were both dirty and petty, 
though the brevity of hostilities meant that 
no cycles of atrocity and retribution were 
allowed to develop. 

For the final lecture of the series, ProfEunan 
O'Halpin's angle on the War oflndependence 
and Civil War was very much a family affair. 
His grandmother was Carlow woman Kathy 
Barry, sister of the celebrated martyr and 'lad 
of eighteen summers', Kevin Barry. Kathy 
was, in her own right, a close confident of de 
Valera after his dramatic rupture with 
Michael Collins, and she frequently acted as 
a go-between between the 'Long Fellow' and 
Liam Lynch. Meanwhile her fiance, 
O'Halpin's grandfather Jim Maloney, was a 
member of a well known Tipperary family 
very heavily involved on the anti-treaty side 
of the IRA. 

O'Halpin's emphasis was on the wealth of 
detail that can be gleaned from such family 
histories as his own, and in particular, from 
extant photographs, correspondence and let
ters. The art of letter writing, he lamented, 
was far more advanced before such technolo
gies as the household telephone, e-mail and 
text messaging killed it off. One particular 
letter that he quoted from ran to twelve 
pages, and was written from Kathy to Jim at 
a time when the latter was a hunted man. 
The passages he cited gave a fascinating 
insight into the 'place of women' during the 
siege of the Granville Hotel by Free State 
forces in June 1922, which famously led to 
Catha! Brugha's death. But besides illustrat
ing the patronising attitude prevalent among 
the male fighters, who begrudgingly allowed 
Kathy, after she had repeatedly refused to 
leave or to be removed, to make breakfast 
and help comfort the wounded, it is a testi
mony to the immense courage of women like 
her. 

What, in conclusion, can one say to draw 
together such a diversity of approach, inter
est and opinion? If one can find any e 
pluribus unum thread that emerges from this 
labyrinthine lecture series, it is surely an 
insight into the nature of historical evidence. 
For history is not a single narrative that one 
summarises and recounts. It is, rather, a set 
of competing assumptions and narratives that 
one continually interrogates based on new, 
and sometimes inventive, approaches to the 
past and the varieties of its records. 
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CONVENTION 1 91 7 

L lyod George claimed for the descendents 
of the British Planters in four counties of 

Ulster, the status of the Nation, and the 
Nation's rights. 

He declared that his Government was pre
pared to grant Home Rule at once, to that part 
of Ireland which clearly demand it, but that 
they could not take any action to force Home 
Rule on that part of Ireland to which it was 
repugnant. Details of a settlement, he said, 
could be arranged by Conference or 
Commission. 

John Redmond and Sir John Lonsdale, who 
represented the Ulster Unionists, received 
from the Prime Minister a letter offering 
alternative proposals. The first was that 
Home Rule should be applied immediately to 
twenty-six counties, the exclusion of the six 
counties to continue until they, or the British 
Government desired to end it. Meanwhile a 
Council oflreland was to be created to which 
both sections would be represented, but the 
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six county area would have the same number 
of representatives as the twenty six county 
area. 

Llyods George's alternative proposal was 
that the terms of a settlement should be dis
cussed by a Convention of Ireland whose 
duty would be to submit to the cabinet pro
posals for the government of Ireland, within 
the empire. In a letter to Redmond dated 
16th February the Prime Minister had prom
ised him that if a substantial measure of 
agreement was reached, Parliament would 
give it effect. On this understanding 
Redmond agreed to participate in the pro
posed Convention. 

On 11th June the composition of the 
Convention was made clear. The members 
would not be elected, they were to be "hand
picked"the members were to number one 
hundred and one . Of these fifteen were nom
inated by the Crown, forty seven were to be 
mayors and chairmen of public bodies, who 
being elected long before the Rising, were no 
longer representative of Irish feeling. 

The remaining representation was divided 
among Chambers of Commerce, organised 
labour, political parties and the Church. 

Out of the total number of members, Sinn 
Fein , which the English Press, now admitted 
to be the strongest party in Ireland, was 
offered five. Sinn Fein declined the offer, as 
did organised Irish Labour and the All 
Ireland League. 

Ninety per cent of the Convention were men 
who had already consented to partition and 
Conventer type pledged to agree to nothing 
Sir Edward Carson and the Ulster Unionist 
Council did not approve. 

The Convention began s1ttmg in Trinity 
College on 25th July, 1917. Erskine Childers 
was appointed Secretary. 

Ref: 
The Irish Republic by Dorothy McArdle. 



CARLOVIANS 

IN THE 

WILD GEESE 

From time immemorial, when wars ended, 
armies were disbanded and large numbers 

of men with no source of income were left to 
fend for themselves. Even for the able-bodied, 
this situation presented a great challenge. For 
the disabled, the position was extremely 
harsh. There were no social welfare systems 
or pensions, and veterans who had lost an arm 
or leg or had been blinded were forced to tum 
to begging and haunted the monasteries and 
churches seeking alms. 

Eoghan 6 hAnnrachain 

service, nature of his wounds or disabilities, 
marital status, trade if useful in the HR1, 
whether he was accepted or not, and his date 
of death. 

The ledgers setting out these details from 
January 1678 until after the French revolution 
have been carefully conserved. They give par
ticulars of over 130,000 old soldiers mainly 
French, German and Swiss, but there were 
men from many other countries, too, includ
ing Belgium, Bohemia, Denmark, Italy, 
Poland... 2,500 of them were Irish. These 
Irishmen came from every comer of our 
island - from Baltimore to Howth, from 
Westport to Belfast. Some had begun their 
service in 1635, but the largest single cohort 
came to France with Patrick Sarsfield. A 
majority were in Irish regiments but some oth
ers served in French regiments. 

They fought in all the wars of France during 
the reigns of Louis XIII to Louis XVII and 
suffered wounds and saw action in Crete when 
France fought to save the island from the 
Turks, in North Africa when Louis XIV tried 

During the reign of Louis XIV (1638-1715), 
ever-larger armies were put in the field and 
the increased use of cannon and musketry led 
to great numbers of crippled and destitute vet
erans literally being left by the wayside. The 
king realised that this was largely due to wars 
that he had launched to obtain more secure 
borders for France - and the disabled paupers 
reflected badly on his rule. He established a 
great residence for old soldiers which was 
named the Hotel Royal des lnvalides (HR1) in 
which veterans no longer able to fend for 
themselves were to be lodged, fed and given 
the best medical care available at the time. 
This idea was quickly taken up by other 
European states: in England, the Chelsea 
Hospital was founded, and the Kilmainham 
Hospital outside of Dublin soon followed. 

Hotel Royal des lnvalides 

The conditions in the HR1 were excellent!. 
The accounts from 1690 onwards are still 
available and they show that menus were var
ied. They included wine of good quality, 
salmon, cod, eggs, salted and unsalted butter, 
oil and vinegar, rice, sugar, lentils, prunes, 
peas, beans, cheese, salads, dried fruits 
(almonds, raisins, figs and nuts) and beef -
better fare than most of us enjoy today. The 
great building itself is among the finest struc-

tures in Paris. No expense was spared on its 
construction and decoration. As well as look
ing after the physical wellbeing of the veter
ans, the HR1 tried to ensure their spiritual wel
fare because the king wished that they should 
be prepared for eternity, and some eighteen 
priests were attached to the place. 

The HR1 is of special interest to Irish histori
ans, because of the quality of its records 
which yield precious information on the Wild 
Geese in the service of France. Each veteran 
who applied for admission to the HRI was 
recorded and the individualised entries set out 
his Christian name, family name, age, place of 
origin, regiment, captain's name, length of 

to break the power of Muslim pirates infesting 
the Mediterranean, at Cremona on Saint 
Bridget's Day 1702 when the regiments of 
Dillon and Burke saved the town, in the 
Rhineland, at Culloden in Bonnie Prince 
Charlie's army, in Spain, in Bohemia, in India 
with Lally, in the Caribbean opposing the 
English, and in the American War of 
Independence. 

Every county in Ireland is represented with 
the largest cohort coming from Cork, fol
lowed by Limerick, Dublin, Tipperary, Kerry, 
Galway, Armagh and Kilkenny. The smaller, 
less populous counties - Leitrim, Wicklow and 
Carlow - are also represented in the HR1 reg-
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isters. Particulars of the entries for sixteen 
Carlow men who applied for admission to the 
HRI, author's translations, are set out in 
Appendix to this text. These men are repre
sentative of a far larger number of Carlow 
men who served in France and they are prob
ably about one per cent of all the Carlow sol
diers and troopers, loyal to the Stuarts, who 
were paid by the king of France. 

When it came to being admitted to the HRI, 
the royal regiments were given favourable 
treatment. Men of other nationalities were up 
against certain obstacles. First of all, colonels 
had to give a discharge before a soldier could 
even be considered for admission to the HRI, 
and since the colonel's pay was related to the 
number of men under his control, he was 
reluctant to release men unless they were in a 
very bad way. 

Moreover, casualties among the Irish regi
ments were very high for they were used as 
shock troops. For instance, at the battle of 
Fontenoy, 13% of the Irish in the Clare regi
ment fell. Over the year prior to Fontenoy, the 
regiment lost about 5% of its manpower in 
light skirmishing. Other great battles, such as 
Lafelt, Ramillies and Blenheim, were even 
costlier in Irish lives. When lodged in badly
ventilated winter quarters, the Irish regiments 
sustained high losses due to water-borne and 
other diseases. Many soldiers who completed 
their six years term did not sign on for a fur
ther period. Even seriously wounded Irish sol
diers, who could validly seek admission to the 
HRI, did not apply, because of the Irish reluc
tance to being placed in an institution. If at all 
possible, married soldiers no longer fit for 
active service and who had a trade, preferred 
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Alpine terrain 
where the 

Wild Geese fought 

to survive independently. 

The Carlow men in the HRI registers included 
a lieutenant, a half-pay lieutenant2, a cavalry 
n.c.o., a grenadier, three troopers and nine sol
diers. Two were tailors, one a weaver and 
another was a shoemaker. Their ages covered 
a wide spread: four were in their twenties, six 
in their thirties, two in their forties, one aged 
fifty-five and three men in their sixties. Four 
of the men were in the Mountcashel regiment 
but served in different companies; this was a 
measure designed to prevent cliques forming 
and was also intended to spread losses over 
regions, should a company be annihilated. 
Five of the men were married; John Mihigan's 
wife was in Paris but the other wives were in 
Ireland. After less than two months in the 
HRI, Henry Rodintche left and was given a 
sum of money which would have enabled him 
to return to his wife in Carlow. 

The three Carlow men who were refused 
admission had been released by their colonel 
because they were not fit for service. Simon 
Connor suffered from scrofula, a form of 
tuberculosis which was considered to be con
tagious and thus he not wanted in the HRI; 
moreover, he had but four years' service. 
Morgan Kirwan suffered from an unspecified 
disease and had not been wounded in action. 
Terence Mulrony suffered from a form of 
sciatic gout which he claimed was brought 
on by blows of a musket butt; although 66 
years of age, he had only four years' service. 
Theobald Butler, who had become mentally 
deranged, had only a year's service; he spent 
over twenty years in the care of the HRI. 
Gerard Berne had 24 years' service, William 
Fitzharris has thirty years, John Mihigan, 28 

years as had trooper Thomas O Brien. Still, a 
surprisingly high number of the Carlow men 
had only a few years service when they 
sought admission. 

A few of those who were admitted lived in the 
HRI for long periods - Daniel Kiely for 24 
years; Theobald Butler for over twenty years; 
and Gerard Berne for over 16 years. 

Appendix I 
Wild Geese in the Invalids 
Gerard Berne; aged 55; native of county 
Carlow (Kerlo ); half-pay lieutenant following 
the Dorrington (formerly the King of 
England's Guards) regiment where he served 
for twelve years in that capacity and as a full 
lieutenant; previously, he had served for seven 
years as lieutenant and cadet in Clancarty reg
iment in Ireland, and five years as cadet in 
Hamilton regiment; his wounds and disabili
ties make him unfit for further service; he held 
an order from M. Chamillart (secretary for 
defence) to be admitted; Catholic. 

On 2 June 1702, he was admitted to the 
lnvalides. 

On 4 October 1718, he died3. 

Edmond Borne; aged 26; native of Tolavele 
(sic) county Carlow (Kerlo); soldier in 
Magin's company, Lee Irish regiment where 
he says he served for eight years; he was dis
charged on 26 May 1721; his deafness and his 
weak chest condition made him unfit for serv
ice; Catholic4. (It is not indicated what 
became of him.) 

James Burn; aged 30; native of Carlow 
(Karle) in Ireland; trooper in Luker's troop, 
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Fitzjames regiment where he served four 
years; his left hand was crippled by a sabre 
slash received at the battle of Graebenstein on 
24 June 1762; Catholic. 

On 12 May 1763, he was admitted to the 
lnvalides5 . 

Theobald Butler; aged 22; native of 
Kournelenn, county Carlow (Karlo) in 
Ireland; trooper in Cook's troop, Irish cavalry 
regiment of Nugent where he said he served 
for one year; he was unfit for service having 
become mentally deranged (etant tombe en 
demence); Catholic. 

On 31 October 1726, he was admitted to the 
lnvalides. 

On 19 January 1747, he died6 . 

Simon Connor; aged 40; native of county 
Carlow (Carlack); soldier in MacDonagh's 
company, Mountcashel regiment where he 
says he served four years; he was badly dis
abled by scrofula and by scurvy which came 
on him during service; married in his own 
country; tailor by trade; Catholic. 

On 15 July 1694, he was refused admission 
and was given 7 livres, 4 sols to help him on 
his way7. 

CARLCJVIANS IN THE WILD GEESE 

James Du Val; aged 30; native of county 
Carlow (Kerlo ); soldier in Donelan's compa
ny, Bourke (formerly the Queen ofEngland's8 
)regiment where he served eight years accord
ing to his certificate and he said he served for 
four years previously in Ireland; he complete
ly lost his sight after being blown up by a 
mine at the siege of Barcelona; Catholic. 

On 8 April 1701, he was admitted to the 
lnvalides. 

On 8 May 1733, he died9. 

Luke Fennell; aged 38; native of the town 
and county of Carlow ( Caterlough ); trooper in 
Cook's troop, Irish cavalry regiment of 
Fitzjames (formerly Nugent) where he served 
nine years according to his certificate; he suf
fered from a full hernia on the left side and 
from other infirmities; tailor by trade; 
Catholic. 

On 11 April 1737, he was admitted to the 
Invalides. 

On 30 March 1738, he died10. 

William Fitzharris; aged 66; native of 
Carlow in Ireland; lieutenant in O'Brien's 
company, Dillon regiment where he served 
for two years according to a letter dated 25 
May 1782; previously, he had served as lieu
tenant en second according to a letter dated 10 
June 1778; eleven years and two months as 
standard-bearer, according to a letter dated 31 
December 1766; three years and ten months in 
the recruiters' company according to a letter 
dated 1 March 1763, and nine years as volun
teer with that corps; in all, he had thirty years' 
service of which 21 years were certified as 
being of officer grade; Catholic. 

On 6 May 1784, he was admitted to the 
lnvalides with the rank of lieutenant. 

On 27 April 1788, he died in the lnvalidesl 1 _ 

Oliver Grace (Grasse); aged 23; native of 
county Carlow (Kerlo); soldier in Grace's 
(Grasse) company, Clare regiment where he 
says he served four years and he previously 
served for two years at sea; his left foot was 
crippled by a musket shot received at the siege 
of Valence: Catholic. 

On 19 December 1697, he was admitted to the 
lnvalides. 

On 27 December 1729, he died at Fort Lapree 
on detachment 12. 

Daniel Kiely; aged 32; native of Carlow 
(Keer/a) in Ireland; grenadier in Moore's com
pany, Royal Irish Marine regiment where he 
says he served for three years and previously 
served for six years in Ireland; his left arm 

was crippled by a sabre slash which he 
received to the shoulder whilst he was with a 
detachment at Candelle when the enemy 
crossed the Rhine at the recent campaign; 
married in his own country; a weaver by trade; 
Catholic. 

On 14 July 1695, he was admitted to the 
lnvalides. 

On 17 November 1719, he diedl3_ 

Morgan Kirwan (Keroiian); aged 22; native 
of county Carlow (Kerlach); soldier in lieu
tenant-colonel Calgret's company, 
Mountcashel regiment where he said he 
served for four years; he was badly disabled 
by an illness which he contracted in service 
and which makes him unfit for active duty; 
Catholic. 

On 5 June 1692, he was refused admission 
and was given 13 livres and 4 sols to help him 
on his way 14. 

John Mihigan; aged 64; native of Carlow 
(Caterlough) in Ireland; soldier in Rawleigh's 
company, Berwick Irish regiment where he 
served 23 years according to his certificate 
and he said he served for five years previous
ly in Ireland; he suffered from a chest condi
tion which, together with his wounds and dis
abilities, make him unfit for active service; 
married in Paris; Catholic. 

On 16 January 1716, he was admitted to the 
lnvalides. 

On 9 August 1718, he died 15. 

Terence Mulrony; aged 66; native of county 
Carlow (Kerly); soldier in captain Douly's 
company, Mountcashel regiment where he 
says he served for four years; he was very 
incommoded by a sciatic gout on his left side 
which hindered his walk and which was 
brought on by blows of a musket butt he 
received at the siege of Reinfels; married in 
Ireland; Catholic. 

On 8 April 1694, he was refused admission and 
was given 15 livres to help him on his way16. 

Marquese Nincone; aged 32; native of coun
ty Carlow (Kerly); soldier in Macarty's com
pany, Mountcashel regiment where he served 
nine years according to his certificate; he was 
very disabled, his spine having been dislocat
ed by a fall in the trenches at the siege of 
Speyer: Catholic. 

On 8 April 1694, he was admitted to the 
lnvalides. 

On 10 February 1700, he died17. 

Thomas O Brien; aged 49; native of Carlow 
(Karly) in Ireland; n.c.o. (brigadier) m 
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MacMahon's troop, Fitzjames cavalry regi
ment where he served 28 years; he suffers 
from rheumatism; Catholic. 

On 12 May 1763, he was admitted to the 
Invalides. 

On 22 January 1768, he died in the parish of 
Voset St. Martin, Nantes, on pension 18. 

Henry Rodintche; aged 30; native of county 
Carlow (Kerlo); soldier in Mulryan's compa
ny, Lee regiment where he served five years 
according to his certificate; his left arm and 
hand were crippled by a musket shot and sabre 
slash received at the siege of Ath; married in 
his own country; shoemaker by trade; 
Catholic. 

On 18 July 1697, he was admitted to the 
lnvalides. 

On 5 September 1697, he waived his rights to 
a place in the institution; he was given 15 
livres and his certificates were returned to him 

Appendix II 
Cavalry Regiment 
Following are descriptions of Carlow men 
who served in the Irish cavalry regiment in the 
pay of France at various times up to 1758. 
Apart from Gerard Byrne, they do not feature 
in the records of the HR!, because they had 
been discharged or died or deserted or simply 
did not want to be lodged in the institution. 
These particulars are taken from the lists of 
men in the Irish cavalry regiment compiled in 
1723, 1729, 1737, 1748 and 1758. 

The 1723 list1: 

Manus O Donel; Knockbrown (Mount 
Brown?) in Ireland; Wearing a wig was a mat
ter of style and fashion. They were costly and 
had to be maintained and powdered; aged 24; 
5'10"; brown hair; wears a wig; in the lieu
tenant-colonel's troop; enlisted on 12 July 
1723. 

Peter Butler; Timolin, Carlow; aged 24; 5'9"; 
hair and eyebrows dark: wears a dark wig; 
Marshall's troop; enlisted in 1719. 

James Morphy; Timolin, Carlow; aged 48; 
square build; 5'8"; greying dark hair; Cooke's 
troop; enlisted in 1700. 

Philip Dwyer; Athea, Carlow; aged 24; 5'1 O"; 
brown hair; enlisted in I 722; Cooke's troop; 
deserted on 20 June 1723. 

The 1729 list2: 
Gerard Byrne; aged 22; Carlow; 6'0"; blue 
eyes; large ruddy face; long, brown hair; well
built; good stance; lieutenant-colonel's troop; 
enlisted on 3 October 1724. 

Mortagh Byrne; aged 20; Ballinkill, Carlow; 
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5'7"; very curly chestnut hair; aquiline nose; 
face marked by smallpox; lieutenant-colonel's 
troop; enlisted 21 February 1728. 

Henry Delaney (Henery Dillaney); aged 20 
when he enlisted on 17 May 1727; 5'8"; red
dish chestnut hair; ruddy, handsome face; 
long, pointed nose; grey eyes; round shoul
ders; chevalier de Nugent's troop. 

[James Morphy still in Cooke's troop.] 

Morgan Cavanagh; aged 21 when he enlisted 
on 10 September 1723; Cullenmore, Carlow; 
square build; 5'10"; large, ruddy face; small 
nose; blond hair; good stance; Cooke's troop. 

Gerard Noulan; aged 22; Jerusalem, Carlow; 
square build; 5'7"; hair and eyebrows dark; 
eyes dark and well-spaced; large, oval, hand
some face; good stance; Cooke's troop; enlist
ed 9 January 1729. 

John Fennell; aged 23; Carlow; 5'9"; eyes, 
hair and eyebrows dark; full face, slightly 
marked by smallpox; Cooke's troop; enlisted 9 
January 1729. 

Luke Fennell; aged 27; Carlow; 5'9"; dark 
hair, eyebrows and eyes; long, scarred nose; 
Cooke's troop; enlisted 9 January 1729. 

The 173 7 list3: 
Patrick Moran; aged 40; Carlow; enlisted 8 
November 1728; 5'8"; grey eyes; chestnut 
hair; round, ruddy face; Cooke the Eider's 
troop. 

Edward Morris; aged 26; St. Mullins, 
Carlow; enlisted (for six years) on 8 June 
1732; 5'8"; blue eyes; blond hair; ruddy com
plexion; Cooke the Eider's troop. 

Nathaniel Kaise (Keys?); aged 22; Carlow; 
enlisted (for six years) on 1 May 1735; 5'9"; 

Courtyard of the Invalides 
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The Church of St Louis 
attached to the lnvalides 

brown hair; blue eyes; handsome face, marked 
by smallpox; Cooke the Eider's troop; died, 
June 1739. 

Thomas Norris; aged 21; Courenallen, 
Carlow; 5'10"; brown hair; grey eyes; small 
face, marked by smallpox; Cooke the Eider's 
troop; enlisted on 3 September 1735. 

William Wall; aged 23; Tullow (Tulia); 5'9"; 
dark hair; grey eyes; large, ruddy face; enlist
ed on 3 September 1735; Cooke the Eider's 
troop; deserted: 12 June 1737. 

Thomas Fitzgerald; aged 26; Carlow; 5'9"; 

dark hair; grey eyes; marked by smallpox; 
enlisted on 3 September 1735; Cooke the 
Eider's troop. 

Redmond Hussy; aged 22; Courenally, 
Carlow; 5'7"; blond hair; grey eyes; large 
face; enlisted on 3 September 1735; Cooke 
the Eider's troop. 

Constance Flagherty; aged 22; Carlow; 5'8"; 
curly, brown hair; full, round face, rather pale; 
enlisted 12 June I 734 (for six years); Patrick 
Nugent's troop; deserted, 28 June 17404 

Miles Hedgcok (Hitchcock?); aged 24; 
Carlow; 5' 10"; chestnut hair; blue eyes; long, 
pale face; well-built; enlisted on 4 March 
1735 (for six years); Patrick Nugent's troop; 
discharged: 28 June 1738. 

Thomas O'Bryen; aged 25; Carlow; 5'8"; 
long, tanned face; short brown hair; enlisted 
on 29 November 1735; Patrick Nugent's 
troop. 

Bernard O'Neal, son of Denis O'Neal and 
Alice Bambrick; aged 26; Clonegal, Carlow; 
5'10"; blond hair; blue eyes; enlisted on 1 
March 1734; Charles Cooke's troop. 

Patrick Caulfield (Caffeld); aged 24; 
Mountkennedy, Carlow; 6'0"; hair and eyes 
dark; enlisted in 1734; Charles Cooke's troop. 

Joseph Cavanagh; aged 36; Balibrague, 
Carlow; 5'8"; dark hair; grey eyes; enlisted in 
1734; Charles Cooke's troop. 

Gery Cavanagh; aged 34; 5' 10"; dark hair; 
grey eyes; enlisted in 1734; Charles Cooke's 
troop. 

James Hughes, son of Patrick Hughes and 

Alpine terrain 
where the 

Wild Geese fought 

Eleonore Byrn; aged I 8; Clone gal, Carlow; 5' 
10"; dark hair; grey eyes; round face; enlisted 
in 1735; Charles Cooke's troop. 

The 1748 lists 
Thomas Esmond, son of Laurence Esmond 
and Catherine Nowlan; aged 24; Carlow 
(Karley); enlisted 17 April 1739; 5' 9"; blond 
hair; grey eyes; round face marked by small
pox; well-built; good stance; lieutenant
colonel's troop. 

Garrett Dennett, son of Terence Hennett and 
Judith Lions; aged 30; Carlow; enlisted on 2 
May 1740; 5'10"; Cooke troop. 

[Bernard O'Neal still in service.] 

Patrick Moran, son of James Moran and 
Anne Butler; aged 40; Carlow; enlisted 
December 1728; 5' 4"; Cooke troop. 

Peter Cheevers, son of Peter Cheevers and 
Marie Daverine; aged 20 on enlisting 8 
January 1735; 5'9"; Ballinek, Carlow; 
Tyrconnel troop. 

Patrick Hughes, son of Owen Hughes and 
Catherine O Bryan; Carlow; age 23 on enlist
ing 8 June 1743; 5'9"; Patrick Nugent troop. 

John Fitzpatrick, son of Edmond Fitzpatrick 
and Eleonore Will; aged 22; Carlow; enlisted 
20 January 1748; 5'9"; Patrick Nugent troop. 

John Huder, son of Andrew Ruder and Ann 
MacDanelle; aged 30; Timolin, Carlow; 
enlisted I May 1744; 5'7"; Baron de Butler 
troop. 

Richard MacDannell, son of Alexander 
MacDannell and Marguerite Boyers; aged 37; 
Timolin, Carlow; enlisted 16 May 1744; 5'7"; 
Baron de Butler troop. 

Patrick MacDannell, son of Alexander 
MacDannell and Marguerite Boyer; aged 40; 
Timolin, Carlow; enlisted 16 May 1744; 5'8"; 
Baron de Butler troop. 

The 1750 list6 
Gerard Fennel, son of Terence Fennell and 
Judith Lionne; aged 30; Carlow; 5'10"; brown 
hair; grey eyes; enlisted 1 March 1740; Cooke 
(later Jack Nugent) troop. 

[James Hughes still in service in Cooke (later 
Jack Nugent) troop.] 

[Thomas Esmond still in service, in John 
Nugent's troop.] 

The 1758 list7 
[Thomas Esmond still in service, in Farrell 
troop.] 

George Taaffe, son of John Taaffe and 
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The fosse around the chateau at Vincennes 
where the Jnvalides records are kept 

Catherine Jacob; aged 22; Ballingall, Carlow; 
51811

; hair and eyebrows blond; round, hand
some face; blue eyes; big nose; marked by 
smallpox; well-built; enlisted 21 August 1754; 
Wall troop. 

Appendix I Ref: 

l For more detailed information on the insti
tution, see: 6 hAnnrachain, Irish Veterans in 
the Hotel Royal des Invalides (1692-1769), 
The Irish Sword, vol. xxi, summer 1998,no. 
83, pp. 1-42; and: Some Early Wild Geese in 
the Invalides, The Irish Sword, vol. xxii, sum
mer 2000, no. 87, pp. 22-35. 

2 Such a man either had not the funds to pay 
for a lieutenancy or, being too disabled to 
carry out duties, preferred to follow the regi
ment which was effectively his home. 

3 Vol. 14, number 13013 
4 Vol. 21, number 34716 
5 Vol. 41, number 94674 
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6 Vol. 24, number 41630 
7 Vol. 12, number 7673 (4) 
8 The queen in question was Mary of Modena, 
the wife of James II. 
9 Vol. 13, number 12556 
10 Vol. 28, number 56941 
11 Officers' volume, number 3417. 
12 Vol. 12, number 9748 
13 Vol. 12, number 8169 
14 Vol. 11, number 6210 (8) 
15 Vol. 19, number 28633 
16 Vol. 11, number 7400 (2) 
17 Vol. 11, number 7401 
18 Vol. 41, number 94682 
19 Vol. 12, number 9299. 

Appendix II Ref: 

l Chateau de Vincennes, 3 Y c 198 
2 Ibid, 3 Ye 199 
3 Ibid, 3 Ye 112 
4 When this man had served for six years, he 

deserted; in time of war, men in uniform were 
not released, and he probably could not stick 
it any longer. 
5 3Yc 112 
6 Ibid 
7 Ibid 

Note: 
The editorial team made the following sug
gestions with regard to surnames and place 
names mentioned in the article. 

James Borne - Byrne? 
James Du Val - Wall? 
Kournelenn - Cournellan 
John Mihigan - Mulligan? 
Marcus O Donel, Knockbrown 
Knockbower? 
Peter Butler, Timolin - Tig Moling - St 
Mullins? 
Philip Dwyer, Athea - Athy? 
Joseph Cavanagh, Balibrogue - Ballycrogue? 

NEW COURT AT LEIGHLIN-BRIDGE 

In consequence of the inconveniences 
which the people of the above parish met 
with from the irregular sitting of the mag
istrates to hear the cases of importance, to 
the publicand more particularly to the 
injured and aggrieved parties, the Rev. 
Mr Kehoe, knowing the wants and feel
ings for the situatiot of his parishioners, 
and wishingto afford every facility to 
attain the ends of justicewithout expence, 
has very properly opened with due form 
and regularity, a court which he presides 
in himself and has given judgment in 
every case submitted to his consideration, 
to the satisfaction of the public.Her all lit
igation is prevented, and the parties retire 
fully awarethat justice has been conscien
tiously administered by their pastor, 
whose feelings they knowto identified 
with their best interests for their spiritual 
and temporal welfare. Notices signed by 
the Rev Chairman, are issued at the 
instance of the complainant, and the 
defendant appears, as in any ordinary 
court of justice. he is thereby acquainted 
with the state of the parish, and has in this 
way effectually sterned the progress of 
insubordination in that district, and by 
actively co-operating with his parish
ioners, has been instrumental in denounc
ing the incendiaries who would dare 
extend their illegal confederacy in that 
parish.We trust this examplewill be gen
erally followed, and we have little doubt 
of a speedy termination to the iniquitous 
career of the deluded Whitefeet, or as 
they now denominate themselves "land 
regulators" May, 1832 



CHAPELS OF LEIGHLINBRIDGE 

1 729 AND 1 788 

L eighlinbridge was to be the site of the first Carmelite foundation in 
Ireland. The small community of friars together with their Norman 

benefactors would have travelled up the River Barrow. There were no 
more than four, the year was 1271 and a member of the Carew family 
donated a plot of land in the precincts of the present castle grounds and 
helped to found the Priory. Thirty two years later the commuity were gift
ed a further plot of land from locals John Chefton and William Bohyd. 

The chapel like school 
complex on School Lane. 

Boys school on the left and 

Suppressed 

girls on the right which 

came much later. 

The foundation at Leighlinbridge was among the first to suffer in the 
1551 Act of suppression of Abbeys and religious houses. Chapel and 
belfry, dormitory hall, two chambers and kitchen together with ceme
tery and garden containing one acre were all seized along with 24 acres 
of pasture and an eel weir. The property was taken over by Edward 
Bellingham, Lord Deputy under Edward IV (1548-1551) and converted 
into a fort which stabled horses. The community moved to a nearby site 
which to this day is known as the Friary. It's an impossing building over 
looking the village of Leighlin and now owned by the Foley family. 

Martin Nevin 

According to the Carmelites the architecture bears some resemblance to 
the friaries at Knocktopher and Kildare. This would suggest that the 
Carmelites built the dwelling. We are told in the Carmelite Contact 
leaflet that from the meagre historical detail available it would seem that 
the Friary at Leighlinbridge was restored in 1730. 

The old school on School Lane now the Community Hall was the 

p\ .. \. .. / 

chapel served by the Carmelites in what was part of a larger complex. 
The building almost on the same grounds was built in 1729. A plaque 
on its gable read 'This house was built in the year of Our Lord 1729'. 
But at some stage the plaque was removed and placed on a wall some 
distance from the school. 

Chapel or Mass House 
There is no doubt the building was a Chapel or Mass House initially. 
The evidence for this comes from The Commissioners of Education 
report of 1831 which reads: 'Leighlinbridge Parochial Schools estab
lished in 1826 in the town of Leighlinbridge and Co Carlow. The 

House known 
as the 

'The Friary' 
overlooking 
the village 
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Extract from the Commissioners of Education report of 1831 

Schools are not in connection with any Society. The schools are kept 
and intended to be kept open every day of the week (Sunday excepted) 
from nine in the morning until three in the evening. The male school 
has 6 tolerable windows and the female school has 3 small windows 
and 4 small sky-lights - it was part of a Catholic Chapel and fitted up 
as a pair of schools by charitable donations. The remaining part 50ft. 
long by 19ft broad is vacant and could be fitted up as an addition to 
those schools'. 

Payment 
The scholars who are able to pay moderate sum weekly amounts to about 
£18 annually in each school and a few individuals subscribe £12 annually. 

Teachers 
There were two teachers, Christopher Hughes and Mary Foran on 

salaries of £30-lOs and £20 annually respectfully. They were instruct
ed in the Lancastrian System, had many years teaching and their testi
monials were acceptable to the committee. The school was under the 
direction of a committee, Mr Pat Moran (father of future cardinal, 
Patrick Moran), being Treasurer and Rev. Patrick Kehoe, Secretary. 

Directories 
To further confirm that it was a Chapel Pigott's Directory of 1824 has this 
to say: 'Among the public buildings of this place is the church, which 
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stands on the west side of the river, and from the yard of which there is 
an extensive view of the country for many miles round; the windings of 
the river add much to the beauty of the scene. There are also two Roman 
Catholic chapels, and an establishment for Carmelite friars'. 

Even though part of the building had been used as a school from 1826 
it was sill referred to as a chapel. Slater's Directory of 1846 states: 'The 
Parish Church (Church of Ireland) occupies a lofty site, and its tower 
is a conspicuous object to a great distance. There are two Catholic 
chapels, a community of Carmelite friars, two national schools, and 
one infant's. 

Ancient parishes 
From early times the town of Leighlinbridge was divided by two 
parishes of great antiquity, Augha and Wells. The River Barrow was 

St Laserian s Church 
in the mid 20th centu
ry. The view showing 
the trees between the 
Belfry and Chapel is 
the boundary of the 7 
acres, 3 roods that 
were leased originally 
by Rev. Wm. Cullen. 

the dividing line between the two with Augha to the east and Wells to 
the west. From an "Account of the Mass-Houses, Popish Priests, etc., 
in the Diocese ofLeighlin," by the Protestant Bishop, in 1731, we learn 
that in the Parish of Agha there was one Mass-house, built in 1727, no 
friary or friars, no nunneries or nuns, one school-master named 
Dogherty, and one Popish Priest, Michael Doyle, residing at Leighlin 
Bridge." Whether the Mass-house here referred to stood in the portion 
of Agha parish now included in that of Bagenalstown, or that in the 
parish ofLeighlin-Bridge is not clear .. 



The likely year for the building of the first phase of the present church is 
1788. Evidence for the above comes from a local newspaper article of 
October 1888. It reads that a Bazaar in aid of St. Laserian's Church, 
Leighlinbridge, organised by the then P.P. Rev Thomas Tynan for the 
26th & 27th September, 1888 in the Town Hall, Carlow had among the 
many tables 'The Centenary Table' which would suggest the Church dat
ing back to 1788. Fr. Tynan was a native of Carlow Town, Tynan's Hotel 
in Tullow St. where he was born later became the Ritz cinema. 

Lease of land 
On the 25th June in the year 1791 the Rev. William Cullen P.P. of 
Leighlinbridge (1783-1823) leased 7 acres, 3 perches from John Steurt 
of Steurt's Lodge. The property leased was part of what was then 
known as 'Carew's Glen', bounded on the north by that part ofCarew's 
Glen still in the hands of John Steurt; on the south by the street or road 
leading to Old Leighlin; on the east partly by Denis Nowland's holding 
and partly by James Byrne's. In so far as that part of the lease could be 
made out, the property was bounded on the west by the road leading to 
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Conicare. The lease was granted from 25th March for 61 years provid
ed that Mr. Steurt's interest lasted that period. In the event that it did 
not, Mr. Steurt was to allow Wm. Cullen for any improvements deemed 
to have been made on the premises and Wm. Cullen would have to give 
Mr. Steurt 50 Guineas in consideration of granting the lease at a year
ly rent of 4 Guineas an acre to be paid on 29th September and 25th 
March. The lease also granted permission to quarry stones from 
Burgage for premises for which the deed was witnessed by Edward 
Nolan and Pat Staunton, Gent. from Co. Kilkenny. 

Now and then 
The lease also stated in that particular lease that the Rev. Wm. Cullen 
held the property, now and then, but there is no record of this found. 
But it does suggest that he had the good will of the property some years 
before the lease was sealed. It's likely that this lease of land was for the 
building of the first stage of the present Church. The road leading to 
Old Leighlin has been referred to as Chapel Lane in leases of 1797. 

Fr Tom Tynan P.P. Leigh/in 
(1881-1890) 

He organised the bazaar to raise 
funds for St Laserian s Church 

The plaque which was 
removed from the chapel 
and erected on a wall 
nearby 
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ALL-IRELAND JUNIOR SEMI-FINALISTS 

Oh, Carlow men, prepare I say, 
It's drawing near the time, 
When for old Ireland's championship 
You'll have to toe the line, 
Win or defeat, Kerry to meet, 
The final game to play. 

Seamus Murphy 

THE TEAM 

W MULHALL (CAPT) 

And true Gaels, like you Gaels, 
I hope may win the day. M LAWLOR O FITZGERALD J MILLET 

We know we have in Graigue boys 
For best of blood and breed, 

W COONEY F SHAW J MURPHY 

For football and for fielding sure 
No better could you need, A MURPHY PHAUGHNEY 

So mind and train with strength and might 
Let nought come in your way, 
And true Gaels, like you Gaels, 
Will surely win the day. 

I believe well that any team 
In North, West, South or East 
Should win All Ireland's Championship 
If they beat the County Meath, 
This you have done against Meath boys 
So count on that I say, 
And true Gaels, like you Gaels, 
Will surely win the day. 

The day you meet in Dublin, boys, 
I hope for to be there, 
And may the shout for victory 
For Carlow ring the air, 
For that I'll pray from this good day, 
No matter where I roam, 
That true Gaels, like you Gaels, 
May bring the laurels home. 

J HOGAN 

M HOGAN 

WCooney 

Photo dispL:iy is ot pl;iyers who were still pl;iying in 1924 for Gr;iiguecullen. 

Andy Murphy w;is futher ot the famous 'Boy wonder' Tommy Murphy o( 

Gr;iiguecullen ;ind l;iois ;ind ;i member o( the Millennium te;im. 

Jim Murphy w;is father to Li;im Murphy who pl;iyed for C;irlow for m;iny 

ye;irs in the 1950s ;ind to Se;imus former chilirm;in ot the Old C;irlow 

Society, now the C;irlow Historic;il ;ind Arch;ieologic;il Society. 

THE F"INAL SCORE 

KERRY 0·7 CARLOW 1 ·2 

MHogan 
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B .. HENN£SSY 

B Hennessy 

MTobin 

M HAUGHNEY 

W MURPHY 

J Murphy 

P Haughney 

• M Haughney 

Jim Murphy's 
1913 Leinster medal 



GRAIGUECULLEN GAELIC FOOTBALL TEAM 1 924 

Courtesy of Seamus Murphy 

HAUGHNEY MEMORIAL FINAL 
SUNDAY, MARCH 1 6TH, 1 924, WINNERS OF" CUP AND MEDALS 

PRESENTED BY THE LATE MICHAEL GOVERNEY, CHAIRMAN CARLOW URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL 

THE PANEL 

BACK Raw (L-Rl: T. FLYNN, MARTIN HAUGHNEY, WILLIE DOYLE, CHRISTY TOWNSEND, 

W. COONEY, MATT HOWARD, CHRISTY CALLINAN, .JOHN KELLY. 

CENTRE Raw: DENIS HAYDEN, P. HAUGHNEY, .JAMES BYRNE, ..J HAUGHNEY, HENRY GAMMIL, 

.JAMES MURPHY, .JAMES HENNESSY, P HAUGHNEY 

F"RCJNT RCJW: WILLIE HDGAN, ..JCJHN MCJCJRE, ..JCJE PRICE, BARNEY HENNESSY, F"R FANNING C.C., 

MARTIN HDGAN, MICK TCJBIN AND WILLIE ~UIGLEY. 

Fr William Fanning was C.C. in Graiguecullen from 1919 to 1925 when he was transferred to Tinryland. He was a native of Abbey St Tullow 
and was ordained in 1912 by the Most Rev. Dr Patrick Foley, Bishop of Kildare and Leighlin. 
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THE RATHDUFF TRENCH 

THE GRIPE OF THE PIG 
J.M. Feeley 

It is said that good fences make good neighbours. 

Artificial barriers have been constructed for millennia to define a terri
torial boundary, and are often accompanied by guard posts as an inte
gral part of the structure or situated alongside it. Gateways where they 
exist are garrisoned. Sections of many ancient barriers still exist 
throughout the world: examples are; the Great Wall of China (original
ly 6437 Km), built over 2000 years ago to keep out the Mongol hordes. 
Hadrian's Wall (120 Km) long, 6m high, Newcastle to Carlisle, built by 
the Roman Army to keep out the Picts, Offa's Dyke (the longest linear 
earthwork in Britain) to prevent raids by the Welsh into Saxon 
England. In modem times we had/have the infamous Berlin Wall and 
the Israeli Wall. 

Less well known but far more numerous are structures built of earth 
and stones known as linear earthworks, that can be traced sometimes 
for miles across the countryside and in Ireland have legendary names 
such as the Black Pig's Race or Dyke or the Claidh Dubh . They appear 
to have formed territorial boundaries and/or impediments to cattle raid
ing. Some may date from the Iron Age. These earthworks are usually 
not visually very impressive and in modem times are often indistin
guishable from other field boundaries nearby. In many cases an ancient 
barrier can be inferred from field and townland boundaries. The origi
nal 1839 ordnance maps are a useful reference for this purpose. 
Then as now their construction would indicate a period of social unrest, 
territorial disputes etc. These earthen structures were not massive 
enough to resist a full scale territorial invasion. The bank was usually 
topped by a thick prickly hedge which would certainly have discour
aged wandering livestock or casual rustling. 

Ireland's longest linear structure once separated Ulster from the rest of 
the island. Surviving sections can still be seen in counties Leitrim, 
Longford and Cavan. 

Other surviving examples are found in Co Cork (at Carrigleagh), and 
at Fethard in Co Tipperary. Incidentally the latter structure inspired a 
17th c dance known as 'An Trinse Mor' popular at the Elizabethan 
court. 

In England examples of three types still exist; 

i) Linear boundaries with a single bank & ditch. 
ii) Linear boundaries with a single ditch between two banks, and 
iii) Linear boundaries with two or more ditches and banks. 

In some cases the ancient structure still forms the boundary between 
townlands and or parishes or separates pasture from tillage land. 
Typical dimensions for a ditch is; Width- 1.5 to 6m, Depth; 0.4 - 2m. 
The banks are typically (between) 0.5m in height and a width of 3m 

Our research is based on; 

1. Notes from the Ordnance survey of 1839. 
2. Historic Map, 25" scale, Ordnance Survey. 
3. Satellite Photographs of the area. Geographical Information 
System. Kilkenny Co Co. 
Divining at selected locations. 
Internet Sources. 
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The Rathduff Trench or Dyke 

This local example of a linear earthwork was originally 5 km (3 mis) 
long and separated the ancient territories of Idrone and Gabhran. It ran 
from the Barrow River at Duninga through Shankill Demesne to 
Kellymount. 

Portion of the boundary lying NE of Duninga Rath is marked on the 

SP3 Church ruin on Shankil Estate 

25" OSI Map as; 'Site of the Rathduff Trench' . No further trace is 
found until we approach Kellymount, where another section is desig
nated as protected monument KK016.006. The linear earthwork coin
cides with the Kilkenny/Carlow boundary between Duninga Rath and 
the River Barrow. Otherwise it lies entirely in the Co Kilkenny. The 
ancient trench can be traced in the field boundaries from Kellymount 
in a SE direction until it intersects with the railway. After this the pat
tern breaks up completely. Over the last 150 years the trench has been 
breached by the railway (1850s), the gas pipeline (1980s) and now the 
new motorway. 

At the time the dyke was in use the present field boundaries were not part 
of the landscape. Most likely it was an open landscape with a mix of 
woodland, pasture, with marshy or boggy areas in some places. The trench 
would then be a very prominent feature. It is our view that the ditch was 
constructed from the Idrone side, beginning at the River Barrow. 

Bog bodies. 

It is known that chieftains often buried precious objects and human 
sacrifices adjacent to their territorial boundary. Eamonn P. Kelly, 
Keeper of Irish Antiquities, National Museum of Ireland, thinks that 
the occurrence of bog bodies generally coincides with territorial 
boundaries."Bodies are placed in the borders immediately surrounding 
royal land or on tribal boundaries to ensure a good yield of com and 
milk throughout the reign of the king," according to Kelly. 

Duninga Rath 

Duninga Rath in Co Kilkenny lies on the border between counties 
Kilkenny & Carlow and close to the River Barrow. The site is located 



on the road connecting the Royal Oak and Goresbridge. The rath or 
ringfort which the gives the townland its name is in a wood where the 
road curves around it. The original 1839 map of the area shows 
Duninga Rath as a half circle (the northern halt) exactly as it is today. 
We may conclude from this that the southern half had already been 
quarried away. In common with many of our other ancient mounds and 
monuments locally and nationally, this site was pillaged for gravel for 
road & yard making. Originally this site would have been a glacial 
deposit consisting of clay/gravel running north south. The rath or ring
fort would have been approx 200m diameter and was hewn from this 
existing material . The material excavated from the circular trench or 
fosse was used to form the enclosing outer bank . Material was simul
taneously cast inwards to form a low bank atop the central platform. 
This bank then formed a rampart behind the post and wattle fence 
which enclosed the inner platform. Our readings indicated that the site 
was in use from the 4th to the 12th c when it was suddenly abandoned. 
A guarded gateway was probably located close to the river bank, which 
admitted traffic in either direction 

Our survey in 2005 established that about half of the original layout 
had been quarried away making the original scale of the site difficult to 
visualise for the casual viewer. The quarry entrance was at the south 
west side and accessed via the present track through the wood. Our 
readings indicate a date of late 18th and 19th c for quarrying activity. 

Ordnance Survey Letters 
County Kilkenny Volume II 

Extract from letter of John.O'Donovan of the Ordnance Survey. 
--------There is nothing else worthy of attention in in this Parish but 
the ruins of Lord Galmoy's Castle in the townland of Upper Grange 
and the fort of Duninge on the very boundary of the County of 
Carlow. This is one of the chain of forts on the trenche of Raduffe 
locally called the Gripe of the Pig, shewn by Mercator on his Map 
ofldrone. See Shankill parish. [24] 

The Rev. W. K. Boroughs states that two small graves were, some 
years ago, discovered at this rath about two feet under the surface, 
beside each other, the one that of a child, the other that of a full 
grown man. These graves were neatly flagged at the bottom and 
sides, one was 18 inches long and 14 high, the other 3 feet by 18 
inches. In each was found an earthen vessel of baked clay, which 
were (was) broken by the carelessness of the diggers. The bones 
were not charred by fire. 

This is a fine fort and formed one of a chain which seems to have 
separated two important ancient territories. If, however, this chain 
of forts connected by the gripe of the pig or the trench of Raduffe 
formed the boundary between the territories the fact that in forming 
the Diocese of Ossory the Parish of Shankill was not made a part of 
it, for this trench certainly formed its east boundary. 

Ordnance Survey Letters. 
County Kilkenny. 
P2 l l. Ed Michael Herrity. MRlA. Four Masters Press Dublin 2003 

Shank.ill. 

THE RATHDUFF TRENCH 

Old Church within Mr Elwards Demesne within one and a quarter miles of the Royal Oak. Vault in SE comer belonging to the family of Aylward. 

The Raduffe Trenche, A remarkable trench so called by Mercator on his Map of the Barony of !drone, and shown as immediately to the East 
of this Church, extending from a hill on the boundary of !dough to the Barrow, Si"., I. 254. Assumed by Mr. O'Donovan to have formed the 
boundary between the Counties of Kilkenny and Carlow, and in ancient times between the Territories of !drone and Gabhran, I. 254. 

Such a trench said by tradition to have existed about I 00 years ago, called the Gripe of the Pig, I. 255. Legend accounting for the origin of 
the 'Gripe', I. 257. A fragment of it remaining at the 'Mile Bush! in Kellymount. I. 256, 257, 258. Forts which were on the trenche, and would 
now serve to mark its outline, 256, 257, 258. Donye (now Duninga) and Court Fenour (now Finner's Court) shown immediately to the East 
of this trenche by Mercator, I. 254. Rathduffe, in the Townland of Wells from which the trenche took its name, & Whitefield Rath,. 
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Sp 4 & 5. Monument KK016.006 

Extract from Kellymount Quarry Development Plan, 2006 

Recorded Monument KK016:006 (Linear earthwork) forms part of 
the northeast boundary of the proposed quarry development site. 
This monument is preserved in the line of field boundaries which 
extend for a distance of approximately 2km to the southeast of the 
development site. Indeed the existing heavily overgrown field bank 
may be associated with the monument. It was suggested by Jeremy 
Milin from Cardiff University that this linear feature could be part 
of the Rathduff Dyke or trench. A section of this 2 km earthwork 
was excavated in conjunction with the Dublin-Cork gas pipe-line. 
The results of Lynne's excavations (Lynn 1982) support the theory 
that it may be associated with the Iron-Age hillfort at Freestone 
Hill. However, this remains to be demonstrated 

The applicant recognises the importance of the monument and has 
provided an adequate buffer zone around it to ensure its protection. 
There will be no impact on the monument as long as the buffer zone 
is adhered to. 

--- It is further recommended that appropriate fencing should be 
erected to delineate the buffer zone around Recorded Monument 
KK016-006 prior to any development works. 

At Shankill Demesne (by divining); Originally Ditch 6 '(2m) deep, with 
a bank 4' (l.22m) high. Total width of ditch & bank; 17',( 5.2 m). 
Location; close to ruined church at NE side. Period of use; 4th to 7th 
c. 

SP I Duninga Rath at RHS on Goresbridge Road. 
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5P3 Broken line shows the former location of trench at Shankill 
Castle. 

Bollylarsna valley 2 

SP2 Former location of trench at Ballytarsna 

At Kellymount Quarry (actual measurements); 
Height; 3' (Im). Width at base; 4' (1.2 m). 
Field drain at NE side. 

Further reading: 
http://www.physorg.com/news 9676.html ( Kelly ) 
Ordnance Survey Letters. Kilkenny. Ed Michael. Herrity MRIA. 
Published by Four Masters Press Dublin. 2003. 
Linear Boundaries (Prehistoric) -I Definition. -
-http://www.eng-h.gov. uk/med/linb I. 

Grateful thanks to; 
-An tAth. Sean O Laoghaire. Paulstown 
- Patrick Feely. CEO, Kellymount Quarries 
- Co Kilkenny Reference Library. 
- Geoffrey & Elizabeth Cope, Shankill Castle. 
-Jack Sheehan. Dunleckney, Bagenalstown, 
-Turlough Feeley, Dunleckney, Bagenalstown 

Note: SP = sampling point 



GIVE us BACK OUR OLD FERMENT 
THE SCENE OUTSIDE LEIGHLINBRIDGE POLLING BOOTH 

Political activists were seen as an important 
part of election day in days gone by. 

Showing their allegience to a particular party 
they would take a day off work and position 
themselves outside the polling booth from 
opening to closing time. There they would 
canvass voters as they approached the booth 
and hand out party literture. A sample voting 
paper with the preferences marked was an 
essential piece of paper to pass on. Very often 
it was useful in showing people how to vote. 

As part of their duties each party activist 
would have a copy of the register of voters. 
Generally the register was taken page by 
page and pasted on a sheet of strong car
board to facilitate people's names to be 
marked off as they entered the premises. 
This was very important information to 
have as it could be delivered at anytime dur
ing the day as a percentage voted. Again it 
was used as the evening wore on; they had 

at their fingers tips those who voted and 
those who didn't. This would prompt 
before the closure of the booth, a car being 
dispatched in an effort to prevent defaulters 
by coaxing them out to vote. 

Within the polling booth itself another 
activist would act as a personating officer. 
This is an important duty and still continues. 

Caravans such as above became part of the 
scene at booths in the eighties. While they 
introduced a whole new atmosphere to the 
proceedings of the day, among other things 
they were regarded as imtimidating to vot
ers and prompted the powers-that-be to 
enact a new law prohibiting canvassing 
within a certain distance of the polling 
booth. 

In those days there was a wonderful atmos
phere around a polling booth, especially in 

Martin Nevin 

the evening when people remained around 
after voting for a chat and talk. 

In the words of Con Holohan. "In recent 
years they have the atmosphere of a subur
ban pharmacy. Give us back our old fer
ment" 

To be let in Carlow 
From the lft of May next 

That beautiful little Villa, fituate over the 
River Barrow, now occupied by Arundel 
C. Bell, Efq, the Houfe and Offices are in 
excellent Repair, fit for the immediate Ufe 
ofa genteel Family, as it1s not only an ele
gant Retirement, but has alfo the 
Advantage of being in the Centre of the 
Town. Application to be made to Doctor 
Fitzgerald. 

Carlow, April 20, 1786 
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Antonio Stradivari was an Itialian Luthier, 
a designer, and crafter of stringed 

instruments such as the violin, cellos, 
guitars and harps. Stradivari's 

where the cello had been. 
The instrument designed and crafted in 

1720 by the then 76-year-old 
Stradivari in Cremona. In 

instruments are regarded as 
the finest stringed instru
ments ever made. He STRADIVARI 

time it became known as 
the "red cello" because 

of its final coat of 
varnish according was born in Italy to 

Alessoandro 
Stradivari and 
Anna nee 
Moroni. It is 
thought that he 
served as a pupil 
in the workshops 
of Nicolo Amati 
through the years 
1658 to 1664. 

Having settled in Piazza 
San Domenico, Cremona, it 
was not long until his fame as an 
instrument maker was established. We 
are told that his creativity soon began to show 
in modifications he made to Amati's models. 

It is generally acknowledged that his finest 

instruments were manufactured between 1698 
and 1725 (peaking around 1715) superior in 
quality to those crafted between 1725 and 1730. 

It is estimated that Stradivari manufactured 
more that 1000 instruments of which more 
than half are still extant. 

Among the famous Stradivari instruments are 
the Davidov Stradivarius, the Duport 
Stradivarius, the Soil, the Countess Polignac 
Chaconne, the ex-Hammerle, the ex-Smith
Quersin, the ex-Arnold Rose, the ex-Viotti, the 
ex-Halphen, etc. 

The stamp for a Stradivarius instrument is the Latin 
inscription Antonius Stradivarius Cremonensis 
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AND THE 

to Prieto. Made 
from Balkan 
maple and 
Italian pine it 
took almost 5 
weeks to com
plete. 

CARLOW The Piatti cello 
went through 

LINK 
Faciebat Anno followed by the date. 
Antonio Stradivari died in Cremona on 

December 18, 173 7 and was buried in the 
Basilica of San Domenico, in Cremona. The 
church was demolished in 1868, at which time 
Stradivari's remains were unidentifiable. 

In his book The Adventures of a Cello the cel
ebrated Mexican cellist, Carlos Prieto relates 
the real-life story of the 288-year-old instru
ment known as the Piatti cello. The cello offi
cially became his in 1979 and he then started 
to find out something about its history to the 
extent that it occupied most of his time. 

According to Prieto it took him almost a 
decade to trace its path; it included visits to 
countless museums, cathedrals, and places 

important processes 

Martin Nevin 
including allowing it 

to hang in front of a large 
window in his workshop so 

that the sun would dry and harden 
varnish. 

Following Stradivari's death the cello was 
bought from a member of the family by cellist 
Carlo Moro. 

A recent publications leads us to believe that 
it was subsequently bought by Samuel Pigott 
founder of the music firm today known as 
McCullough-Pigott, secretary of the 
Anacreontic Society, and a fine cellist him
self. After his death, the cello was sold to 
Italian cellist Alfredo Piatti whose name it 
now bears. 

By 1818 the cello had come into the hands of 
Allen Dowell, an Irish wine merchant and vio
linist based in Cadiz. Known as "Don Alonso 
Dowell", he seems to have been some Del 
Boy - a contractor for the British army, he also 
enjoyed trading in top-notch musical instru
ments, which he bought for a song in Spain, 
then sold in England for a tasty profit. 

In 1818 he returned to Ireland, bringing the 
Piatti cello with him. After his death it was 
bought by a clergyman and amateur cellist 
from Carlow, the Reverend Booth, and in 1867 
it became the property of the man whose name 
it now bears, the Italian cellist Aifredo Piatti. 

Refs: 
The Irish Times article, From Italy to New 
York, Spain to Carlow, Tuesday, January 29, 
2008. 

The Irish Times article, Origins of a cello, 
Saturday, February 2, 2008 

Web site 'Stradivari' 



Sa~uel Lewis was the edit_or an~ publisher of topographical diction
anes and maps of the Umted Kmgdom and Ireland. The aim of the 

greater assiduity in the personal survey, and 
proportionately increased the expense. 

texts was to give in 'a condensed form', a faithful 
impartial description of each place. The firm of Lewis relied on the information provid-
Lewis and Co. was based in London. Samuel Lewis died in ed by local contributors and on the earli
1865. 

A Topographical Dictionary of Ireland was 
first published in 1837 in two volumes, 
with an accompanying atlas; it marked a 
new and significantly higher standard in 
such accounts of Ireland. The first edi
tion is available online. A second edition was 
published in 1842. 

EWIS'S 

AR LOW 

(CARLOW TCWN) 

er works published such as Coote's 
Statistical Survey (1801), Taylor and 

Skinner's Maps of the Road oflreland (1777), Pigot's Trade 
Directory (1824 and other sources. He also used the 

various parliamentary reports and in particular the 
census of 1831 and the education returns of the 
1820s and early 1830s. Local contributors were 
given the proof sheets for final comment and revi-

In the 183 7 preface, the editor noted that: The numer-

sion. The names of places are those in use prior to 
the publication of the Ordnance Survey Atlas in 
1838. Distances are in Irish miles (the statute mile is 

0.62 of an Irish mile). ous county histories, and local descriptions of cities, 
towns, and districts of England and Wales, rendered ' · · 
the publication of their former works, in comparison with 
the present, an easy task. The extreme paucity of such 
works, in relation to Ireland, imposed the necessity 

The dictionary gives a unique picture of Ireland before the Great 
Famine. 

CARLOW TOWN 

Seal 
An incorporated borough, market, and post
town, and a parish, in the barony and county 
of Carlow, and province of Leinster, 18Y. 
miles (N.E.) from Kilkenny, and 39Y. (S. 
W.by S.) from Dublin; containing 9597 
inhabitants, of which number, 9114 are in the 
borough. This town, called until a compara
tively recent period, Catherlough, or 
Catherlagh, is supposed to derive that name, 
signifying in the Irish language 'city on the 
lake,' from its proximity to a large sheet of 
water which formerly existed here. The erec
tion of the castle has been variously attributed 
to Eva, daughter of Dermot Mac Murrough; to 
Isabel, daughter of Strongbow, and to King 
John; but with more probability to Hugh de 
Lacy, about the year 1180. In the reign of 
Edw. II., the castle belonged to the crown and 
was made the head-quarters of the senschal
ship of the counties of Carlow and Kildare, 
instituted on account of the disturbed state of 
those districts. About the year 1361, Lionel, 
Duke of Clarence, established the exchequer 

Lewis's Topographical Dic
tionary is now out of copy
right. So it is the intention of 
the Carlow Historical and 
Archaeological Society to pub
lish the full extent of the text 
relating to Carlow over a 
number of issues of its jour
nal, Carloviana, under the title 
Lewis's Carlow 

of the kingdom at this place, and expended 
£500 in fortifying the town with walls, of 
which at present there is not a vestige. James 
Fitzgerald, brother of the Earl of Kildare, 
seized the castle in 1494; but it was soon after
wards invested by the lord-deputy, Sir Edward 
Poynings, to whom, after the siege of ten 
days, it was surrendered. In 1534 it was taken 
by Lord Thomas Fitzgerald, during his insur
rection; and in 1577 the town was assaulted 
by Rory Oge O'More. Jas. I, granted the 
manor to Donogh, Earl ofThomond, whom he 
also made constable of the castle. In 1641, the 
whole county was overrun by the insurgents, 
and the castle at Carlow was invested by a 
strong party and reduced to great extremity; a 
number of protestants had taken refuge within 
its walls, and the garrison was about to surren
der, when it was relieved by a detachment of 
the Earl of Ormonde's forces under the com
mand Sir Patrick Wemys. On his approach the 
insurgents raised the siege, and, after burning 
the town, took flight; 50 were killed in the 
pursuit. This place was constantly exposed to 
the assaults of the insurgents; and the castle, 

after sustaining a siege for nearly a month, 
ultimately surrendered in May, 164 7. It was, 
in 1650,closely invested by Ireton and the 
republican army; and after a severe cannonade 
which greatly injured the castle, the garrison 
surrendered on conditions to Sir Hardress 
Waller, whom Ireton had left to conduct the 
siege. After the battle of the Boyne, in 1690, 
Wm. III. led his army southward through 
this town: and during the disturbances of 
1798, it was assaulted by the insurgents on the 
morning of 25th. May. The garrison, consist
ing partly of yeomanry, amounting in the 
whole to 450, repulsed the assailants, though 
2000 in number, with a loss of 600 of their 
men, on which occasion they were obliged to 
bum several of the houses, in order to compel 
the insurgents to abandon them. 

The town is pleasantly and advantageously 
situated on the eastern bank of the river 
Barrow, over which is a bridge of four arches 
connecting it with the extensive suburban vil
lage of Graigue, in the Queen's county: it is 
surrounded by a rich agricultural district, and 
sheltered by some ranges of hills well culti
vated to their summits. It is of considerable 
extent, and contains more than fourteen good 
streets, of which the two principal, intersect
ing each other at right angles and continued 
through its whole length and breadth, divide 
the town into four nearly equal portions; it is 
rapidly increasing in all directions, and a new 
street, chiefly for private residence, is now in 
progress, which when completed, will be one 
of its greatest ornaments. Though a place of 
such high antiquity, it has an air of modem 
neatness: the streets are paved and kept in 
repair by county presentments,the two princi
pal by county at large, and the others by the 
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LEWIS'S CARLOW 

baronies in which the town is situated; and the 
inhabitants are supplied with water from pub
lic pumps. On the south side of town is a 
stream called the Burren, which flows into the 
Barrow; and on a rising ground above its 
influx the stately remains of the ancient castle, 
towering to a height of 60 feet above the roof 
of the houses. There are two subscriptions 
reading-rooms; and to the south-east of the 
town are cavalry barracks for 8 officers and 
112 non-commissioned officers and privates, 
with stabling for 90 horses, and a hospital for 
20 patients. From its advantageous situation 
on the Barrow, affording a facility of commu
nication with the ports of Ross, Waterford, 
and Dublin, the town has become the principal 
mart for the agricultural produce of the well 
cultivated districts around it, and carries an 
extensive trade in com and butter; the latter is 
of a very superior quality, and meets with 
ready sale on the London market. The trade 
down the river has, within the last 14 years, 
greatly increased, while that upwards has 
diminished, in consequence of heavy tolls 
demanded on the canal conveyance to the 
metropolis. The quantity of com and flour 
sent hence to Waterford and other ports for 
exportation has, within that period, advanced 
from 2000 to 15,000 quarters; and the quanti
ty weighed in the market and in private stores 
is at present not less than 35,000 firkins. The 
river Barrow is navigable from Athy, where 
the Grand Canal from Dublin joins it, and then 
to its confluence with the river Suir below 
Waterford; boats consequently pass from this 
place to Dublin, Ross, and Waterford; there is 
a lock on the river, and good quays have 
been constructed for the accomodatiom of 
vessels employed by the trade, This is the 
head-quarters of the southern district of the 
revenue police, and there are sub-stations at 
Newtownbarry, Freshford and Goresbridge: 
there is also a chief constabulary police sta
tion in the town. The market days are Monday 
and Thursday; and fairs are held on May 4th, 
June 22nd, Aug. 26th, and Nov. 8th. The rev
enue of the post-office according to the latest 
return to Parliament, amounted to £1395. I. 6. 

The earliest charter on record relating to the 
borough is that of Wm. Marshall, Earl of 
Pembroke, granted about the close of the 13th. 
Century. It created an open community of 
burgesses, including a guild mercatory and 
other guilds, with exemptions from tolls and 
customs throughout the earl's whole lands, 
except the towns of Pembroke and Wexford; it 
also mentions a hundred court as being then in 
existence in the town, and ordained that it be 
held only once in the week. Jas. I., in 1613, 
granted a charter of incorporation, conferring 
among other privileges, a right to return two 
members to parliament; and the present gov
erning charter was obtained on petition to 
Chas. II., in 1654. Jas. II. granted a charter 
founded on a seizure of the franchises by a 
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decree of the exchequer, which being declared 
void, it soon became inoperative. Under the 
charter of Chas. II. the corporation is styled, 
'The Soverign, Free Burgesses, and common
ality of the Borough of Catherlagh;' and con
sists of a sovereign, twelve free burgesses, and 
a commonality, assisted by a town-clerk, two 
sergeants - at - mace, a weighmaster of butter, 
and a bellman. The sovereign is annually 
elected by the sovereign for the time being 
and a majority of the burgesses from their own 
body, on the 24th. June, and enters upon his 
office on the 29th. of September: he is ex offi
cio a justice of the peace for the borough of 
the county, and clerk of the market, and with 
the approbation of the burgesses may appoint 
one of them to be his deputy. The burgesses 
are elected from the freemen by a majority of 
the sovereign and burgesses; the town-clerk 
and sergeants-at -mace are chosen by the sov
ereign and burgesses, and the weighmaster of 
butter is appointed by the sovereign. The 
freemen are elected by the sovereign and the 
burgesses. The borough returned two men
bers to the Irish parliament till the Union, 
since which period it has sent only one to the 
Imperial Parliament. The right of election, 
previously confined to the sovereign and 
burgesses, was, by the act of the 2nd of 
Wm.IV., for amending the representation, 
extended to the resident freemen and £10 
householders, of whom including the suburb 
of Graigue, which has been comprised within 
the new electoral boundary (of which the lim
its are minutely described in the Appendix), 
the number is 383, of which 380 are house
holders, and three freemen resident within 
three miles; the sovereign is the returning offi
cer. By the charter the corporation had power 
to hold a court of record for pleas to the 
amount for five marks; but they at present 
exercise no jurisdiction whatever, either civil 
or criminal. The assizes, and also the quarter 
sessions for the county, are held here; and 
petty sessions are held every Thursday before 
the sovereign and county magistrates. The 
manor court has jurisdiction to the amount of 
£ 10 late currency over the entire town and an 
extensive rural district; it had fallen into dis
use prior to 1833, when the lord of the manor, 
B. Hamilton, Esq., appointed a seneschal, and 
the court was revived, but few cases had been 
since determined in it. The court-house, a 
newly erected building at the junction of the 
castledermot and Athy roads, near the 
entrance of the town, is a handsome octagonal 
edifice with a fine doric portico, in imitation 
of the Acropolis at Athens, resting upon a plat
form to which is an ascent by a broad flight of 
steps, the whole is hewn granite of chaste 
design and execution, and forms a striking 

ornament to the town. Near it is the county 
gaol, well adapted for the classification and 
employment of prisoners, who are engaged in 
useful labour and are taught trades, to qualify 
them on their discharge for a life of useful 
industry; the female prisoners are carefully 
employed under a duly qualified matron; a 
school has been established and the sick are 
carefully attended by the medical officer; but 
the hospital is sufficiently prepared for the 
reception of patients. There is a thred- wheel, 
which is worked for raising water to supply 
the gaol. 

The parish comprises 1955 statue acres, of 
which about 648 are plantations, a few acres 
of bog, remainder good arable and pasture 
land. The surrounding scenery is pleasingly 
varied and in many parts beautifully pictur
esque; and there are several handsome seats in 
the parish. Oak Park, formerly called 
Painstown, and now the residence of Col. 
Bruen, is a handsome spacious building, con
sisting of a centre and two wings, situated to 
the north of the town in a fine demesne embel
lished with stately groves of full grown oak. 
To the east of it are Browne's Hill, the seat of 
W. Browne, Esq.; and Viewmount house, for
merly the seat of Sir E. Crosbie, Bart., and 
now the residence of R.D. Browne, Esq., 
pleasantly situated and commanding a beauti
ful prospect of neighbouring country. On the 
opposite side of the river, below the town, is 
Clogrennan, the seat of J.S. Rochford, Esq., 
beautifully situated in a highly improved 
demesne. The living is a rectory in the dio
cese of Leighlin, and in the patronage of the 
Crown for two presentations, and of the bish
op for one: the tithes amount to £300. The 
church is a modem structure, with a beautiful 
spire terminating at an elevation of 190 feet, 
having a massive gilt cross presented by the 
ladies of Carlow: the Ecclesiastical 
Commissioners have recently granted £488. 4. 
10. For its repair. Near the river, to the north 
of the town, is an ancient burial-ground, 
called 'The Graves,' said to have been 
granted to the parish by the Earl of Thomond. 
There is no glebe-house; the glebe comprises 
31/2 acres. The R.C. parish is co-extensive 
with that of the Established Church, and is in 
the benefice of the Bishop of Kildare and 
Leighlin. The R.C. Cathedral is an elegant 
cruciform structure, in the later English style, 
with a lofty tower at the western extremity of 
the nave, surrounded by a lantern of beautiful 
design terminating at a height of 151 feet from 
the base; it occupies the site of the old chapel, 
and is a rich ornament to the town. At the foot' 
of the altar are interred the remains of the 
Right Rev. Dr. James Doyle, late bishop, dis-



tinguished by his letters under the signature of 
J.K.L.., and his important evidence before 
both houses of parliament.. He entered the 
college of Carlow, as professor of rhetoric, in 
1811, and was soon afterwards appointed pro
fessor of theology; in 1819 he was raised to 
the R.C. see of Kildare and Leighlin, and died 
of a lingering decline on the 10th. of June. 
1834. Branganza House, the residence of the 
R.C. bishop, is situated in the immediate 
vicinity of the town. There are places of wor
ship for Presbyterians, the Society of Friends, 
and Wesleyan Methodists. 

The R.C. college of St. Patrick, for the educa
tion of youth and of the R.C. clergy, was 
founded by the late Rev. Dr. Keefe, and 
opened in the year 1795 under the direction of 
the late Dean Staunton: the system of educa
tion comprises of Hebrew, Greek, Latin, 
Italian, French, and English languages, sacred 
and profane history, rhetoric, geography, 
arithmetic, and mathematics, to which are 
added natural and moral philosophy, humani
ty and theology, under the superintendence of 
professors and assistants, who are members of 
the house and resident. The building, which 
consists of a spacious centre connected by two 
wings with corridors, is situated in a park 
comprising an area of 34 acres, nearly in the 
centre of town, and enclosed with high walls 
and well planted, affording ample opportuni-

ties of healthful recreation and undisturbed 
retirement. The institution is under the direc
tion of a president, vice- president, and prefect 
of the lay college, dean of the ecclesiastical 
college, and other officers: the fees are £31. 
10. per annum for lay, and £27 for ecclesiasti
cal students. Connected with it is a neat 
chapel, with a burial-ground attached. A con
vent of the Presentation order was established 
in 1814, consisting of a superioress and 16 
nuns, who gratuitously instruct about 250 
children: it is a handsome edifice in Tullow 
street. A branch from the Sisters of Mercy, in 
Baggot street, Dublin, was formed here in 
1837. The diocesan school of Leighlin and 
Ossory is supported by a grant of £120 per 
annum from the Diocesan fund, and is open 
also to boarder paying £31. 10., and to day 
scholars paying £6. 6. A parochial school is 
aided by an annual donation of £10 from the 
rector; and there are two national schools 
and an infants' school. In these are about 370 
boys and 485 girls; and there are several pri
vate schools, in which are about 500 boys and 
258 girls. The district lunatic asylum for the 
counties of Carlow, Kilkenny, Wexford and 
Kildare, and the county and city of Kilkenny, 
is situated in this town and was built in 1831, 
at an expense, including the cost of erection 
and purchase of land and furniture, of 
£22,552. 10. 4.: it is under excellent regula
tion. is calculated to accommodate 104 
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lunatics, and attached it are 151/4 acres of 
land. The county infirmary is supported by a 
grand jury presentment and local subscrip
tions, aided by a parliamentary grant; a fever 
hospital, opened for the reception of patients 
in 1829, is supported by grand jury present
ments alone: a dispensary is maintained in the 
usual way, and a Magdalene asylum is sup
ported wholly by subscriptions. The remains 
of the old castle consists only of one side of 
the quadrangle, at each end of which is one of 
the massive round towers that flanked its 
angles; the walls show that it must have been 
a fortress of much strength; and from the lofti
ness of its elevation and the commanding 
position which it occupies, it has a striking of 
majestic grandeur. Near Oak Park was a small 
Franciscan friary, founded by the Cooke fam
ily, formerly proprietors of that estate. 
Browne's Hill and Viewmount both occupy 
the site of an ancient religious establishment, 
called St. Kieman's Abbey; and in the vicinity 
are the remains of a cromlech of which the 
table stone is 23 feet in length, 19 in breadth, 
and at the upper end nearly 41/2 feet thick; it 
is supported at the east end on three upright 
stones, 15 feet 8 inches high, and at a distance 
is another upright stone standing by itself. 
Carlow gives the inferior title of Viscount to 
the family of Dawson, Earls of Portarlington. 

Martin Nevin, Mr Jimmy O 'Toole, and Dr Michael Conry with Mr Jim Shannon, President of Carlow Historical 
and Archaeological Society. 
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THE POLLERTONS was a grandson of Samuel Burton, who had 
obtained Ballinakill as a marriage settlement. 

How little the importance of a particular 
way oflife is, in an area was demonstrat

ed to me at a Parish function, some years ago 
Sporting cultural and industrial organisations 
were represented, but, a way of life, 
Agriculture, that existed in the locality, from 
the earliest times, was not represented. 

That the area was inhabited at a very early 
period in history is demonstrated by the pres
ence of the Dolmen in Kemanstown 

As a result I decided to examine how the way 
of life in two townlands had altered, particu
larly, in recent times. 

The two townlands are Pollerton Big, and 
Pollerton Little. Pollerton Big is 381 acres in 
area, and Pollerton Little is 299 acres in area. 

Different spellings have been used for these 
townlands, Pollardstown Polleston and 
Pallarton, are some of the variations. It is 
mentioned in 'The History of the Wall 
Family', that an earlier name for the area was 
Ballyfuller. This could be a corruption of 
Baile Pholl, this name is now usually altered 
to Ballyfoyle. 

Like most townlands in the State, very few 
archaeological sites have been discovered, in 
the area. The only sites recorded in the 
Archaeological Inventory of County Carlow 
for the area, are No. 309 (an enclosure site) in 
Pollerton Big and No. 590 
(Knockaunnareilig) in Pollerton Little. 

Prior to the Norman Invasion the area would 
have been at the northern boundaries of UI 
Cinnshealla. After this event, the area was 
among the lands granted to the Norman, De 
Valle family .The land which they granted, in 
what was to be County Carlow and included 
the district in which the two Pollerton town
lands are situated. 

The Devalle name was gradually altered, to 
Wale and then to Wall. By the I 7 th century 
there were Wall establishments in Ballinakill, 
Johnstown, Urglin and other parts of Co. 
Carlow. 

As a result of the Cromwellian confiscation 
the Wall's lost land in area. 
In the Down Survey, Ulick Wall was shown as 
being proprietor of Pollerton Little. This 
townland was included in the property which 
Richard Tighe was granted in Co. Carlow, 

The Wall estate in Ballinakill was also confis
cated at this time. The three sons of this estate 
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went to France, after the surrender of 
Limerick, and joined the French Army. 
Richard was killed at Cremona in 1702, 
Matthew at Barcelona in 1706, and Oliver at 
Lerida in 1707. 

Benjamin Burton bought this land from The 
Trustees for the Sale of Forfeited Estates in 
1712 and settled it on his son, Samuel, in a 
Marriage Settlement. 

Later the name Ballinakill was altered to 
Burton Hall at the request of the Burtons. The 
Wall's continued to have possession of 
Pollerton Big, and Ulick Wall was living 
there, when he succeeded his father about 
1721 Apart from .two leases, the only record 
of Ulick, as, head of the family, are two mort
gages by which he handed over nearly all his 
lands, to various persons, for lump sums of 
money, in 1731 and 1732. At this time, also, 
Anthony Alen obtained a judgment, for 
£20,000 against him. 

Ulick Wall died in 1738, and was succeeded 
by his daughter, Mary, who had married 
Anthony Alen in 1737. The Alens lived at 
Pollerton. Inl 782 Mary Wall-Alen granted 
most of her lands to her son, Ulick Wall-Alen. 
It is not recorded how Ulick Wall-Alen man
aged the property. 

However from this time, it is the Burton 
name, and not the Wall name, that is associat
ed with Pollerton Big. 

When, Sir Charles Burton married Catherine 
Cuffe in August 1778 his address was 
'Pollacton,' the name which Burton chose for 
estate in Pollerton Big. Sir Charles Burton 

From this time, there were two Burton fami
lies. The family in Ballinakill and the family 
in Pollerton 

The head of the family associated with 
Ballinakill (Burton Hall) were addressed as 
"Mister", but the leader of the Pollerton fami
ly was a "Sir". 

The Burton House 

The Burton house, which was built, at 
Pollerton, was in the Georgian architectural 
style, and the farm buildings were constructed 
at this time also. This was shown by the date 
1788 being carved over the door of the hay 
house. The house was demolished in the 
1970's. 

The Burton's established a garden on the 
site of the Wall house. In the late 19th cen
tury the plaque commemorating the wed
ding of Ulick Wall and Mary Walsh, was 
found in the garden. This stone is now in the 
possession of the Carlow Historical and 
Archaeological Society. 

Road System 

In the mid 18th century the road system in the 
whole Country was very primitive. County 
Carlow was no exception. The road leading to 
Dublin was on a different route to the modem 
road. The Dublin road at that time was close 
to the inner wall in Oak Park. 

The Hacketstown road was at the rear of 
the houses in Dolmen Heights and then 
continued joined the road now known as 
Neill's Lane, to what was the Brownhill 
gates. Here the road turned east and it con
tinued to Ballinakillbeg and Johnstown 

The Burton House at Pollerton Big (Built in in the 1780 :SJ 



towards Killerig. 

These two roads were connected by The 
Friary Lane. This is the road which runs 
through the Carlow Golf Links and continues 
to join the .road leading to Palatine. 

There were lesser lanes connecting these 
roads to the various farms in the area. Many of 
these lanes continued to be in use, until they 
became too narrow for 
modem farm machinery. 

The present N9 was constructed in 1853. This 
road bisected Pollerton Little. The roads at 
that time were developed under the Grand 
Jury of the county and would have the consent 
of the landlord concerned. 

A clause in the lease of a farm in Pollerton 
Little, at that time, stated that the landlord 
could 'dig any drain or construct any road. 
The result of the building of this road was that 
the route of the road to Dublin was changed It 
enabled the land owner, Bruen, to establish a 
deer park in the part of Painestown, between 
the site of the original road, and the townland 
boundary with Pollerton Little. 

To facilitate the construction of this deer park 
a number of families were evicted. Among 
them was the Foy family. This family went to 
Sleaty, where a descendant, William Stynes, is 
now living. 

The members of the Foy family, like members 
of the older families in this locality were 
buried in Urglin. 

Famine 

During the Famine of 1845-1848 these two 
townlands did not, according to local tradi
tion, experience the shortage of food during 
the Famine experienced in other parts of 
Ireland. What was affected was the type of 
land holding in the two townlands. 

Tithes 

The Tithe Applotment document shows that 
there were 20 tenants in Pollerton Big in 1828. 
After the Famine, in 1853 the Primary 
Valuation, show that there were 18 tenants in 
the townland. While there was only a very 
small decrease in the number of tenants, what 
is important is the type of the new tenancies. 
Inl828 the Applotment papers show that of 
the 20 tenants all, except one, had land. 

In 1853 there were 5 tenants with houses and 
land. Those tenants rented a total of approxi
mately 50 acres. 4 tenants had houses, but, no 
land, while the other 9 tenants, who lived else
where, rented 70 acres. The landlord, Sir 
Charles Burton farmed the remaining 260 

acres. 

The names of the tenants who had small 
acreages had disappeared off the list of ten
ants. Between! 841 and 1851 the population of 
the townland had decreased from 62 in 1841 
to 40 in 1851. 

In Pollerton Little where there were 27 tenants 
in 1828, 26 of them had some land. In 1853 
there were 23 tenants in the townland. The 
population here had declined, by only 9 per
sons, from 169 to 160 persons in the years 
between 1841 and 1851. 

The difference between this townland and 
Pollerton Big, was, that 5 tenants renting 44 
acres. had only land The remaining 18 tenants 
rented 260acres. The names of 7 tenants on 
the 1828 list are not listed; in 1853 however 
there are 4 new names. 2 new people have 
only a house, 1 tenant has a very small hold
ing, but the remaining tenant, Myers, had a 
farm of almost 10 acres. This family were also 
coopers and who also made and played the 
fiddle. The name of this family is still pre
served, in the name of this particular holding, 
similar to the way, the names of, Coe's field, 
Camey's fields and the names of other tenants 
are remembered in the area. 

Some of the people in this townland had also 
became tenants in Pollerton Big Patrick Kelly 
and William Kelly were two of these people. 

Here, again, like Pollerton Big, the names of 
tenants with very small acres do not appear in 
the 1853 list. There was one exception to this 
trend. Denis Bergin's name, who rented 
almost 9 acres, in 1828, was not there in 1853. 
There is no tradition in the locality of why the 
30 people left the townlands between 1841 
and 1851,but as already mentioned, it was the 
people who little or no land who had left. 
Here like, so much, of the country, it was the 
people who survived the Famine, who profit
ed by it, because the acerage of holdings could 
be increased, or properties became available 
to other people. 

In the l 870's the different style of the man
agement of the two townlands became 
apparent. 
Pollerton Big, being a comparatively small 
estate and having a resident landlord, much 
more personal attention could be given to 
the property. For instance the wage book, 
which appeared to be 'written up' each week 
by the owner, recoded, each week, the type 
of work done, the wage paid, the number 
employed and occasionally an observation 
on the weather. 

The permanent work force were paid 6/-, per 
week, which was 1/- per day. If a man did not 
work, no matter what day it was, he was not 
paid. The mowing of meadows and com cut-
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ting was paid for at 5 shillings per acre. 3 men 
according to the wage book, mowed 1 acre per 
day, thus earning almost double their normal 
wage. Because of presence of the owner, it, 
was not necessary to employ a steward, how
ever a foreman was employed and he was paid 
10/-per week 

In 1877 a decision was made to have fewer 
tenants on the estate. In that year William Coe, 
who had rented a field, was paid £25, to sur
render his lease. The houses of the Cois na 
Coille estate, were built on this field. 

In1880 and 1885 Patrick Keegan and Peter 
Keegan, each got £25, for peaceful possession 
of their tenancies. Patrick Reilly, was paid £31 
in 1891, for his tenancy. Thomas Camey's ten
ancy was also acquired at this time. The result 
of this management was that by late 1890's 
there were only three tenants, with land in 
Pollerton Big. They were Patrick Kelly, The 
Stream, Pollerton Little, Michael Kelly, 
Pollerton Little, and John Whelan, The 
Plough, Tullow St. These tenancies amounted 
to about 55 acres, which meant that the land
lord was farming about 330 acres. 

When Sir Charles Cuffe Burton died in 1902 
he was succeeded by his niece, Grace Ellen, 
who in 1890 had married Sir Francis Denys, 
As this family, resided, mainly, in England, a 
change of management was necessary. 
A steward, George Livingstone, was 
employed and a house was built for him on 
what had been Coe's field. From this time, a 
steward was employed on the estate. 

In contrast, to Pollerton Big, the landlord of 
Pollerton Little did not appear to take the 
same personal interest in the' day to day 'run
ning of the townland. Tenancies were either 
inherited or occasionally transferred by mar
riage. The result was that the names of the 
families who settled in the townland in the 
early 18th century were present up to recently 
.Descedants of some of the families are still 
living in the area. 

It is worth recording that there is no record of 
any tenant being evicted in either townlands. 
The Burtons had paid tenants to surrender 
their leases. Tighe allowed tenants to obtain 
additional land either by transfer or purchase 
of a lease. The result of this policy was, that 
many tenants extended their farms, but many 
remained, small by modem standards. 

The two Pollertons are in an area which is 
mainly limestone. Many farms have deposits 
of gravel. Before roads were tarred they need
ed constant attention to keep them in repair. 
Many of farmers availed of these deposits to 
contract, to keep sections of a road in repair, 
This contracting was known as 'making the 
road. This enabled farmers to earn extra 
income, as the road work was done in the peri-
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od when there was 'a slack time' on the farm. 
As the stones from the gravel pits, had to be 
broken before being used to repair the road, 
men were employed to break them. This was 
another source of income for rural dwellers 

Most of the houses in the townlands were 
built on a north -south axis. They had three 
rooms and a loft The only outside door was 
usually facing east A short wall, paralliel to 
the outside wall acted as an entrance into the 
kitchen, and also sheltered the fireplace. There 
were no windows in the west wall, as it was 
from this direction that most of the rain came. 
These houses were probably, built, in the mid 
to late l 700's and were thatched. The rafters 
were small trees as were the couplings. 

Most houses had stone walls that were built 
without a foundation and were about 3 feet 
thick. A few houses were built with mud walls 
and these walls were equally thick. The out
side door was hinged, and, when opened it 
was folded back along the wall. 

In the Insurrection of 1798 the area suffered 
heavy causalities, especially among the young 
men. The United Irishmen movement was 
highly organised here and the men from this 
area were among the party which assembled 
at View Mount It was this party which led the 
attack on Carlow. Because of this it suffered 
almost 100% casualties. 

There was only one recorded survivor of the 
day. He was a Neill from the family that 
lived, at what is now, the junction of the 
Hacketstown Road and Neill's Lane. Two 
other men escaped but were discovered in a 
house in a house in Pollerton Road that 
evening. These men were killed when they 
attempted to escape. The identity of only one 
of the men has survived. He was a Maher 
from the Rutland area. 

Another connection with Rutland, and that 
period, was that, Sir Edward Crosby's head 
was buried beside Urglin Church. The late 
John Boake of Rutland pointed out the site, to 
the writer, in the mid 1980's. John said that this 
remains were removed, some time later, but 
he had no knowledge of the site of the second 
grave. 

Possibly, because of the folk memory, of 
1798, the townlands did not seem to have par
ticipated in the national movements of the 
19th century. 
However the Rices, Jimmy and George were 
active in the War of Independence 
Sean Broderick Pollerton Big served in the 
Cavalry Corp, during the Emergency, while 
Ned Hutton and Ned Nolan were members of 
the L.D.F. Others from the locality who were 
members of Auxiliary Services were Al Kelly 
and Fanny Hickey. 
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Contrary to the opmton expressed by the 
Ordnance Survey in the 1840's, when modern 
implements were used, later in the century, 
suitable yields were obtained from the land. 
Mixed farming became the usual land use, and 
when the sugar beet industry was introduced, 
because, of the soil type and proximity to the 
sugar factory, beet growing became a major 
farm crop. 

Because of the size of the farms, an informal 
co-operative, helping at hay making, and corn 
harvesting, took place in the townlands 
.Children of 8 or 9 years could assist in this 
work, and be taught skills that were useful in 
later life. A major benefit of this working was 
that, at meal times, the younger people heard 
local stories and folklore, from the older men, 
who very often had worked abroad, or had 
military service and in this way, before televi
sion or radio, learned of different types of liv
ing. 

The demesne in Pollerton Big, similar, to most 
demesnes, had a large number of trees. There 
was one large oak tree growing on the Lawn 
of Pollacton, which I suspected could have 
been planted in accordance with an Act of 
Parliament in 1702. 

The following is an extract of a direction 
agreed to by the Vestry of the Parish of 
Catherlagh on 24th August 1702. 

Pursuant to a late Act of Parliament made for 
ye planting of tree, ye number of to be in this 
sd. Pish.is 87 trees .And whereas the number 
of acres in this Pish is 1619 it is unanimously 
agreed upon and enacted by ye Reef. 
Churchwardens and parishioners psent that 
every person who holds ye number of one 

hundred acres, and everyone else in propor
tion to what they hold shall plant six trees and 
the same to be done according to ye directions 
of ye sd. Act of Parliament' 

No of acres 

Little Pollardstown 100 acres. No. of trees 6 
Great Pollardstown 170 acres. No of trees 10 

The document listed the remaining areas in 
the Parish at that time. Heathy Lands, Gallos 
Hill Lands, Spaight's Land, Strange's Land, 
Tobacco Meadows, and Butcher's Land, are 
some of the areas mention 
There was housing development in Pollerton 
Big from the late 19th century, when houses 
were built as part of the policy, to house agri
cultural workers. Other houses were erected in 
later years. 

The 1960's saw some individual sites being 
built on in Pollerton Little, It was only in the 
1970's that serious development commenced 
in Pollerton Big. 
The result is that by now (2008) all of the 
estate, outside the Demesne, has become part 
of Carlow town. 

Pollerton Little, apart from the houses built in 
the 1960's, did not experience development 
until recent years. This development has tend
ed to be industrial so that while there is no 
increase in population there is a large increase 
in the work force. 
On reflection, the organisers of the function in 
Askea, possibly made the right decision, in 
not having agriculture represented. because of 
its minor position in the life of the communi
ty to-day. 

Above picture was taken in 1967 
Could this be one of the trees that was planted in 1702 to comply with the Act of Parliament o} 

that year? 



Liam in his 
Contemplation Chair 

During the Summer of 2005 1 got a call 
from Fergal Martin of O.P.W. Would 1 

come to the Battle of the Boyne site at 
Oldbridge, Co. Meath and examine a unique 
walnut tree? When I got there I was amazed 
to see that the tree trunk which had been 
blown over in a winter's storm was 7 feet in 
diameter. Some experts were saying that the 
tree had been planted around 1650. This 
would make it 40 years old when the famous 
battle was fought. 

It stood in the middle of a field in front of 
Oldbridge House. Its roots would have been 
watered with the blood of fallen soldiers as 
the main killing field of the battle surround
ed it. A living survivor of the day when 
Ireland's history was set on a new course. 
Because I work with wood and I also love 
history I was emotionally touched with the 
symbolism of it all. 

O.P.W. commissioned me to make a number 
of vessels and bowls from the wood of the 
tree. I remember a set of8 being presented to 
the managers of some of the world's great 
battle sites such as the Somme, Waterloo and 
Gettysburg. One vessel was set aside for a 
special purpose. It was hoped that at some 
point in the future an opportunity would 
arise for this vessel to be presented to Dr Ian 
Paisley. At the time the peace process was 
going through an on again off again phase. 
The Irish government intended to present the 
vessel to Dr. Paisley as a means of bridge 
building but they held off until a suitable 
opportunity came along. Nobody could fore
tell just how important that presentation 
would prove to be. 

Unique Walnut Tree 

Liam & Cathy O'Neill 

Peace talks 
On the October 11th 2006 all the main play
ers in the peace process assembled at St. 
Andrews in Scotland. It was make or break 
time. The D.U.P. and Sinn Fein had become 
the two biggest players in Northern Ireland. 
Tony Blair and Bertie Ahem had an amazing 
working rapport. If ever there was to be a 
settlement of the Ulster question which had 
bedevilled Ireland for centuries this was it. 

For two days the parties struggled to come to 
an agreement that all sides could sign up to, 
but on the evening of the second day a sense 
of gloom descended as the parties struggled 
to come to terms with each other. Dr. Paisley 
and his wife were anxious about getting back 
to Ballymena to celebrate their 50th wed
ding anniversary and also were worried 
about what kind of reception they would get 
in Belfast if they signed up to a deal. Sinn 
Fein were behaving as if they were not going 
to get a deal, and were trying to make sure 
that it was the DUP who walked out first and 
caused failure. According to Blair's right 
hand man Jonathan Powell, the British side 

Liam working in the background in Tea-Pot 
Lane, Bagenalstown in 1969. John Shiel.for
mer bank official in the forefront, he setup a 

wood-turning shop in Bagenalstown. 
From 'The Irish Times' 28 Oct. 1969 

One of the many deals Liam clinched with 
Charles J. Haughey 

were starting to prepare for failure. Bertie 
Ahem was worried about the possibility of a 
scenario arising when he would be going 
into a general election campaign in 2007 
with an unresolved impasse in the peace 
process and was probably the most inventive 
negotiator there for that reason. Blair and 
Ahem along with their respective assistants 
had dinner together. Ahem said to Blair "You 
know it's the Doc's 50th wedding anniver
sary?" 'Ah yes" said Blair "are you giving 
him a gift"? 

Ahem then told Blair that he had a walnut 
bowl from the Battle of the Boyne site and 
intended to present it next day. Blair asked 
Jonathan Powell what they were giving and 
was told "A leather bound photo album". 
Blair turned the air blue. "I don't believe it. 
We have been trumped by the Irish again. 
They gave a gift chosen with flair and imag
ination, and what do we give? "An f. .. .ing 
photo album, we have to get something bet
ter", but it was to late at that stage. (to make 
it worse, the album was bought in a shop 
owned by wife of the Tory leader David 
Cameron). Blair then asked Ahem if they 
could present the bowl together as a joint gift 
from both governments but Ahem declined. 
He wanted it to be clearly only from the Irish 
Government. 

On the Saturday all parties assembled for a 
final plenary session. The room was 
jammed. Bertie Ahem took the bowl and 
started to make his way across to Paisley. 
He had to step over briefcases and out
stretched legs but eventually he met Dr. 
Paisley at the end of the room. 
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Suddenly everybody realized that something 
was happening and the room went quiet. 
Bertie said "I believe it is yourself and 
Eileen's 50th Wedding Anniversary and I 
have brought you a gift on behalf of the Irish 
government" Dr. Paisley spontaneously 
reached out and shook Bertie's hand as he 
accepted the gift, and was visibly moved as 
he announced to the whole room, "The 
Taoiseach has explained to me that this 
bowl came from walnut from the site of the 
Battle of the Boyne. Today this bowl was 
come home. We have been working hard 
for three days and I think that we have seen 
the first sign of a new light and I hope that 
this light shines not just on those on this 
room but on our children and grand chil
dren". In the midst of the applause that fol
lowed Gerry Adams was heard to say "I 
think we are going to see business being 
done after all". It was the first time that Ian 
Paisley had shaken hands publicly with 
Bertie Ahem. 

The big question 

The question arises, why did the giving of a 
wood bowl prove to be the breaking of the 
impasse? My own personal view is that by 
giving a gift which was so firmly connected 
to the battle site which is so central to 
Northern Protestant culture, Bertie Ahem 
was making a statement. "The Orange tradi
tion has nothing to fear from the South". We 
are not trying to denigrate your culture, in 
fact we recognise your right to celebrate it. 

I thought that it was improbable that the giv
ing of the gift changed history. I had heard 
stories to that effect from O.P.W. and 
Foreign Affairs personnel, but I thought it 
was just an exaggeration. Then in January 
2008 I was contacted by RTE's Northern 
news correspondent Tommy Gorman. Would 
I agree to be featured in a documentary he 
was making about Dr. Ian Paisley? I ques
tioned him about the accounts of what hap
pened at St. Andrews and he replied. "It was 
no exaggeration, in fact it would be true to 
say that the importance of the walnut bowl 
being presented to Dr. Ian Paisley is actually 
being understated. I was there, and I can tell 
you that the talks were heading for the deep
est part of the ocean. When Bertie Ahem 
presented the bowl, it changed everything. 
Paisley's attitude was key to the whole suc
cess of the St. Andrews talks, and he was 
genuinely touched so deeply by the gift that 
the rest is history. 

Another bridge building 
presentation 

In 1993 President Mary Robinson decided to 
visit Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth of Gt. 
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'The Tain' 
Redwood, Bronze and Granite 
Veterinary Dept., UCD, Dublin 

Britain. It would be a historic v1s1t as it 
would be the first time ever that the Head of 
State of an independent Ireland would meet 
a British Monarch. Rather than a ceremonial 
state occasion. it was decided that the visit 
would be informal. 

It would be ground breaking, but not fly in 
the face of anybody's political sensitivities. 
The President chose to present her Majesty 
with a hand turned wood vessel by Liam 
O'Neill. It was made from a monkey puzzle 
tree which had grown in Co. Clare. 

Previously the President had presented an 
O'Neill piece to the King and Queen of 
Sweden, and subsequently she presented a 
large spalted beech bowl to the Emperor 
and Empress of Japan. Years later on a visit 
to the Robinson's home in Co. Mayo, they 
described to my wife Cathy and I how the 
presentation was made. 

They met the Royal couple alone in an 
ornate Audience Chamber in the Royal 
Palace. The bowl was placed on a turntable 
which rested on top of a plinth in the middle 
of the room. The four of them gathered 
round the piece and the Emperor began to 
slowly tum the bowl round on the turntable. 
Spalted beech has an unusual pattern of 
black lines and colour patches which are 
caused by different fungi which invades old 
trees. 

The Emperor studied the patterns and began 
to spot shapes of birds, tree and animals like 
you would see sometimes in clouds. He 
became quite animated and it was a truly 

joyous occasion in contrast to the more for
mal celebrations of the of the rest of the 
visit. 

I asked the Robinsons if the Queen's piece 
had been consigned to a warehouse some
where along with the multitude of other gifts 
that she receives annually. Mary told me that 
the Queen was quite taken with the piece and 
kept it in Buckingham Palace. 

Family background 

The O'Neill's have been in "The Hollow" 
Drumphea, Co. Carlow for at least 200 years. 
My parents were temporarily living in Dublin 
when my brother, John and I were born, but 
came back to the old homestead when I was 
two and a half years and John was three 
months old. I am definitely more scallion eater 
than jackeen. My first memory of wood was 
seeing two venerable gentlemen carpenters 
who lived opposite each other in Seskin at 
work when I was about 6 years old. Tom Doyle 
came and made a new half door for our house 
in the Hollow, while Tommy Keyes came 
around the same time to make a long couch or 
"Sate" for Troys next door. I can still hear the 
whisk of Tommy's plane as he shaped a 
"Boord" for the sate. The ground was covered 
with long curly fragrant shavings. 

He warned me one day that his chisels were 
so sharp that if I even touched them they 
would cut me. Of course I gently touched 
the edge of a chisel to the palm of my hand 
and was soon dripping blood from a cut I 
did not feel happening. The man would 
have made a great surgeon. 



President Mary Robinsom and Nicholas with Liam 

When I took up woodturning many years 
later old Tommy was still alive. I showed 
him some of my work and his response 
stayed with me ever since. "You have a great 
pair of hands God bless you" 

The accidental turner 

Following schooling in Rathnageeragh and a 
spell in Freshford Co. Kilkenny with the 
Mill Hill Fathers I had a succession of jobs 
which included barman in Dublin and 
London ,and two years erecting haysheds 
with my father for Keenans of 
Bagenalstown. One day I heard that a man 
named John Shiel was setting up a wood
work business in Bagenalstown so I went for 
an interview and got the job. I thought I 
would be making tables and chairs so I was 
gob smacked when I found myself standing 
at a wood turner's lathe for the first time. I 
now believe that God sometimes moves us 
in directions that we don't expect just 
because He wants to bless us. I never looked 
back and I found something that gave me a 
great sense of satisfaction and self worth. 

Shiel trained me to make salad bowls, table 
lamps, bread boards and other domestic 
items, and to supplement my income I made 
stool kits for the local LC.A. ladies. Many a 
sea grass stool around Myshall parish was 
made up on frames which I turned in my 
spare time nearly forty years ago. 

Shannon 

In 1973 I got a job in Retos at Shannon, Co. 
Clare. Retos was set up to rehabilitate men 
and women with special needs, and I took 
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the job with some trepidation I was given a 
free hand and an empty workshop and told to 
get on with it by Alec Brownlee, the vision
ary manager of the project. I ended up work
ing there for eleven and a half years and I 
learned a lot from the experience. We pro
duced a range of domestic tableware which 
was sold commercially to help pay for the 
running of the workshop. 

In 1980 I attended a seminar on woodturning 
in Dorset in England where I saw "Art" 
woodturning for the first time. It was a real 
baptism of fire for somebody who had never 
seen anything more artistic than a fruit bowl 
made on a lathe and I returned home 
inspired. Wood was no longer a material to 
be bullied into a useful object, but gnarled 
and half decayed material such as warts and 
roots could be used to make thin walled ves
sels with natural bark edged holes, and natu
ral discolouration's caused by fungus and 
bacteria which invades trees in the early 
stages of decay could also be used. What 
normerly was thrown away as useless 
became a very high prized material. 

I set up a studio at the back of my house and 
started creating work which was accepted by 
the Art Gallery in Limerick., For a while I 
lived a double life working in Retos by day 
and in my studio in my own time but 
inevitably in 1984 I left my job in Retos and 
took the plunge and set up my business in a 
space rented in a nearby Industrial Estate. 

I entered the R.D.S. Crafts competition 
which is held every year during the Horse 
Show and won first prize in 1982, 1983 and 
1984. 1 also won the Dr. Muriel Gahan 
Scholarship which enabled me to travel in 
the U.S.A. and visit the top wood turners 

Traditionally, woodturning was done by 
wheelwrights and the last practising lathe 
workers in the area were Jimmy Ryan in 
Milltown, and Chris Ryder who was a genius 
with his hands. I have Jimmy Ryan's wood 
lathe with the last wheel stock he was work
ing on in my workshop in Spiddal awaiting 
the day I get around to restoring it. John Liam and Cathy s Gallery and Sculpture Garden in Spiddal Co. Galway. 
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there, who at the time were the world leaders 
in the field. I was invited back to the States 
to be a demonstrator myself and ended up 
doing the seminar circuit for ten years. I 
taught and exhibited in Australia, Canada, 
Germany, England, Scotland and of course 
the U.S.A. which I visited up to four times a 
year for a while. In the meantime I founded 
the Irish wood turners guild in 1983 as an 
All-Ireland body which has grown to over 
700 members most of whom are hobbyists or 
part timers, but all of Ireland's professional 
turners have also been involved. 

Move to Spiddal 

In 1992 I moved to Spiddal, Co. Galway 
under the auspices ofUdaras Na Gaeltachta. 
My wife Cathy is a Spiddal native so the 
move was an easy one to make. Spiddal is 
in the Connemara Gaeltachta and is beauti
fully situated on Galway Bay across from 
the Burren of County Clare. We eventually 
developed our own Gallery and Sculpture 
Garden it our house. 

During the 90's my work began to develop in 
a new direction and I started making huge 
outdoor wood sculptures. I am still essential
ly a turner but the methods I use to produce 
these large scale pieces are unorthodox. I 
built a massive cast concrete lathe and I use 
in electric chainsaw to remove the waste 
wood instead of woodturning gouges and 
chisels. 

Some of the garden sculptures are designed 
as chair forms. They are wonderful to sit in 
and contemplate nature. Others are more fig
urative and representative. 

This year I am forty years turning bowls and 
ten years making sculptural vessels. Both are 
important to me. I get just as much pleasure 
from a nice salad bowl as I do from a sculp
ture. 

I still cherish my Carlow connections and 
my wife jokes that even in Arizona or 
Australia I could see Mount Leinster in the 
distance. 

One particularly good connection was in 
2000 when I was invited to exhibit my 
work during the Eigse Art festival. The 
exhibition was organised by Nuala Grogan 
ably assisted by John Kemp. It was so good 
to be honoured in my own county. County 
Carlow can be rightly proud of the positive 
and unbegrudging encouragement it gives 
to those who strive to better themselves. It 
shows in the many success stories of its 
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Special commission for Birr Castle 

Ian and Baroness Paisley, Liam and Cathy O'Neill 

people. Long may it continue. 

I would like to pay a special tribute to my 
wife, Cathy. She has been a rock of support 
and encouragement since we first met. Her 
partnership in the business has meant that I 
could concentrate all my energies on my 
work. 

References: 

1. "Paisley" from Demogogue to Democrat, 
by Ed Moroney 

2. "Great Hatred Little Room" by Jonathon 
Powell 

3. "The Far Side of Revenge" by Deaglan 
de Breadun 



ROBERT WATCHORN 

1 BSB-1944 

FROM PIT LAD TC MILLIONAIRE-

THE GATEKEEPER TC AMERICA 

AND 

THE CARLOW CONNECTION 

Martin Nevin talking with Bertie Watchorn 

D obert Watchorn showed a passion for self 
Tuielp from an early age. Born into relative 
poverty in an English coal mining town, he 
became a most respected figure as benefactor 
to many significant projects, not only in his 
place of birth but across America to where he 
emigrated as a young man. Never having the 
advantage of a university education, he raised 
himself from pit lad to oil millionaire. From 
1905 to 1909 he served as Commissioner of 
Immigration at Ellis Island, a position which 
carried the sobriquet 'The gatekeeper to 
America'. An honoury LL.D. degree was con
ferred on him by the University of Redlands, 
California in 1933. He walked with Kings and 
Presidents, had a private audience with the 
Pope of his time and a ship bore his name. 
There is also a town called Watchorn in 
Pawnee County, Oklahoma. Despite all of 
this, he is little known in the land of his ances
sors. 

Robert and Alma Watchorn with son, Emory Ewart 

Robert Watchorn was born in Alfreton, 
Derbyshire on 5th April, 1858 where his par
ents lived in a small cottage in Bacon's Yard. 
He was the descendent of a family reputed 
to have fled Ireland to avoid the ravages of 
the Great Hunger but there may well have 
been religous connotations. His father, John 
despite being of Anglican background, mar
ried Alicia Hogan, a devout Catholic, in 
Alfreton in August, 1855. Local knowledge 
has it that they ran away when they were 
both just 16 years old. However, they had 
eight in family, six boys and two girls; 
Margaret Mary 1850, Henry, 1854, William 
1857, Robert 1858, James 1861, Sarah 1869, 
John 1871, Richard 1873. 

The records show the occupation of her 
father to be a sinker. 

Watchorn received his early education 
from Sunday School attendance in a 
Primitive Methodist Church not far from 
his home. As a consequence, he remained 
deeply attached to the Methodist ethos and 
strong christian principles coupled with 
republican ideals throughout his long and 
eventful life. 

Not yet in his teens, Robert Watchorn start
ed work as a pit lad. The work was hard, 
the hours long, and the pay poor, but by all 
accounts he was a very intelligent boy who 
displayed a natural gift for leadership, a 
vast capacity for friendship and untram
meled courage. His enthusiasm for self 
improvement and encouragement for others 
was evident over the following years, he 
organised a roster of the "pit lads" to attend 
night classes with a local solicitor as tutor 
and from him he acquired a great knowl
edge on the United States of America. 

It was not surprising then that in May, 1880 
he set sail for America. It was in the after
math of the Civil War and he found 
employment in the coal mines of Pitsburg, 
Pennsylvania. By 1881 he had paved the for 
all his family (William excepted) to arrive 
in the Keystone State. 

His return to England, in 1883, with the 
intention of studying at the School of Mines 
in Newcastle, was met with tragedy. No 

Courtesy: Alfreton archives. 

sooner had he arrived in England than he 
received a telegram conveying the message 
that his father had been killed in a mine acci
dent. He returned to America immediately. 

His personal experiences, the risky activity 
of mining, his connection with labour unions 
and the labour leaders all served to create a 
lasting impression on him. From The 
Autobiography of Robert Watchorn we gath
er that he was very active with labour unions 
throughout his eleven year mining career in 
America. For a time he served as secretary 
of a local order of the Knights of Labour. In 
1888 he became president and secretary
treasurer of the Pitsburg division of the 
National Trades Assembly, Knights of 
Labour. As a distinguished union official, 
Watchorn became the first secretary-treasur
er of the newly formed United Mine 
Workers Union of America. He was strategi
cally positioned as a member of the 
International Executive Board when United 
Mine Workers affiliated with the American 
Federation of Labour in 1890. Watchorn 
found his experiences a valuable training 
ground for his future career. 

The decisive moment in Watchorn's life 
came in 1891. After long deliberation he left 
the mines to become chief clerk to Governor 
Robert E. Pattison of Pennsylvania. Soon 
after he was appointed as the first chief fac
tory inspector for the Quaker State; a posi
tion which provided a strategic forum for 
him to remedy the appaling conditions for 
the workers of the time. With his unique 
experience of child labour - women in the 
workforce - coupled with his strong 
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Christian principles, the need for appropri
ate legislation was foremost in his mind. In 
1893 the Factory Inspection Bill of 
Pennsylvania was enacted. 

1891 was also the year that he married 
Alma Le Fever, an American of French 
descent born Circleville, Pickaway, Ohio 
on February 10, 1865. Two sons were born 
to the union, Robert Kinnear and Ewart 
Emory. Robert died young. Ewart died in 
192 l as a result of injuries sustained in the 
first World War. 

Following a brief stint as Immigration 
Officer on the Canadian border further suc
cess was to follow. In January 1905 he was 
summoned to the White House and asked to 
take on the job of Commissioner of 
Immigration at Ellis Island, to which he was 
duly appointed. He remained as 'The 
Gatekeeper to America' until 1909. Though 
in his very early fifties and having spent years 
in public life he was anxious to move out in 
the world to try his business vigour. After a 
brief respite the ideal opportunity presented 
itself The oil industry was expanding and he 
was invited to join the Board of Directors by 
the then fledgling Union Oil Company of 
California. Soon he was elected treasurer of 
the company and negotiated $millions for its 
development. 

Watchorn Memorial Primitive Methodist 
Church in Alfreton, built in 1929 by Robert 

Watchorn. 

Courtesy of Bertie and Irene Watchorn 
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Rosemary J Milward and Don Milward, 
Curators of the Alfreton Watchorn Archives 
had this to say about this remarkable man in 
an article written in 1987: 

By 1916 he was President of his own 
Watchorn Gas and Oil Company in 
Oklahoma City. Oil brought him great 
wealth, but his firm Christian principles 
ensured that he used that wealth wisely 
and unselfishly for the benefit of his fel
low man. In America he endowed 
churches, libraries and colleges: then his 
thoughts turned to his native land and to 
the little market town of Alfreton where 
he had been born. 

Our beautiful Church built in 1929 and 
its attendant buildings plus thirty six 
houses were his gilt oflove to Alfreton. 
A park across the road was given and 
dedicated to his wife Alma and a recre
ation Park in Memory of Emery Ewart, 
his only son who died as a result of the 
1914-1918 war. 

The Watchorn home in Redlands, California. 

The tower of the Church stands on the 
site of his birth. The Church was built to 
the Glory of God and in memory of 
Robert Watchorn's Mother, Alicia, mak
ing it unique in Christendom. being the 
only Methodist Church built in memory 
of a Roman Catholic. 

Today the roundabout in Alfreton commem
orates one of its most famous sons, It is 
signposted as the 'Robert Watchorn 
Roundabout'. 

Lincoln Memorial Shrine 

The Lincoln Memorial Shrine was built and 
gifted to the City of Redlands, California on 
February 12, 1932 by Robert and Alma 
Watchorn. Not only was it a profound trib
ute to the 16th President of America, but 
also in remembrance of his son, Emory 
Ewart. In addition he donated his vast 
Lincoln collection along with a substantial 
endownment to fund the project. 

He died at the age of eighty-six in Redlands, 

California to where he had retired, on 13 
April, 1944. 

Local knowledge 

Robert's father, John was the son ofa cat
tle dealer, William Watchorn, in the farm
ing hinterland of Leighlinbridge Co. 
Carlow. William was born in 1798 and 
died on 6 February 1830. 

Bertie and Irene Watchorn posing in front of 
a portrait of Robert Watchorn in his old 

school in Alfreton. 

Courtesy of Bertie and Irene 
Watchorn 

Watchorn family home in New York 

Robert's father, John and his five uncles 
were baptised in Wells Parish Church, 
Ballyknockan, Leighlinbridge. 
The records as follows: 

Richard, 23 March, 1817 
Robert, 16 January 1820 
Edward, 9 February 1825 
William, 25 March 1827 
Henry, ?/ ?/ 1830 
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Contributed by Tommy Lawler 
Barrett Street 

1 CHRISTYCLEARY'S CAR 

2 HIGH STREET 

3 MAIN STREET 

4 LODGE MILLS 

5 BARRETT STREET 

6 THE QUAY 

7 MARKET SQ. 

B OUNLECKNEY 
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BAGENALSTOWN EARLY IN THE 2DTH CENTURY 

8 BORRIS STORES 

9 DRAW BRIDGE 

1 0 OUNLECKNEY MANOR 

1 1 CLEAREY'S 

1 2 KILCARRIG STREET 

1 3 TEA PCT LANE 

10 
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THE LAND WAR 

IN THE 

HACKETSTOWN 

The Land War of the late 1870s and early 
1880s came about because of a number of 

circumstances. Chief among these was a terri
ble agricultural depression, which was itself 
caused by a number of factors. In the late 
1870s European farmers were faced with 
unprecedented competition on their home mar
kets. This competition was partly caused by 
new developments in transport. The steam 
ship had by now largely replaced the old-style 
windjammer. Since steel-hulled steamships 
were both capable of carrying much larger car
goes, and faster and more reliable as to punc
tuality than their wooden-hulled rivals the 
inevitable result was a significant fall in the 
cost of transporting goods by sea. The inven
tion of refrigerated shipping made it possible 
for South American ranchers to deliver frozen 
beef to the European market, and for 
Australian and New Zealand sheep farmers to 
do the same with frozen lamb. As the great 
wave of westward migration filled up the 
American Midwest in the years after the 
American Civil War the building of the trans
continental railways made possible the trans
port of enormous quantities of grain to the 
Atlantic ports. All of this meant that the 
European farmer found that prices were tum
bling for everything he had to sell. 

The Irish farmer was no exception to this 
gloomy rule and in his case it was seriously 
worsened by a series of bad harvests in the late 
1870s culminating in 1879, the wettest year on 
record, when between March and September it 
rained on 125 out of 183 days leading to the 
worst harvest since the Great Famine.' 

The disastrous harvests resulted in Irish tenant 
farmers having less produce to sell, and much 
of what they did manage to save was of poor 
quality because of the weather. At the same 
time the strong competition from overseas 
was forcing down the price to be got for what 
little they had to sell. The result was a cata
strophic fall in income levels, and in many 
cases an inability to pay the rent. 

There had been bad times for Irish farmers 
before and there was a predictable sequence 
of events that had followed agricultural 
depression. The tenants would be unable to 

pay the rent; they would consequently fall into 
arrears; the landlord ( or landlord's agent) 
would eventually lose patience and either try 
to recover the money owed by seizing proper
ty or would obtain an eviction order. 
Evictions were often followed by violent 
retaliation and widespread agrarian violence 
would usually result in the British government 
attempting to restore order by drastic action 
involving the suspension of Habeas Corpus 
(in other words empowering the authorities to 
imprison suspects without the need to prove 
anything against them). 

As the year 1879 came to a close it appeared 
that this familiar cycle of depression, default 
on rent, eviction, retaliation and government 
coercion was once again well under way. 
Indeed the scale of the problem was much 
greater than usual. The level of distress 
among the poor was truly great, so much so 
that the country was facing actual famine. 
This was widely recognised both by the gov
ernment and by private individuals. On 
December 18th, 1879 the Duchess of 
Marlborough, wife of the Lord Lieutenant of 
Ireland, established a fund for the relief of the 
starving tenantry. Shortly after that, on 
January 2nd, 1880 the Mansion House Fund 
was set up for the same purpose by Edmund 
Dwyer Gray, the Lord Mayor of Dublin and 
proprietor of the "Freeman's Journal." On 
March I st, 1880 the House of Commons 
passed the Seed Supply (Ireland) Act authoris
ing Boards of Guardians of the workhouses to 
supply tenants with seed potatoes.2 

This time around, however, there was a new 
development. In August 1879 Michael Davitt 
had founded the National Land League of 
Mayo. This example was quickly followed 
and Land Leagues sprang up around the coun
try. Eventually all were amalgamated into 
one, the National Land League, with Charles 
Stewart Parnell as president. The tenants had 
found their voice and their strength was 
shown when at Balla, Co. Mayo on 22nd 
November 1879 one hundred policemen with
drew from an attempt to evict Anthony 
Dempsey when they found themselves faced 
with eight thousand demonstrators headed by 
Parnell.3 The Land League continued to grow 
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in strength as the agricultural crisis deepened. 
Perhaps the best evidence of its effectiveness 
was the formation by Irish landlords in 
December 1880 of the Property Defence 
Association with the aim, as they said, "to 
uphold the rights of property against organ
ised combination to defraud. 114 

The first major gathering of Land League 
forces in County Carlow occurred on Sunday, 
September 28th, 1879 when a "Monster 
Meeting" was held in Tullow. The Carlow 
Independent newspaper reported an atten
dance of fifteen thousand people. The meet
ing was chaired by Very Revd. Mr. Nolan, 
Adm., Tullow. The principal speaker was 
Parnell who advised the tenants that if they 
stood firm the landlords would have no choice 
but to make substantial reductions in rent. It 

Charles Stewart Parnell 

was utterly impossible, he said, that the rack
renting landlords oflreland should continue to 
receive the level ofrents that they had former
ly got. He advised tenants to offer what they 
considered a fair rent to the landlord and ifhe 
would not accept that to pay no rent at all until 
the landlord would agree to a reasonable rent.5 
A number of other speakers also addressed the 
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meeting and several resolutions were passed 
including one proposed by Mr. Percy Butler of 
Coolmanagh "that we call on the government 
to devote the surplus funds of the 
Disestablished Church to the reclamation of 
the waste lands of Ireland, with the double 
view of affording remunerative employment 
to the labouring classes, and also of establish
ing a peasant proprietary." 

Parnell had come to Tullow that day from his 
shooting lodge at Aughavannagh. At 
Hacketstown he had been accorded a magnif
icent reception. The Hacketstown Brass Band 
met him outside the town and played what the 
Carlow Independent described as "a very 
choice selection of airs" as they escorted him 
into the town which was decorated with arch
es of holly and laurel from which were sus
pended banners bearing inscriptions like 
"Welcome to the people's friend." After 
lunching with Rev. P. McDonnell P.P. Parnell 
addressed the people of Hacketstown, telling 
them that if they would stand unitedly togeth
er at the pending elections "the depression 
through which we are now passing is but the 
prelude to a time than which Ireland never 
knew a more prosperous." After that he was 
accompanied to Tullow by forty-nine cars, not 
to speak of the hundreds of people on foot. 
The account in the Carlow Independent con
cludes by remarking that "all returned home in 
the evening quietly and peaceably, and not a 
single incident occurred to mar the proceed
ings of this long to be remembered day. "6 

In a letter published in the following week's 
"Independent" Fr. G.C. Nolan, parish priest of 
Rathvilly apologised to the organisers of the 
Tullow meeting for his inability to attend, 
which he attributed to ill health. His counter
part in Clonmore, Fr. John Boland also wrote 
to apologise, stating that he could not attend 
because of his pastoral duties, but indicating 
that he fully supported the object of the meet
ing and stating that he could supply from his 
own district "harrowing tales of exorbitant 
rents... demanded [and] rights rigidly 
enforced without correlative respect for duties 
to their tenantry." 7 

By December 1879 distress was widespread 
among the poor in Hacketstown. Tenant 
farmers who could not pay their own rent 
could certainly not provide much in the way 
of paid work to agricultural labourers. The 
bad weather in harvest had meant idle unpaid 
days for labourers and now, as Christmas 
approached, frozen snow covered the ground 
and work was not to be had. On one Monday 
in December upwards of forty working men 
could be seen begging for work but not find
ing any. In desperation they went to their 
parish priest, Fr. McDonnell, asking him to 
intercede for them with Mr.Ellis, the 
Relieving Officer. Fr. McDonnell, accompa-
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nied by Dr. Rogers, at once did as they asked 
him, but the Relieving Officer professed him
self unable to give relief to the men. 
Eventually he agreed to bring the request to 
the attention of the Board of Guardians at their 
meeting on Friday 12th December. In the 
meantime the curate, Fr. Griffith, accompa
nied by Messrs Kealy and Kelly collected and 
distributed enough to keep the men and their 
families alive for that week.8 

Whatever aid the Board of Guardians were 
able to give was clearly not sufficient because 
by the following February we find a 
Hacketstown Relief Committee in existence 
(secretary E.P. Kelly, Main Street) and 

case, commenting that Mr. Hinch would have 
acted more prudently in handing over all the 
money he had received to the committee. 10 

In January 1880 two elderly brothers named 
Gittens who had been occupying a twelve
acre holding at Ballysallagh, Hacketstown, 
having fallen into arrears with their rent, 
agreed to quit the holding on receipt of a pay
ment of £ 15 from their landlord, Lord 
Rathdonnell. They subsequently entered the 
workhouse. The land was taken over by a 
neighbour, Mathew Whelan, who became 
unpopular in the neighbourhood for his action 
in taking the place and for, according to 
rumour, giving an increased rent for it. On the 

James Shannon in the farmyard where his great-great-great granqfather, James O 'Toole was 
evicted in 1881. 

acknowledging the following contributions -
Henry Bruen Esq. M.P. £2, A.M. Kavanagh 
Esq. M.P. £2 and Lord Fitzwilliam £1.9 This 
committee had been set up at the suggestion of 
the parish priest. Unfortunately disagreement 
soon arose between members of the commit
tee and resulted in the end in a court case at 
the Tullow Quarter Sessions on June 21st, 
1880, when Edward Kealy, a member of the 
Relief Committee brought an action against 
Thomas Hinch, the original Secretary of the 
committee, for the recovery of £10. Mr. 
Kealy claimed that Mr. Hinch had failed to 
account satisfactorily for two sums of £5 each 
that he had received from Lord Rathdonnell 
and Mr. Fitzwilliam Dick. Mr. Hinch in his 
defence produced a receipt to show that he 
had returned Lord Rathdonnell's £5, and was 
able to show that he had distributed Mr. Dick's 
£5 among the needy. The County Court 
Judge, J.F.Darley, Esq., Q.C., dismissed the 

night of April 13th, 1880 the disused dwelling 
house and the cowshed on this holding both 
burned down. Mr. Whelan's neighbour, John 
Codd of Ballysallagh helped him to put out 
the fire, but the buildings were destroyed. 
Mathew Whelan applied to the Grand Jury for 
£30 compensation for malicious injury. The 
case was heard in July 1880. The Grand Jury 
appeared at first to be somewhat suspicious of 
the claim, feeling that the fire might have been 
accidental, but when Constable Bollard, who 
had been at the scene on the night of the fire, 
gave evidence that the fire could not in his 
opinion have been accidental the Grand Jury 
awarded Mr. Whelan £25 compensation and 
30s costs. 
The next noteworthy occurrence was on the 
estate of Mr. Quinton Hume Dick at 
Minvaude between Clonmore and 
Hacketstown. At Tullow Quarter Sessions on 
October 1879 the landlord brought ejectment 



proceedings against the tenant, Joseph Byrne, 
for non-payment of rent amounting to £76. 
After the eviction of Mr. Byrne the farm was 
taken by a man named Francis Morris who 
used it as an outfarm and kept the dwelling 
house locked up. On Thursday November 
17th, 1880 on arriving at the farm Mr. Morris 
discovered the house inhabited by the former 
tenant, Joseph Byrne, who told him that he 
had been put in possession by a party of men 
who were disguised (their faces were black
ened) and who had bound him under oath to 
keep possession of the place. Later that day 
Mr. Byrne was arrested by the Hacketstown 
Constabulary on the warrant of Colonel 
Dennis, J.P. and committed to Carlow gaol. A 
party of police under the command of Head
Constable Kennedy of Carlow was dispatched 
to the scene, reinforced by detachments from 
Bagenalstown and Borris. I I 

On the following Thursday at Hacketstown 
Petty Sessions Joseph Byrne was charged 
with having forcibly entered the lands at 
Minvaude. The magistrates (Colonel Morley 
Dennis, J.C. Hone, P.Newton and James C. 
Moore R.M.) committed him for trial at the 
next Quarter Sessions, and set bail at his own 
surety of £50 and two independent sureties of 
£25 each. "The defendant," said the Carlow 
Sentinel, "subsequently procured the neces
sary bail and soon afterwards was cheered and 
chaired through the streets ofHacketstown"12 

On the night of December 7th 1880 a rick of 
com belonging to Dennis Shannon was dis
covered to be on fire at the back of his prem
ises at Main St., Hacketstown, next door to the 
parish priest's residence. The fire was extin
guished but the damage was considerable. It 
was suggested in the newspaper reports that 
the fire was probably malicious and that it 
might be linked to the fact that Mr. Shannon 
had recently brought in the sheriff to give him 
possession of an outfarm, the ejectment 
process having been before the Quarter 
Sessions the previous June.13 

The following week brought the publication 
of a letter from the Secretary of the 
Hacketstown branch of the Land League, 
Edward P.Kelly, vehemently denying that the 
burning was the work of an incendiary or that 
it had anything at all to do with the Land 
League. Mr. Kelly mentioned that the party, 
or one of the party evicted, was reported to be 
a Dublin solicitor. He went on to state that 
Mr.Shannon "is a member of this branch of 
the Land League, and as evidence of what the 
League thinks of him it need only be said that 
he has recently been elected a member of the 
Working Committee by a majority of votes. 
Therefore it is most unreasonable to attribute 
the fire to any one connected with the Land 
League, Mr. Parnell, or the land agitation."14 
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At the Carlow Quarter Sessions on January 
10th 1881 Joseph Byrne's case was mentioned 
and after some legal argument he was returned 
for trial at the Assizes subject to the same bail 
conditions as before.15 

At Hacketstown Petty Sessions on January 
28th 1881 sixteen people were summoned to 
answer a charge of having "groaned" 
Lieutenant Colonel Dennis, a magistrate. The 
actual charge read out in the case of the first 
defendant, Thomas Lalor, was "You are to 
show cause why you should not be held to bail 
for having on the 25th day of November last, 
at Hacketstown in the County of Carlow, out
rageously misbehaved yourself in the pres
ence of Lieutenant Colonel Dennis, than being 
a justice of the peace for the said county, and 
then and there made use of contemptuous 
words towards him, and otherwise conducted 
yourself in a riotous and disorderly manner." 
The prosecutor, Mr. Thorp, Crown Solicitor, 
stated that on the day in question, as Colonel 
Dennis was going home after hearing the case 
of Joseph Byrne he was met by about seventy 
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or eighty persons, a disorderly mob, and they 
used most insulting language towards him, 
groaned him, and it was most fortunate a riot 
did not result. 

The case for the defence, put by defence coun
sel Mr. John Moriarty, was that any comments 
made about Colonel Dennis were made about 
him, not as a magistrate, but as a public man 
who had made himself very unpopular by let
ters he wrote to the papers and by speeches he 
made about Mr. Parnell. Mr. Moriarty 
described it as a very trivial case and said that 
his clients never broke the law. 
Fr. McDonnell, the parish priest stated that the 

defendants were, one and all, the most 
respectable and law-abiding people in the dis
trict. The magistrates (James C.Moore, R.M., 
and Phillips Newton) decided to adjourn the 
case for a month. 

A brass band, which was surrounded by a 
large and enthusiastic crowd, played outside 
the parish priest's house and the defendants 
were cheered, as were also those who took 
part in the defence. During the evening a 
crowd paraded the streets cheering for 
Pamell.16 

The case finished rather tamely at the 
February Petty Sessions in Hacketstown. Mr. 
Thorp the prosecutor produced a letter from 
the accused apologising for their conduct and 
pledging themselves not to be guilty of a like 
offence again. Under the circumstances, he 
said, he felt justified in withdrawing the 
charges. 

At the same court Patrick O'Hara, a farmer 
from Knockananna was charged with having 
written and sent a threatening letter to one 
Michael Murphy, also of Knockananna, who 
had taken a small farm from which defendant 
was evicted. The magistrates found the defen
dant guilty and ordered him to pay a fine of 
£5, or in default, one month with hard labour 
in Wexford gaoJ.17 

The case of Joseph Byrne came before the 
Assize Court in Carlow in March 1881. 
Acting on the advice of his counsel, Mr. J.A. 
Curran, he pleaded guilty and was bound over 
in his own recognisance of £50 to come up to 
receive sentence if called upon. The judge 
made it clear that it was unlikely that course 
would be resorted to unless he offended 
against the law in the meantime.18 

John Lyons of Ballykillane, the President of 
the Hacketstown branch of the Land League, 
held an outfarm on the Guinness estate in the 
townland of The Duffry, and he was in dispute 
with his landlord as to the rent. Guinness, 
Mahon & Co. of Dublin obtained a decree for 
the rent at Tullow Quarter Sessions, but in 
vindication of the principles of the Land 
League Mr.Lyons declined to pay the amount 
of the decree except under the pressure of 
seizure and sale by the sheriff. The sub-sher
iff for the county, Mr. E.L. Jameson, went to 
the farm on May 9th 1881 for the purpose of 
arranging a sale of cattle for the rent. This 
visit was by agreement with Mr. Lyons, 
and the sub-sheriff obviously expected no 
trouble, as he did not bother to provide him
self with an escort but travelled in his own car 
with his own servant. 

On arrival at the farm Mr. Jameson was con
fronted by a large and hostile crowd who start
ed by hooting and ended by pelting him with 
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stones and other missiles. Deciding apparent
ly that discretion was the better part of valour 
Mr. Jameson retreated, but the crowd crossed 
the fields and intercepted him at various 
points. "Several of the stones took effect, one 
inflicting a severe blow on the forehead, 
which was flung with such force that it cut his 
hat."19 By fast driving he escaped without 
any more serious injury. 

This incident, while it seems to have come as 
a surprise, not to say a shock, to the sub-sher
iff, is a useful indicator of the strength of pop
ular feeling on the land issue. By this time the 
Land League had become very powerful in 
the area as is shown by an article that 
appeared in the "Carlow Sentinel" (a newspa
per that was utterly opposed to the League) on 
October 1st 1881. This article was headed 
"Land League Terrorism" and it was a round
up of reports from around the country show
ing people being pressurised into following 
the Land League line. It reported that "at 
Kilquiggan it was resolved that a member 
who had paid his rent should publicly apolo
gise to the branch at the forthcoming mass 
meeting at Shillelagh." Also "at Tinahely on 
Sunday last Mr. Germaine of Aughrim attend
ed to apologise for allowing his horses to 
draw boycotted hay" and "Mr. Denis Kirwan 
offered a similar apology and several persons 
attended and apologised for breaches of rules 
of the League." Furthermore "at Tullow a car
driver named Thornton came before the meet
ing and apologised for driving police to an 
eviction; and "on promising to sin no more he 
was forgiven," and "two farmers who had 
given employment to the children of labourers 
who work for Mr. Fenton, a "land grabber," 
came before the meeting and stated that they 
had discharged the forbidden children from 
their employment, and "they were absolved," 
and the members of the branch were recom
mended to have no dealings with Henry 
Marshall of Tullow because he persists in sup
plying the police with cars to attend evictions 
and sales."20 

The same issue of the "Carlow Sentinel" 
(October I st 1881) carried a letter from Revd. 
Mr. Usher, the Incumbent of Baltinglass, Co. 
Wicklow, giving an account of his own recent 
experience of being accosted by crowds of 
people who yelled and groaned at him. He 
said that he found he could not now go any 
place about the town or country with any 
degree of peace or safety and that he had been 
exhorted by many not to go out after dark. He 
said he was not conscious of having done any
thing to earn the ill-will of the Roman 
Catholic population "except it be, indeed, that 
I dared to render protection to the Emergency 
men who came to Baltinglass to work for a 
boycotted gentleman, our police having 
shown their unwillingness or indifference in 
doing so." Mr. Usher described what was 
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happening as a "reign of terror" and predicted 
that the land would, perhaps, be "deluged in 
blood." This is a remarkable letter and it 
vividly conveys a palpable sense of fear, 
almost a conviction of impending doom. 

In the autumn of 1881 Mr. Hume Dick con
vened an anti-Land League meeting at his 
home, Humewood Castle in Kiltegan. He 
assured those of his tenants who were willing 
to defy the Land League that he would stand 
by them. Any boycotted tenant of his had been 
and would be charged no rent (as in the case 
of Morris in Hacketstown). The Land League 
in response organised a large meeting for 
Kiltegan on October 9th. In the days preced
ing this meeting placards were posted 
throughout the district calling on "loyal inhab-

itants" to disperse the "Fenian meeting" by 
force if necessary.21 The meeting however 
passed off without incident. T.D.Sullivan 
M.P. represented the Land League and 
E.P.Kelly, president of the Baltinglass branch, 
chaired the meeting. Among the speakers 
were George O'Toole, John Byrne, Daniel 
Kavanagh, Mathew Byrne and Thomas 
Whelan. 
The following month brought an incident that 
demonstrated in a remarkable and macabre 
way just how deeply feelings were running on 
the land question. Mr.Richard Fenton, of 
Grange Park, near Tullow, described as "a 
respectable Protestant farmer," had been boy
cotted by the Land League because of taking 
a disputed farm at Liscolman from Earl 
Fitzwilliam. The boycotting of Mr. Fenton 
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and his family was so complete, according to 
the "Carlow Sentinel," that "the shopkeepers 
of the town or locality dare not sell them even 
the necessities oflife upon pain of themselves 
becoming martyrs to the same system of per
secution. "22 When Mr. Fenton died the fam
ily found it impossible to get the use of a 
hearse because of the boycott. After waiting 
from Thursday to the following Monday with
out any sign of the Land League relenting the 
coffin was finally drawn on a brake, using 
horses supplied by Lord Fitzwilliam, to the 
family burial ground at Donard, Co. Wicklow, 
guarded by an escort of policemen. Even 
then, because there was a large crowd of peo
ple at the main entrance to Grange Park, the 
funeral had to take another route. That people 
in large numbers were prepared to continue 
the boycott even after death indicates that pas
sions and animosities had reached an unprece
dented level of bitterness. 

In the same month feelings in Hacketstown 
were intensified by twenty-two evictions on 
the Guinness estate in the townlands of 
Coolmanagh and Scotland. Mr. E.L. Jameson, 
the sub-sheriff, officiated. This time he took 
no chances. For his protection were provided 
troops of the 21st Hussars from Carlow under 
the command of Major Collier and Lieutenant 
Fowler, and two hundred policemen from 
Counties Carlow, Louth and Cork, command
ed by Sub-inspector Hickson of Carlow, the 
entire force being commanded by Mr .J. 
C.Moore, R.M. The sub-sheriff was not going 
to be driven off by stones this time! 

The first problem faced by those in command 
was finding accommodation for these intrepid 
guardians of the Queen's peace. Finding bil
lets for so many in a village the size of 
Hacketstown cannot have been easy. The 
evictions went on from Tuesday to Saturday 
and no resistance was offered. 

The first man to be evicted was Patrick 
Kennedy. All the furniture, stock and crops 
had been removed some days before from this 
and the other farms so that in the words of 
"United Ireland" "nothing was found but the 
four bare walls of the house. 11 23 
George Wilson of Ballyduff and a Mr Keogh 
of Coolmanagh were also among the early 
victims of what "United Ireland" described as 
"the evicting army." 

Also evicted that week were the following: 
Terence Doyle, Duffrey, 9 in family, farm 150 
years in family; Edward Walshe, Duffrey, 4 in 
family, farm 60 years in family; Luke Foley, 
Coolmanagh, 5 in family, farm 35 years in 
family; Patrick Foley, his brother, rented 2 
acres of land from Mr. Guinness at a yearly 
rent of £3.5s.3d; James Dolan, Ballyduffy, 5 
in family, farm 100 years in family; James 
Carty, Ballyduffy, 5 in family, farm 49 years 
in family; Jerome Neill, Duffrey, 4 in family, 
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farm 95 years in family; Maurice Fitzharris, 
snr, Coolmanagh, 9 in family, farm over 100 
years in family; Maurice Fitzharris, jun., 
Coolmanagh, 5 in family, farm 70 years in 
family; James Brennan, Duffries, 
Croneskeagh, 3 in family, farm 33 years in 
family. None of these tenants were readmitted 
as caretakers. The sub-sheriff and landlord 
did ask some of them to stay on in that capac
ity at a rent of one penny but they refused, a 
decision that cannot have been easy for them 
in the circumstances and one that shows the 
depth of their commitment to the principles of 
the Land League. These tenants had been 
"holding out for a reduction in rent all summer 
and were the first tenants in Ireland to decide 
to go out rather than pay the rackrent. This 
conclusion they came to before the No Rent 
Manifesto had been thought of. 24 

The central office of the Ladies' Land League 
sent down Miss Jenny O'Toole (afterwards 
Mrs. Wyse Power) to look after the wants of 
those evicted. "Miss O'Toole," reported the 
Land League's newspaper United Ireland, 
"proved indefatigable in her exertions on 
behalf of the tenants, organising the provision 
of wooden huts for their accommodation. It 
may be remarked that the officer in charge of 
the constabulary attempted several times to 
interfere with the young lady in her mission of 
charity. It is stated, however, that he is not 
likely to repeat the experiment as it was not in 
this case eminently successful." 25 

During the course of these evictions occurred 
a somewhat bizarre incident. A Sergeant 
Barrett of the 21st Hussars and three men of 
the regiment were billeted in Mrs.Byrne's 
public house in Hacketstown. After returning 
from duty on the night of November 15th they 
stored their weapons in a box or bin in the sta
ble. Next morning their weapons were gone. 
The loss was reported to the police who were 
certainly not short of manpower for the inves
tigation considering that two hundred of them 
had been drafted in to protect the sub-sheriff. 
Two men were arrested, one of whom, named 
Dempsey appears to have turned informer. 
The other was Timothy O'Toole of 
Knocklisheen, described as "the son of a 
respectable farmer." Acting on information 
presumably supplied by Dempsey the police, 
under Sub-inspector Hickson, proceeded to 
the Catholic church at Tynock in the parish of 
Rathvilly and after some argument with the 
curate, Fr. Brennan, searched the building and 
discovered the missing arms hidden in the 
rafters above the ceiling over the organ loft.26 

Sergeant Barrett and the three soldiers were 
arrested pending court-martial for the loss of 
their arms and Timothy O'Toole was sent for 
trial at the Kilkenny Winter Assizes to be held 
the following month. 

On December !st 1881 John Lyons of 

Ballykillane, President of the Land League 
branch at Hacketstown, Edward P. Kelly of 
Main Street, Secretary of the branch, and 
Nicholas O'Toole of Scotland were arrested 
by the Hacketstown Constabulary as "sus
pects" under the Coercion Act.27 Their 
offence was that they had been involved in 
persuading tenants on the Guinness estate not 
to pay their rents, since the famous "No Rent 
Manifesto" was then in operation. Under the 
emergency legislation, of course, they could 
be held indefinitely without trial and even 
without charge. They were committed to 
Naas Prison. It is easy to imagine the effect 
this would have had on public opinion in the 
area. The Land League could hardly have 
asked for a more effective means of boosting 
its support in the area than this jailing without 
trial or charge of men whose enforced absence 
from their farms would necessarily be a seri
ous hardship to their wives and young fami
lies. The men were held in prison until the 
end of March 1882, their continuing incarcer
ation serving to keep local inhabitants remind
ed of the struggle and conferring on the "sus
pects" themselves the status of martyrs in the 
people's cause. 

In the same week there was a sale of cattle for 
rent on the farm of Charles Doyle of 
Coolmanagh. This time the sale went ahead 
without trouble. The cattle were put up for 
auction and the only bidders were Mr. Doyle 
himself and the landlord's agent. When the 
price offered reached the sum needed to cover 
the rent the cattle were knocked down to Mr. 
Doyle. In this way the landlord got his money 
and the tenant did not contravene the princi
ples of the Land League. 

On the night of Sunday, December 4th 1881 a 
rick of hay in the haggard of Mr. Robert Ellis, 
a farmer residing in Hacketstown was set on 
fire. Constable Black and his men managed to 
put the fire out with the help of some towns
people, but not before most of the hay was 
destroyed. On this occasion there could be no 
doubt that the fire had been deliberately set, 
since it was evident that the rick was alight in 
several places when discovered. Mr. Ellis 
applied for compensation from the county, 
claiming that his hay had been burned because 
he had defied the Land League when he sup
plied the police with forage.28 

On December 8th 1881 John King of 
Hacketstown, described as "a man of the farm
ing class," came before the Winter Assizes in 
Green St., Dublin, charged with intimidating a 
car man at Aughrim who had undertaken to 
drive the police from Tinahely to an eviction at 
Hacketstown on June 6th 1881. Mr. King's 
defence was that he merely pointed out to the 
car man that fulfilling his engagement would 
make him unpopular with the Land League. 
He was not trying to frighten the man, just to 
open his eyes to the consequences of his 
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actions. Unfortunately for Mr. King the court 
was not impressed with this and he was sen
tenced to three months in gaoJ.29 

The indefatigable Sub-sheriff Jameson was 
again busy in Hacketstown on December 13th 
1881. This time he was evicting two farmers, 
James and Nicholas O'Toole, near relatives 
who were tenants on the Guinness estate in the 
townland of Scotland. Nicholas O'Toole it 
will be remembered was at this time in Naas 
prison as a "suspect." Once again Sub-sheriff 
Jameson took care to have adequate protec
tion - a troop of the 21st Hussars from Carlow 
under Major Collier and Lieutenant Fowler, a 
company of the 2nd Battalion of the 
Oxfordshire Light Infantry from the Curragh, 
commanded by Captain Douglas and 
Lieutenant Delzel, and a party of constabulary 
under command of Sub-inspector Hickson, 
the whole party being overseen by two 
Resident Magistrates, Major Forbes R.M. 
from the Curragh and Captain A. M. 
Hutchinson R.M.30 

A large crowd had gathered but the evictions 
were carried out without any trouble, presum
ably because of the overwhelming strength of 
the forces backing up the sub-sheriff. 

An attempt was made to repeat the "stolen 
arms" escapade. An intruder succeeded in 
gaining entry to the room where some soldiers 
were billeted and was in the act of taking 
away some sabres and carbines when he was 
interrupted by a soldier who seized him as a 
prisoner, locked him up and went in search of 
the constabulary. While the soldier was away 
the prisoner managed to escape. 3 I 

"The day's proceedings," according to the 
"Carlow Sentinel", "included the sale of cattle 
for rent at the suit of Rev. P. Huston and oth
ers against Mr. Edward Kealy, hotel propri
etor, Hacketstown." The paper suggests that 
Mr. Kealy was acting under duress in refusing 
to pay the rent, just as Nicholas and James 
O'Toole, occupying "snug farms with com
fortable residences" were acting under Land 
League orders rather than out of any inability 
to pay their rent. In any case seven of Mr. 
Kealy's cows were put up for sale and 
knocked down for £108 to one ofMr.Kealy's 
friends, that amount being enough to cover the 
rent due, with costs. 

The following day at Kilkenny Winter Assizes 
Timothy O'Toole pleaded guilty to the theft of 
the arms that had been recovered in the church 
at Tynock and he was sentenced to twelve 
months' imprisonment. He was the only one 
of those involved who was ever convicted. 
His comrade Dempsey escaped by turning 
informer as we have seen, and two other sus
pects were never apprehended by the police. 
It appears that despite the presence in the area 
of such large numbers of police the two men 
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( one of whom was a brother of Timothy 
O'Toole, the other a man named Norton) man
aged to get out of the country, one of them to 
France and the other to the United States.32 

Nationwide the Land War was now at its 
height. Parnell, Davitt and other leaders of the 
land movement had been arrested on the 
orders of Prime Minister Gladstone in October 
1881 and lodged in Kilmainham Jail. 
Gladstone had lost patience with Parnell. The 
government had passed the 1881 Land Act, 
which set up the Land Courts. Under this act 
when a tenant and his landlord could not agree 
on a rent they were to take the case to the Land 
Court, which would then set a rent and this 
rent would remain fixed by law for the next fif
teen years. Gladstone felt that his government 
had made a reasonable effort to solve the Irish 
land question and so he was vexed when 
Parnell advised the tenants not to use the Land 
Courts until the Land League would bring a 
number of test cases before the Land Courts to 
determine if they would in fact set rents that 
would be fair to the tenants. Gladstone saw 
this as deliberate obstruction on the part of 
Parnell of his own well-meant efforts and there 
followed a period when he and Parnell hurled 
very public insults at each other, ending with 
the jailing of the Irish leaders. 

The natural consequence of removing the 
leaders was that the wild men took over, and 
this winter was the period when people work
ing in the fields would remark to each other on 
hearing a shot fired, "there goes another land
lord." Evictions were widespread with conse
quent hardship. Agrarian violence reached 
new heights. The Land League was outlawed 
on 20th October by a government proclama
tion that described it as "an unlawful and 
criminal association." It was replaced by the 
Ladies' Land League, an organisation that had 
been founded by Parnell's sister Fanny in New 
York and which was led in Ireland by another 
sister, Anna Parnell. In the enforced absence 
of the male leaders these women now came 
forward to carry on the work of the suppressed 
Land League. 

It was the Ladies' Land League that sent Jenny 
O'Toole to Hacketstown at the time of the 
twenty-two evictions in November 1881 in 
order to render assistance to the evicted fami
lies. A Miss Kepple from the Dublin branch 
of the Ladies' Land League afterwards joined 
Miss O'Toole and together they set about 
organising relief for the evicted tenants and 
their families. A number of wooden huts were 
built as shelters for the evicted, and also some 
wooden sheds for their livestock. It was clear 
that Hacketstown had become one of the 
hotspots of the Land War. It was also clear 
from the size of the crowds that gathered to 
protest evictions, from the numbers withhold
ing rents, from the effectiveness of the boycott 
and from the enthusiasm with which people 

volunteered to help in the building of Land 
League huts that the cause of the League had 
exceedingly wide support in the area. 
Jenny O'Toole was also engaged, along with 
others, in promoting the Ladies' Land League 
in the area, despite considerable harassment 
from the police who appear to have taken the 
view that the Ladies' Land League was part of 
the suppressed Land League and that conse
quently any meetings that it held were illegal. 
The Ladies' Land League of course hotly dis
puted this view, holding that it was a separate 
and distinct organisation. 

On November 3rd 1881 a large meeting of the 
Hacketstown branch of the Ladies' Land 
League was held, chaired by its president, 
Mrs. Byrne. Mrs. Moore of Moville delivered 
a long and eloquent address, which was fre
quently interrupted by bursts of applause. A 
vote of thanks to Mrs. Moore was proposed by 
Miss O'Reilly and seconded by Miss Kealy.33 

The following day Mrs. Moore addressed a 
meeting of the Rathdangan Branch of the 
League. Among those listed as present were 
the president of the Rathdangan branch, Mrs. 
Byrne, Miss Healy, Miss O'Toole, Mrs. 
S.C.Byrne, Hacketstown, Miss Appleby, Mrs. 
Healy and Mrs. O'Toole. Mrs Moore had 
scarcely begun her address when the meeting 
was interrupted by the entrance of a constable 
who commenced taking notes of what was 
being said. Mrs. Moore ignored him and car
ried on with her speech. Then another police
man entered who announced that she was act
ing illegally and that he would not allow her to 
go on. Mrs. Moore - I am not acting illegally 
in addressing these ladies. Constable - Yes 
you are. You said "landlords." Mrs. Moore -
Is that a naughty word? (Laughter) Constable 
- You are acting illegally, and I won't let you. 
Mrs. Moore - I defy you to interfere with me. 
I know the law much better than you do. 
(Applause) You and the likes of you try to 
trample people in country places and you 
must be taught your position. I will speak to 
these ladies as long as I like. If I am acting 
illegally I shall take the consequences but I 
warn you that you are liable to prosecution as 
a trespasser in this room. (Applause) 
Constable - Will you give me your name 
please? Mrs. Moore - Certainly; there is my 
card; I am not afraid to give my name; but I do 
hope that no Irish girl will ever take a police
man's name. (Roars of laughter) Mrs Moore 
then continued with her address and the 
policemen withdrew. (The note-taker was 
known in Rathdangan as "Miss" Flanagan 
owing to his strenuous efforts to enter the 
Ladies' Land League.)34 

In early December 1881 Jenny O'Toole 
addressed a meeting of the Rathvilly branch of 
the League, which was held in the home of one 
of the members, Mrs. Doyle. Two policemen 
entered the room and announced that the assem-



bled ladies were doing something "criminal and 
illegal" and demanded the names of those pres
ent. The ladies refused to give their names and 
after some argument the constables withdrew. 35 

In the same week Miss O'Toole presided at a 
meeting to establish a branch of the Ladies' 
Land League in Tinahely, to be known as the 
Allan, Larkin and O'Brien Branch. The fol
lowing officers were elected - Miss 
Kavanagh, secretary, Ballinamanogue; Miss 
Tyrrell, assistant secretary, Coolbawn; Miss 
Doyle, president; Miss Byrne, treasurer.36 

It is evident from all of these events that there 
was plenty of support for the cause of the ten
ant farmers and a great deal of sympathy for 
the evicted and for the "suspects" who had 
been jailed. Near Tullow on December 10th 
1881 the farmers of the neighbourhood came 
together and drew home the potatoes and 
turnips ofa "suspect", D. Lennon, who was at 
that time in Naas Jai!.37 When leaving the 
field all the cars, about a hundred, left togeth
er, preceded by several hundred people and 
the local brass band. The pe_ople, clearly, were 
standing their ground. 

However, the economic sacrifices were great. 
Loss of the farm meant loss of livelihood and 
it was inevitable that some at least would be 
tempted to break ranks. One such was a 
farmer named Fitzharris, who had been evict
ed from his farm on the Guinness estate at 
Williamstown for non-payment of rent and 
had been provided by the Ladies' Land 
League with a wooden hut at Constable Hill, 
Hacketstown and a shed for his cattle at 
Williamstown. In late December he paid his 
rent. This resulted in him being restored to his 
former holding and dwelling house in 
Williamstown, but it did not make him popu
lar with those who had supported him in 
adversity. Consequently on December 29th 
1881 about one hundred people assembled at 
Constable Hill where, under the direction of 
Miss Kepple, they took down the hut and con
veyed it on horse-drawn carts to Rathdangan, 
later doing the same with the shed at 
Williamstown. Constable Black and a small 
force of constabulary were present but they 
were not obliged to intervene as all was done 
peacefully.38 

The "Carlow Sentinel" of May 6th 1882 car
ried a report under the heading "Moonlighters 
at work." A man named Whelan who lived at 
Tynock was admitted to Baltinglass Hospital 
having been severely beaten by a group of 
twelve or fourteen masked and armed men, 
allegedly for refusing to subscribe to Land 
League funds. One of the group had also 
threatened him with a revolver. The paper 
reported that "owing to Whelan's reticence 
and that of the people in the neighbourhood it 
is very difficult to obtain accurate informa
tion." Certainly it can easily be believed that 

THE LAND WAR IN THE HACKETSTCJWN AREA 

the people would not be eager to give infor
mation either to the police or to a representa
tive of so notoriously anti-Land League a 
paper as the "Carlow Sentinel" but whether 
such reticence arose from nationalist convic
tion or from fear of reprisals is more doubtful 
- maybe a bit of both. Whatever way it may 
have been, the incident served to show that the 
land question still aroused very strong feel
ings in the area and that going against the tide 
of popular opinion could be dangerous in the 
extreme. 

In July 1882 the Carlow Grand Jury heard the 
claim of Robert Ellis for malicious damage to 

his hayrick at Hacketstown on 5th December. 

Constable Black, in charge of Hacketstown 
Station, gave evidence that the fire had cer
tainly been deliberately set and that he 
believed that Mr. Ellis was unpopular with 
certain parties because he had sold hay to the 
police at a time when others refused to do so. 
He (Constable Black) believed that there had 
been a meeting of the Land League in 
Hacketstown on that Sunday evening. Robert 
Ellis himself gave evidence that he had sold 
hay to the police at a time when they were 
boycotted. He estimated the value of the 
destroyed property at £79- l 2s. Michael 
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Carthy, Benjamin Lambert and William 
Douser gave evidence that about a third of the 
rick of hay was destroyed. William Douser in 
reply to a question by Mr.Malcolmson, coun
sel for Mr.Ellis, said that he would not have 
supplied the police with hay at the time, as he 
would only have had the trouble of employing 
Mr. Malcolmson in a case like the present. 
(Laughter) The Grand Jury decided that the 
fire was maliciously set and awarded Mr.Ellis 
£52-3s-4d compensation, that amount to be 
levied off the townland of Hacketstown 
excepting applicant's holding.39 

Meanwhile the political scene nationally had 
been changing profoundly. Gladstone, realis
ing that jailing the Land League leaders had 
been counter-productive, came to the conclu
sion that he needed the co-operation of Parnell 
if there was to be any hope of restoring nor
mality in Ireland. Accordingly the 
"Kilmainham Treaty" was negotiated by 
which Parnell agreed to withdraw the "No 
Rent Manifesto" and to use his influence to try 
to end agrarian violence in return for signifi
cant concessions from the government, 
including the release of the jailed leaders, the 
settlement of the arrears issue and the admis
sion ofleaseholders to the benefits of the 1881 
Land Act. 

After the release of the leaders there was a sig
nificant drop in the level of violence and of 
agitation. This applied to Hacketstown the 
same as most other places. From mid 1882 
onward the land movement concentrated its 
energies on working the Land Courts. Thus 
we find William Mitchell of Tombeagh and 
his landlord W.F.Hume Dick arguing their 
case before the Court in July 1883, with the 
result that Mr. Mitchell succeeded in getting 
his rent reduced from £59-7s-6d to £52.40 In 
March of 1884 some more cases from the area 
came before the Court. Abraham Byrne of 
Bell's Hill applied to have the rent on his 70-
acre farm reduced. The representatives of his 
landlord, a minor named Whelan, opposed his 
application.41 When the Court delivered its 
ruling in early April the rent was reduced from 
£50 3s to £37. James Shannon, grandson of 
James O'Toole of Scotland and inheritor of his 
farm, disputed the rent with the landlord, 
Guinness, and the Land Court fixed a judicial 
rent of £32 whereas the previous rent had been 
£42 19s 8d.42 The landlord plaintively 
remarked that "Mr. O'Toole never minded 
paying the rent", a mystifying observation 
considering that he had evicted Mr.O'Toole 
for non-payment in December 1881. 

These cases were typical enough and the Land 
Courts would appear to have succeeded, by 
reducing rents to more reasonable levels, in 
relieving some of the pressure. The question 
had not gone away, of course, and the ultimate 
solution was to be the purchase by the tenants 
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of their holdings using money loaned by the 
government. At this time however that happy 
development was still some years in the future 
and the tenants had for now to be satisfied 
with what gains they could make through the 
use of the Land Courts. That they were rea
sonably satisfied with the improving situation 
is testified by a message of congratulation 
from the Lord Chief Justice to the Grand Jury 
for County Carlow in March 1883 in which 
his lordship remarked on a marked diminution 
in the number of offences even within the pre
vious year. His lordship hoped that this state 
of affairs would be permanent and that the 
county might speedily regain its "normal state 
of order and tranquillity." 43 
As far as Hacketstown was concerned the 
learned judge's hopes appear to have been jus
tified. From this time on there was a marked 
falling off in agrarian violence (although the 
Grand Jury as late as 1890 awarded Henry 
Lawrence £20 compensation for the malicious 
burning of two ricks of hay, a stack ofoats and 
a rick of whipped sheaves at Ballinaguilkey 
on April 26th of the previous year) 44 

An indication that the area was at least mov
ing in the direction of its normal state of order 
and tranquillity is the publication of an adver
tisement for Hacketstown Annual Flat and 
Hurdle Races to be held on February 10th 
1885. The Stewards were William Murphy of 
Ballykillane, Edward Kealey, Thomas 
Shannon, Edward Whelan, Laurence Lyons, 
James Kealy and John McArdle. J. Bolton, 
M.D. was the Hon Treasurer, James Dowling 
was the Judge and Handicapper and James 
Whelan, Kilmacart the Hon. Secretary.45 That 
these men felt able to organise such an event 
at that time must surely indicate that some 
modest prosperity was returning to the district 
and that the bitter days of the Land war were 
now in the past, even if there was still much 
strife ahead before the land question would be 
finally settled. 
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ANTIQUARIAN DISCOVERY AT 

OLD LEIGHLIN 

A discovery of a most interesting nature was 
made at the Cathedral of St Laserian on Tuesday 
last. While some workmen were engaged in 
breaking open an aperture in the north wall of the 
chancel, where it was intended to build an organ 
chamber, a perfect Gothic doorway was brought 
to light, which was evidently an ancient entrance 
to the Lady Chapel. About a yard to the left of 
this doorway, and at a height of 4 feet from the 
ground, there was discovered a small chamber, 
about 6 inches square at entrance, and extending 
about 3 feet into the wall, in which there were 
two human bones-the forearm bone and the other 
possibly a shoulder bone-which were doubtless 
were relics,and had been placed in the chamber 
built into the wall for safety during one of those 
frequently occurring outbreaks of violence in the 
olden time. 

By a curious coincidence, this interesting dis
covery was made about an hour previous to the 
visit of the Royal Society of Antiquaries to Old 
Leighlin,and the circumstances naturally attract
ed much attention from the visitors, and photo
graphs were taken of the chamber and its con
tents by some of those present. The Rector of the 
parish, the rev. Canon Abbott, has taken charge of 
the objects for the present, and it is intended to 
construct a similar receptacle for them as near as 
practicable to the spot where they were found, 
and to place a slab in front indicating the fact and 
particulars of the discovery. May, 1893 



A s a young boy growing up in the early 
l 950's I was always intrigued observing 

my father, Paddy Ryan and my uncle, John 
Ryan in our workshop at Knocklonogad 
preparing the various timbers for the manu
facture of the horse's cart. My father was the 
third generation of Paddy Ryan's to carry on 
the tradition of carpentry. 

THE 

HORSE'S 

CART 

Pat Ryan, Milltown 

To qualify as a carpenter one had to serve time 
to a master craftsman for a period of three 
years under an indenture of apprenticeship. 
The apprenticeship was very strict and during 
the term it was a condition that the apprentice 
would not marry, play cards which might 
cause loss to the master or frequent in taverns 
or ale houses to name but a few. My grandfa
ther was apprenticed to an Edward 
Shaughnessy from Paulstown under an inden
ture dated 1st November, 1895. 

Some of the timber for the horse's cart would 
have been acquired from local farmers and 
felled by my father and uncle with a crosscut 
saw and then brought to a saw mill and cut 
into various sizes and then brought back to the 
workshop to "season" or mature before use. 
The stock or centre piece of the wheels was 
manufactured from the "elm" tree and would 
be turned in the lathe by my father with his 

wood turning chis
els with some of 
the locals who 
would ramble into 
the workshop at 
night propelling 
the lathe, and when 
turned the centre 
would be removed 
to make way for 
the "boxing" to 
facilitate the axle 
on completion. The 
stock would also 
be morticed to pro
vide for the spokes. 
The mortices were 
staggered to give 
extra strength to 
the wheel. The 
spokes were manu
factured from 
"oak" timber with a 
tang on the outer 
end to connect to 
the felloe and a 
tenon on the other 
end to connect to 

the stock. The felloes which formed the outer 
circle of the wheel were made from "ash" tim
ber and were held together with a dowel. The 
spokes and felloes were cut out by hand with 
a band saw or frame saw a "pattern" or "tem
plate" being used to mark out the felloes. 
When all parts were ready they were assem
bled with the assistance ofa "tremmell" which 
was a type of compass and which ensured that 
the wheel was a perfect circle. The wheel was 
usually "dished" approximately one inch for 
extra strength. It was then off to the black
smith to have the wheels bound with iron 
bands. Blacksmiths in the area who carried 
out this work were Mike Byrne of 
Knocklonogad (where the Ryder family now
reside ), Charlie Gordon of Ballyloughan, Jim 
Byrne from Straduff, Fitzgerald family and 
Tim Hickey, Garryhill (where the Barron fam
ily now reside). The cart itself was usually 
manufactured from larch timber and was 
made up of shafts, side boards, tailboard, ribs, 
slats, bolsters and centre sticks. The bolsters 
were the large arched pieces of timber which 
supported the area between the body of the car 
and the axle, and the centre stick was fitted 
between the bolsters to tie them together at the 
correct distance. The bolsters were usually 
manufactured from "elm" timber. The back 
iron which held the tailboard and the fittings 
on the shafts to hold the horses harness were 
manufactured by the blacksmith. 

The cart was then assembled and painted as 
required and if requested a name plate show
ing the name of the owner of the cart would be 
fitted under the slat. It was also known to have 
carts made in a size to suit a particular animal 
and of course smaller versions of the horse's 
cart were made to suit an ass. 

Traps which usually seated four people com
fortably and were accessed through a small 
door at the rear and were used extensively for 
journeys to town and mass in bygone days 
were also made to order. The shafts in the d . 
trap were much thinner than the horses cart 
and were usually made from "ash" or "lance
wood", the latter being imported. 

My father always told me that the blacksmith 
always had the advantage over the carpenter 
in that if the blacksmith cut a piece of iron too 
short he could weld it back together but if the 
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THE HORSE'S CART 

carpenter made the same mistake the piece of 
timber was ruined so the carpenter's motto 
was "measure twice and cut once". There was 

also the story of what our Lord said to St. 
Joseph when he cut the piece of timber too 
short. "He said don't worry we'll stretch it" but 

MEMBERS WHO WERE INADVERTENTLY 

OMITTED FROM THE SERIES 

"CARLOVIANS IN THE DEFENCE 

FORCES 1 922-1 984" 

John Murphy originally from Rathnagrew, 
Hacketstown and now living at Kyle, 
Tinnahely, Co. Wicklow is the last surviving 
member who guarded the Interment Camp 
(Tintown) on the Curragh during the years 
1940-45. John is now in his 86th year and 
hale and hearty. The Carlow Historical and 
Archaeological Society wish him many more 
years of health and happiness to enjoy many 
future editions of "Carloviana" 
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Sgt. James McNally, Carlow Road, 
Leighlinbridge gave 21 years service from 
1957- 1978 in the Defence Forces. A member 
of the 5th Inf. Bt. and a Medical Orderly he 
served on the Curragh, Collin's Barracks, St 
Brickin's Hospital and the Congo in 1961. 

He retired in 1978 to become caretaker of the 
Old Person's Home in Sallynoggin, Dublin. 
He died 27th May, 1986, aged 49 years. 

of course the Lord could do everything. 

I consider myself very lucky to have wit
nessed my father and uncle John manufactur
ing the horses cart considering the very prim
itive tools which were available to them at that 
time and can only conclude that they and oth
ers like them of that era were master crafts
men. My grand uncle, Mick Ryan ofMilitown 
was also a master craftsman and carried on an 
extensive carpentry business all his lifetime. 

Many of the carts manufactured by the Ryan 
family over the years can still be found 
throughout the parish and further afield, some 
still in use and more upgraded as a small trac
tor trailer fitted with rubber wheels which is a 
testimony in itself to the craftsmen who made 
them. The carts are no longer being made but 
the memories are still there. 

ANTIQUARIAN DISCOVERY AT OLD 
LEIGHLIN 

A discovery of a most interesting nature 
was made at the Cathedral of St Laserian 
on Tuesday last. While some workmen 
were engaged in breaking open an aperture 
in the north wall of the chancel, where it 
was intended to build an organ chamber, a 
perfect Gothic doorway was brought to 
light, which was evidently an ancient 
entrance to the Lady Chapel. About a yard 
to the left of this doorway, and at a height 
of 4 feet from the ground, there was dis
covered a small chamber, about 6 inches 
square at entrance, and extending about 3 
feet into the wall, in which there were two 
human bones-the forearm bone and the 
other possibly a shoulder bone-which were 
doubtless were relics,and had been placed 
in the chamber built into the wall for safe
ty during one of those frequently occurring 
outbreaks of violence in the olden time. 

By a curious coincidence, this interesting 
discovery was made about an hour previ
ous to the visit of the Royal Society of 
Antiquaries to Old Leighlin,and the cir
cumstances naturally attracted much atten
tion from the visitors, and photographs 
were taken of the chamber and its contents 
by some of those present. The Rector of 
the parish, the rev. Canon Abbott, has taken 
charge of the objects for the present, and it 
is intended to construct a similar receptacle 
for them as near as practicable to the spot 
where they were found, and to place a slab 
in front indicating the fact and particulars 
of the discovery. 

May, 1893 



THE FAMOUS 

JIM BYRNE OF WEXFORD 
CARLOW BORN ALL-IRELAND WINNING CAPTAIN 

In the past few years there has been a growing awareness of the exis
tence and importance of significant collections of GAA memorabilia 
throughout the country. After one hundred and twenty years, during 
which time the GAA has been at the centre of Irish national culture 
it is hardly surprising that important collections have emerged. 

While the new stadium at Croke Park is a powerful affirmation by the 
GAA of it's place in the sporting life of the nation, the creation of the 
Croke Park museum within the complex was a recognition of the her
itage the association itself had created. 

The long established Castlecomer based specialist auctioneering firm 
of George Mealy & Sons Ltd. has contributed to this growth in 
awareness by conducting some well publicised auctions of sporting 
collections. 

In their first such auction of the 20th March 2007 a substantial por
tion of the nine hundred and twenty one lots on offer consisted of 
GAA memorabilia and medals from the collections of the late 
Brendan Brennan of Carnew and the late Mervyn Chapman of Cork. 

Brendan Brennan was a member of the well known political family 
from Carnew and in his early days had played both hurling and foot
ball at college and county levels. During his lifetime he was a dedi
cated GAA follower and assembled a collection of material which 
by the time of his death in 1997 was as significant as any in Ireland. 
Mervyn Chapman, though originally from England had moved to 
Cork while in his twenties. There he eventually earned his living by 

Pat O'Neill 

doing full time what he had started as a hobby - dealing in antiques. 
By his death in 2006 he had also assembled a significant collection 
of GAA items. 

Lot 783 in the March 2007 auction was from the collection of 
Mervyn Chapman. It offered for sale a unique set of four All Ireland 
senior football medals. In the catalogue these medals were described 
as "a magnificent and rare set of 9ct gold medals by Hopkins and 
Hopkins, and John Millar (1918) of Duke St. Dublin in the tradition
al G.A.A. Celtic Cross design, each fully inscribed on the reverse. 
Excessively rare". 

The guide price given in the catalogue was €18,000 to €25,000. In 
fact on the day the lot was knocked down for €24,000. The purchas
er was the GAA Museum, Croke Park and the medals are now on 
display there. 

But who did these medals belong to ? They belonged to Jim Byrne 
of Wexford - a member of the Wexford senior football team that won 
four All Ireland titles in a row in 1915- 1918. Another four lots in 
the auction were also tentatively identified with him. They comprised 
two Leinster senior football championship medals, 1915 and 1917, a 
Wexford senior football championship medal from 1914, and a De 
Valera football tournament medal from 1919. The two Leinster 
medals realised €1,200 each, the Wexford championship medal 
realised €2,200 and the De Valera tournament medal €2,600. 
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FAMOUS JIM BYRNE 

The team 

The senior football team which Wexford put out in the years 1913 to 
1918 were an extraordinary team which created a record in senior 
football which stands to this day. Wexford are the only county which 
has appeared in six consequitive All lreland senior football finals. 
Even Kerry have not managed this - although coming close - appear
ing in five (twice )---1978 to 1982 and 2004 to 2008. In fact Wexford 
are the only county, other than Kerry, to have done four in a row sen
ior football titles. 

When Kerry and Wexford met in the 1913 All Ireland final on 
December 14th 1913 it was the first time the teams had met in a final. 
It was also the first All Ireland final to be played with team members 
reduced to fifteen players. Played before an estimated crowd of 
30,000, Kerry prevailed to win their fourth All Ireland title on a score 
of 2 -2 to 0-3. The team met again in the 1914 final and, on their first 
encounter on the 1st. November played a draw 1-3 to 2-0. In the 
replay played on the 29th November, Kerry won on a score of 2-3 to 
0-6. When they met again in 1915 Kerry were chasing their first three 
in a row, something that until that time had been done by only one 
other team - Dublin. In fact Dublin had done this twice, in 1897 -
1899, and 1906 - 1908. In the final played on Sunday 7th November 
1915 Wexford won on a score of 2-4 to 2-1.The Wexford captain, 
Sean Kennedy, was presented with a new trophy, the Great Southern 
and Western Railway cup. This was presented by A. Neale, general 
manager of the company. 

Wexford then went on to beat Mayo in 1916, 2-4 to 1-2, Clare in 
1917, 0-9 to 0-5, and Tipperary in 1918, 0-5 to 0-4.Their great run 
came to an end in 1919 when they lost to Dub Jin in the Leinster 
championship. 

Sean Kennedy had been captain of the team in the years 1915 to 
1917,but a knee injury kept him out of the 1918 campaign.Jim Byrne 
became the captain in 1918 and so remains the last Wexford football 
player to receive the All Ireland trophy. 

By the end of the 1918 championship season thirty one All Ireland 
football finals had been played since 1887. Of these thirty one win
ners, Dublin were runaway leaders with eleven titles and Wexford 
and Kerry were in joint second place with five titles each. However 
Wexford had appeared in eight All Ireland finals compared to Kerry's 
seven. 

By 1918 Tipperary had won three All Ireland football titles, Cork, 
Louth and Limerick had won two each and Kildare had won one. 
How different is the picture today. 

Who was Jim Byrne 

Born in 1890,Jim Byrne was one of eight children born to John and 
Johanna Byme,(nee Lyons) at Ballymurphy,Co.Carlow.He had six 
brothers,Michael,Peadar,Edward,John,Moses and Paddy. Peadar,like 
Jim, became a national school teacher and was principal in 
Mulrankin, Co.Wexford. He was also deeply involved in the 
GAA,becoming in his time Wexford county board treasurer. Jim's 
only sister, Mary, later became Mrs.Tom Ryan ofBallyglisheen. 

The Byrne's had been blacksmiths in Ballymurphy since 1835,but 
they also had a small farm some distance away. 

The only reference to Jim Byrne playing football in his native coun
ty occurs in Fr. John Lawler's book, Cumann Luth-Cleass 
Co.Ceatharlocha,1886-1927 .. Writing of the club at Ballymurphy, he 
describes it as "three miles south east of Borris, near the Blackstairs 
mountains, it is a fine football country. It is the home of Jem Byrne, 
afterwards so well known as a Gaelic player in Wexford to which 
county he migrated in 1910 after a short spell of football with 
Ballymurphy and Borris ". 
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In the summer of 1908, Jim decided to become a national school 
teacher and enrolled in St.Patrick's Training College in Drumcondra 
in Dublin.This Catholic training college was run under the patronage 
of the Catholic heirarchy.To gain admission a student had to obtain a 
nomination from his bishop and a letter of recommendation from his 
parish priest.The records of St. Patrick's College have not survived 
intact, but those that have note that Jim Byrne enrolled as a student 
in September 1908 and that a letter ( which has not survived ) was 
received from the parish priest of Borris, Fr.John Beauchamp.The 
records also state that Jim was a pupil of Borris Boys school.As he 
was eighteen at the time it is much more likely that he was a school 
monitor, and was employed as such in Borris school after he had left 
Ballymurphy National school. 

Immediately on his arrival at the college he gained his place on the 
college football team,Erins Hopes. Playing in goal, it is said that in 
two years playing in the Dublin championships he conceded only one 
goal. 

On completion of his two year training course Jim found his first 
teaching position in County Wexford, teaching first at Castlebridge, 
just outside Wexford town and later at Poulfur, near Campile, in the 
south of the county. When, in 1922 a new school opened at Kilrane, 
outside Rosslare Harbour, Jim was appointed principal, a position he 
retained until his retirement. 

The Player 

Following his arrival in Wexford in 1910 Jim was not long in finding 
himself with a good club. In his first year he played with the Faughs, 
a Wexford town club, with whom he won the county championship 
in 1910. He made his first appearance with the county team in 1911 
and retained his place for the rest of the decade.' He played in the 
backs - either comer or wing half back. Writing in a 1914 pre All 
Ireland final survey of both teams the newspaper Sport wrote of him 
"a very cool back, filling the position of left full, is remarkably fast. 
A great catch and fine delivery; is one of the best backs Wexford has 
ever known, and has been improving" 

By 1917 in another pre match preview Sport wrote that Jim Byrne" 
plays in the back division and in the last line of defence has few, if 
any, equals" He was one of the teams stalwart free takers and match 
reports frequently talk of his scores from the dead ball as likely as not 
from 50's. Writing of the 1915 final the Enniscorthy Guardian wrote 
"Jim Byrne's free kicks - and what a contribution to Wexford's suc
cess was Jim Byrne's masterful free kicking: another over the goal 
bar from 50 yards out and then to shake the bar with another kick 
from 50 yards and rebound into play, and then come the great and 
glorious kick that sent Wexford in Dublin mad" And in an obituary 
after his death one of the Wexford papers wrote that "he was one of 
the best, if not the best, place kicker ever to grace a Gaelic field". In 
their first victory in 1915 when they beat Kerry on a score of 2-4 to 
2-1 Jim Byrne contributed 1-1 from the placed ball. 

He was one of only nine players who played in all four winning All 
Ireland finals and one of only six who played in all six finals 1913 to 
1918. 

His inter county playing career lasted for fourteen years from 1911 
to 1925, his last year with the county team. During that time he won 

• Four All Ireland senior football championship medals 

• Seven Leinster senior football championship medals - six 
with the great team 1913 -1918 and again in his last year 
1925. He also captained the team in 1925. 

• Several county senior and junior championship medals. 

During his playing career he had also moved into administration. By 
1925 he had 



• Been Wexford county secretary in 1923 

• Been Wexford county treasurer , 1923 to 1925 

• Refereed the first of his two All Ireland senior football 
finals in 1923 when Dublin beat Kerry. 

• Been Wexford Leinster Council representative in 1924 
and 1925. 

After his playing career had ended he became Wexford county board 
chairman 1926 - 1927 and again in 1933. He also refereed his second 
All Ireland senior football final in 1930 when Kerry beat Monaghan 
in the second year of their (Kerry's) first four in a row titles. He was 
a noted referee both in Wexford - taking charge of county finals - and 
outside the county - refereeing Leinster final 

Family 

When he had established himself in his position in Kilrane Jim mar
ried. His wife was the former Miss Nan Frizelle of George's Street, 
Wexford. Her father, Nicholas J.Frizelle was secretary to Wexford 
County Council. Jim and Nan lived at Rosslare Strand and had three 
children. Their only daughter, Aine, died on the 23rd.August 1956, 
aged twenty one. Sean became a teacher, firstly in Portarlington and 
later at the Christian Brothers School, Wexford. Nicholas became a 
bank official, joining the National Bank. Both sons were able foot
ballers and helped St.Peters College, Wexford reach the colleges 
Leinster senior and junior finals in 1950 and 1951. Nicholas was also 
a member of the Wexford minor football team which won the 
Leinster championship in 1950 but which lost to Kerry in the All 
Ireland final. Neither Sean or Nicholas subsequently played senior 
football at inter county level. In fact Jim never encouraged them to 
do so.When the subject was discussed he would roll up his trouser 
legs to display his scarred shins and growl "that's what you get from 
football" 

Nicholas remembers his father, like many man of his generation, as 
the strong silent type. He spoke very little of his football playing days 
and his involvement with the Wexford team.The only other team 
members he remembers his father speaking of were Sean Kennedy 
and a man called Doyle, either Aidan Doyle of New Ross or Tom 
Doyle of Ballyhogue. However he does have one memory of his 
father claiming that, in his view, that Wexford team had in actual fact 
won five All Ireland titles. The De Valera tournament , which was 
played in 1919 to raise funds for the Sinn Fein movement, was 
organised on a county basis, and having won it, Jim regarded this as 
another All Ireland title. 

Nicholas never remembers his father speak of the political situation 
in the country from 1916 onwards or the way in which political 
developments affected the GAA. 

The Jim Byrne Cup 

Some years after Jim Byrne's death, Martin Cullen, a native of 
Glynn Co. Wexford but then living in New York donated a cup, to be 
contested at minor football level. Thus the Jim Byrne minor foot
ball league came into being with the massive cup as the prize, and 
was organised by the late Seamus Keevens ofBallycullane. The first 
competition was won in 1967 and the trophy was presented by 
Peadar Byrne, Jim's brother. 

Golf 

In an article written before his death in 2004 and published in " 
Fairways to the Sea-100 years of Golf at Rosslare ,1905-2005",Jim's 
son Sean recalled " One of my oldest memories connected with 
Rosslare Golf Club is that of my father coming home from the club 
in 1944 bringing with him the" Challenge Cup" which he had won 
in Open Week that year------ He did not take up golf until he was 
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almost forty years of age but achieved a six handicap. Not many of 
his friends in the Gaelic Athletic Association were too impressed as 
golf was looked on as an old persons game and a rather foreign one 
at that." 

As his handicap would indicate Jim became very serious about his 
golf and it remained his abiding sporting interest for the rest of his 
life. He won two of the major tournaments run by the club---the 
Rosslare Cup in 1927,1932 and 1944 ( the occasion remembered by 
Sean,when he won the cup outright) and the Captains Prize in 1945. 
In addittion, playing with his daughter Aine they won the Kerlogue 
Cup,a mixed fourball competion, in 1953. 

He served as honorary secretary to the club in the years 1931 to 1936 
and was club captain in 1947 

Death 

Jim died on the 23rd.February 1961 just short of his seventy first 
birthday. Nan survived him, living until 1987 when she died on the 
14th November,aged eighty four. Jim, Nan and their daughter Aine 
are buried in the family plot adjoining the church in Tagoat, near 
Kilrane. 
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I t is one of the ironies oflrish history that the 
twenty-seven year old Catholic, Colonel 

Walter Bagenal, one of 'the leading men' of 
the 'Confederate Catholics oflreland', was the 
great grandson of the Protestant Sir Nicholas 
Bagenal who played such an important role in 
the Tudor conquest of lreland.1 With an 
'estate measured in miles rather than acres', a 
wife and three young children and with pow
erful English and Irish Protestant relations, the 
young Walter Bagenal's actions in the 1640s 
are important in showing the 'journey trav
elled by the Bagenals in just a couple of gen
erations from English conquerors to Catholic 
rebels' and, in Walter's case, an Irish speaking 
rebel at that.2 

the Privy Council, the seat of civil power in 
Dublin, and in the process, becoming part of 
the 'New English' and Protestant planter class 
of Ireland. 

Marriage alliances 

The Bagenals renounced Catholicism under 
Henry VIII, but astutely, though never 'an 
ardent Protestant' himself, Sir Nicholas 
Bagenal secured advantageous marriages for 
his children with the Old English (Anglo
Catholic) aristocracy and gentry, alliances that 
played a crucial role in the life of Walter 
Bagenal from the Rebellion of 1641 to his 
death in 1652. Sir Nicholas Bagenal's second 

Walter Bagenal, Confederate Catholic: 

his career in Irish affairsJG41~1S52. 

Nicholas Bagenal 

Nicholas Bagenal was the founder of the Irish 
branch of the Bagenals. As marshal of the 
English army, he campaigned in Ulster to 
break the power of the O'Neills, and in 
Leinster and Munster he determinedly and 
harshly protected crown interests in the Pale 
and beyond.3 Such was his influence and 
skill that except from the reign of the Catholic 
Queen Mary I to 1565 or 1566 the marshal
ship itself could be seen 'almost as a family 
fief being held exclusively by Sir Nicholas 
from 1547 and from 1590 by his son Henry, 
until Henry's death at the hands of Hugh 
O'Neill, second earl of Tyrone at the battle of 
the Yellow Ford in 1598.4 For almost fifty 
years the Bagenals were the ultimate authori
ty in Ireland in all military affairs with power 
to inflict punishment and even death.5 

Nicholas Bagenal did not arrive in Ireland as 
marshal of the army but rather as a fugitive. 
In 1539 he killed a man in a tavern brawl and 
fled England to the safety of Ulster then out
side the effective control of English jurisdic
tion. He served as a mercenary in the army of 
Con Bacach O'Neill, first earl of Tyrone, and 
so ingratiated himself with the earl that 
through O'Neill's influence in 1543 Henry 
VIII granted him a 'general pardon of all mur
ders and felonies by him committed'. 6 An 
intelligent, ruthless and highly ambitious man, 
not only had Sir Nicholas Bagenal military 
power but he was also part of the administra
tive elite from 1550 when he was admitted to 
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son Dudley, who was grandfather to Walter, 
married first Catherine, daughter of Patrick 
Nangle, titular baron ofNavan, Co. Meath and 
second, the Catholic Mabel Fitzgerald, daugh
ter of George Fitzgerald of Tircroghan, Co. 
Meath. Mabel's son, George married firstly 
Jane, daughter of Garrett Fitzgerald, of 
Kilkea, Co. Kildare and his second marriage 
was to Joan Butler, fourth daughter of Sir 
Walter Butler of Ki leash, the eleventh and last 
Catholic earl of Ormond. Walter Bagenal was 
the eldest son of this latter union. His moth
er's branch of the Butlers was 'noted for its 
loyalty to the old faith' to the extent that 
Walter's grandfather was 'so devout a Catholic 
that he was known as Walter na bpaidrin, 
"Walter of the beads and rosaries"'.? Walter 
Bagenal married Elizabeth Roper, widow of 
John Plunkett of Dunsoghly, Co. Dublin and 
daughter of the English Catholic peer, Lord 
Teynham. Through these relationships Walter 
was connected to some of the notable Catholic 
Anglo-Irish families of the day - the Plunketts, 
Butlers, Bamewalls, O'Mores, Fitzgeralds, 
and Nangles for example.8 These family rela
tionships were crucial to the rebellion of 1641 
and impacted on the workings of the confed
eracy of Kilkenny, which ruled most of 
Ireland between the rebellion and the arrival 
of Oliver Cromwell as civil and military gov
ernor of Ireland on 15 August 1649.9 

For example, Walter Bagenal's two cousins, 
Richard Butler, the Viscount Mountgarret, and 
his son-in-law Richard Hellings held the two 
most powerful positions in successive 

Confederate governments, the former as pres
ident and the latter as secretary of the supreme 
council. Mountgarret was also the son-in-law 
of Hugh O'Neill, the second earl of Tyrone, 
who had married as his third wife, Mabel 
Bagenal, Walter's grandaunt. Walter Bagenal 
was the nephew of General Thomas Preston, 
who in tum was a cousin and rival of General 
Owen Roe O'Neill. Rory O'More and 
Colonel Richard Plunkett, two of the main 
leaders of the rebellion were grandsons of Sir 
Nicholas Bagenal and must have influenced 
his great grandson, Walter Bagenal. To add 
further confusion to the complicated family 
alliances, Walter Bagenal was cousin german 
to James Butler, the first duke of Ormond and 
lord lieutenant. Mountgarret was also 
Ormond's great-uncle. With the exception of 
the Protestant Ormond, the above families 
were amongst the great Catholic landowners 
who formed the backbone of Confederate 
power.IO This is true, Cregan suggests, not 
only because wealth in seventeenth-century 
Ireland was based mainly on possession of 
land, [Bagenal was one of the largest 
landowners in Carlow], but also because all 
the other groups, [the clergy, the lawyers, the 
professional soldiers], with the general excep
tion of the merchant classes, were only one 
remove from the land. I I 

The barony of Idrone 

Sir Nicholas Bagenal purchased the barony of 
Idrone for £2,000 from Sir George Carew in 
1585 for his second son, Dudley, a captain of 
foot soldiers in Ulster. In doing so he created 
a southern outpost to the Pale in Bagenal own
ership as he had established with his own tak
ing of Newry at the northern tip. It did help 
also that the barony was known to be land of 
exceptional quality and a valuable investment 
asset.12 Unlike his father, Dudley Bagenal 
proved unequal to the complex task of con
tainment. His actions fermented such turmoil 
and disorder that several lord deputies begged 
Queen Elizabeth to repurchase the land at any 
cost from the Bagenals and resettle the area in 
a manner more conducive to law and order.13 
Within eighteen months he was dead, killed in 
an ambush on 21 March 1587 by the 
Kavanaghs and the Kildare rebel Walter 
Reagh Fitzgerald at the Scalp Rocks, near 
Ballymoon. This was an act of revenge for the 
murder of their seventy-year old father some 
four months earlier in a raid for cattle at his 
home, Garryhill Castle. Fortunately for the 
Bagenals, the crown had not acted on the 
complaints and the estate remained in Bagenal 
hands and loyal to the crown. Walter Bagenal, 
born 27 January 1614, succeeded to the 
barony of !drone on the death of his father in 
1626. His father had inherited the estate on 
the death of his Protestant half-brother 
Nicholas, a son of Dudley Bagenal's first mar
riage. The loss of the estate was a source of 
grievance to Nicholas' widow, Ann and his 



only daughter Mary. Ann, eldest daughter of 
Sir Thomas Colclough, married as her second 
husband, Sir Thomas Butler of 
Cloughgrennan. 

Outbreak of Rebellion 

The rebellion broke out in Ulster on 22 
October 1641 when the native Irish under the 
leadership of Sir Phelim O'Neill captured a 
number of key towns and fortifications. The 
plan to seize Dublin Castle by Hugh 
McMahon and Conor Maguire was betrayed 
to the authorities on 23 October 1641. Sir 
Morgan Kavanagh, who failed to attend the 
meeting of conspirators on 22 October, was, 
with Hugh MacPhelim, to have taken the fort 
of Duncannon.14 There were even whispers 
of what was planned at local level in Carlow 
as is evident from the Depositions of 1643 but 
whether Walter Bagenal knew is not known 
but there is evidence that rebel activity had 
commenced as early as I November 1641 in 
Carlow. 15 

To counter the rebellion in Carlow, the lord 
justices Sir William Parsons and Sir John 
Borlase had sufficient trust in the Catholic 
Walter Bagenal, as 'the chief person in the 
county', to make him Governor of Carlow or 
Custos Rotulorum and supplied him with 
about twenty-four guns and pikes to defend 
the whole county. The Bagenal estate was 
after all considered to be in English hands. 
Dated November 1641, his commission 
authorised him 'to levy and raise an army' and, 
in 'executing all acts of hostility against the 
rebels,' to: 

proceed against them . . . by martial law, 
by hanging them . . . till they be dead, 
according as it hath been accustomed in 
time of open rebellion; and also to take, 
waste, and spoil their . . . castles, forts, 
houses, holds, goods, and territories 
according to your discretion. I? 

But Bagenal quickly threw in his lot with the 
rebels and became part of a rebellion that was 
considered not only as 'a central military event 
in Irish history' but which also played 'a cru
cial role in shaping the fate of the triple Stuart 
monarchy'. As Ohlmeyer points out: 

The political reverberations from the ris
ing were quickly felt in Britain and the 
struggle between Charles I and his 
English parliament over who should con
trol the army to be raised to put down the 
Irish rebellion ultimately resulted in par
liament taking up arms against its 
monarch. The 'Wars of the Three 
Kingdoms' had begun and throughout the 
1640s Charles I remained acutely sensi
tive to the interrelations between his three 
dominions and [ ... ] hoped to use Irish 
troops against his rebellious British sub-

jects. [Thomas Wentworth, the lord 
deputy had raised the troops before his 
execution in 1641.] Likewise the king's 
opponents in Britain - the English par
liament and (before 1648) the Scottish 
Covenanters - vowed to prevent Ireland 
from becoming a royalist stronghold. 
As a result Ireland became sucked into 
the British political and military arena, 
and after 1648, and the outbreak of the 
second English Civil war, actually 
became an extension of it.18 

The tragic events occurring in Ireland were 
also played out against 'the backdrop of the 
final phase of the Thirty Years War' and, as 
one noted historian has stated, there were 
'few periods in which Irish politics have 
been so much a part of the mainstream of 
European history'_ I 9 

Reasons for turning rebel 

Why Walter Bagenal joined the rebellion is 
unknown but it is possible to attribute a num
ber of motives to him. It must be remembered 
that though Walter Bagenal's position was 
apparently one of security, he lived with the 
uncertainty caused by lord deputy 
Wentworth's plantation policy in particular, its 
threat to property titles. As a Catholic, the 
Penal Laws circumscribed his life. When the 
government delayed the enactment into law of 
the fifty-one Graces or royal promises - full 
rights as subjects and toleration of the 
Catholic religion - in 1641, having failed to do 
so in 1628 and 1634, loyalty to the crown 'was 
stretched to breaking point•.20 This signified 
for Catholics, like Bagenal that as long as the 
repressive Penal Laws remained on the statute 
books, a 'hostile administration in Dublin 
could continue to make life uncomfortabte•.21 
As a settler, the 'lands he enjoyed' meant he 
had 'many enemies in the county•.22 For 
Bagenal then, he was caught between on the 
one side an aggressive and vindictive admin
istration and on the other 'a populist rising 
which was careering out of control' and, 
unable to resist the chance to even the score 
was 'inclined to murderous extremes' involv
ing plunder and pillage.23 He had to remove 
his own goods to Munster for security because 
the arms he had received from the lords jus
tices proved an inadequate defence against the 
'natives'. 24 It is not surprising then that as a 
Catholic new English landowner living with 
religious discrimination and facing possible 
dispossession from both sides that Walter 
Bagenal, like much of the Catholic gentry and 
nobility, was forced to become more actively 
involved in the rebellion in which he 'acted 
with courage and judgement'. 25 

Rebel 

Bagenal's 'occupation in war and diplomacy' 
was such that from Michaelmas 1641 to the 
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time of his trial for murder in 1652 he spent 
very little time in his home at Dunleckney.26 
He was confirmed in the rightness of his 
change of allegiance in the face of the imme
diate and inflammatory response of the lords 
justices' proclamation accusing the 'evil 
affected Irish papists' of disloyalty and of the 
indiscriminate 'murderous activities' of gov
ernment troops under Protestant settler, 
Charles Coote in Wicklow.27 The latter's 
'cannibal butchery' and the later executive's 
illegal racking of Patrick Barnewall of 
Kilbrew showed how little Catholic interests 
would gain in any settlement dictated by the 
Dublin government.28 The sixty-six year old 
Barnewall, a relative of Walter Bagenal and a 
'living witness to the inhumanity of the exec
utive', had surrendered voluntarily to the 
Dublin administration in response to a royal 
proclamation of February 1642 calling for a 
surrender of arms. 29 

Due probably to his close relationship with his 
cousin, Edmund Butler, Bagenal was influen
tial in getting Edmund and his father Viscount 
Mountgarret to make cause with the Ulster 
rebels.30 The two cousins and their English 
wives were constant visitors to their uncle 
James Butler's castle at Tinnahinch before and 
during the rebellion. 31 Like Bagenal, 
Mountgarret had also been made governor of 
Kilkenny by the lords justices. Mountgarret, 
with his four sons and son-in-law, Richard 
Bellings, captured and occupied Kilkenny and 
its castle. In a disciplined action, he enforced 
strict obedience and prohibited pillage or 
injury to the English inhabitants.32 Whereas 
Mountgarret held to this policy not all those 
who took the Catholic side, including some of 
his sons, did so. 

There is no doubt about the gentry's leader
ship of the rebellion in Carlow though in one 
instance, Walter Bagenal's attack on 
Rathellen, the home of his relations, the 
Protestant Lady Anne and Sir Thomas Butler, 
may have developed for local rather than 
national reasons.33 The ostensible reason for 
the attack was that it was believed that Sir 
Thomas Butler, a government supporter and 
captain in the army was holding arms, which 
the Butlers then refused to hand over.34 The 
family issues behind the attack were Lady 
Anne's antagonism over the ownership of the 
Bagenal lands, which led to 'many contests' 
with her step-nephew Bagenal and the litiga
tion pursued by Sir Thomas Butler against 
Viscount Tulleophelim. The latter was the 
heir of Sir Edmond Butler of Roscrea and 
Clogrennan whereas Sir Thomas was his ille
gitimate son.35 Other rebel leaders accompa
nying Bagenal were Sir Morgan Kavanagh 
whose son Brian, was Lady Anne's brother-in
law and Sir Walter Butler, who was a kinsman 
of Sir Thomas. This attack, where it is said, 
'the least violence' was shown to the Butlers 
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and where they were 'confined at 
Leighlinbridge castle for their own safety 
from the mob' and later transferred to 
Viscount Mountgarret's care in Kilkenny 
would have serious repercussions for Bagenal 
at his trial in 1652.36 (see below) 

As governor of Carlow, circumstances had 
placed Bagenal in a favourable position from 
which to act against the Dublin government. 
It enabled him to procure arms in Dublin and 
powder in Galway with which to arm the rebel 
forces under his command and, according to a 
deponent, to tum said arms 'most perfidiously 
and treacherously' against Protestants.37 He 
took the strategically important and fortified 
castle of Leighlinbridge, the only crossing of 
the river Barrow, while Sir Morgan Kavanagh 
and Dermot MacDowlin Kavanagh with their 
two regiments of foot took possession of 'all 
the county Carlow•.38 These events resulted 
in upwards of six hundred Protestant and 
English settlers fleeing to Carlow castle for 
safety. Bagenal and Kavanagh laid siege to 
the castle. Failing to capture it due to rising 
floodwaters, they abandoned the siege but 
took Carlow town during Christmas 1641.39 
They left a small troop behind to hem in the 
'starving' occupants of the castle. They were 
not rescued until government forces under Sir 
Patrick Weyms retook the castle on 5 April 
1642.40 Cruelty such as this along with, 
according to Ryan, the sacking of the town by 
the rebels as they departed, was not an unusu
al occurrence at this stage of the war. Such 
practices were common to rebels and settlers 
alike. The misery of the ordinary Irish and 
English population of county Carlow was fur
ther compounded firstly by the government 
passage of the ordinance of No Quarter 
against Irish Catholics, secondly the later con
federate order that provisions could not be 
sold to the English and thirdly the scorched 
earth policy operated by both sides throughout 
the war. 

Soldier - first battle 

Sometimes listed as colonel and other times as 
captain, Bagenal probably saw his role in the 
Confederate army as 'an incidental extension 
of his leadership in civil society•.41 As a man 
of means he could have quartered his men on 
his own estate in Carlow and could have 
'tapped a natural clientage network and doled 
out enough money to keep his men from 
starving when pay fell into arrears', which it 
often did throughout the years of the cam
paign.42 On 15 April 1642, Bagenal with his 
regiment of horse was part of the militia led 
by the Mountgarret who were completely 
routed by the earl of Ormond and his mostly 
Protestant Irish royalist troops in a fierce fight 
at Kilrush, Co. Kildare. Ormond did not 
allow the complications of Butler family rela
tionships and his kinship with his young 
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cousm Walter Bagenal to come into play. 
While Ormond's army was well armed, 
equipped, and disciplined, the 'raw' rebels 
were naked, untrained in military tactics and 
suffered not only a 'dearth of weapons' but 
also a dearth of leadership.43 In the face of 
the enemy muskets, they turned and ran and 
over 700 were slaughtered in a nearby bog.44 
Only Bagenal and Richard Harpole's compa
nies of horse distinguished themselves by 
withstanding the enemy charge. Dermot 
MacDowlin Kavanagh was killed in the battle 
and his head was cut off and sent to Dublin 
and placed on Newgate tower. Though it has 
been claimed that the 'stakes were not all that 
high' for the rebels, Sir Maurice Eustace, 
speaker of the House of Commons, held that: 
'if they had lost the day the kingdom certainly 
was in great hazard ... and the victory was of 
as much consequence, all things considered, 
at that which was given at Kinsale (1607)'.45 
This defeat, quickly followed by another at 
Lisburn, Co Antrim on 29 April 1642, made it 
all too clear to the rebels that a quick victory 
in the war was not within their grasp while a 
negotiated settlement remained a distant pos
sibility. 46 

Confederation - assembly member 

In July 1642, just three months after the defeat 
at Kilrush, Colonel Bagenal was one of the 
signatories of a petition to King Charles I 
seeking 'protection from the severity of the 
penal laws•.47 Mountgarret and David Roth, 
Bishop of Ossory were also amongst the thir
ty-four petitioners. The petition was sent to 
Ormond who presented it to the lords justices 
on 7 August 1642 and it finally reached the 
king on 12 October 1642.48 One senses the 
helplessness of the rebel position given that 
they claimed that their enemies had intercept
ed previous petitions and that the bearers of 
the petitions were either imprisoned or put to 
death.49 The violence, plunder and 'mas
sacres' of the closing months of 1641 and the 
early months of 1642 had necessitated a com
ing together of the Catholic rebel leaders and 
clergy to form some sort of confederation for 
the purposes of preventing further anarchy, 
organising military tactics, and to negotiate a 
peace settlement with the king.50 The 
Kilkenny meeting, it has been suggested, was 
one 'where the constitutional royalism of the 
Old English and the embryonic republicanism 
of the desperate native Irish, took the form of 
an elected assembly "of his majesty's Roman 
Catholic subjects of the Kingdom of 
Ireland'". 51 In their oath of association, the 
Confederate Catholics oflreland bound them
selves to stand by one another for the defence 
of their religion, of their king and of their 
native country - Pro Dea, pro Rege, et Patria, 
Hibernia Unanimis ('United for God, king and 
the Irish fatherland').52 The beginnings of the 
Confederation coincided with the outbreak of 

civil war in England in August 1642. 
The Confederation, which governed almost the 
whole island as a unitary state, developed an 
elaborate system of representative government 
consisting of a general assembly, supreme 
council, provincial and county councils. 53 The 
first meeting of the general assembly took place 
on 24 October 1642 in Kilkenny. It was attend
ed by the leading Catholic nobles, gentry and 
clergy who sat together in the same room in the 
house of Robert Shee where they formed two 
houses: the lords (nobles and clergy) and com
mons (gentry) of which Bagenal was a mem
ber.54 At its meeting in November 1642 a 
supreme council of twenty-four was elected 
with six representatives from each of the four 
provinces. The council's responsibility was to 
coordinate military strategy and to set the polit
ical agenda without which a military campaign 
would be meaningless.55 Viscount 
Mountgarret was elected president, as men
tioned earlier, and Bagenal was elected confed
erate governor of Carlow in preference to his 
uncle, James Butler of Tinnahinch. 56 Morgan 
Kavanagh was co-governor. 57 Bagenal repre
sented Carlow in the legislative assembly as 
well as acting as a member of the provincial 
council for Leinster. 58 He attended all the 
annual general assemblies up to 1648 and he 
was a supernumerary or alternate member of the 
supreme council of the second general assem
bly of 1647.59 He was recognised as one of the 
'leading men of the assembly' and as being 
'bold, audacious, well-bred, courageous, fluent 
in delivery and liberal'.60 The latter sentiments 
were praise indeed from one who saw him as 
'prime motor within the Ormond faction' and 
thus an enemy and traitor but he did qualify his 
words of approbation by suggesting that 
Bagenal was 'spiteful, arrogant, presumptuous 
and envious'. 61 Bagenal's group, one of at least 
three, which developed within the assembly, 
would today be termed the peace party. 
According to O'Siochru the peace or Ormond 
party 'consisted of existing Catholic landowners 
whose primary interest revolved around pre
serving the existing social and economic order, 
and obtaining political influence commensurate 
with their wealth and standing.'62 These inter
ests did not necessarily accord with those of the 
other factions as the early hoped for unity in the 
assembly was not maintained. This was in part 
due to lack of faith in the Stuart monarchy to 
resolve the problems of the Irish Catholic com
munity. As a result, over time the clerical party, 
including some of the more militant native Irish, 
became increasingly hostile and took a reces
sionist stand whereby they exhorted, 'the 
Catholics of Ireland to depose heretical and 
tyrannical monarchs•.63 Significantly, the other 
major faction that emerged from 1644 onwards 
was a non-aligned group of moderates.64 

Further military affairs 

Not only was Bagenal immersed in assembly 
affairs at all levels but he also continued to be 



part of the military action, action that needed 
a lot more men and organisation. By the 
Confederation order of 16 November 1642, 
county Carlow had to contribute 2,400 men to 
the Leinster militia, 400 to the regular 
infantry, and 40 horse were ordered to attend 
the regular cavalry.65 Besides levying tax on 
the county to support the army, it was also 
necessary for many of the leaders to borrow 
money from leading merchants at home and 
abroad. Bagenal was one of eleven people 
who acted as guarantors for a supreme coun
cil loan of £1,000 received by Fr James 
Talbot, agent for the Confederates, from 
Walter Robbins a merchant of Antwerp.66 
The Leinster army was placed under the pro
fessional soldier Thomas Preston, a seasoned 
veteran of continental campaigns. 
Significantly, he had returned with 500 trained 
and experienced officers who, under his 
instruction, created six regiments a number of 
which remained constant throughout the peri
od of the war.67 Bagenal was very much of 
this army and his company usually served 
under Edmund Butler, commander of one of 
the regiments. 68 Within four months, in 
March 1643, the Leinster army, which was not 
a standing army, engaged Ormond's army in 
battle at New Ross. 

New Ross was the Confederates' gateway to 
the ports of Waterford and Wexford and 
Ormond was determined to cut off their sup
ply of monetary and military aid from their 
allies on the continent. 69 Ormond marched 
from Dublin with an army of 3,000 foot, 700 
horse and six artillery pieces. The bravery of 
the people and garrison ofTimolin delayed his 
progress for several days but their resistance 
led to their slaughter by Ormond. 70 He did 
not reach Ross until 11 March 1643 and was 
unable to follow up on the breach of Ross's 
defences by an advance guard of his troops. 
Despite storming the town he could not make 
any imoads due to the defiance of the towns
people, reinforced by the Munster troops who 
were ferried across the Barrow.71 He aban
doned the siege after a week and Preston, 
who had finally raised the Leinster militia, 
attempted to block Ormond's withdrawal to 
Dublin at Ballinvegga about six miles from 
Ross on 18 March 1643. Due to a series of 
tactical mistakes by Preston, Ormond routed 
the Leinster army and escaped back to 
Dublin.72 The four regiments under Butler, 
Kavanagh, Cullin and McThomas performed 
bravely charging at the enemy and 'making 
havoc of all that came their way'. Kavanagh 
was killed and Cullin was taken prisoner but 
on the whole the Confederates escaped with 
'fairly light casualties•.73 With the death of 
Kavanagh, Bagenal became the dominant 
Confederate force in Carlow. 

Despite the defeat, army morale was raised 
with the acquisition of siege guns in June 

1643 financed by Spanish and Papal monies, 
which empowered Preston to capture English 
garrisons in Leinster thus 'narrowing 
Ormond's logistical base•.74 But events in 
England put an end to this 'whittling away' of 
government garrisons when, following the 
collapse of the English peace talks, the king 
ordered Ormond to 'treat with the rebels' for 
a cessation of the war to allow negotiations 
to begin.75 

Cessation of arms 

On 15 September 1643 after three months of 
talks, a cessation of arms was concluded 
between the two sides. In return for the cease
fire, the king had promised to meet a 
Confederate delegation in Oxford on their 
demand for religious freedom, repeal of 
Poyning's law and the cancellation of land 
transfers amongst other things. The cessation 
was to last for a year and each side, confeder
ate and royalist, held on to whatever territory 
they held on the day of signing and, for a short 
period, peace prevailed between the king and 
his Irish Catholic subjects.76 Not only was 
Bagenal one of the appointed commissioners 
representing Catholic interests at the cessation 
talks, he was also involved in February 1644 
in Randal MacDonnell, the earl of Antrim's 
negotiations with the Confederates to send 
Irish troops to invade Scotland for the royalist 
cause. Antrim, 'an influential courtier, Gaelic 
warlord' and member of the supreme council 
and Owen Roe O'Neill were in Kilkenny to 
plead their case. In a letter to Ormond, the 
king's representative, the assembly was pre
pared to furnish Antrim with 2,000 muskets, 
2,400 hundred weight of powder, propor
tional match and 200 barrels of oatmeal by 1 
May 1644 on condition that a safe port was 
provided in Ulster to receive the arms and 
provisions.77 The port was to be under the 
command of the Confederate nominee, 
Walter Bagenal. He was to have the power to 
appoint men who in his opinion would be 
loyal and obedient to his commands. 
Ormond, even though he knew his cousin as 
a man of 'undoubted honour' who would 
remain loyal to the king in the event of a 
break with the Irish, would not sanction the 
placing of Carlingford or Greencastle under 
Bagenal's command.78 Neither, perhaps 
with some justification, did he think it 'pru
dent' that Bagenal be made governor of 
Newry because of his hereditary claims to 
the town and surrounding territories. 

By 24 June 1644, '2,000 Irish veterans, armed, 
victualled and financed' by the Confederates 
left Ireland for Scotland but not from a north
ern port but from Ballyhack, Co. Wexford in 
Waterford harbour.79 Under Alasdair 
MacColla, Antrim's kinsman, they became the 
nucleus of the army of the Marquis of 
Montrose in his campaign against the 
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Covenanters during 1644-1645, which had the 
effect of reducing to the minimum covenanti
ng aid for the parliamentary war effort. 80 
While the cessation of arms helped Charles l's 
campaign in England it achieved nothing for 
the Confederate cause in Ireland. Instead, it 
alienated Irish Protestants who could not 
'stomach the king's concessions' and drove the 
Ulster Scots who were not party to the agree
ment, 'deeper into the parliamentary camp•.81 
In 'the abortive' talks with the Catholic 
Confederate delegation in Oxford in March 
1644 which took place amid a worsening roy
alist military situation, the king agreed to con
sider granting religious and constitutional 
concessions such as 'repeal of the penal laws, 
considerable political independence, freedom 
of worship and security of tenure' in return for 
troops, supplies and £20,000 in cash for his 
own war effort. 82 

Assembly affairs (1644 - First Ormond 
Peace Treaty 1646) 

Ormond was created lord lieutenant on 13 
November 1643, which put the Irish govern
ment formally in royalist hands and away 
from the lords justices. 83 On 24 June 1644 
the king instructed Ormond to continue with 
the negotiations in Ireland. 84 The following 
month Bagenal was part of the general assem
bly which on 20 July 1644 re-appointed the 
Oxford delegation to treat with Ormond 
despite the fact that they had returned empty 
handed from the talks. The assembly also 
appointed a committee of instructions, made 
up entirely of assembly members to provide 
support and advice to the talks' team in Dublin 
in September. It is suggested that Bagenal had 
some part in this structure. 85 Played out 
against the background of the deepening divi
sions within the three kingdoms that put the 
survival of the monarchy at stake, the peace 
negotiations dominated assembly affairs up to 
the autumn of 1647.86 Ormond, the commit
ted Protestant, ever conscious of the hostility 
of the Irish Protestants to any peace agree
ment and the need to keep them on the royal
ist side, held back on the concessions the king 
was prepared to offer. 87 But his temporising 
furthered greater dissent and hardening of atti
tudes amongst the assembly factions over 'the 
direction and implementation of political and 
religious policy'. 88 

The negotiations were given an added urgency 
by the defeat of the king at Marston Moor 
(July 1644) and by the defection of the 
Protestant Lord Inchiquin and his Protestant 
army from the royalist cause and his declara
tion of allegiance to the parliamentarians in 
the same month. 89 Inchiquin condemned the 
cessation telling the king that there would be 
no peace with the 'rebel Irish' because of their 
religion.90 In the month long negotiations, 
though the Confederates made some slight 
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gains, on the more substantive issues such as 
the repeal of Poyning's law, the independence 
of the Irish parliament, on the freedom of 
Catholic worship 'in all its splendour', on 
repeal of all anti-Catholic acts and on the 
ownership of church property regained by the 
Catholics during the war, they remained 
divided.91 As Corish notes, the Catholic 
church could not rest satisfied with toleration 
as a sect, but demanded recognition as an 
organised society with a source of jurisdiction 
independent of the state.92 In a Protestant 
state like Ireland in this period, there seemed 
to be no possible solution to this demand and 
the proposals made by Ormond were made in 
the full knowledge that any 'offers which 
might win Catholic Ireland back to the crown 
could push Protestant Ireland into the embrace 
of the crown's foes•.93 

Ormond's refusal to come to terms meant that 
the negotiations dragged on. The supreme 
council summoned the assembly for 15 May 
1645 where the clerical party, led by the papal 
agent Scarampi, was extremely vocal and hos
tile on the question of church property and the 
need for more than just a tacit toleration of 
Catholicism to such an extent that, under its 
influence, on 9 June 1645, the assembly 
directed the commissioners of treaty to refuse 
Ormond's request for the restoration of 
churches.94 Negotiations continued through
out the summer but, while Ormond offered fur
ther limited concessions, the king's decisive 
defeat at Naseby in June 1645 necessitated 
Charles taking more decisive action on conces
sions in order to secure Irish troops for service 
in England. He by-passed Ormond and instead 
he commissioned the 'devout Catholic' Earl of 
Glamorgan as his personal envoy to conclude a 
secret treaty with the Confederates. On 25 
August Glamorgan signed 'a comprehensive 
religious settlement' granting them their terms, 
on condition of their sending over 10,000 sol
diers to England as quickly as possible. 95 The 
Confederates were to enjoy full religious free
dom and the retention of churches actually in 
Catholic hands since 23 October 1641. The 
treaty was to remain secret on two counts, first
ly until the army reached England and secondly 
until the negotiators concluded a political treaty 
with Ormond.96 But in October, when the 
secret treaty was prematurely though acciden
tally disclosed it led to crisis and confusion. 
Matters were further complicated and the Irish 
situation changed with the arrival of the papal 
nuncio, Giovanni Battista Rinuccini, 
Archbishop of Fermo in Ireland on 12 October 
1645 and Kilkenny on 12 November 1645. 

The Confederates had long sought aid from 
the continent. In 1643 the supreme council 
petitioned Rome for a nuncio and in 1644 
Richard Hellings, Bagenal's cousin, was sent 
to the continent as the supreme council repre
sentative to plead their cause. It was as a con
sequence of Bellings' pleading that Archbishop 
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Rinuccini was sent to Ireland. His mission was 
a complex one, as his secret instructions show 
how he had to take on board not only what was 
happening in the three kingdoms but also condi
tions in France. Among other things, he was to 
give advice to the Confederate troops and had 
upwards of £20,000 to assist them in purchasing 
arms and ammunitions. He was to promote the 
interests of the Catholic religion in such a man
ner as to show he considered it one with the 
English crown, neither was he to think of, or lis
ten to, any propositions that Ireland should 
become an independent state.97 Rinuccini 
rejected the Glamorgan agreement and delayed 
the sending of troops until further amendments 
more favourable to Catholicism were made.98 
An agreement, the Second Glamorgan Treaty 
was concluded on 20 December. In accordance 
with Rinuccini's wishes the treaty provided that 
the next lord lieutenant of Ireland should be a 
Catholic that the Catholic bishops should sit in 
the House of Lords in the Irish parliament and 
that the army would only be sent to England 
only after the king had publicly accepted the 
terms of the first and second treaties. 99 

The news of the treaty was unfavourably 
received in Protestant quarters and it was neces
sary for Ormond, who sought to distance himself 
from Glamorgan's activities, to arrest Glamorgan 
in December 1645 for treason, but he later 
released Glamorgan on 22 January 1646.1 oo The 
king publicly disavowed the treaty in January but 
news of his repudiation did not reach the 
supreme council until March 1646. By then the 
general assembly had been sitting since 5 
February 1646 and had agreed on 19 February 
1646 to immediately send 6,000 troops to 
Chester. I 01 But the fall of the port of Chester 
before the troops embarked and the knowledge 
of the king's disavowal of the Glamorgan treaty 
meant that the pro-Catholic concessions were 
'now meaningless or could not be adhered to' and 
sole authority in negotiations returned to 
Ormond. 102 To add further confusion to the sit
uation, Rinuccini presented an unverified copy of 
a peace treaty concluded between Pope Innocent 
X and Kenelm Digby, a representative of Queen 
Henrietta Maria of England to the general assem
bly. !OJ It was on similar lines to the Glamorgan, 
but with the promise of I 00,000 Roman crowns 
to be paid by the pope to the queen. Nothing 
came of this treaty. 

In this fraught situation made more fraught by 
news of the May surrender of the king to the 
Scots, the Confederate leadership was pan
icked into coming to an agreement with 
Ormond, which they signed on 29 July 
1646.104 For Ormond the settlement meant 
keeping the 'balance between the necessary 
and dangerous concessions within the treaty 
itself .105 In assenting to the treaty Bagenal 
and the peace party 'were prepared to bargain 
on the basis of de facto toleration of 
Catholicism from the English king•.106 It is 

possible that Bagenal may have been one of 
the commissioners at the negotiations as 
Philip Bagenal states, because he had been 
granted a one-month pass for the English 
quarter in Dublin on 11 June 1646.107 The 
first Ormond Peace was publicly proclaimed 
in Dublin on 30 July 1646 in the presence ofa 
confederate delegation led by Viscount 
Muskerry, a brother-in-law of Ormond.108 
On the 3 August 1646 the supreme council 
proclaimed the treaty and handed over power 
to Ormond at Kilkenny where they 'received 
him with all due respect' and in the splendour 
that his presence with 2,000 men could give 
the ceremony.109 But Rinuccini did not 
accept the treaty as favourable to Catholic 
interests. 

The retreat of Ormond 

With the peace faction's authority breaking 
down throughout the country, Ormond's 'tri
umphal progress' through Confederate territo
ries ran into increasing opposition when he 
found the 'gates of many cities closed against 
him•.110 Rinuccini, who had 'done all in his 
power' to have Owen Roe O'Neill and the 
Ulster army available to crush Ormond, sent 
word to O'Neill, then near Roscrea to intercept 
Ormond as he retreated in disorder towards 
Dublin.Ill To achieve his safety, Ormond 
had to cross the river Barrow at 
Leighlinbridge and put that river between 
himself and his enemies who had reached 
Ballinakill near Kilkenny. But the fort or cas
tle of Leighlin, 'a place of absolute necessity', 
was in Confederate hands, those of his cousin 
Walter Bagenal, the 'trusty and well beloved 
Walter Bagenal' of the Confederate leader
ship.112 What happened next is described by 
Hellings: 

When Ormond came within three miles of 
Leighlinbridge, he received advice that 
I 00 men, under Colonel Walter Bagenal 
were put into the fort at the bridge end, 
and therefore sent two officers to Bagenal, 
to know whether he might expect to find 
him a friend or an enemy. Bagenal 
returned a very civil answer, that the pas
sage over the bridge should be open and 
that he might command any accommoda
tion that the castle could afford.113 

Bagenal's actions pose one of the many what 
if questions. He undoubtedly aided Ormond's 
escape to Dublin thus preventing his probable 
defeat and capture by O'Neill, who was fresh 
from his victory at Benburb. What effect this 
would have had on subsequent history is open 
to conjecture but to the author of the 
Aphorismical Discovery, it was 'treason' by 
'one of the chief motors of sedition•.114 But 
from Bagenal's viewpoint the Confederates 
had concluded a treaty with Ormond and had 
surrendered government to him and through 



him to the king. As a man of honour his oath 
of association included loyalty to the king, 
which as a Confederate he had always pro
fessed, and, for him, Ormond was the king's 
representative. 

Rejection of the Ormond treaty 

Though the supreme council had ceded power 
to the lord lieutenant, the clerics insisted in 
calling a meeting of the general assembly 
whereby they would carry on government for 
the benefit ofreligion.115 Having 'constitut
ed themselves arbiters of affairs in Ireland', it 
is no surprise that the church's teaching came 
into play in Rinuccini's reaction to the 
Ormond treaty. In the first place the agree
ment was concluded with one whom the papal 
nuncio considered a heretic in his rejection of 
his Catholicism. Secondly Rinuccini had to 
operate within the political theory of the peri
od in which 'the Roman curia while not pre
pared to give antecedent approval to a peace 
with Protestants, might be said to acquiesce 
once it had been concluded, if the position and 
rights of the Catholic church could be 
assured'.116 In Rinuccini and the clergy's 
eyes this most assuredly was not the case and 
they called for the rejection of the treaty as 
prejudicial to the Catholic religion. On 12 
August 1646, the Rinuccini led national synod 
of bishops at Waterford issued their decree of 
excommunication against all who supported 
the peace treaty.117 Bishop Edmund 
O'Dempsey of Leighlin was one of the signa
tories. The sentence of excommunication was 
decisive in ensuring the rejection of the peace, 
for many who had earlier supported it, includ
ing Preston were not excommunication-proof 
and prepared to defy it.118 Notwithstanding 
the sentence, the vote was 'far from being 
unanimous'. On 15 September 1646 consider
ing themselves 'at open war', the clergy reject
ed the peace terms and imprisoned the old 
supreme council and the proponents of the 
peace amongst whom was Walter Bagenal, 
who just a week before on the 7 September 
had been appointed governor of Carlow by the 
assembly.119 They were taken under guard to 
Kilkenny castle by generals Preston, and 
O'Nem.120 Another particular reason for 
Rinuccini's imprisonment of Bagenal was his 
assistance in Ormond's escape.121 The cleri
cal party nominated a new supreme council of 
seventeen members with Rinuccini as presi
dent, 'the better to superintend the war•.122 
But with conditions worsening in the country 
- the failure of the nuncio's campaign to take 
Dublin and the arrival of a parliamentary fleet 
in Dublin Bay - the supreme council was 
forced to call a general assembly and to 
release Bagenal and the pro peace treatyites 
on 23 November 1646 on condition 'that they 
did not attempt anything in favour of the 
rejected treaty until the assembly met.123 

General assembly of 10 January 1647 

This assembly was bitterly divided against 
itself. As one commentator noted: 'the tem
pers of the old council had not been improved 
by imprisonment, while the clergy knowing 
that they had a majority were in no conciliato
ry mood•.124 Throughout three weeks of 
heated debates, 'discord and intrigue', the 
cousins Walter Bagenal and Richard Bellings 
and the French agent Du Moulin led the peace 
faction, while Rinuccini and Bagenal's bishop, 
Edmund O'Dempsey, led the clerical fac
tion.125 Rinuccini's 'short-lived dictatorship' 
ended when he resigned his position as presi
dent but demanded an audience where he 
insisted that 'the ecclesiastical authority was 
superior to the temporal and that ignorance of 
the true source of power had ruined the neigh
bouring island•.126 He urged the assembly to 
reject the peace and to take a fresh oath 
against it. O'Dempsey, who was a noted 
preacher, also called for rejection and pointed 
to the fact that in the story of the raising of 
Lazarus the disciples only part in Christ's stu
pendous work was just to roll back the stone 
of the tomb, so too were his listeners to act 
like the disciples and leave the work to 
God.127 Sitting on his 'eminent bench', such 
was his skill and control that by the simple 
matter of waving his hat he could create a 
thunderous storm of aye, aye or no, no to 
whatever matter he dictated to the assembled 
members. Bagenal was undeterred by the pan
demonium created by his bishop even 
acknowledging his protagonist's method of 
stirring up the assembly into an 'impetuous 
storm'. He declared in a prescient and remark
able speech that rejection of the peace would 
'be a sad augury of the many miseries (if God 
prevent them not) that would befall them and 
their posterity'.128 He urged the assembly to 
remember how strong was 'the party in the 
parliament of England, which had vowed the 
extirpation of their religion' and which 'threat
ened them with destruction'. He pointed out 
that in assisting the king that they were put
ting an 'everlasting obligation of honour on 
him' which would act as a 'shield in their own 
defence'. To save the king and themselves it 
was necessary to accept the peace 'concluded 
and published by authority of the kingdom'. 
Hitting out at the papal nuncio, he illustrated 
what happened to those who broke solemn 
treaties in a reference 'to the bitter vengeance 
exacted on the king of Hungary who, at the 
instance of Cardinal Julian, broke his pledge 
with Amurath the Turk'. The result was that 
the latter had called down God's vengeance on 
them all. With a greater understanding of con
ditions between king and parliament in 
England than Rinuccini due to his Protestant 
English connections, he appealed to the bish
ops 'to rescue them', to 'pull them back from 
the brink of the formidable precipice' that they 
were then embarked on.129 He urged on them 
that 'their zeal for the house of God would be 
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thought no less fervent were they to preserve 
the Irish nation'. His appeal, though it moved 
some of the bishops to compassion failed, 
and, as he foretold, the 'devouring sword fell 
on the throats of their wives and children' with 
the arrival of Cromwell in Ireland some six 
years later.130 

Some understanding of the passions raised in 
by the pro-treaty Ormond and anti-peace 
treaty clerical factions can be gained in the 
reaction of two contemporary writers to 
Bagenal's speech. Bellings referred to him as 
a 'young man who to the nobleness of his birth 
and the plentifulness of his fortune had added 
a great stock of valour, and many excellent 
parts•.131 But the author of the Aphorismical 
Discovery saw him in a radically different and 
more scathing light: 

And lest any suspicion might be con
ceived in their verbal protestations they 
endeavour, beyond the ordinary course of 
dissembling behaviour to confirm it by 
their external actions, and especially Sir 
Richard Barnwell, Sir Robert Taylor and 
Walter Bagenal, for during the sitting of 
the pseudo assembly these three ever and 
then did publicly persuade nothing other 
than what was behooful [required] for the 
common good, looking still upon the poor 
with a godly commiseration (as they said), 
most obedient to the church in all exterior 
behaviour, going two or three miles to 
woods and bogs in winter time and afoot 
to hear mass, issuing pressing orders to 
the militia to keep inviolable to church
men their immunities; by this act to draw 
up on the credulous Irish both clergy and 
laity by the performance of these small 
things that they may the more finely fetch 
them over to believe the like sincerity in 
greater matters'.132 

The legislature rejected the Ormond peace 
and declared it 'invalid and of no force' but not 
before a declaration was drawn up 'pardoning 
the contumacious' as 'having faithfully and 
sincerely carried and demeaned themselves in 
the said negotiation pursuant, and according 
to the trust reposed in them•.133 The seventh 
general assembly ended on 4 April 1647 with 
a new supreme council with Walter Bagenal 
one of the elected members for Leinster.134 

Military matters 1646 - 1647 

Though he found the 'dissension in the ranks 
of the Confederates' repugnant', his involve
ment in assembly business did not keep him 
from his Leinster army duties.135 In June 
164 7 he wrote to Preston of the news he had 
received from Bellings of the preparations 
being made for their campaign in Munster.136 
This section had 300 hundred horse fully 
armed and 200 flintlock ready to march. On 
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12 July 1646 with his company of foot, 
Bagenal was one of Colonel Edmund Butler's 
ten companies, which mustered 1,000 men 
and successfully captured Bunratty Castle, 
then occupied by a large parliamentary garri
son.137 His company may have been part of 
the three regiments that were destined for 
service in England but instead were diverted 
by the supreme council to take the castle.138 

Bagenal's conduct was such that the supreme 
council considered that he could be quartered 
in several counties.139 On the 5 September 
1646 he was given a new commission as cap
tain of a troop of horse as well as a warrant 
requiring the officers and horsemen of 
Colonel John Butler's regiment to submit to 
his orders in the absence of their coloneI.140 
He often acted as Preston's correspondent in 
his intrigues with Ormond, for example the 
dispatch from Birr on 5 September, which 
related to Preston's health, the deployment of 
the different regiments and the distrust 
between Preston and O'Neill where the former 
did not want the two Westmeath regiments 
being disarmed by the latter.141 Yet ten days 
later, as noted above, he and the supreme 
council were jailed by Preston.142 His jailing 
does not appear to have affected his relation
ship with Preston as he was again acting as his 
intermediary on 10 December 1646 writing in 
code to Ormond seeking an alliance against 
O'Neill but warning that if Ormond did not 
join or delayed that 'you ruin us all and your
self in us'. 143 Ormond would not agree and 

refused to allow Confederate troops into 
Dublin. 

'The unfinished business of Dublin', Lenihan 
contends, 'dominated the opening campaign 
of 16471.144 Bagenal and the Leinster army 
captured Carlow castle on the night of 10 
April 1647. The garrison was short of provi
sions and ammunition and it was too late 
when the relief sent by Ormond arrived the 
following day.145 But the writer of the 
Aphorismical Discovery in his antagonism 
towards Bagenal implies that there was some 
treachery in the ease in which it was captured 
because, 'totally led by Bagenal', Preston and 
the rest of the force were ferried back and 
forth across the Barrow without being 'shout
ed at or any hurt being offered to them•.146 
By 28 July 164 7, Ormond had made good his 
promise of April 1647 that 'he should give up 
those places under his command rather to the 
English rebels than the Irish rebels' and sur
rendered Dublin to the king's parliamentary 
enemies under Colonel Michael Jones.147 In 
exchange, Ormond received a safe conduct 
for himself and his family to sanctuary in 
France and £13,000 to pay his debts.148 The 
surrender of Dublin, without a single shot 
gave the English parliament a strategic base 
for the eventual conquest of Ireland but the 
flight of Ormond proved to be 'a double 
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wound' to the Catholics and in particular to 
the peace or Ormond faction leaving all dis
illusioned and in despair of their own and the 
king's safety149. 
In response to the surrender of Dublin, the 
supreme council ordered Preston to restrict 
Jones to Dublin and to starve him of supplies 
by devastating the 'enemy's quarters from 
Drogheda to Wicklow'.150 After capturing 
the outlying garrisons of Naas and Maynooth 
he laid siege to Trim but when Jones marched 
to relieve the garrison, Preston took the fateful 
decision to attempt to outmanoeuvre him by 
making a forced march on Dublin, which he 
believed to be lightly garrisoned in Jones 
absence.IS! Preston failed to outpace Jones, 
only covering twelve miles of his march when 
Jones engaged and decisively defeated him at 
Dungan's Hill, Co. Meath on 8 August 
1647.152 Preston's army of nearly 7,000 men 
included the regiments of Warren, Westmeath, 
Byrne, Browne, Edmund Butler, and the 
Redshanks of Colkitto's regiment.153 The 
Leinster army was 'irretrievably shattered' in 
the 'two-hour battle' while Jones' army suf-

fered only 'negligible losses•.154 The caval
ry was routed and approximately three thou
sand men, mostly infantry, were slaughtered 
in the carnage of the nearby bog. Though 
Jones' troops had been instructed not to take 
prisoners, the officers were fortunate that 
Colonel Flower agreed to take nearly a hun
dred of them prisoner.155 Bagenal's name 
does not appear on Rowe's list of prisoners -
only four of Preston's officers were listed.156 
This according to Lenihan seemed to indicate 
that most of Preston's regiment escaped: per
haps the regiment formed the vanguard of the 
Leinster foot and escaped before the bog had 
been completely surrounded.157 Meehan puts 
it more bluntly stating that Preston fled the 
scene.158 Jones refused to give Preston a safe 
conduct to bury the dead and the slain Irish 
remained unburied until November when 
O'Neill passed that way.159 Though the bat
tle had little immediate effect - Jones failed to 
capitalize on his victory - it had long-term 
political implications. Dungan's Hill proved 
to be the graveyard of the Leinster army, one 
of the best trained and 'most thoroughly Old 
English' of the Confederate armies and, as 
Perry points out, it was almost a year before 
its officers were released in time to become 
involved 'in the Confederation's death
throes•.160 By 8 October 1647 Sir Maurice 
Eustace could write to Ormond: that: the lords 
Muskerry, Mountgarret, Galmoy, Taafe, 
Costello, Preston, Bagenal, Harpole, O'Neill 
of the Fughes and all the Pale without dispute 
were ready and desirous to come and submit 
for a moderate exercise of their religion•.161 
The peace faction's anxiety to treat combined 
with the crushing defeat of the Confederate 
Munster forces at Knocknanauss, Co. Cork, 
on 13 November, the storming of Cashel with 
its burnings and slaughter, all at the hands of 

anti-Catholic Inchiquin, who even threatened 
Kilkenny, shifted the balance of power away 
from Muskerry and his party to an increasing
ly more desperate party of rebels, dependent 
on the nuncio, clergy and O'Neill.162 

The crisis of 1648 to Second Ormond 
Peace 

Though the disasters of 1647 had made an 
agreement with the king a necessity, it was 
lnchiquin's defection from parliament to the 
royalist cause that gave the peace faction an 
opportunity to strengthen their position by 
concluding a treaty with Inchiquin on 20 May 
1648 whereby both sides would unite in 
defence of the king's interest.163 The horror 
of Inchiquin's actions in Munster, his nick
name 'Murrough of the burnings' was well 
deserved, and the suspicion that the Inchiquin 
truce was a preliminary to the return of 
Ormond who, Rinuccini believed, was the 
greatest obstacle to the restoration of the 
Catholic church in Ireland, made the truce 
anathema to him and once more he invoked 
the sentence of excommunication on all who 
accepted the truce.164 The excommunication 
was seen as 'an irrevocable declaration of war 
on the supreme council' and this time they 
drew up a formal appeal against it.165 The 
appeal showed that at least a credible argument 
could be made to show that the truce did not 
necessarily involve incurring the sentence of 
excommunication.166 This time Preston and his 
army were 'excommunication-proof. The result 
was that civil war broke out for a number of 
months between the peace and clerical factions 
whereby they wasted valuable time when they 
should have been collaborating to resist the 
English parliament, their 'implacable enemy 
and its design to invade and destroy them•.167 
Unity was necessary not only for Ireland's sake 
but after the king's defeat in August 1648 in the 
second English civil war, royalist hope depend
ed 'exclusively on Ormond's ability to unite 
Ireland's divided factions under the king•.168 
Ormond returned to Ireland from France on 30 
September 1648 for talks. By 24 December 
with the negotiations nearing collapse, 
lnchiquin circulated news of the king's impend
ing trial by parliament with the result that the 
general assembly unanimously accepted terms 
on 29 December.169 The terms, as O'Siochru 
points out, 'incorporated major changes on reli
gious, constitutional, plantation and military 
matters with religion in particular being dealt 
with in a far more comprehensive manner•_l70 
The agreement was signed on 17 January 1649 
and it formally 'wound up Ireland's sovereign 
government and subsumed it into a new royalist 
coalition•.171 With the acceptance of the treaty, 
Rinuccini, described by one early commentator 
as 'the fatal and pestilent nuncio', left Ireland his 
mission a failure but his influence 'remained in 
continuing disputes and uneasy consciences' 



which effectively destroyed Ormond's slight 
hopes of building support for the royalist cause 

in Ireland'_ 172 In the event the Second Ormond 
Peace came too late to save the king who was 
beheaded on 30 January 1649. 
Cromwell and surrender negotiations 

Bagenal went on the offensive against O'Neill's 
and the nuncio's followers but not before he had 
warned those who had charge of the garrisons 
of Carnew, Arklow and Clonmullen to submit to 
Ormond otherwise they 'must expect the sever
ity of justice' .173 At the Dufily, Enniscorthy, 
Co. Wexford, Bagenal, Sir Thomas Esmonde 
and others engaged a party of redshanks led by 
Glengary, a kinsman of the marquis of Antrim, 

and Charles Kavanagh and his men. 174 

According to Bellings, Glengary and most of 
his officers were taken prisoner while sixty out 
of a thousand foot were killed but few of the 
Kavanaghs, who 'sped to the nearby woods', 
were. But the writer of the Aphorismical 
Discovery paints a different picture, 'the 
Catholic Irish and the redshanks were [ ... ] inhu-
manely and barbarously slaughtered [ ... ] only 
Kavanagh and the most of his men escaped (as 
better acquainted with the passages of the coun
ty)'. He was particularly aggrieved at the 
Ormondists willingness to take on those that 
sided with the nuncio and clergy. In July 
1649 Bagenal with Sir Thomas Esmonde 
went against the MacPhelims (Byrnes), also 
in the O'Neill camp, when they besieged and 
took Arklow and its castle then in 
MacPhelim hands.176 They seized all the 
cattle around Arklow and those of Bryan 
MacPhelim of the Glynns. 

This wasteful internecine faction fighting only 
ceased after Ormond's disastrous attempt to 
retake Dublin led to his defeat at Rathrnines by 
General Jones and the parliamentarian army on 
2 August 1649 - Ormond had mustered over 
11,000 foot and 3,000 horse at Clogrennan, Co. 
Carlow in June.177 Ormond retreated to 
Kilkenny on 4 August. This defeat and the 
arrival of Oliver Cromwell on 15 August 1649 
made peace with O'Neill an imperative. But 
within four months O'Neill was dead and 
Cromwell's conquest with all its savagery and 
butchery was well under way and having its 
effect. Bagenal, under Sir Walter Butler's lead
ership was part of the spirited but hopeless 
defence of Kilkenny. 178 The garrison of 
12,000 men had been reduced to 400 from the 
effects of a plague yet they and 1,200 townsmen 
refused the first summons to surrender but in 
the end had to yield on 22 March 1650 due in 
part to the treachery of some in the town. 
Cromwell granted lenient terms and Butler and 
his men were allowed to march out with their 

arms and the town was spared the sack. 179 On 
27 March, the English army occupied the 
Confederate capital. In a comment on the loss 
of Kilkenny, Carte noted that: 'treachery was 
now grown universal, arising sometimes from 
the fears of the inhabitants, and sometimes from 

corruption, avarice or cowardice of the gar
risons of the towns; and was the cause of the 

Joss of the castle ofCatherlogh'.180 

Despite all, Bagenal appears to have held to his 
faith and hope in Ormond. In a letter of 19 May 
1650, he described the 'most desperate state' of 
the province where he had hoped for assistance 
to cut off the progress of the Cromwellian 
colonels, Reynolds and Hewson through 
Carlow and Kilkenny. This had ended in the 
surrender of Gowran and the execution of its 
officers. He believed that it was necessary for 
Ormond 'to effect a speedy remedy either by 
exposing ourselves nobly for our freedom or is 
you find not yourself in condition to engage to 

consider some diversion of importance' .181 On 
the same day, 19 May 1650, he suffered the loss 
of his young son, George who was killed in a 
skirmish while pursuing a Cromwellian officer 

near the gate ofEnniscorthy. 182 

Two months later Carlow castle surrendered to 
Sir Hardress Waller on 29 July 1650. Thomas 
Bagenal, Walter's brother, a Confederate lieu
tenant-colonel of foot, was involved in 
Waterford's defence and with Preston and others 
he signed the articles for its surrender to Ireton 
on 6 August 1650.183 As the crisis deepened, 
Ormond was looked on with increasing suspi
cion Limerick and Galway had refused to 
receive him, and when Charles II repudiated the 
peace treaty of 1649 on 1 June 1650 he sum
moned an assembly at Loughrea, Co. Galway 
towards the end of November. It was another 
bitterly divided assembly where Ulick Burke, 
earl of Clanrickarde, Bagenal, Bellings and 
Richard Barnewall remained steadfast in their 
support of the lord lieutenant against the bish
ops who had earlier rejected Ormond's leader
ship at their synod in Jamestown on 6 August 
1650.184 The assembly decided to put their 
trust in the Catholic Clanrickarde as lord deputy 
and, as a consequence, the discredited O~ond 
fled to France in December 1650. They reject
ed the offer of surrender to the parliamentarians, 
choosing instead 'to be destroyed rather than 

violate their fidelity to the king'.185 Bagenal 
and the remnants of the Leinster army held out 
for another two years. 

Bagenal, as 'one of the most powerfullest 
men in Leinster', was appointed by 
Clanrickarde as one of the two commission
ers of Leinster with full powers in civil and 
military affairs.186 On 11 March 1651, 
Bagenal and Sir Richard Barnewall enter~d 
negotiations with the parliamentary commis
sioners seeking a settlement on behalf of the 
province but to no avail.187 In their second 
proposal to the commissioners they. state_d 
that Leinster would voluntarily submit their 
'hearts and arms' to 'prevent the great effu
sion of much Christian blood' but if this was 
not acceptable that 'safe conducts be granted 
to such persons as would be appointed to put 
their case to parliament in England'. This 
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request too was refused. 

Three months later he was active with the forces 
of Clanrickarde in Connacht. On 18 June 1651 
Sir James Dillon, acting on behalf of Viscount 
Dillon surrendered Athlone, one of the few 
remaining Confederate strongholds, to Sir 
Charles Coote. The latter had doubled back on 
the garrison instead of continuing his march to 
Sligo thereby wrong footing Clanrickarde, 
who had hurried to defend Sligo and could not 

get his army back in time. 188 The capture of 
Athlone opened up the west to the 
Cromwellian armies. This led the author of 
the Aphorismical Discovery, to complain bit
terly that Bagenal, Clanrickarde and the few 
remaining Catholic leaders at their 'council of 
war' at the poorly attended assembly meeting 
in Jamestown, Co. Leitrim in early November 
1651 did not condemn and censure Dillon but 
rather found in his favour and of Sir Robert 

Talbot who also had command of Athlone. 189 

Eight months later, on 20 February 1652, 
Bagenal and lord deputy Clanrickarde were_in 
negotiations with the parliamentary commis
sioners in another bid to treat for peace. But 
the English commander, Edmund Ludlow: did 
not see the lord deputy as an equal and reject
ed their proposal on the grounds that he 
expected submission not negoti,ation. But.any 
hope of favourable terms in future dealings 
were blighted with the surrender of Colonel 
John Fitzpatrick and his army of 4,000 foot 
and 400 horse.190 His surrender was a blow 
to the morale of the Confederates and it con
vinced others like Colonel Edmund O'Dwyer 
to immediately surrender putting, according 
to Bagenal, their own 'advancement' before 
the 'public interest'. Bagenal saw the surren
der as an act of treachery and, with three oth
ers issued a proclamation denouncing 
Fit;gerald's actions as 'being destructive and 
fatal to the Catholic religion, the king and the 
people' for which he was 'deservedly excom

municated by the clergy'. 191 His was an 
'indelible brand of infamy' which was to be 
recognised at home and abroad. 

Bagenal was again part of the talks with ~he par
liamentarians this time in Gowran, Co.Kilkenny 
where his safe conduct was violated, believed to 
be through the treachery ofFitzpatrick who had 
obtained the pass.192 He was imprisoned in 
Kilkenny, but on Ludlow's order he was 
released, and was one of the most prominent 
Irish commissioners who eventually and suc
cessfully negotiated the articles of surrender of 
the remaining Irish forces in Kilkenny on 12 
May 1652 which were, Ludlow states, 'the same 
in substance with those formerly granted to 
Colonel O'Dwyer•_l93 All arms had to be sur

rendered by l June 1652.194 Just three months 
earlier, all Bagenal's territories, which were 
seen by the authorities 'as harbours and recep~
cles for the enemy and their bloody and mis
chievous persons', were excluded from the pro-
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tection of parliament.195 

Trial and death 

Bagenal, with Viscount Clanmalire, and 
Captain William Dungan, was taken hostage 
for the due performance of the treaty of sur
render. Their gaoler was Colonel Daniel 
Axtell, one of Cromwell's most 'active and 
violent senior military men'. As a result of the 
violation of his promise of quarter given to his 
prisoners after the battle of Meelick Island on 
the Shannon, Axtell was suspended from his 
command by Ireton, who sent him back to 
England.196 He returned to Ireland as gover
nor of Kilkenny only on Ireton's death. He is 
said to have hated Bagenal who was advised 
by his friends to escape but he refused to do so 
'trusting in his conscience that he had mur
dered no one'. 197 Axtell's harsh tr,atment of 
Bagenal is probably explained by his antago
nism towards him and the possibility that 
Bagenal would attempt an escape. He placed 
him in solitary confinement and denied him 
sufficient food for his needs. His treatment 
was such that in late August 1652 Bagenal had 
to write two letters of complaint to the com
monwealth commissioners. They, fearful for 
their hostage's health, recommended on 11 
September that 'all civility be shown to him', 
and that he could have supervised visitation 
provided that English only was spoken.198 
Yet within a fortnight John Percival could 
write to his cousin Thomas Pigot on 25 
September 1652 that Walter Bagenal was to 
be tried for murder and 'was likely to partake 
of the same fate intended for all murderers 
which was hanging'. 199 

It is more than possible that there were other 
darker reasons behind Bagenal's trial and 
execution for murder, a charge he strenuous
ly denied. It must be remembered that under 
the act of proscription of 12 August 1652 the 
prime lands of Dublin, Kildare, Carlow and 
Cork were retained as government reserva
tions and for the benefit of the eminent 
friends of the commissioners of parliament 
for Irish affairs.200 For Chief Baron Miles 
Corbet, who sanctioned Bagenal's execu
tion, it was then an easy task to get hold of 
Bagenal's estate of 14,846 acres for his 
nephew, John Corbet.201 

Contemporary and near contemporary writers 
agree that Bagenal's fate depended on a 'mock 
trial', a 'pretended high court of justice', on 
'hearsay evidence' and that he was 'con
demned on slight pretences and false evi
dence' upon 'the pretended murder of William 
Stone', 'an English boor•.202 He was tried 
before Sir Gerald Lowther, Chief Justice of 
the Common Pleas, ironically in the same 
chamber where the Confederate parliament 
was held in Kilkenny.203 He pleaded that he 
was free from trial because he was a hostage 
for the due performance of the articles of 
Kilkenny. At their successful conclusion he 
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should, according to Leinster article two, have 
been pardoned and allowed to keep his estates 
under certain terms and if these terms were 
unacceptable to him he should be free to go to 
another country which was friendly to 
England.204 His plea was rejected by the 
commissioners of parliament amongst whom 
was Miles Corbet.205 Instead, they invoked 
article seven of the agreement against 
Bagenal. Article seven stated that anyone 
who had a hand in any of the murders of the 
English or Protestants during the first year of 
the rebellion, i.e. prior to the sitting of the first 
general assembly at Kilkenny on 10 
November 1642, would not be pardoned.206 
The court then, had the excuse that Bagenal 
was not a legitimate combatant. It is unbe
lievable that Bagenal would have signed the 
articles if he thought they would be used 
against him. The commissioners had already 
shown good faith in holding to the articles 
signed by Fitzpatrick, O'Dwyer, etc. 

He was examined on two days, the 19 August 
1652 and the 9 October 1652. The evidence of 
the 1643 Royal Commission (Depositions), 
seen by Foster as a 'pornography of violence', 
was used extensively as the basis for his trial 
and the examination of his role in what today 
could be termed the ethnic cleansing of 1641-
1642. 207 For example he was questioned on 
the commission statement of James Shawe, 
clerk of Old Leighlin Cathedral, who spoke 
against Bagenal. His religious bitterness is 
clear in his claim that the rebels: 

received the sacrament from a Romish 
priest and direction that they should spare 
neither man woman or child that was 
Protestant but kill them all [ ... ] and he 
heard divers of the rebels publicly brag 
and boast that it had done them a great 
deal of good to wash their hands in the 
blood of the Protestants which they had 
slain.208 

Bagenal claimed that he did not know whether 
Shaw was plundered at the beginning of the 
rebellion. Bagenal was led through Lady 
Anne Butler's hostile evidence to the commis
sion of enquiry. According to her statement 
her house at Rathellen, just a mile from 
Dunleckney, was attacked by between six and 
seven hundred men led not only by Walter 
Bagenal, but also by Sir Morgan Kavanagh 
amongst many others.209 (see above) She 
testified that she was robbed and deprived of 
her lands, rents (£700 and more), goods and 
chattels, and that her houses were burnt, wast
ed and depopulated and all to the value of 
£4,906. 5s. 4d.210 In his evidence Bagenal 
admitted that attack but insisted that this was 
done only because they had intercepted a let
ter of hers, which proved that she and her hus
band Sir Thomas Butler were their enemies 
and were holding arms.211 He also admitted 

that pillaging by the soldiers had taken place 
but that this was allowed to happen only 
because she had twice refused the offer of safe 
passage and to yield up their arms. He agreed 
that he had kept her and her family prisoners 
at Leighlin Castle for two to three weeks and 
then that he had transferred them to 
Kilkenny.212 In her deposition she also 
played on religious tensions when she swore 
that both James Butler and Walter Bagenal 
had pressed the Lord Mountgarret to put 
them to death because they 'were rank puri
tan Protestants and desperately provoking'. 
She claimed that what made her especially 
afraid for her life and that of her family was 
the insistence of the two men that 'there was 
but one-way: Protestants or papists one ofus 
must perish'. Bagenal strongly denied her 
charges stating that his actions were proof of 
this. Plunkett agrees with this saying that 
'they [Bagenal] need only have left them to 
the rabble and it had been done•.213 This 
evidence proved that Colonel Bagenal was a 
rebel but not a murderer. 

But at the commission of enquiry she also 
alleged that Bagenal had murdered Protestant 
Englishmen. Her evidence here was based on 
hearsay, on what she had been told by a 
Dorothy Renals /Reynolds and by her servant 
Jane Jones of murders in Graigue
namanagh.214 Bagenal denied being respon
sible for these murders, which he said 
occurred outside his jurisdiction as Governor 
of Carlow. Though he lived part of the time at 
Tinnahinch, much of the evidence given in 
court points to James Butler and his servants 
being guilty of the murders at 
Graiguenamanagh and Bagenal had, in fact, 
given his protection to Walter Shirley, 
Reynold's husband, 'for his quiet living in the 
place' but this was disregarded by the older 
James Butler. 

Bagenal agreed with the court that he knew 
William Stone, a carpenter in 
Graiguenamanagh. Stone was working on the 
river on a ship for Sir Charles Coote.215 His 
written warrant of May 1642 for Stone's exe
cution, which is still extant, states he had 
received information given on oath that Stone 
was a spy and carried messages to Duncannon 
fort, then a Roundhead garrison-216 Stone's 
brother-in-law, Thomas White of Gowran, 
was the agent who delivered the intelligence 
to him.217 This warrant was written before 
the official recognition of the war.218 
Suffering from what today would be called 
selective amnesia he could not recall who had 
ordered the warrant for Stone's execution but 
he believed that in the circumstances it was 
justified. Plunkett questions the motives of 
the elderly Sir James Butler, who Bagenal 
defeated for the governship of Carlow, in 
ordering, the much younger Bagenal to sign 
the warrant.219 



Not only Stone's death, the main and only 
charge of which there was 'evidence', but also 
those of Nicholas Pue and Richard Lakes, 
both Protestants were brought against him. 220 
They were part of a convoy of English 
Protestants being conveyed from Leighlin 
Castle to Duncannon, Co.Wexford. Several 
witnesses attributed these deaths to him if not 
directly then indirectly. Some put him at 
Leighlin while others did not but what is clear 
is that the murders were carried out by his 
troops who were under Bagenal's second in 
command, Cahir Dempsey.221 Bagenal 
denied any involvement and stated that he did 
not order any convey because he was not in 
the country at the time.222 Foster contends 
that the reliability of the 'Depositions' is sus
pect - specifically regarding the actions of the 
insurgents in 1641 - in that they may indicate 
more about contemporary mentality than actu
al massacres.223 The circumstances of their 
composition, and the uses to which such evi
dence was intended to be put, compensation 
for example, must also be borne in mind.224 

The production of the warrant to execute a spy 
should have been enough to gain Bagenal's 
acquittal, as according to the then laws of war, 
spying was punishable by death.225 In a fla
grant disregard of the convention, he was con
demned to death by hanging; a death accord
ed a common thief.226 But Bagenal desired 
to be 'bulleted alive like a soldier' and as a 
result this 'gallant man' was 'shot to death' on 
the Parade in Kilkenny in October 1652.227 
On 9 November, a Chester newspaper 
wrongfully reported that he was behead
ed. 228 Plunkett maintains that Bagenal's 
'great ability and loyalty was the source and 
cause of his death' and that it was 'no wonder 
that regicides like Corbet, Ludlow and John 
Jones would have a spleen to a man of his 

parts and inclination•.229 In contrast to his 
approbation of Bagenal, his critique of 
another hostage Viscount Clanmalier, who 
was released, is devastating. 'They [the com
missioners] saw him as a weak man of no 
parts from whom they could apprehend no 
further mischief or inconvenience'. 230 
Bagenal's dying letter to Ormond of 25 
October 1652 is a testament to his good char
acter and the relationship between the two 
men. Composed and reflective, it recom
mends his children to Ormond's care and the 
'vindication of his character to the testimony 
of a friend who was a witness to his trial'. 231 

Conclusion 

Walter Bagenal's immediate family paid a 
heavy price for his involvement in the rebel
lion. Because of their powerful Protestant 
Irish and Welsh cousins, Elizabeth Bagenal 
and her children were spared the trauma of the 
Cromwellian transplantation to Connacht and 
were allowed £50 per annum in compensa
tion. 232 But the stresses of her husband's 
death and that of her young son George, the 
loss of her home, the confiscation of the estate 
and the family's itinerant lifestyle over eleven 
years all contributed to a breakdown in 
Elizabeth Bagenal's health and she died possi
bly insane within two years of her husband's 
death.233 After their mother's demise and 
again because of their high-ranking Protestant 
connections, an order was made by the 
Cromwellian government on 17 April 1655 
that Bagenal's two sons, Dudley and Henry 
should be educated and provided for in the 
'free schools' in Dublin and that his daughter 
Katherine should be provided for in some 
good Protestant family in Dublin.234 In this 
way the young Bagenals were kept under the 
influence of Chief Baron Corbet and whether 
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it is through his persuasion or the exigencies 
of the time, Katherine married the Puritan 
John Corbet, the nephew of her father's 
destroyer and owner of her Dunleckney home. 
Bagenal's younger brother Thomas and his 
family did suffer transplantation to Connacht 
where he received 378 acres of land.235 
Ormond made good Walter Bagenal's dying 
wishes. He looked after his son Dudley's 
interests even paying his debts and after the 
restoration of Charles II, he supported 
Dudley's successful claim to the estate. A peri
od of relative peace ensued for this Bagenal 
before he too followed his executed father's 
example in giving loyalty to, and fighting for 
his king, James II, but on this occasion at the 
expense of his estates but not his life. The 
only solace he had in the exiled court of James 
II at St Germain en Laye was that his attainder 
did not affect his eldest son Walter as his 
father's had him. 
Throughout the turbulent years of the 
Confederacy Bagenal never deviated from his 
oath of association to stand 'united for God, 
king and the Irish fatherland'. Always a fer
vent upholder of the peace treaty, he was 
never afraid to cross swords with the clergy in 
support of what he believed to be for the good 
of the country. Here he showed his moral 
courage in the face of the then fearful and ter
rible sentence of excommunication, which he 
incurred twice. Neither was he afraid to do 
battle on the field or to face his enemies who 
sat in judgement on him. But the great what 
if question remains. What if Bagenal had 
facilitated Ormond's capture by O'Neill rather 
than his escape, would it have changed subse
quent Irish history and would he be seen as a 
hero and not, despite his execution as a 
Confederate Catholic leader, a traitor in many 
eyes? 
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NATIONALIST CELEBRATES 

125 YEARS 

PROUD OF ITS PART IN HISTORY 

This year 2008 is another significant milestone in the history of 
The Nationalist and Leinster Times newspaper, celebrating, as it 
does, its !25th year in existence. 

The paper was founded in turbulent times - during the Land 
Struggle - and its emergence and influence at that time have 
become an acknowledged part of Irish history. 

Patrick Conlon, who with his brother, John, established the news
paper, was a personal friend of Michael Davitt, founder of the 
Land League - a movement that was sweeping through the coun
try in the 1880s. 

Davitt's influence strengthened the people's resolve to achieve jus
tice while the old landlords were fighting for their lives, backed up 
by a tyrannical British government. 

Outspoken Editorials 

It was against this back-ground that leading nationalists saw the 
need for a free and independent press. 

The Nationalist came into being, serving the Irish cause through its 
outspoken editorials and by reporting on fiery speeches and fre
quent local incidents. 

One such report of a meeting at Luggacurran led to the arrest of 
Patrick Conlon under the Coercion Act. He was brought before 
a special court at Carlow where the magistrates ordered that he 
give bail to be of' good behaviour'. This he refused to do. In con
sequence he accepted the alternative of two months imprisonment 
in Kilkenny jail. He stoutly believed that to give his bond would 
be an admission of guilt in the past and an undertaking to suppress 
'embarrassing' news in the future. 

Having served his sentence, Patrick Conlon made a triumphant 
return to Carlow where he was greeted by hundreds of cheering 
supporters. 

Up to the time of his death, in 1898, at the early age of 46, he con
tinued to write his trenchant editorials and to report on the unrest 
of the times, winning widespread admiration for his courage and 
sincerity. 

Proud tradition maintained 

In the years following the death of Patrick Conlon, the man at the 
helm in The Nationalist was his former managerial assistant}ames 
Reddy. Under his guidance the printing works and the general 
newspaper production were developed and he also took a strong 
editorial interest in the newspaper. 

With a steady hand he steered the paper through the difficult years 

Seamus O'Rourke 

of the first World War when every page had to be brought to The 
Curragh for British Military censorship. 

James Reddy subsequently married Patrick Conlon's widow and 
was largely responsible for introducing on to the staff journalist 
Liam D. Bergin, later to become the distinguished Managing 
Editor of the newspaper. 

In this way, Patrick Conlon's direct descendant took control of the 
paper as the new editor was his grandson - being the son of 
Patrick's youngest daughter. 

Changing times 

Phenomenal changes have taken place in all our lives since The 
Nationalist celebrated its IOOth anniversary 25 years ago. 

Within the newspaper, we recorded the regrettable 1eath of Liam 
D. Bergin after a life-time of service as Managing Editor, also the 
retirement from that position of Desmond Fisher, and the departure 
of many long serving members of staff-all of who had given ster
ling service to the paper. 

Technology in the printing industry developed beyond our wildest 
imaginings and new skills had to be mastered. It is to the credit of 
all those engaged in the production of the newspaper that these 
adaptations were taken in their stride - and, indeed, with a good 
amount of enthusiasm. 

However, for all the apparent developments that have taken place 
within the industry the fabric of our society suffered some severe 
setbacks. Despite great economic growth, we still have failed to 
achieve an equitable society. Our two-tier health service comes in 
for daily criticism; scandals within the political system and the 
church have bred ever-increasing cynicism; gang-land killings 
have become commonplace; religious vocations have plummeted 
and church attendances are falling fast. 

Against that backdrop, there is the positive side - greater affiu
ence than ever before, better housing, greater educational opportu
nities and the availability of foreign travel (not just for the privi
leged few) on a scale that would have amazed our ancestors. 

All of these change have been reflected and commented upon in 
The Nationalist over the past 25 years. Those developments that 
have been deemed good for the community have been generously 
publicised; injustices have been highlighted and often have 
achieved change; editorials have pointed to a better way in which 
our society could and should develop - in other words, The 
Nationalist is still very much in the business of giving its readers 
the facts, of helping to shape publicopinion, of supporting all pos
itive steps within the community. As always this is being done free 
from any particular political or religious allegiance - showing that 
the spirit that motivated Patrick Conlon is still alive and well. 
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NATIONALIST CELEBRATES 1 25 YEARS 

First Staff of Nationalist 
Back Row: 1. 2. John O'Neill 3. 4. 5. 6. T. Little 

5. Middle Row: 1. John Aylmer (Journalist) 2. Wm O'Neill (Clerk) 3. 4. 6. 
Front Row: 1. P. Reddy 2. 3. Tom Little 4. Wm Ellis 5. 

THE NATIONALIST ALWAYS IN 

YOUR CORNER 

Serving the public. These three words, more than any others, sum 
up the philosophy instilled into Nationalist journalists from the 
time they took their first steps into newspaper reporting. It was not 
a matter of becoming personalities, of straining to impress - no, the 
task was to serve the community and to do it well. 

That meant, above everything else, accuracy in every detail, cou
pled with good English and the production of sound, interesting 
copy. 

In order to fulfil this.criteria it was imperative that one be com
pletely unbiased - politicians of all shades of opinion were to get 
an equal crack of the whip (praise or criticism!) the space and 
headings given to court cases were to be appropriate to the offence, 
nothing, absolutely nothing, could be kept off the paper if it 
deserved to be included. 
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The latter was an absolute rule and was described to junior 
reporters practically on their first day in the job, as 'a sacking 
offence'. 

With these guidelines firmly implanted in our minds, we set about 
the business of news gathering. The result was evident in the paper. 
Where there was a problem we investigated and put hard questions 
to whoever was deemed responsible. We published and waited for 
the expected back-lash. It came ... and that gave us another story. 

And so it went until, in a majority of cases, a resolution was found. 
People came to the news room, often as a last resort, when they had 
tired of writing to officials, complaining to landlords or whatever. 
They told their stories and we listened. But then all the facts had to 
be checked and all those criticised had to be contacted so that we 
could establish whether a real injustice existed or not. When the 
veracity of the story was established, the battle of words began. 



But this was only part of the service to the public. On a less mili
tant note, there were all the good causes that blossomed under con
tinual publicity. All over The Nationalist's circulation area, there 
are success stories that are due, in part, to the positive backing of 
the newspaper. Need for more housing, for improvements to 
schools, better transport, medical services - the list is endless - for 
all of them the paper campaigned giving invaluable back-up to 
local organisers. 

No one who has ever striven for a cause will underestimate the 
power of publicity. Without it, many issues would die the death. 

This is also true of charitable pursuits. Over the years those who 
work to improve the lives of others, depend heavily on having their 
activities made known to the community - and made known in a 
way which encourages generous support. The Nationalist was 
always quick to respond to such endeavours. 

Cultural events depend on the same exposure to the public. A con
cert, a play, an exhibition, a lecture, any of these, no matter how 
good in themselves, would face empty houses without the benefit 
of good 'write-ups'. 

In the area of sport, The Nationalist continues to play a big part in 
popularising all disciplines. Its sports section is eagerly awaited 
and his grown in size and importance over the years. Of particular 
benefit is the focus on youth activities, under-age matches and, of 
course, the all important Community Games. 

From all of which one can gather that reporting for The Nationalist 
was a most satisfying way of life. Despite all this service to the 
community, it was never felt that we were doing the public any 
favours - we were just doing our jobs, as they had been spelled out 
to us - in my own case by a very fine editor, Liam D. Bergin. 

Despite all this good will, newspapers being what they are, it was 
inevitable that - over the years - some organisations and some peo
ple were upset by articles which had to be written. Mostly, though, 
the support given across a wide spectrum has been appreciated and 
people realise that 'their paper' is easily accessible, has a listening 
ear and is prepared to give of its best in the interest of its readers. 
My hope is that this fine tradition will carry on into the future. 

Nationalist staff outside new building 
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L.D. BERGIN'S ROLE AS THE 

PAPER'S EDITOR 

All his life Liam D. Bergin strove to integrate high ideals with 
expert skills and good business practices. 

It was a formula that made him one of the country's most outstand
ing Managing Editors. 

In 1944, on James Reddy's death, Liam D. Bergin became 
Managing Editor of The Nationalistand, for almost half a century, 
devoted himself to producing what was acknowledged as one of 
the finest newspapers in Ireland. 

In him, Patrick Conlon had a most worthy successor - a man of 
high principle, absolute integrity and a passion for the highest stan
dards in journalism. 

For him, journalism and particulary the role of a newspaper editor 
was a responsibility which he exercised on behalf of the public. 
He never forced his views on his readers, believing that the func
tion of an editor was to present the facts, leaving it to readers to 
form their own judgements on them. 

He insisted on attention to detail and was always concerned that 
his newspaper's reporting was accurate, fair and objective. He 
demanded the highest standards of written English and had no time 
for sloppy writing, bad grammar or faulty syntax. He had a good 
eye for a pithy, vivid headline and a ruthless sub-editor's pen for 
over-writing. 

He was also a perfectionist in relation to the plant and equipment 
needed to produce a top class newspaper and quality job printing. 
He travelled to the US, the UK and Germany in order to ensure that 
The Nationalist had the best machinery available. He bought for 
The Nationalist a printing press which was the first on which the 
Irish Press was printed when it started in 1931. 

One of his most valuable journalistic gifts was his expertise in 
newspaper layout. On several occasions down the years, he re
modelled The Nationalist introducing new formats and installing 
new type-faces. On two occasions, The Nationalist won major 
international awards for design and layout. 
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Beyond the Timetable 
IT Carlow 

Part I 

HISTORY CF" THE TYNDALL·DARGAN COMMITTEE 

Joseph Feeley (Chair), Norman McMillan (Secretary) 
and Martin Nevin (Treasurer) 

Liam Bergin, Editor of the Nationalist was a founder of the Old Carlow 
Society. From 1948 he promoted a,: awareness of Tyndall's work in the 
pages of both the Nationalist and Carloviana. Liam founded and was 
editor of Carloviana for several years. This small drip feed on Tyndall 
proved to be enough to keep a spark of local interest alive. When the 
RTC was established in 1970 a Tyndall Society was formed in the 
Science Department. This society established by the students, hosted 
various scientific lectures and other activities of a less cultural dimen
sion such as social nights in a local hostelry. In the 1970s Martin 
Nevin, lecturer in mechanical engineering, but importantly, a native of 
Leighlinbridge approached Norman McMillan asking him if he would 
do some serious research into Tyndall who was persona non grata in 
his home village because of his agnosticism, and perhaps most damn
ingly in the eyes of the locals, his overt Unionism. Martin felt that sci
entists should be judged on their scientific merits and 100 years of per
due was sufficient. As a Canadian, McMillan was not overly influenced 
by the Pastoral Letter read from the pulpit denouncing Tyndall after his 
1874 Belfast Address. Over the next period he researched and wrote 
two sets of articles for the Nationalist1, Kilkenny PeopJe2,3, 
Nationalist4,5 Ireland Today6, and Cara 7. 

Scientific Council 

The Carlow Scientific Council (hereafter 
CSC) was in existence for many years and 
had at its helm when the RTC was estab
lished Dr D. O'Brian with the redoubtable 
Dr Bernard Crombie as Hon. Secretary. 
Barnie was the Director at the Oak Park 
Research Centre. Several members of the 
RTC were shortly to join Dr Charles O'Hara 
on the Committee who was already a lead
ing member of the CSC. The meetings were 
usually in the Research Centre of the Sugar 
Company on the Athy Road, or on rare 

CARLOW occasions in the Boardroom of An Foras 
Taluntais (now Teagasc). Barnie was active 

SCIENTIFIC in establishing the Tyndall Medal which 
was awarded to the Leaving Certificate stu-

CO UN CI L dent in the county who obtained the highest 
marks in three science subjects. This medal 

award was the first development of what would in time spread out into 
a major Tyndall project. McMillan as Secretary of the CSC obtained 
the medals for a number of years from Ms Hadden, a silversmith on the 
Tullow Road. When she left Carlow, Barnie found a silversmith in 
Capel Street in Dublin who was able to continue the fine standard of 
silversmith work. 

Legacy 

With respect to Tyndall's legacy to Carlow, the most urgent job was to 
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save any local materi
al that might be related 
to Tyndall. Martin 
Nevin took McMillan 
to meet Mr John 
Byrne, a relative of the 
great man who resided 
in Johns Street in 
Kilkenny at this time. 
This former teacher 
donated some Tyndall 
family mementos, 
which were duly 

John Wm. Nolan Graiguecullen presented 
with the Tyndall Award from College 

Director, John Gallagher 

placed in the County Museum. In addition, visits were made to Mrs 
Eileen Breen who ran a shop on the main street in Bagenalstown and 
who as a young woman had nursed Tyndall's nephew Caleb Tyndall. 
Eileen had John Tyndall memorabilia inherited from Caleb and gave 
this willingly to Nevin and McMillan for the local museum. This 
included some of Caleb's Masonic regalia. In addition she had placed a 
large box of 'stuff' in the Bagenalstown solicitor, Mr Foley's office. 
One piece of Percy French writing was reluctantly handed over by 
Eileen as it was a very rude piece of doggerel. Nevertheless, this not 
very fine example of French's literary style was placed in the care of 
the County Library. A very rude poem was well in keeping with 
Eileen's memories of the great man who was Caleb's close friend. She 
explained that French and Caleb used to sit in a rather intoxicated state 
on Bagenlstown station singing such ditties and upsetting in particular 
fine ladies who disembarked from the train. 

It was only very late in the day that it was discovered that Mr Jocelyn 
Proby, Louisa Tyndall's grandson was leaving Ireland to retire to 
Warminster in the English Midlands. He had inherited all Tyndall's major 
possessions and was because of the move and retirement to England 
forced to dispose of Tyndall's own library. Jocelyn had unfortunately 
made an offer to donate this library to the Royal Society of London. This 
august body really was only interested in the financial value of the col
lection rather than in preserving Tyndall's legacy. Their representative 
had arrived to pick over the valuable books in the collection. The Royal 
Society took Tyndall's signed Darwin copies and works of Huxley and 
such. The remainder of the books all were to go to a bookseller. 
McMillan and Nevin on a trip to Arklow where Mr and Mrs Proby lived, 
persuaded them to donate the books to the County Library in Carlow. All 
the books in Tyndall's own library came from Hindhead where he and 
Louisa lived. The books were carefully numbered according to a special 
system Tyndall's widow had devised. The books were eventually housed 
in a rather fine specially-made oak bookcase for which McMillan 
obtained sponsorship for from Braun Ireland. The Tyndall papers that 
were associated with this collection were housed in a filing cabinet and 
this collection has progressively grown over the years to attract scholars 
from abroad who visited Carlow to look at this material. A letter asking 
the Royal Society as to which books they had taken was stonewalled as 
they probably anticipated trouble over this and did not want for example 
a claim by the Irish State lodged for the return of these books to the col
lection; it is just inconceivable that they do not know which books came 



from Tyndall's personal libraryas they claim. Political pressure should be 
applied to get the return of these books to Ireland as Mr Proby said ifhe 
had realised that there was an interest in Carlow he would have given all 
the books to our County. He was upset that the Royal Society had cher
ry-picked books and left the majority behind so was pleased at this 
Carlow initiative to keep the library intact. 

Mr Proby also informed McMillan of the existence of Eric Wiseman 
who he had allowed to visit Tyndall's climbing hut in Bel Alp 
Switzerland and retrieve any material he could from this house before 
it was sold. It is a matter of extreme regret that Eric did not bring down 
from Bel Alp Tyndall's own climbing boots that were still there, but 
chose rather unimportant pieces of equipment such as wet and dry ther
mometers. Wiseman2 and his wife Mabel were happy to contribute all 
this material to Ireland and Carlow in particular. The Minister of 
Education, the late Mr John Wilson (1977-81) was prepared to accept 
this material on behalf of the Irish Nation and the County Librarian, 
took all the Tyndall books into his care. Wiseman traveled overs to 

Martin Nevin with Bi!/c~~tes outside the Royal Institution (RI), 
Albermarle, Street, London, in the 1970s 

Dublin in the early 1980s to make the presentation of this Tyndall 
material, which was a gift of real value and was covered in the nation
al papers. The collection included several books and various pieces of 
equipment which were put respectively into the care of the County 
Library and Museum. 

Finally, Professor George Porter, Nobel Laureate and Director of the 
Royal Institution in GB (known affectionately as the RI) was more than 
supportive of efforts by Carlow to resurrect the reputation of his illus
trious predecessor and contributed some material from the RI. On a 
visit by McMillan and Nevin to the famous Institution in Albermarle 
Street, the Head Technician, the famous Bill Coates who was such a 
feature of British TV when lectures from the RI were still broadcast, 
surreptitiously donated to Carlow the 'Tyndall rattle' that he used dur
ing his demonstration lectures on sound along with some other Tyndall 
material. These artifacts were again donated to the County Museum. 
Further sponsorship from the Bank of Ireland enabled some fine dis-
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play cases to be made and for several years this Tyndall material was 
displayed in four cases in the RTC's library and one in the main County 
Library on Tullow Street. The documents were covered by UV plastics 
to stop their deterioration while on display by Mr Corden of the Sugar 
Company. Another display case was set up in the County Library hous
ing other Tyndall material. 

An original and very fine etching of Tyndall was discovered on the 
pavement outside of Coleman's shop on Dublin Street in a big house 
clearance. McMillan was summoned down to inspect the find and con
firm that it was indeed Tyndall. The etching appears to be a lost piece 
of work that came from the Tyndall family here in Carlow and the etch
ing was donated to the County Museum after being copied by the 
Nationalist to provide a feature for the Science Corridor in the RTC. 
This beautiful etching later featured on the cover of the 1981 Tyndall 
book produced by the RDS. The final contribution to this growing 
Tyndall collection came from following up on Tyndall's local connec
tions. It was discovered that family members were still extant and the 
two Miss Robinsons who have run the Intercontinental Tea Store on 
Dubin Street, Carlow next to the Royal Hotel were then living in Co. 
Down. A trip to the North by McMillan yielded from Miss O.J. 
Robinson of 52 Groomsport Rd., Bangor, Tyndall's biography9 and 
some other Tyndall family material for the collection in the County 
Museum. Included in this was a photograph that was for many years on 
the wall of the Director's Office in the RTC and Miss Robinson 
believed this photograph was given to all family members when Mrs 
Louisa Tyndall visited Carlow in the 1930s. 

The CSC, and specifically McMillan and Joseph Feeley who were 
both Committee members, organised a couple of public lectures on 
Tyndall. The CSC presented to Sir George Porter an illuminated parch
ment granting him life membership of the CSC when he visited UCD 
in the late 1970s in recognition of his help with the developing Tyndall 
campaign. Finding, the Tyndall commitment too much of a constant 
pull on the work of the CSC, McMillan decided to step down as Hon. 
Secretary and devote himself more fully to the Tyndall project and 
Eamonn Moore took over as Secretary. The Tyndall-Dargan 
Committee (hereafter TDC) was soon thereafter established. Joe 
Feeley chaired the inaugural meeting in the County Library on Tullow 
Street. This committee comprised in addition to the three RTC lectur
ers Feeley, McMillan and Nevin on the TDC was Annette Kelly, 
Librarian in the RTC; Ms Hannah O'Sullivan, Librarian in the County 
Library; Dr Loranne Vallely, Lecturer in the RTC; Jim Humphries, 
journalist in the Nationalist; Eamon Nolan, Photographer; and Dr Con 
O'Rourke ofTeagasc. Later, Matt Diskin, a Communications Lecturer 
in the RTC joined the TDC. One great benefit of having Jim Humphries 
on the Committee was that the whole development of events around the 
project got a wide publicity in the pages of the Nationalist. The 
Committee was established to help promote an awareness of both 
Tyndall and the patriot entrepreneur William Dargan. Martin Nevin had 
discovered a great deal about this wonderful man and delivered a lec
ture on Dargan to a packed audience in the County Museum in 1982, 
which was attended by members of the Dargan family incuding Fr Dan 
Dargan of the Pioneer Total Abstience Association. It was decided 
from the outset by the TDC would construct an exhibition to be placed 
behind glass in the alcoves of the lower corridor in the RTC. Feeley 
obtained advice and help from his brother-in-law Maurice O'Connor 
for some exhibition stands that were to be used. Eventually, it was 
decided however that these stands were not suitable, but the plans for 
the exhibition were nevertheless well developed by the TDC over the 
next year working with these stands in mind. 

There was also another important innovation in Carlow physics pro
gramme in that this exploited the history of science to promote and 
inspire the study of physics, science and engineering. McMillan 
worked with the NCEA on a publication that was designed for used in 
the RTCs complementary studies programmes. The book was John 
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Lord Rosse unveiling plaque on the birth place of John Tyndall in 
Main St Leighlinbridge. 

Left: Lord Rosse, Norman McMillan, Joe Feeley, John Phelan, Peggy 
Phelan and son, John. 

Tyndall, Exemplar of Scientific and Technological Education (NCEA, 
Dublin, 1981)10 and was edited by Dr Padraig Hogan of the National 
Council for Education Awards (NCEA) and published by them with the 
original intention for its use nationally in the RTC complementary 
studies programmes. Nevin did several of the illustrations in this book. 
Eventually P. MacDiarmada got wind that the NCEA had a contract for 
publishing this book and was apparently as a nationalist extremely 
upset this had been done and "threw the book at the printers". The book 
was consequently badly produced, but nevertheless, launched by the 
NCEA in the library of the RTC with some fanfare and expense and 
much local publicity. McMillan attempted to ensure books sent to the 
Copyright Libraries were annotated to explain the reason for the short
comings in the printing. The Institute of Physics gave sserious consid
eration to publishing this book because they were impressed with this 
study, but unfortunately after some extensive consideration very late in 
the day decided against. The book was thus never released for public 
sale because plates were stuck in, figures wrongly numbered and refer
ences omitted. That being said, some 1000 books have over time sold 
out the stock via personal sales with McMillan ensuring those purchas
ing the book were aware this was not allowed to go on release because 

of the terrible shortcomings in the printing. 

A second book project on Tyndall was one of some real and lasting 
importance. The TDC had made contact with very many people at this 
stage all of whom had a great interest in the man and a growing num
ber of scholars joined to help with this book project. McMillan traveled 
to the UK and met Professor J.S. Rowinson in Oxford, to Nottingham 
to meet Dr Sophie Forgan, to the RI to meet Professor C. Taylor and 
the librarian Irena McCabe, to Coventry to meet Donald Thompson an 
expert on Tyndall's educational work and most memorably to the home 
of the mountaineering writer and Tyndall authority on climbing matters 
Ronald W. Clarke. A trip to Leicester and Loughborough 
Universities secured the involvement of W.H. Brock and A.J. 
Meadows and the visits to Ireland by Dr P. Callaghan, US 
Department of Agriculture and Professor Joe Burchfield, N. Illinois 
University copper fastening this project. McMillan and Nevin con
tributed a very well researched chapter on Tyndall of Leighlin, 
which involved them doing a consderable amount of research in 
local graveyards and visiting family members. John and Mary 
Tyndall who were then living in Leighlinbridge and William 
Tyndall were consulted. William lived an amazingly frugal exis
tence on the top of the ridge overlooking Leighlin in a home with 
no running water and a blanket box for all his possessions. Several 
others contributed chapters to this book, notably Dr Con O'Rourke 
from Forus Taluntais, later Teagasc, the aforementioned Wiseman 
and three others very well respected academics from leading US 
universities, Vernon Jenson, Minnesota; Katherine Sopka, Harvard; 
and Frank Turner in Yale. Tess Cosslett from the University of 
Lancaster wrote on Tyndall's style as a writer. In 1981 as the 250th 
Anniversary book John Tyndall: Essays on a Natural Philosopher 
(Dublin, 1981) 11 was published. This is now the standard academic 
work on Tyndall. This study was planned by McMillan but profes
sionally edited by the famous historian of science W.H. Brock in 
collaboration with McMillan and the RDS's Charles Mollan. The 
enormous importance of Tyndall's contribution to physics as a pro
fession has also been established by Carlow researches. 12 

Erection of plaques 

E. T.S. Walton, unveiling the plaque at Ballinabrannagh School 
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The preservation of Tyndall's home, his old school in Ballinabranna 
and the grandfather's home up on the ridge close to Jim Bolger's home 
and stables were important. McMillan and Nevin had identified these 
from their footwork for the RDS book, but the work was begun by the 
CSC. The job was to put a plaque on the home and school to try and 
protect these historic structures. The CSC arranged the finance for the 
plaque on the sole remaining wall and front of his home in 
Leighlinbridge which was unveiled by Lord Rosse (Brendan Parsons). 
A second unveiling of a plaque was organised later for the National 
School in Ballinabranna which was unveiled by Professor ETS Walton, 

President Patrick Hillery, talking with Dr McMillan at the Tyndall 
Exhibition 

Ireland's only Nobel Laureate in science. This plaque was sought by 
the then Principal of the National School Mr Myles Kavanagh and 
placed on a structure that was the very first, or certainly, one of the first 
buildings erected by JKL following the Westminster Government 
agreement in the late 1820s to fund for the first time public education. 
Tyndall was educated in this school by John Conwill who was a former 
hedge school teacher and was in large part responsible for giving 
Tyndall such a major start in life. Sign posts were erected directing vis
itors from the main Carlow-Kilkenny road to Ballinabranna. Two 
plaques were left untouched, but the important one on the main 
Carlow-Kilkenny road mysteriously disappeared. This the first signal 
that things were going to get difficult over this plaque on the school 
and the maintenance of this building. Despite valient attemps by TDC 
stopping the demolition Stephen's Day 1976 (members sitting in front 
ofbulldozers), the demolition was achieved. The building was let go to 
rack and ruin and was thus eventually lost. The plaque was placed 
on the east graveyard boundary-wall and thus subsequently totally 
obscured by a new building that was erected in exactly the same 
spot as the old one that was let fall into disrepair! Today the plaque 
has been brought out again into public view which is sesnible 
because this plaque commemorates the teacher Conwill's work in 
educating Tyndall. 

Travelling exhibition 

The Tyndall-Dargan Traveling Science and Engineering Exhibition 
(hereafter the Exhibition) came into being eventually with the direct 
help of the London Science Museum. Walter Winton their Keeper and 
importantly a Tyndall enthusiast, provided the plans for the stands and 
remained an active supporter throughout the project aimed to produce 
a range of plug-in stands that could be transported to schools in a stan-
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dard CIE container anywhere in the country. McMillan traveled over to 
Winton's home in Denham near Uxbridge with Nevin to discuss this 
project and on that occasion visited the London Science Museum. The 
Museum provided detailed drawings and information on how to con
struct these traveling exhibition stands and furthermore gave detailed 
information on exhibition safety requirements and other vital matters 
for public display of traveling exhibitions. CIE sponsored the project 
by the provision of free transport, but most unfortunately as events 
turned out, not insurance! The RDS initially offered and agreed to take 
the management of the exhibition when completed, but later backed 
out of this commitment when it was completed. This backtracking gave 
the TDC a major headache. Nevin and Feeley over two years did the 
vast majority of the construction in the shed at the back of Martin's 
house. McMillan devised the physics experiments and Feeley and 
Nevin the engineering exhibits. The exhibition stand for chemistry 
were developed by the RTC's John Frayne and those for biology by the 
RTC's David Phillips. Professor Berries-Davies in Trinity helped 
devise the geology stand. The exhibition featured over 100 working 
experiments made famous by Tyndall on 12 stands. McMillan traveled 
to the UK and obtained major sponsorship of the project from the 
school equipment company Philip Harris for an amount in today's 
money that would be well in excess of€40,000. The Nationalist even
tually sponsored and published the exhibition booklet somewhat belat
edly.12 At its centre, the exhibition had the Giotto stand. This stand eel-

Viewing the Tyndall Exhibition 

ebrated the internationally acclaimed contemporary Irish space-science 
achievements of Professor Susan McKenna-Lawlor with sponsorship 
by Maynooth College and The European Space Agency. Mike Higgins 
produced a scale model of William Dargan's 1831 steam engine 
Hibernia for the exhibition Dargan entrance stand. Leighlinbridge's 
Tommy McAssay produced two impressive sculptures of the heads of 
Tyndall and Dargan. The back of the exhibition stands were covered 
with 24 wonderful landscape watercolour paintings of scenes and flora 
from Ireland by the celebrated Kildare based James H. Flack.1 3 

The Exhibition was launched at the Institute of Physics Annual 
Conference in 1980 at Kilkea Castle by Professor ETS Walton, Noble 
Laureate. Its first public showing was a grand affair at the 1981 Young 
Scientist of the year. It was officially opened by the President oflreland 
Dr Patrick Hillery and seen there in the entrance hall of this large exhi
bition hall by over 120,000 people. Most of those who came to view 
twiddled and pressed knobs and pulled levers to look at the interesting 
effects. The exhibition unfortunately came to a very sad end on one of 
its very first trips to a school when in 1982 a CIE fork lift was rammed 
through the side of the container smashing the tightly packed contents. 
The stands were destroyed both in the horizontal and vertical direction, 
horizontal damage from tight packed stands being smashed with the 
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fork lift, vertical, from the container falling off the back of the lorry in 
this accident. 

1984 Lecture Brochure 

Tyndall lectures 

One development in Carlow of special importance was the develop
ment of the national demonstration lecture series known as the Tyndall 
Series that began in 1977. The original idea for the series came from 
the Principal of the RTC Mr John Gallagher, who was keen to see the 
RTC develop something akin to then successful IEE's Faraday Lecture. 
Since Tyndall was Faraday's disciple and wrote the famous book 
Faraday the Discoverer (1868) after the death of his friend, it seemed a 
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good suggestion. Both Tyndall and Faraday were based at the RI in 
London's Albermarle Street. McMillan quickly obtained the support of 
Sir George Porter PRS and Nobel Laureate, who was then Director of 
the RI. Sir George recommended the first lecture series should be 
delivered by the RI's professor Charles Taylor on the topic 'Sounds of 
Music'. Taylor was the Head of the Physics Department in Cardiff 
University, but held a position also in the RI. Charles was an absolute
ly brilliant exponent of the lecture demonstration. Unfortunately, hav
ing made all the arrangements of linking this lecture series with the 
Irish Branch of the Institute of Physics (now Institute of Physics in 
Ireland) and RDS, McMillan discovered Taylor had been very sick 
indeed and was rehabilitating very slowly. The inaugural series was 
only saved by McMillan traveling to Cardiff to pick up the van full of 
Taylor's equipment. The professor flew and traveled by public trans
port in Ireland. McMillan acted as assistant throughout the tour of the 
country and set up the equipment for Taylor, who despite his illness 
gave a most memorable series oflectures around the country in Belfast 
(QUB), Dublin (RDS), Carlow, Cork (UCC) and Galway (UCG). The 
series was seen by several thousand pupils (mostly aged 14-18 years) 
and set a very high standard indeed for all later lecture series. RTE 
recorded the lecture in the RDS, loading the RDS's electrical system to 
the limit and blowing all the fuses during the lecture. The panic of a 
totally darkened hall was not enough, however, to clear the hall and 
after a ten minute intermission the lecture resumed. Electricians by
passes fuses keeping the show on the road! 

The Tyndall series went from strength to strength in the early years. A 
couple of years later in 1981, McMillan organised that the lecture 
demonstration by Al Baez (Joan's father) on Holography televised live 
on a Pat Kenny 'Public Account' Special. The programme transmitted 
the first ever 3-D images to be seen by those who had secured their red 
and green glasses that had been supplied free with that week's RTE 
Guide and Sunday Tribune. The Tyndall lecture Series has now 
become a major event in the academic calendar and is thriving to this 
very day. Dr Loranne Vallely has since about 1990 taken over the role 
of main Carlow organiser. McMillan organised and ran the event for 
the first decade and notably suggested in a published letter to Physics 
Education, that the IOP's Educational Group should take the Irish 
Tyndall Series to the UK. After bringing Cyril Eisenberg to Ireland in 
1979, where he delivered a tremendous lecture on 'Soap Films and 
Soap Bubbles', this suggestion was taken up by the London based IOP. 
Isenberg consequently gave the inaugural IOP Schools Lecture Series 
in 1980. It was soon realised that this commitment in time to deliver a 
series in both the UK and Ireland was simply too much for individuals 
other than Isenberg of course! Subsequently, different lecturers for 
each series have since been appointed. The formal Carlow involvement 
as organiser of the Tyndall Lecture Series was lost shortly after 
McMillan stopped running the series in 1988, but the lecture still 
comes every year to the Institute in Carlow although now under the 
badge of only the Institute of Physics in Ireland and the RDS. It is an 
important nuance, but the Lecture delivered in Carlow is THE TYN
DALL LECTURE. All other lecture venues in the Tyndall Lecture 
Series alternate at various university sites around the country, except 
for the RDS. All are component lectures that are part of the Lecture 
Series, but the Carlow lecture is special and designated as such. 

One particular story from the Tyndall Series is worth recounting 
regarding the 1984 Series delivered by Brian Delf of University 
College Cardiff on 'Inswingers, Babanas and Splits: The Physics of 
Sport'. He requested that in the lecture hall we should have a trampo
line, Karate kick boxer and also experts in soccer, hurling, and finally 
and certainly not least, a golf. Among the stars assembled to take part 
in the lecture were the Irish soccer team manager Owen Hand and the 
legendary Kilkenny hurler Eddie Keher. There were various demon
strations of sporting skills and explanations as to the physics involved. 
Unable to attract a professional golfer, McMillan secured the services 



On 'Public Account', 
RTE-2 Tuesday at 7 nm 
(repeatedSunclay,Maylth,on RTE-1 at-i~3$)pm) 

Use the 3-D fUters supplied 
today only In The Sunday Tribune 
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Part of the Sunday Tribune promotion, May 2, 1982 for the Pat Kenny special. },;~]Al Baez 1982 Tyndall Lecturer who demon
stration lecture entitled 'Light Fant as tic' includ-Pat visited Leighlinbridge to film the introduction to the programme with the Tyndall 

Committee and the Sunday Magazine included the special glasses to see the 3D effects ed the first 3D images on Irish TV 

of an RTC lecturer Des Carbery for the golf demonstration. Des was an 
amateur but was playing off scratch at the time. During the lecture Des 
was asked to hit off a tee-shot using an air flow ball and asked to keep 
it under a line on the wall drawn at one metre height at a distance some 
five metres from this wall. Des hit the ball under the line and then 
repeated this twice more. Brian was forced to abandon the demonstra
tion and moved rapidly onto another demonstration. After the lecture, 
Brian confided to McMillan that he had never ever seen anyone do this 
shot once before, as it was 'absolutely impossible under the existing 
laws of physics' he said laughing out loud. Des later revealed the tech
nique when he told McMillan that he practiced hitting the top of balls 
to flight them low. The top spin he thus produced had done for the laws 
of physics that day in February 1984; fortunately for the large audience 
gravity continued to act! 

International Tyndall School 

In 1993 to celebrate the Tyndall centenary McMillan and his son 
Douglas as the chief organizers of the International Tyndall School 
(hereafter ITS) and National Environmental Week, working with 
Feeley, Nevin and others such as Mike Baker to organize a series of 
events in the RTC. Mary Robinson, President oflreland was the ITS 
Week Patron. The McMillans organised a series of major lectures, 
events and public concerts in Carlow town, the RTC and the County. 
The event was launched by a filmed recording in a packed hall of the 
Institute of Technology's Barrow Centre of a lecture from the RI 
delivered by Professor Charles Taylor and introduced by the 
President of the University of Pennsylvania. McMillan Snr. had trav
eled to the USA to organise this latter input to the centenary events 
and Penn State was involved in the Centenary Celebrations, because 
importantly for them, Tyndall had raised funds from his 1871-3 lec
ture tour of America specifically to fund the establishment of the 
first research facilities in the four Ivy league Universities 
(Columbia, Yale, Harvard and Penn State). Tyndall generously then 
with his own money set up a Tyndalel4 Scholarship fund to bring 
scholars to Europe to study from Pennsylvania. 

The ITS events were generally a great success in the County where it was 
organised by the McMillans under the banner of 'The Carlow Lectures 
Programme' with organisation of events in Ballinabranna chaired by Mr 
Myles Kavanagh the local Principal and events in Leighlinbridge run 
under the chairmanship of Nevin. There was a fabulous concert organ
ised with the German Ambassador in attendance and featuring the 
harpists the Caeser sisters. There was packed events also in 
Leighlinbridge organised by Martin Nevin in the Lord Bagenal culminat
ing with a lecture by McMillan on Tyndall's life and work that was a cen-

tral event in the whole of the week of activities. A very significant input 
to the County proceedings was a film made by Jim Bolger on the envi
ronmental contributions made by the horse racing industry and specifi
cally detailing his own very impressive environmental work as a trainer. 

In the town Ms Brid de Roiste was the principal organiser of the "Irish 
Cultural Harvest Festival" from the I I-19th September 1993. This was 
naturally a bilingual festival. In the Institute of Technology Mr Mike 
Baker, then Head of Computers, Mathematics and Physics Department 
organised a full programme of Scientific Lectures. The'event started on 
the Sunday when Professor Richard Catlow, Tyndall's immediate suc
cessor as Professor of Natural Philosophy in the RI, delivered the inau
gural lecture on Computers and Molecules. Daily lectures then took 
place including ones from Mr Ken Sharples, Analysing Stress 
Optically; Professor Susan McKenna-Lawlor spoke on the Giotto 
Mission; and Professor Des McHale, UCC with a lecture on Comedy 
and Science. The whole ITS event was rounded off by a brilliant talk 
on the Friday by one of the organizers Brian Davies, the Institute of 
Physics' Education officer on Science and Fraud in Art. There were a 
whole series of social events organised during that week for students. 
The ITS Week had been organised deliberately to coincide with the 
first week of the IT Carlow's academic session. The freshers were to be 
given a great treat of lectures and a host of event organised specifical
ly for them. On the Monday, when students began arriving for registra
tion, unfortunately the computer system failed. Without any consulta
tion with the ITS Committee, the Director sent home the students until 
the following week while the ITC's computer problem was fixed. The 
programme of events in the IT Carlow were fortunately attractive 
enough to survive this disaster of the bulk of the possible audience 
being sent away from the Institute. A great deal of students fortunately 
stayed behind and the numbers at the lectures were more than 
respectable. There was great concern in particular over attendance at 
the wonderfully impressive lecture demonstration on Rainbows, Halos, 
and Glories by Robert Greenler, l 5 University of Wisconsin in the main 
hall that was delivered in front of an almost full house. Greenler 
showed the 'green flash' which can be seen in very rare atmospheric 
conditions as the very point of sunset. The lecturer had been brought 
over from America courtesy of sponsorship obtained by McMillan by 
SPIE-The International Society for Optical Engineering. The Director 
of SPIE-The International Society for Optical Engineering Joe Yaver 
was in attendance the whole week with several of the society's officers. 

This event was a fitting centenary event for a great scientist who was 
the father of modem meteorological science. McMillan's professional 
expertise was not irt this area and therefore for the planning of the main 
conferences help was sought from UCD, DCU and TCD. Meetings 
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were held in Dublin and a conference organised that was entitled 
"Assessing the Environmental Impact of Food Production" in conjunc
tion with Teagasc. The conference was led off by Dr Hill, Chairman of 
Food and Safety Committee and several speakers dealt with various 
issues relating to food safety additives, microbiology, food poisoning, 
waste disposal, environmental issues and more. The main outcome of 
this conference was however of absolute importance to Ireland. 
Professor R.W. Lacey, Leeds University spoke of'Unsafe food produc
tion systems' concentrating in his talk on the risk of BSE. His paper in 
the proceedings published from this conference "Science, Green Issues 
and the Environment" shows his talk was a tightly-argued well refer
enced study that can stand as one of the most important contribution 
ever to a scientific conference in Ireland. From this paper came a direct 
change in Government policy on the importation of animal foodstuffs. 
RTE were fortunately in attendance after this conference and McMillan 
took the opportunity to introduce Lacey to the reporter and he subse
quently featured on the 'News at One' radio programme explaining the 
dangers oflreland importing contaminated food stuffs from the UK. This 
danger was very real and extremely urgent as 'cheap' animal food stuffs 
contaminated with bone meal was flooding into Ireland at the time fol
lowing the British Government ban on its use in the UK. A recent very 
definitive study ofCJD16 found "The Republic oflreland has the second 
highest incidence of BSE worldwide. Only a single case of vCJD has 
been identified to date. The infection of the Irish herd was a matter of 
great concern and McMillan in a phone call raised the issue directly with 
RTE TV News staff; Lacey consequently appeared the on the Six One 
News. A letter by McMillan some days later in the Irish Independent on 
the issue took up the best part of a whole page. At stake was the existence 
of one of Ireland's leading industries. The outcome was within days a 
Dail debate was held and the banning of these imports. The actual audi
ence for Lacey's talk was quite small and he said to McMillan in the bar 
of the Seven Oaks Hotel over a pint, that he was nevertheless happy to 
go anywhere to talk on the subject as it was 'matter of life and death'. 
Given this recent study into the infection of the Irish herd it is clear that 
a debt of gratitude from our country to Professor Lacey is owed, and it 
was fortunate in the extreme that the conference coincided with the 
ramping up of these dangerous imports. It appears that it was more luck 
than judgment that disaster was averted! 

The ITS Committee were not able to fund any other conferences, but 
the demand to be involved in this centenary event for Tyndall was real
ly overwhelming. As a consequence, the McMillans were able to put 
together a conference on 'Monitoring the Environment-Future Trends' 
that was entirely self funding. Speakers came to Carlow at their own 
expense from many major European Institutes notably including DLR, 
Oberpfaffenhofen; the EU Directorate General XII and the Joint 
Research Centre (JRC), Italy. Others were in attendance in St. Patrick's 
College 16 September, 1993 for this conference from Warren Springs 
Laboratory, UK; Institute of Arable Crops, UK; German Aerospace 
Research Establishment (FRG); Caltech; DARA GmbH; FICI; 
University College London; and South Dekota University. These pro
fessional contributions to the published proceddings made it possible 
for a proper recognition of the Tyndall's centenary, quite simply 
because this was the research field he established. "The International 
Ecology Forum" was run over a couple of days from the 17th 
September, 1993. The title of the event was "Farming as if the Future 
Mattered". Professor Jack Meadows an international expert on Tyndall 
from Loughborough kicked the event off with Is There Anything New 
Under the Sun? ; John Seymour the writer and environmental activist 
was a star performer as usual; Dr Meiner-Ploeger, Kassel University, 
Germany dealt with Wholefood Nutrition; a world expert in sustain
able farming Dr W.C. Beets gave an important paper; Professor Al 
Baez gave a paper on An Environmental Ethic which remains to this 
day one of the most profoundest pieces of work. "A Philosophy of the 
Environment" conference then took up 14th September 1993. This 
event included contributions from Richard Kearney ofUCD and RTE 
fame; Richard Douthwaite, the Green economist; two London 
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University speakers M. O'Sullivan and M. Conneely both dealt with 
legal ecological issues. The event ended with an "Environmental 
Gathering" on the 16-18th September which involved nearly every 
environmental and cultural organisation in Ireland from An Taisce to 
the RSPB. The Health and Safety programme was run on the 15th 
September 1993 dealing with issues of safety in the workplace, issues 
of passive smoking led by ASH, and radon danger in the home and 
workplace by Dr O'Flaherty, then head ofIRPB. This was followed on 
the 16th by a very successful Radon School designed to introduce the 
issues of radon testing to local schools and the public. The ITS Week 
event was covered by special articles and features by Loma Siggins of 
the Irish Times and a great deal of coverage of proceedings was given 
in the Nationalist. 

The ITS Week was spread out to Kilkenny as the Tyndall 
Mountaineering Club (TMC) hosted a major mountaineering confer
ence 'The Tyndall Mountaineering Forum and Exploration Programme' 
and involved talks by leading mountaineers, historical contributions 
from Joss Lynam, classic films on the Matterhorn by the director Luis 
Trenker, talks by the film director, Herbert Giradet, exhibitions of 
mountaineering photographs and more. The event ran from the l 3-19th 
September 1993. The organiser Kevin Higgins and some fellow TMC 
members during the summer of 1993 had in fact successfully climbed 
the Weisshom to repeat Tyndall's first ascent of this mountain. They 
had however pulled out of an attempt on the Matterhorn as conditions 
were dangerous. 

The great wild life film-maker, Gerrit van Gelderen offered to be the 
Chair of the next Organising Committee for 1993, saying this event 
was of the utmost importance and needed to be run annully. 
Tragically within weeks Gerrit died, but the Conference Proceedings 
were dedicated to his memory by his son Finn. ITS and the National 
Environmental Week won a national accolade when Douglas 
McMillan on behalf of the organizing committee was given an 
Environmental Awareness Award at a ceremony in the ENFO, The 
National Environmental Centre. Brendan Howlin TD, Minister of the 
Environment and Heritage subsequently launched the book Science 
Green Issues and the Environment in UCD. 

These conferences were made possible by the involvement ofTeagasc 
and the Carlow County Council from which the organisation of the 
entire event was run. The Institute of Technology, Gaelscoil, 
Nationalist, County Library, Ballinabranna School, Lord Bagenal and 
many others joined in making this a landmark week in the life of the 
town. The ESB sponsored the National Environmental Week that was 
run all over the country to coincide with the ITS Week. The major out
come of this event was that greater understanding of the central role of 
Tyndall in establishing environmental monitoring as a science from 
some of the English academics who attended from Norwich, 
Manchester and Southampton. Subsequently, the Tyndall Centre for 
Climate Change Research (hereafter TCCCR) was established at these 
universities. This spatially distributed national initiative is located at 
various centres, but TCCCR is becoming ever more prestigious in the 
life of Britain as the issue of climate change rises remorselessly to the 
very top of the political agenda. 

Since these heady times, McMillan has continued to work on the 
Tyndall project and written widely on his work in education, philoso
phy and practical science. Various important pieces of work on Tyndall 
in papers,17 chapters in books,18 academic entries in the Dictionnaire 
des Philosophel9 and Encyclopedias20 were published on Tyndall. 
The most important of these however is Prometheus's Fire (Carlow, 
2000) which contained a major original study of the Tyndall-Stokes 
correspondence that was the IVEA's Millennium Publication. 

The 'National Science and Engineering Commemorative Plaques 
Committee' in part grew out of the Carlow TDC project. The CEO of 
Bord Failte Mr Matt McNulty in 1996 asked McMillan to establish a 



committee to erect national plaques to scientists and engineers who had 
made internationally acclaimed contributions. This Committee has 
now erected some 60 plaques all over Ireland and worked with the 
Library Council of Ireland (LCI) Ms Annette Kelly ( a member of the 
TDC) to establish a website for these plaques and more generally for 
the history of Irish science and technology. This facet of the website 
can be found on the LCI's 'Ask About Ireland' website. In this very year 
a national plaque is to be unveiled to Tyndall and will stand in the 
Garden of Remembrance in Leighlinbridge. It will be unveiled by 
Professor Roger Whatmore, Director of the Tyndall National Institute 
in Cork. The TNI is the premier fabrication facility in the country and 
appropriately named in honour of Tyndall whose work pioneered 
cleamoom and dust-free environments. But of course this is not the 
only monument to Tyndall in Leighlinbridge. In 2001, as part of the 
Entente Floral, The Sculpture Garden to commemorate famous 
Leighlin people included a plaque to John Tyndall. A social housing 
estate close to the village is called Tyndall Avenue. 
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After the exhibition was damaged the Tyndall Committee donated the 

paintings to the County Museum. 
Hector Tyndale was an American relative of JT and kept the old 

spelling of the name. Both Hector and John could trace their lineage to 
William Tyndale the martyr who did the first translation of the Bible 
into English. 

R. Greenler, Rainbows, Halos, and Glories, CUP, 1980. 
vCJD risk in the Republic of Ireland, Michael S Hamey, Azra C 

Ghani, et al, BMC Infect Dis. 2003; 3: 28. Published online 2003 
November 26. doi: 10.1186/1471-2334-3-28. 

N.D. McMillan and I. Slade, "Optics, evolution and myopia", Proc. of 
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SPIE 5827, p. 669-689, 2005. 
Physicists of Ireland: Passion and precision, Ed. M. McCartney and 

A.Whitaker, IOPP, Bristol, 2002. Entries on William Petty 1623-1687, 
William Molyneaux 1656-1698, with Patrick Wayman, John Tyndall 
1820-1893 and Sam Haughton 1821-1897. 

John Tyndall, N.D. McMillan, Dictionnaire des philosophes de 
France, (Paris 1982 and second enlarged entry in 2nd Edition, 1993). 
The Encyclopaedia oflreland, (Gill and MacMillan, Dublin, 2003), In 

Press. Entries on the Joly photometer; J. Joly; J.J. Wood; J. Tyndall; 
J.H. Jellett; M. Jellett; G. Minchin; Wireless telegraphy. Wireless. 
THE PHILCSCPHICAL SOCIETY 

Joeseph M. Feeley and Dr Anne Garvey 

In the very early days of the 1980s, the College, being still quite small, 
all the staff shared the same Dining Room, and the same long tables. 
As a consequence one sat, at mealtimes, with staff, academic and 
administrative, from any of the three Schools, Science, Engineering or 
Business,. It was over the lunch plates, served at that time by the 
McGrath family, that the idea of philosophy talks made its appearance. 
Joseph Feeley, John Peters, Ardawan Lalui and Anne Garvey were the 
four members who brought the idea into reality. 

Later Owen Doyle and Noel Brennan joined the original team. Initially 
the idea was to have lunch-time talks and occasional evening talks, just 
for staff & students. But very quickly this developed into a 
Philosophical Society that would invite speakers from far and wide, 
and open-to the public. 

In addition to the public talks, some of the members met at lunch
times, if they were not time-tabled for classes, and, at these times the 
staff present would themselves give short talks, followed by a discus
sion session. On one series of these lunch-time gatherings John Peters 
brought along some video recordings on Meditation which featured a 
famous meditation teacher, Fr. Anthony de Mello. These videos were 
very inspiring for those ofus who were privileged to view them. 
The first minutes recorded are dated 27th, September, 1983. 
This meeting was held in the staff canteen ( as most others were in our form
ative years ) attended by the founder members. Topics discussed were; 

a- Objectives of the Society, 
b- Title of the society. 
c-. Role of members, 
d-. Allocation of duties for the second meeting. 

The objective was stated as ' Group to promote philosophical discus
sion, arrange meetings .and to invite guest lecturers to speak at public 
lectures which would be advertised in the college and in the town. 

There was quite a lot of discussion around choice of a suitable title for 
teh organisation as the 'Philosophical Society' might be considered
off-putting. However, eventually it was decided that this was an appro
priate title as an umbrella under which speakers on, for example;. 
Philosophy of Science, Religion, Education, Philosophy of Mind and 
so on, could be invited to speak. The Role of Members was barely 
touched on, other than that they would promote the aim of the Society. 
The duties allocated were as follows: 

I. Noel Brennan was requested to write up a brief setting 
down the aims of the Society. 

2. Joseph Feeley to enquire about facilities which might be 
available within the college for meetings of the society. 

3. John Peters to provide possible interest within the college 
and locality. 

4. Anne Garvey to help with above and to write up the min
utes of the first meeting. 

The second meeting was held on October 19th, 1983. At this meeting 
the founder members were present. Discussion was focused on three 
areas; rates of payment for guest lecturers, number of public lectures 
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Pictured at the Samuel Haughton Centenary celebrations in the John 

Tyndall Lounge were Prof David Spierman, Vice Provost, Trinity 
College, Prof John Haughton, Trinity College and Dr McMillan, ITC 

per year, and a definition of Philosophy. The decision on number of 
public lectures was four per year initially. 

Things began to move quite quickly after these first few meetings. A 
later meeting, which was recorded but not dated (but was probably 
towards the end of 1984 ), spells out the objectives very clearly as being 

I. To provide a forum for the discussion of ideas. 

2. To study change in society in the areas of Science Technology and 
the Humanities, all from a philosophical perspective. 
3. To provide increased communication between College and localit 

These undated minutes list already lectures , some of which were 
lunch-time or evening, mostly attended by internal people, but some 
were public lectures which would have been advertised within the 
town, and in surrounding towns and villages. 

For example, 

Dr. Michael, T.C.D., Philosophy of Education. 
Dr. M .. Corry ( St. Patrick's Hospital, DublinO, Mental Health 
Fr. Brophy, R.I.P. (Craiguecullen, Carlow), Socrates 
Fr. Madden (St. Patrick's College, Carlow) Plato. 
Mr. Joseph Feeley (R.T.C., Carlow), Consciousness 
Dr. Anne Garvey (R.T.C., Carlow), Moral Philosophy 
Mr. Noel Brennan, (R.T.C., Carlow.), Political Philosophy 
Dr. Joe Watson (U.C.D.), Comparative Religion 
Dr. Sean Cawley, (R.T.C., Carlow.) Philosophy of Science 
Mr. John Scott, (R.T.C., Carlow), Philosophy of Religion 
Dr. Norman McMillan, (R.T.C., Carlow.), Francis Bacon and Ireland. 

These minutes also note that Dr. Padraig Hogan, (NUI Maynooth), 
would give a talk on February 12th, 1985 on Fundamental Gesture of 
Philosophy. 
Also that Fr. Brendan Purcell, PhD., (U.C.D.), would give a talk on 
March 21st, on Human Relationships. 

By 1985 we had a very eclectic programme, the full details of which 
are worth including here : 

Dr. John Nolan, (R.T.C., Carlow), Science and Religion' 
Dr. J. Newman, (U.C.D.), The Philosophy of the Feminist 
Professor Ziman, (Imperial college, London), On Being a Physicist 

Dr. K. Byrne, (Mary Immaculate College, limerick), The History of 
Mechanics Institutes in Ireland. 
Mr. Ray Jordan, (R.T.C., Carlow), An Insight into relativity for thelay
person. 
Dr. M .. Brennan, (RT.C., Carlow), Irish Megaliths and Systems of 
Discovery in Thinking. 
Dr. P. Bowman, (Eastern Health Board), Human Relationships. 
Professor Lewis, (Dublin Institute for Advanced Studies), Paradoxes of 
Quantum Theory. 
Fr. G. Daly, PhD., (T.C.D.), Christianity and Politics. 
Mr. Jack Lyons, Science, Meditation and higher Level of 
Consciousness' 
In 1986 I 1987 we were privileged to have the following: 
Fr. Mc Verry (S.J.), 'Social Justice: A challenge for Irish Society. 
Con O'Sullivan, (LGSM, ILCM), The wilderness of the Intellect 
Dr. Ann Breslin, (U.C.D.), Charm and Beauty in Fundamental 
Particles 
Fr. Sean Swayne (Carlow), The Artistic and Architectural 
Environment of worship. 
Peter Cassells, (1.C.T.U.), The future of Work. 
Sean Mac Cartain, (C.E.O. Offaly), Vocational and Technical 
Education. 
Professor David Philips, (R.I., London), Light Relief: Uses of Light 
in Modem Medicine. 
Mr. Joseph Feeley (R.T.C., Carlow), An Overview of the Relationship 
between different cultures and the Divinity. 
Professor Legg, (Bedfordshire,), Physics in Agricultural Research. 
Professor A. Brock, (U.C.G.,), Lord Kelvin and the Age of the Earth. 
Dr. John Nolan, (R.T.C., Carlow), The Problem of Human suffering. 
Mr. Mike Glynn, ( R.T.C., Carlow), The third world: A Closer Look. 
Dr. Richard Kearney, (U.C.D.,), The Philosophy of the Imagination 

The foregoing will give the reader an appreciation of the intellectual 
life of the Institute during those wonderful years. The Philosophical 
Society did not survive for very much longer after 1987. This was due 
to the fact that, whereas the talks were, in the first few years, free to 
everyone, from about 1987 the VEC required a fee for attendance. 
This would not have put off many of the regular attendees but it 
became a head-ache for the members 'running the show' as it were. We 
had to 'man' a table outside the Lecture Hall, get the attendees to sign 
in, collect the money and then deliver it, with an attendee list to the 
financial office with in the college. A second reason why the Society 
went into 'decline' was that the original founding members were run
ning 'out of steam'. 

However, it has to be said that the tradition of lunch-time talks was re
enacted in the later 1990s when, for about two years we had a series of 
wonderful lunch-time speakers, on a variety of topics. For example, 
Dr. Sean Cawley gave several talks on issues arising within the 'new 
physics'. These were extremely interesting. Dr. Noel Richardson gave 
a well attended talk on The Health of Men. Joseph Feeley gave a talk 
on local archaeology , which was also very well attended. Dr. Norman 
McMillan gave one on Tyndall. Norman is the person in Ireland who 
is most informed about Tyndall and his contribution to science. Brian 
Hand gave a talk on an artistic topic. Eamon Moore informed us about 
Teagasc, and its importance on the preservation of our environmental 
heritage. There are many more I could write about but the above will 
give a 'flavour' of content of the programme. 

It is also true to say that the Emeritus Association, which is described 
elsewhere in this document, is also continuing the tradition of short, 
interesting talks on various topics, of interest to members. 

RESEARCH IN THE SCHOOL CF" BUSINESS 

On the same date, at a later time Professor Ziman also gave a talk on AND HUMANITIES 

The collectivisation of Science, under the auspices of The Tyndall 
Society. Dr Anne Garvey 
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The first request for supervision of a post-graduate study came through 
the Training for Trainers programme, to Anne Garvey.! The student 
was from the Tralee Institute of Technology and the topic was Quality 
systems in Higher Education. It was primarily a library research which 
was far reaching in that systems of quality used in Australia, and 
Canada, in addition to European sources were included in the analy
sis. Readers and researchers who would like to consult this thesis 
should apply to college library in Tralee.2 

Research outside the School of Science took off, seriously as it were, 
when a science graduate, at that time when a lecturer in the Biology 
Department of Institute of Technology, Carlow, approached Anne 
Garvey, at that time lecturer in the Behavioural Sciences I Psychology 
disciplines in Business Studies,3 requesting supervision for a Masters 
degree. Fiona was interested in researching the topic of stress within 
the teaching profession. This was in the early to mid- l 990s when there 
was quite a lot of general discussion of 'burn-out' among teachers at all 
levels, that is, primary, secondary and third level. Her particular inter
est was to see if the self-reporting of 'stress' would be corroborated by 
physical symptoms. Because of the nature of the study design a sec
ond supervisor, Mr. Noel Richardson4 from the School of Science, 
joined the team. 

Fiona, after much discussion on the design of study, decided that the sample 
would comprise forty-five (45) full-time lecturers, chosen randomly, from 
the three Schools withirt the Institute, that is, Business, Science and 
Engineering. For comparative purposes a town sample of equal size, and 
matched for age-range, gender, and occupational responsibility was chosen. 
The stress response in both samples was examined using two different types 
of measurements. One consisted of four (4) self-report questionnaires which 
indicated 'perceived' levels of stress, and the second measures were physio
logical monitoring tools in the form of biofeedback. The self-report meas
ures were completed at different stages withirt the experimental period. The 
physiological monitoring, that is, EMQ GSR, Hand Temperature and 
Biodat, was on a 'before and after' work task basis, and involved five repe
titions over approximately six months. The findings did not demonstrate 
any significant differences between the samples for any of the physiological 
measures. However, for the town sample 'perceived stress' was measurably 
higher on the scales surveying 'daily hassles', than for the Institute sample 
(t=-1.64, a= 0.05). Also, the first questionnaire, The Stress Audit, indicated 
for the Institute sample that female lecturers experienced higher levels of 
perceived stress than their male colleagues.5 

James Grace, a graduate of the Business School was the second student 
to approach me for supervision of an M.A. research thesis. His topic 
was an examination of the moral reasoning of higher professionals in 
counties Carlow and Kilkenny. This study was based on Kohlberg's 
theory of moral development which has it's home within the 
Constructivist School of psychology. As its name suggests, this per
spective takes the approach that reality is constructed through the inter
action of the individual with the environment, and the subsequent cog
nitive interpretations, and assimilations formed. Piaget is a proponent 
of this perspective. 

The measure used to assess the level of moral reasoning used in select
ing solutions to moral dilemmas was a pen and paper questionnaire 
developed by a Professor Rest (Harvard I Minnesota) in the early 
1980s, and which is based on the dilemmas used by Kohlberg in his 
original study. This measure enables the researcher to make distinc
tions between a conventional approach to resolving dilemmas, and a 
principled approach. At the conventional level decisions are primarily 
based on one's duty in society, upholding the welfare of society or the 
group. There is a sense of obligation or debt to society incurred by the 
benefits received from living in or having membership in the institu
tion of society. At the principled level decisions are primarily based on 
the perspective that there, are certain rights that must be considered 
inviolable by the society, and these rights cannot be abridged even 
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through freely chosen contracts. At this level of decision- making the 
person is seen as being responsible for upholding fundamental human 
rights even to the extent of disobeying the law. The perspective is 
based on the moral premise ofrespect for other persons as ends; respect 
for the dignity of human beings as individuals. 

In his findings James Grace noted that the majority of higher profes
sional use a conventional decision making perspective.6 He also found 
that gender and age yield no significant differences in moral judg
ments. However, he concluded that there is a significant difference 
when career tenure is taken into account. James holds the distinction 
of being the first post-graduate student to be awarded an M.A. in the 
Business Schoo!.7 

A third student under the supervision of Dr. Anne Garvey and that of 
Mr Damien Raftery, lecturer, who later joined as a second supervi
sor, was Brendan Lynch, a graduate of the Business School. Brendan 
conducted an exploratory study of the life-style, attitudes and future 
career expectations of physically disabled students in third level col
leges in Ireland. 

Tommy McAssey artist/sculptor with his Tyndall Dargan heads. 

Brendan provides a basis which, hopefully, will be followed up by 
other researchers in the future. He found that motor disabled students 
were more reliant on their families in enabling them to attend third 
level education than were auditory and visually disabled students. The 
data also found that visual and motor disabled students were more like
ly to describe their disability as severe when compared with auditory 
disabled students. He used a variety of methods, for example, ques
tionnaire, face-to-face interviews with students and Access Officers, 
and on-line interviews with Access Officers. 8 

Mr. Declan Doyle,9 currently director of the Wexford Campus of IT 
Carlow, supervised Kieran Alcock on a research study titled 'The 
College Choice Decision - Involvement Measurement and Modelling'. 
This study focuses on constructing a model of college-choice behav
iour, and identifies the important influences on such college decisions 
The conclusion is that such decisions are characterised by high levels 
of involvement, and multi-source information and evaluation activities. 
Key influencing factors were identified. Fixed influencers, such as 
Institute location, learning facilities , and accommodation availability 
are important. Reputation, which breaks down into course reputation 
and the academic reputation of an institution in its entirety, also plays 
an important role. IO 

More recently Michael O'Fearghail , lecturer, with Dr. John Mangan 
and Dr. Diamuid O'Se, supervised a study titles ' An Examination of 
the Role Quality Assessment Tools Play, in ensuring conformance to 
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A selection of some important research publications and 
books written or edited by McMillan 

Quality System requirements, throughout the Supply chain for a prod
uct in the computer industry'. The researcher was Patricia Maher. She 
found that the quality understanding was seen to be highest at the 
down-stream end of the supply chain, becoming weaker as companies 
were further removed from the customer interface. However, the qual
ity assessment, as opposed to the quality understanding, was lowest at 
the down-stream end , becoming greater as companies were removed 
from the customer interface. The methodology consisted of an in
depth case study of a final assembly computer design manufacturer in 
Ireland, establishing the full extent of the supply chain for a particular 
component. Data collection consisted of onsite interviews, observation 
and document reviews. 

Mr. Declan Doylel3 supervised 'An investigation of Buying Centres in 
Irish Biotechnology Companies'. The researcher was Paul Howard. 
The study is a qualitative investigation of organisational buying behav
iour in the context of the Irish biotechnology industry. It was particu
larly focused on the phenomenon of buying centres as the core deci
sion-making unit in an organisation. The main aims of the study was to 
examine key influencers, and the decision process itself so as to fully 
comprehend modem organisational buyer behaviour, And to discuss 
these issues from a practical viewpoint beneficial to both the market
ing and purchasing functions. 

The methods used were qualitative, which combined focus group and 
key respondent interviewing. A triangular appro;1ch of data was also 
used to obtain quality information and to achieve a platform upon 
which to base accurate conclusions. A small number of organisations 
from industry participated in this study, which was deemed sufficient 
as the purpose of the study was gaining insight as opposed to proving 
or disproving previous theories. 

It was discovered that users were key influencers in the decision 
process as were quality control personnel. In addition, the business 
functions were found to be the decision makers in a highly dynamic 
buying centre process, which is constantly changing in terms of num-
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hers, participation and structure. 

Based on the finding of this research newer models of organisation 
buying behaviour were developed in addition to appropriate market
ing strategies being put forward in order to better represent the real
ities of modem business-to-business marketing. This is where the 
real benefits of this research will be seen as marketing organisations 
ecome more efficient, buying organisations develop best practice 
procedures, and academics can build on this research to further 
enhance marketing knowledge.14 

Mr. Declan Doyle and Dr. Christine Donegan supervised Kevin 
McDonald on a study of Irish internet buyer behaviour. This research 
explored the underlying attitudes and beliefs that inform consumer's 
decisions to adopt the internet as a purchasing channel. Primary data 
was collected by way of a questionnaire designed to collect demo
graphic, psychographic and purchasing data. This questionnaire was 
designed and hosted using Infopoll(www.infopoll.com) which allowed 
the responses to be captured by remote server and , on completion of 
the survey , to be downloaded for analysis using SPSS. Cross-tabula
tions were used to investigate factors salient to the adoption of the 
internet as a shopping channel. Factor analysis was then used to iden
tify the underlying dimensions that explain the correlations between 
respondent's responses to a set of Likert-type scales questions, thus 
enabling the researcher to identify the factors that are relevant to under
standing the drivers of computer mediated shopping. 

It was found that attitudinal differences exist between those who shop 
online and those who do not, and between male and fei;nale internet shop
pers. Those who had made online purchases were found to have been 
more likely to have shopped using other in-home channels; have more 
positive attitudes toward issues of convenience, trust, security, and to have 
higher levels of internet usage. Internet shoppers were found to view 
product price and delivery price as one, and high correlations were found 
between perceptions of payment security and security of personal infor
mation. The most successful products retailing online were found to be 
those that exhibit a higher level of standardisation. IS 

Miriam Monahan, under the supervision of Mr. Declan Doyle and Mr. 
Damien Raftery carried out a study on' Information Technology Usage 
Within Irish Manufacturing SME's16 in the South East'. The methods 
used were quantitative. A postal questionnaire was designed follow
ing a review of the academic literature and interviews with external 
experts. It was administered to 246 Irish SME's with a response rate of 

Mark 2 Drop Analyser instrument manufactured by Carl Stuart Ltd. 
shown in use in the IT Carlow Nanotechnology Laboratory. Anne 

Bertha, a Chemsitry postgraduate supervised by McMillan and Dr 
Brian O 'Rourke is seen here at the bench. 



40 % (per cent). It was found that the majority of enterprises have a 
systematic approach to technology investment, and the purchase of IT 
assets. The benefit of these assets to the enterprise was not measured 
in monetary terms. These benefits are described in intangible terms, 
such as, 'improved competitiveness' , 'improved communications', 
'improved processes', and 'improved products'. The IT strategy of 
respondent companies was based on operational improvements and 
automation of routine tasks rather than the development of long-term 
strategic value for the enterprises. Therefore in using the Soh and 
Marius (1995) model the researcher was unable to find a causal link 
between IT expenditure and organisational performance. The findings 
reported that 87% (per cent) of SME's have no objective methodology 
for the measurement of financial outcomes of IT expenditure. This 
outcome was not unexpected as previous studies, for example Turban, 
McLean and Wetherbe (2004), had reported inaccuracies in measure
ment ofIT investment.17 

As with any higher level academic institution a number of members of 
both the academic and administrative staff would also have been 
engaged in their own research over the thirty years of the development 
of the Institute. To be in a position to provide information about each 
of these studies would require a study in itself. : 

I Anne Garvey, PhD., (Ed. Psychology). 

3 Dr. Anne Garvey later retired in 2004 as Senior Lecturer I (Life
long Leaming) 

4 Noel has since been awarded a PhD, so is Dr. Noel Richardson, 
M.Med.Sci., PhD. 

5 A Study of Academic Stress in an Irish Institute of Technology, by 
Fiona McManus, BSc, MSc. This thesis is held in the library of 
Institute of Technology, Carlow. 
6 Mr Damian Raferty , BSc, MA. 

7 A Kohlbergian Study: an examination of the moral reasoning of 
Higher Professionals in counties Carlow and Kilkenny, Ireland, by 
James Grace, BBS. M.A. This thesis is held in the library of the 
Institute of Technology Carlow 
8 An exploration of the life-style and attitudes of physically disabled 
third-level students in Ireland, by Brendan Lynch, BBS, M.A. Ths 
thesis is held in the library of Institute of Technology Carlow. 

9 Mr. Declan Doyle, BBS, MBS, MMII 

IO The College Choice decision - Involvement Measurement and 
Modelling, by Kieran Alcock, BBS, MBS. 

II Mr. Michael O'Fearghail, MA. 

12 An Examination of the Role Quality assessment Tools play in 
Ensuring Conformance to Quality System requirements throughout 
the Supply Chain for a product in the computer industry, by Patricia 
Maher, BBS, MBS. This Thesis held in the library of the Institute of 
Technology, Carlow. 
13 Mr. Declan Doyle, BBS, MBS, MMII. 

14 An Investigation of Buying Centers in Irish Biotechnology compa
nies, by Paul Howard. Held in the library of Institute of Technology, 
Carlow. 

15 'Irish Internet buyer Behaviour', by Kevin McDonald, BBS, MBS., 
and held in the Institute of Technology , Carlow. 

16 SME = Small Manufacturing Enterprise. 

17 Miriam Monahan, BBS, MBS., 'A Study oflnformation Technology 
Usage Within Irish Manufacturing SME's In South East'. This thesis 
is held within the library of Ilnstitute of Technology, Carlow 

EARLY AND DIF'F'ICULT DAYS IN LAUNCH 

OF' CARLOW SCIENCE RESEARCH 

Norman McMillan 
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Some of the New Concept products. The overlay keyboard surfboard 
is seen in the bubble display pack. 

The first academics appointed to the Science Department in 1970 who 
came from research backgrounds were told bluntly that there would be 
no possibility of doing research in the new RTC. Most of those 

Supreme champions Young Scientist of the 1984 Year Exhibition 
Emma Donne/an and Henry Byrne showing their award winning proj
ect in the RTC with the co-supervisor Dr Norman McMillan. These 
pupils were from FCJ College, Bunclody and Michael Dalton was 
their other supervisor. 

employed at the Higher Technological Grade 3 level as the new section 
heads charged with the responsibility of establishing various areas in 
the new Department had indeed strong research backgrounds. This was 
probably not true in any of the other two Departments of Business and 
Engineering. Mr Waldron, CEO of Carlow VEC famously informed Dr 
Nuala Eades at her interview for the first jobs in the RTC in 1970 that 
she had to realise that there was no chance of continuing research if she 
took up a post in the Regional. Things perhaps changed a little when 

Dr Abdullah Al-Lamkil joined the Regional from Trinity as he main
tained an involvement in research at his alma mater. Dr Charles 
O'Hara (1936-75) who had a first rate research background in the Sugar 
Company and An Foras Taluntais, Oak Park and came to the RTC to 
head up the microbiological area, but similarly had given up any ambi
tion to pursue his research career. Dr Abdul Lampki who was to take 
on the physics lecturing job had come from completing his Ph.D in 
Trinity. McMillan, who at this time was a Post Doctoral Fellow at 
Junior Lecturer grade in TCD, remembers that Abdul kept his hand in 
at research by visits to the Physics Department there to discuss various 
research issues. Paul Kinsella, whose role was very central in establish
ing the RTC's the Science Department's specialisation on food science, 
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had a very considerable practical interest in new product development 
and indeed was to leave in the late 1970s to establish his own business 
in the food industry in County Wexford. Dr Dave Grant who was an 
Assistant Lecture in Chemistry when he came to Carlow in 1972 was 
from a good research group in Queen's. David left Carlow after mak
ing an important contribution to play a major role in the development 
of the Waterford chemistry degree programme. He is remembered 
fondly for his love of music and involvement in musical societies and 
events in Carlow and Waterford. 

Dr Sean Cawley was appointed Head of Department in Carlow and had 
worked with Paul Lauterbur, Urbana, Illinois, USA, who discovered 
the possibility to create a two-dimensional picture by introducing gra
dients in the magnetic field for which he won the 2003 Nobel Prize in 
Physiology or Medicine. This work led to the development of spintron
ics and produced the modem development of the MRI (Magnetic 
Resonance Imaging). In 1972, with the departure of Abdul Lampki, 
Norman McMillan took his Grade 3 position in Physics and 
Instrumentation and he had coincidentally come from the Nottingham 
University research group led by E.R. Andrews that included Peter 
Mansfield. In 2003, Mansfield shared the Nobel Prize in Medicine with 
Lautenbur. Cawley spent many years discussing and planning the pur
chase of a NMR instrument in the 1970s, but eventually no instrument 
was ordered despite the rival Waterford RTC obtaining one. Numerous 
quotations were obtained and indeed anxious NMR (Nuclear Magnetic 
Resonance) sales personnel visited Carlow with some real expectation 
of a sale! 

Dr Vincent McBrierty (Belfast born Bristol graduate who was later 
Professor and Dean of Science) and Professor David Pepper (b 1917 in 
Shipley, Yorkshire d 2003) had obtained a very substantial Institute of 
Research and Standards (hereafter HRS and today Enterprise Ireland) 
grant in the late 1960s for TCD and set up a project to investigate the 
industrial problem of fibrillation of polypropylene (PP) carpets. Two 
Post Doctoral fellows were taken on to work on this project; McMillan 
and Dr Michael O'Dowd from University of Bradford were subse
quently both appointed in Carlow in 1972 and 1973 respectively. The 
former came to the RTC in the place of Dr Lamki and brought with 
him the then enormous amount of £23,0002 funding to continue the 
HRS work in Carlow. Mr Waldron, perhaps surprisingly given his 
earlier perorations on the subject, facilitated Dr McMillan's request to 
be involved in research making specific reference to this in the cor
respondence relating to the appointment. The only condition attached 
was that the RTC management would need to approve the details. 
Neither Mr Waldron, nor the Principal, could not see a difficulty of 
getting the paper work together that would make this possible. Views 
had obviously changed radically on this topic in two short years since 
Dr Eades interview a mere two years before. An initial application for 
the provision of some initial £6,000 for work that would be conduct
ed in Carlow was duly applied for, but despite repeated applications 
this paperwork was never to get to Trinity. Unfortunately, the funding 
was there but never drawn down. The project McMillan and O'Dowd 
had worked on what was of course commercially sensitive. The actu
al mechanism of fibrillation had been discovered by McMillan from 
X-ray and optical studies in 1971. However, with the discovery of an 
eminently simple practical solution to the problem of fibrillation of 
PP of a simple admixture of a few handfuls of polyethylene into the 
mix of PP chips, at a stroke this discovery was rather uninteresting 
from a commercial perspective! The discovery could not even be 
published. During the 1970s, McMillan helped Pat Ryan, and then his 
immediate successors in Irish Ropes, establish a very good QA labo
ratory and regularly during this time he visited Newbridge for face
to-face meetings on this development. Pat Ryan, in the mid 1970s 
established Athlone Extrusions Ltd. The location of this company 
was decided in good part by the fact that Athlone RTC became the 
National Centre for polymer engineering. McMillan kept contact 
with Pat over many years, running student projects for applied chem-
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istry students and indeed met up with him in Enterprise Ireland (here
after EI) some time in the late 1990s just before his untimely death 
where funding for some new projects were discussed. 

O'Dowd and McMillan attempted to set up a 'Materials Science' course 
option in Carlow in 1973 when the O'Dowd was appointed to Carlow. 
Michael while still working in Trinity and continued immediately after 
his arrival in to Carlow to advise the Principal in Athlone RTC on their 
equipment needs for their new 'Polymer Science National Certificate 
and Diploma' courses. This advice was based in some part on the work 
done in Carlow to get equipment for a polymer/material science option 
on the Carlow RTC Chemistry Certificate. Michael was eventually 
very disappointed indeed not to get the position of Course Director for 
this Athlone course after bemusingly being given the strongest assur
ances on the matter by the Athlone Principal. By way of some compen
sation in about 1976, Dr. O'Dowd was appointed to Letterkenny RTC 
to establish their course in polymer science and engineering. With the 
establishment of Braun Ireland factory in Carlow in 1975, McMillan 
was involved in running a staff training programme for the Quality 
Assurance Department and had advised them on the test and QA equip
ment needs of this new Carlow based company. One of the Carlow stu
dent projects supervised by McMillan involved an Applied Chemistry 
student John Murphy, proved to be very successful in sorting out a 
major problem for Braun. They discovered that some PVC chips 
caused molding failures in the production of extruded shaver leads. The 
RTC project identified the problem and devised a rapid QA checks on 
the bags when delivered. This enabled Braun to reject problem raw 
materials and the production problem thus disappeared. On the basis of 
this project, John obtained a job in Braun and has now for many years 
played an important role in the company's success as an engineer. 
Furthermore, he has for years been a star performer for the RTC Night 
Class programme teaching the Quality Engineering on the Electro
Mechanical Programme. His sister, Anne came through the same 
course and subsequently worked successfully in Kinsealy Research 
Centre. In 2003 John obtained for the IT Carlow some very expensive 
metrological equipment that is now located in the Avionics laboratory. 

Michael Hegarty a mathematician in the Department of Science was 
someone with a strong research interest in computing. He worked with 
McMillan on a programme to develop Legendre Polynomial descrip-

Measurement Science & Technology (!OPP, Bristol) advertisement 
pamphlet with details of Norman and McMillan s 1992 Top Paper 
Prize in this presigious journal. 

tions of mechanical properties of polymers in collaboration with 
McBrierty in Trinity and during this time in 1973 some student proj
ects were begun in the area of polymer science. Dr Cawley moved for
ward the computing in the RTC with the purchase of an 'Interdata' 
computer from a company in Uxbridge, London. Michael in the late 
1970s transferred to a position in the then NIHE in Glasnevin. For sev-



The first Physics' Ph.D 
Martina O'Neill shown here at graduation with her supervisor, 

McMillan and fellow postgraduate, Sven Riedel who later obtained 
his Ph.D from Kingston University under the joint supervision of 

McMillan and Professor Andy Augousti. 

era! years this RTC tape-loaded computer was situated in a room at the 
end of the Science corridor where today stands a Biochemistry 
Laboratory. Austin Kinsella it could be argued, pioneered from this 
humble beginning of working with this primitive system, the develop
ment of the entire and wide-ranging present Computer Science pro
grammes. Indeed, shortly thereafter, Austin formally joined the Science 
Department as a lecturer in Computer Science and continued his pio
neering work for many years an examiner in the subject in various 
other RTCs. John Garvin used this machine to conduct calculations on 
reflectivities from various mechanical surfaces and other 'paying' com
puter calculations that he conducted as part of his extensive engineer
ing consultancy work. 

From 1977 McMillan's interest in educational methods led to contacts 
with Professor John Heywood, Education Department, TCD. A collab
oration between Carlow and Galway RTC into Physics teaching meth
ods also developed. This work extended for McMillan over some 10 
years or more and 1979 saw the publication of what was seen at the 
time by the journal Physics Education as an important novel and 
informative piece of educational research. 3 Other significant work was 
published in the DIT's house joumal4 and a new scheme for physics 
teaching appeared in the Department of Education's journal Oideas.5 
There were other lesser publications from this work. Later, Michael 
Farry began working with Professor Kadar Asma! also in TCD, which 
led to his Ph.D. in Law. A proposal was developed between McMillan 
and Farry for a postgraduate qualification aimed at providing for those 
working in the RTCs a teaching qualification. A visit to the RTC by the 
Provost and Vice-Provost ofTCD seeking to sort out logistics for a 
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Martina O'Neill was the first Carlow Science or Engineering stu
dent outside of the mainline biology research to obtain a 
Ph.D and graduating in 2001 Conferring Ceremony. Martina had an 
illustrious career of Distinction in both of her 
National Certificate (Applied Physics) and National Diploma 
(Photonics) and then first-class honours in her joint 
Carlow-Essex University Hons. B.Sc. (Physical Optoelectronics). 
After obtaining a Ph.D entitled 'Experimental and 
Theoretical Investigations into Tensiography' she completed a post 

doctoral fellowship year m the Max-Planck Institute 
in Potsdam working under the renowned Reinhard Miller. She had 
by the time she returned to lead the 5th Framework 
EU Experimental work in the Aqua-STEW (Surveillance 
Techniques in Early Warning for Pollution) project a very 
impressive publication list. She is now leading the development of 
the tensiograph commercialisation in Carl Stuart Ltd. 
in Tallaght, but maintains close research collaboration with her old 
alma mater. 

joint Carlow-TCD programme was not productive and all this work 
unfortunately was to come to naught. In 1983 McMillan and Farry 
organised an important national conference at the RDS entitled 
"Higher Technological Education in Ireland" that was edited into a 
book and was also notable in being the first ever publication by the 
Institute of Physics in Ireland. This conference included contributions 
from many leaders in educational thought in Ireland and the UK and 
notably from the point of view Carlow contained a paper by Austin 
Kinsella on Computer Technology in Technical Colleges based on his 
pioneering work done in Carlow RTC. He raised in a very general but 
perspicacious way, the issues as to whither computer technology. He 
identified four areas namely programming, training for use of comput
er technology (now called IT), administration and the use of comput
ers as teaching aids. This was an important paper that came out of his 
pioneering experiences in this new academic field. 

New Concepts was a Carlow Company established in 1984 by 
McMillan, the RTC chemistry lecturer John Frayne and the now leg
endary Maynooth space researcher and physics lecturer Professor 
Susan McKenna Lawlor. The three invested a considerable amount of 
cash with a view to developing both fiber optic sensor technologies and 
space technologies to established a company. There were a large num
ber of meetings with the IDA personnel and in the end Kevin Sherry 
was appointed as the link person with the project. It was made clear 
that to secure any support the lecturers would need to demonstrate their 
commercial acumen and generate sales for a product. The only com
mon factor in the sensor and space work was the microprocessor pro
gramming. It was consequently agreed with Kevin that if some reason
able sales of computer games could be generated, then a more expan
sive view on funding of the work on sensors and space technology 
would be possible. McMillan with Frayne set up the New Concepts 
operation in Carlow and brought in Jim Stokes from Waterford RTC 
who had expertise in sales. Matt Kelly ran the office and three games 
programmers were located in Dublin. They perhaps appropriately 
worked out of the company office on Dublin Street. One of the pro
grammers Damien Scattergood, has gone on to become a MD of the 
company STARTS - Translation Made Easy. A decision as to the first 
product was made. This was to be an accurate surfing simulation based 
on the physics of waves. This was complicated physics and it might be 
remembered that at this point only accurate snooker games existed. The 
algorithms had to be written in machine code to be fast enough for the 
games players. John Frayne then came up with a brilliant idea in dis
cussions with McMillan walking across some waste ground for a 
mechanical overlay on the keyboard for simulating surfboard, skis and 
other sports hardware. The next day he had produced a prototype and 
within days had patented the idea with FR Kelly. A gestation period 
finally produced a good prototype game for the Sinclair Spectrum 
Microcomputer (Biggest games machine at the time) that was good 
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enough to launch at the European Surf Championships in Donegal in 
1985. McMillan's physics algorithms would here be put to the acid test. 
A competition was run for the leading European competitors with all 
taking part in the contest to win a New Concepts Surfboard. This com
petition unexpectedly proved madly popular during the first three days 
of the Championship, as luck would have it, there were not a real wave 
in sight and everyone was at the computers on the simulated waves. 
They vanished as soon as the real waves appeared. The surfers con
firmed to the visiting games journalists that the simulation and the 
operation of surfing with the mini keyboard overlay was accurate. 
Douglas McMillan and his cousin Craig McWaters, both avid games 
players and surfers, had done a lot of work on designing the games idea 
behind Surf Champ. The product was officially backed by the British 
Surfing Association and the British Champion Jed Stone ofNewquay 
in Cornwall was featured on the printing for the front of the tape case 
of this game. 

McMillan had been pressing Kevin Sherry very hard to provide support 
for the launch the product on the basis of the extensive coverage 
obtained in all the computer games magazines. Notably, a major fea
tures was given to Surf Champ in the then largest selling Sinclair 
games magazine published by EMAP. Unfortunately, the product 
development support for indigenous companies was completely inflex
ible and the rules at the time were that support would be given only in 
a prescribed way. Firstly, with religious orthodoxy a prototype, only 
then the product. It was of course completely non-sensical with com
puter games to do a launch of a prototype. Games are launched and 
sold and then the industry moves on. The State funding would only be 
given for such a stepped approach of prototype testing first which 
Sherry agreed was only suitable for people who were planning on man
ufacturing tables and chairs or similar products. Rules are rules in 
funding support. Despite their stated reservations about the unsuitabil
ity of this approach McMillan, Frayne and McKenna-Lawlor unfortu
nately could not afford further investment to go it alone. As a conse
quence at the end at that Xmas vacation the 3,000 prototype units sold 
out. If, and this is a big if, 120,000 units had been available as request
ed by McMillan and would have been dispatched in good time for the 
Xmas sales, undoubtedly given the massive coverage in the games 
press of this product, these would have all been cleared and New 
Concepts put on a viable financial footing. There was after this 'IDA 
success' of selling all the prototypes absolutely no point in producing a 
Surf Champ product on the Sinclair ZX80 format, so the product was 
produced on the Commodore which was also at this time a very large 
selling games machine. The product was produced up to the IDA stan
dards and as McMillan predicted duly sold a meager number of units 
(600) with no magazine of importance prepared to give reviews of a 
game that had been launched months earlier and catastrophically for 
New Concepts draining the resources of the company. 

The second product planned by New Concepts was Ski Champ, which 
John Frayne had designed and McMillan had done the physics algo
rithms for the various skiing manoeuvres. Damian Scattergood did the 
programming and had a lot of work done on the ZX80. The arrival on 
the scene of Joe Breuer an expert in business programming of IBM 
machines rather derailed this project as he convinced the Directors of 
the company that sports simulations should be done on IBMs and not 
on these games machines. This change of format meant a totally new 
start in the programming. The New Concepts project was in difficulties 
before this decision, changing direction did not help! There was great 
potential in this company and specifically with this simulation 'Ski 
Champ' as this was sponsored with an offer also of their commercial 
involvement in the promotion by the Ski Club of Great Britain and the 
British Ski Federation. Other products were designed 'Waterski Champ' 
with offer of sponsorship by the British Waterski and the Royal 
Yachting Association sponsoring the sailing simulation game 'Sailing 
Champ'. These sponsorships were confirmed in writing to the compa
ny and yet despite this obvious and invaluable promotional support the 
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State agencies remained absolutely inflexible. A trip to Glasgow to 
make a presentation of the 'Ski Champ' game to the Annual Meeting of 
the British Ski Federation was memorable because the entire meeting 
of several hundred people after seeing the presentation from McMillan 
and Frayne agreed that these games and competitions linked with them 
would be a way to help them find enthusiastic, and from their point of 
view potential champions, in the larger populace who otherwise would 
not have been able to experience the sport. None of these products ever 
made it into the computer stores. A prototype Head-Up Control 
Interface was developed by McMillan which was a very nice apparatus 
based on tilt switches and allowed the user to wear a helmet and play 
games by very small tilts of the head. This was similar in some ways 
to the Wii of today and especially good for delicate control in games. 
Body involvement in games was thus possible using the HUCI. 
Damian Scattergood wrote on 22 August 2008 remembering these days 
of innovation. He wrote "Hey I was thinking about you the other day. 
I was playing Wii and was just thinking we where working on that tech
nology years ago in New Concepts. Remember the Heads Up Display 
and the mercury tilt switches. That's a basic Wii." Platforms for gamers 
to stand on while playing games had also however been developed in 
the physics backroom of New Concepts. The sailing simulation was 
not done with an overlay as with other sports discussed here, but rather 
with a plug in model yacht. The objective of all these games was to 
teach the person playing the game the vital knowledge of how to do the 
sport in a practical way through realistic simulation. Training times and 
training costs for the real sport would then be cut significantly, and for 
the sport of sailing for example, this advantage was seen as significant 
by the RYA. 

The eventual failure of New Concepts was regretted by the Directors, 
but knowing there was so much potential in the operation and manpow
er a link with an English games company was sought. McMillan short
ly found a company who would come into Ireland and take over the 
staff of the company. Annoyingly, this English company were given 
massive support from the State and set up in a purpose built facility in 
Waterford and 'Emerald Isle Software' (hereafter EIS) was established 
with some of the New Concepts' programming contract and design 
workers. This company only did 'shoot-up up' games and really was 
not going to compete in this market in the long term and after a few 
years trading they went into liquidation. The sports simulation ideas 
were dropped as these were not things this company of course could 
develop given the vital design element came from the physics simula
tions and the Directors of New Concepts. The one enduring memory 
McMillan has of this sad ending of a very nearly realised dream was 
standing with Mr Tom Wemyss of the State Agency outside the Dublin 
Gresham Hotel. Tom said that New Concepts had done wonderfully 
well in helping the IDA to set up EIS and regretted that the sports sim
ulations could not have been properly supported as he predicted accu
rately, this product idea was more viable than 'shoot-em-ups' the IDA 
was now enthusiastically supporting! The only difference was EIS was 
foreign owned and New Concepts was indigenous. This was the 1980s 
when the State did not have its game plan (intentional pun) to help Irish 
research and development. Everything was aimed at attracting outside 
investment. In retospect it is clear that New Concepts should have set 
up a registered company outside the State! 

The New Concept saga was not over. The Directors got some serious 
help from the tax authorities when they realised that cash had been 
invested in the company. Apparently, this was not usual. The objec
tive was to show commercial initiative in the games area to persuade 
the IDA to support the Directors for extending their ambitions into 
sensors and space technology based on developing machine program
ming ability and sensor technologies. The fiber optic dip sensor 
which had been designed by McMillan to test for illegal agriculture 
diesel in the tank became a part of a grant application in An Foras 
Taluntais. A student was obtained from Susan McKenna-Lawlor's 
Maynooth, but he only ever worked on crop statistics during his 



Masters and did unfortunately nothing on the sensor aspect of the 
proposed M.Sc. Susan went her own way after the failure of New 
Concepts and with the help of Dermot Desmond set up the pioneer
ing and amazingly successful Space Technologies Ireland. She 
became Irish Laureate Woman of Europe award (1994) and won 
NASA, ESA and Lenin Space Medals for her work with these agen
cies. John Frayne left the RTC and set up his very successful jew
ellery business in Australia 'John Frayne Jewellery' in North Mirboo 
based on his very impressive chemical and mechanical skills that he 
planned to use in New Concepts. New Concepts was certainly a case 
of far too early for the slow moving State agencies. This whole 
episode was one that is interesting in the light of the development of 
the Computing Games Degree that was developed in recent years. 
Nothing from this early games product pioneering was used in 
preparing this degree, but nevertheless it does form perhaps an inter
esting and relevant backdrop to this recent academic innovation. 

In 1984 McMillan began investigating in his own time at home the 
applications of fibers and associated optoelectronic devices. He super
vised the 1987 Supreme Award Winning Young Scientist of the Year 
with Mr Michael Dalton. Emma Donnellan and Henry Byrne from FCJ 
Secondary School, Bunclody, Co Wexford are still to this day the only 
mixed team to take the Young Scientists of the Year title. The winning 
project was one McMillan devised for these students that was an inves
tigation into the signal from a stationary drop suspended on the end of 
two fiber optics. The win forced McMillan to take out a full provision
al patent for the full idea that was behind this project namely an instru
ment based on a drophead system to support the fibers, but impor
tantly with a moving drop. This was the real instrumental interest 
associated with this project. It was essential to have the patent in 
place as the students were to go to the European Young Scientists of 
the Year Competition and it is this 1987 full drop analyser patent that 
underpins the idea of what has been called the Fiber Drop Analyser 
was taken out. Work done in McMillan's own time working with his 
son Douglas established the experimental test data on the prototype 
instrument. Thus, the research objectives in sensors applications from 
the company New Concepts was thereby progressed to the point that 
McMillan won the 1992 Best Paper Award in Europe's largest circu
lation journal Measurement Science & Technology (!OPP 
Publications, Bristol)6. The generalization of the drop analyser con
cept introduced by McMillan has occurred with a collaboration with 
Andy Augousti in Kingston in a collaboration stretching from 1992 
until the present. Augousti has led the development of the capacitive7 
and ultrasonic modalities8 of the drop analyser (called a tensiograph) 
in that changing drop volumes leads to variations in a capacitance of 
a drophead holding the liquid drop under test, or in the second modal
ity the ultrasonic signal varies with the drop volume. In addition 
some work has developed in a three way link to Tianjin University 
and in the Carlow People December 11th, 1997 carried a report of the 
visit by McMillan to that university to deliver a series of classes to 
their School of Optoelectronics. 

Mr McEntee, then Industrial Liaison Officer at the RTC, approached 
McMillan in about 1987 asking if his expertise in the Applied 
Physics/Photonics course in imaging could be used to help the Sugar 
Company in the quality assurance. Trials demonstrated that the use of 
imaging could indeed be used and a project plan to commercialize this 
technology was drawn up by an accountant and backed by some invest
ment. The project was developed as a commercial project in a new 
company and in fact was absolutely successful in a technical sense; it 
was a failure commercially for reasons outside of the technical sphere. 
A fully automatic sugar crystal QA system able to both measure and 
process the statistical analysis of 120 crystals a minute was developed. 
This was the world's first-ever fully automatic robotic crystal analysis 
system. The SUCA (Sugar Crystal Analyser) was developed with the 
help of a three RTC graduates Mike Fingelton, Industrial Design; 
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David Daly Photonics and Computing; and David Townsend, 
Electronics Engineering all working under McMillan as technical 
director. The technical success of the project is testified to by the 
papers and articles written on the system, but also because this system 
was later developed in an EU project based on Nottingham University. 
A Nikon microscope sugar analysis system was produced and eventu
ally deployed in the Carlow Sugar Company9. The system was also 
adapted for use in general fine gem and other crystal analysis, IO but had 
potential for coarse powder grading with particulate matter above the 
resolution of the microscope objective. The software and camera tech
nology was developed also for use with a microscope11 for general 
purpose image analysis applications. Finally, the camera and software 
systems could be used with the propriety software in a wide range of 
educational applications from physics to biological imaging applica
tions. Notably, in this now well-developed application area for imag
ing, the product developed was the first of its kind to be shown at the 
ASE's educationally important Annual Exhibition in the UK.12 The 
platform used for these products was the Acorn Archimedes which had 
the first RISC operation PC and the coding was done at an assembler 
level on all the time critical operations. A court case in 1992 over a libel 
was fought by McMillan and won on every one of 14 points of law. 
This is really a landmark case because Judge Kelly made a ruling 
establishing a precedent in law that the value of patents must be seen 
as an asset in the company's books when consideration is given to sol
vency of a company. The Judge also commented this case appeared to 
be was really about the ownership of a patent. 

In 1992, McMillan in a project with Mike Baker linked up with Carl 
Stuart Ltd., Whitestown, Dublin 24 to set up Drop Technology Ltd. The 
project was established eventually in the Innovation Centre of the 
Institute of Technology with McMillan and Baker contributing their 
time outside of their Institute duties from about 1994. There were sev
eral such lecturers at this time working in the Innovation Centre and 
any work outside oflnstitute duties had to be approved officially by the 
Institute. Prior to this arrangement with Carl Stuart, the drop analyser 
project had been developed in McMillan's home, in DCU in a collabo-

The unveiling of a plaque to John Tyndall at the Mechanic's Institute , 
Preston, England. 1993. The lecture on the day coincided to the day 
with the centenary of John Tyndall's death. The picture shows the 
local organiser of the lecture together with President of the Institute 
of Physics. 

ration with Dr Odilia Finlayson, and then for a period in the RTC for 
about a year before the research equipment used was taken back into 
the college and deployed for teaching purposes. This loss of equipment 
caused major difficulties for the project, which was then developed by 
McMillan in a Teagasc laboratory facility for about a year from 1991 
on a shoe string. In 1992 to 1993 McMillan was set up Drop 
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Dr Norman McMillan (IT Carlow)giving the Tyndall centenary lec
ture at the Mechanics Institute, Preston now the University of 
Central Cumbria. It was in the Mechanics Institute that Tyndall 
delivered his first ever lecture. 

Technology in the county's first Innovation Centre in Limerick under 
the umbrella of Carl Stuart Ltd. In this the State's first Innovation 
Centre, there were at this time several other important projects, but 
most notably from the point of this article the now very successful 
company Reagecon Ltd. that was established by a Carlow graduate 
John Barron who McMillan had taught in the 1970s. McMillan slept 
on the floor in the Innovation Centre and stayed working late into 
night over many months. In 1993-4 Dr Eon O'Mongain in the Applied 
Physics Laboratory, UCO provided experimental hardware and facil
ities for the development of the CCD detector technology. Dr Brian 
O'Rourke for a good period from about 1994, while working on a 
teaching contract in the Carlow Institute, spent many of his nights 
and quite a considerable time in the vacations involved in the appli
cations work on the drop analyser. Mike Baker developed the opto
electronic circuits and helped in various ways with the design of pro
totype instruments. The major development of the hardware and 
software however came in the Carlow's Innovation Centre with col
laboration with Sven Riedel working as an employee of Carl Stuart 
while being registered in Kingston University for postgraduate stud
ies. He was subsequently to achieve a Ph.D from his period of super
vision by McMillan.13 Perhaps the best historic overview of the drop 
analyser instrumentation and technique is found in a chapter in the 
Drops and Bubbles Series edited by Reinhard Miller a close collabo
rator in the Max-Planck Institute for Colloids and Surfaces. 14 

Reinhard has provided wonderful training for a couple of Carlow 
postgraduates in Potsdam in what is seen as the world's leading sur
face science research laboratory. With the coming of the new 
Millennium, several postgraduates were involved in application stud
ies of the drop analyser technology and McMillan and O'Rourke built 
up a significant applications research group testing measurement pos
sibilities with equipment supplied by Carl Stuart Ltd. A Fifth 
Framework EU Project Aqua-STEW (Surveillance Techniques for 
Early Warning) was completed successfully in 2005 which used drop 
analysis. The two large water companies IRH, Nancy and ADASA, 
Barcelona were involved. The former were the project leaders and 
continue publishing with McMillan's team right up to this year. Today 
Drop technology/ Carl Stuart is successfully pushing ahead with 
commercialisation of the technology and has provided considerable 
support for a number of Carlow student's Ph.D studies. 
The development of research in the Science Department was trans
formed through Government funding from the late 1980s and the diffi
culties and tribulations of the early pioneers is not today experienced 
by those in Carlow trying to develop commercial projects. At a viva 
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this year for Kevin Tieman, a DIT Ph.D student McMillan supervised 
externally, one of the examiners Dr Eon O'Mongain who has for a 
number of years had worked with McMillan, made a telling comment 
about the experiences of both RTC/Institute and university pioneers. 
Eon said "Things were so different today for those in Third Level who 
are trying to commercialise technology than for us in the 1980s." 

Dr Abdullah Al-Lamki is today Deputy Managing Director of 
Petroleum Development Oman (PDO) - a Government-owned compa
ny in which Shell holds a 34 per cent. 
2 The is estimated to have been at least a 20 fold inflation so this fig
ure was in excess of €400,000 in today money. 
3 N.D. McMillan, Science Technician Courses in the Irish Republic, 
The New Technician Education, edited by Heywood, (Further 
Education Research Association and Society for Research into Higher 
Education, Guilford, Surrey: 1979),50-66. 
4 N.D.McMillan, The use of test cards in experimental courses, STEM 
(J. D.I.T.) No. 2, 1977, 33-35. 
5 N.D.McMillan, A teaching classification of classical physics, 
Oideas, 18 Feb. 1977, 74-87. 
6 The fibre drop analyser: A new multi-measurand analyser with appli
cations in sugar processing and for the analysis of pure liquids, N.D. 
McMillan, 0. Finlayson, F. Fortune, M. Fingelton, D. Daly, D. 
Townsend, D.D.G. McMillan and M.J. Dalton, Meas. Sci. Technol. 3 
(1992) 746-764. Top Paper of the Year Award 1992 (This journal has 
the largest circulation in Europe). 
7 C.H. Wang, A.T. Augousti, J. Mason and N.D. McMillan, The 
capacitive drop tensiometer - a novel multianalyser technique for 
measuring the properties of liquids, Meas. Sci. Technol. IO ( 1999) 19-
24. 
8 A. T. Augousti, J. Mason, H. Morgan, P. Soan, N. D. McMillan, E. 
Popko, A. Radosz, Ultrasonic investigation of alcoholic beverages, 
Advanced Sensors and Instrumentation Systems for the Food and 
Beverage Industries, 15 December, (2004). 
9 The SUCA: An automated robotic system for laboratory sugar qual
ity control laboratory quality control, N.D. McMillan, M. Fingleton, D. 
Daly and D. Townsend, Sugary Azucar (New York, Aug. 1991), 34-39. 
10 The ACWA: An automated crystal weight analyser system for lab
oratory crystal quality control, N.D. McMillan, M. Fingleton, D. Daly, 
D. Townsend, Microscopy and Analysis (May 1992), 23-25. 
11 Image analysis, N.D. McMillan, International Labmate XIV, Issue 
IV (1989), 50 plus a second article 
How to drive your microscope and develop your basic technique, 
Technology Ireland, 7, No. 10 (Jan. 1980), 17-23. 
12 Image processing-a revolutionary technology for science and tech
nology teachers, N.D. McMillan and F. Fortune, School Science 
Review, Sept. 1990, 72 (258), 142-147. 
13 S.M. Riedel, Developments in Tensiographic Multivariate Analysis 
Leading to a New Approach with Prevalent Applicability for Sample 
Fingerprinting and Data Representation, Kingston University, 2007. 
14 From stalagmometry to multianalyser tensiography: The definition 
of the instrumental, software and analytical requirements for a new 
departure in drop analysis, N.D. McMillan, V. Lawlor, M. Baker and 
S. Smith in "Drops and Bubbles in Interfacial Research", Vol.6 in 
Series 'Studies in Interface Science', Edited by D. Mobius and R. 
Miller, Elsevier (1998), 593-705. 

Part 2 of 'Beyond the Timetable' will appear in the 2009 
Carloviana. This will include an articles on the Emeritus Society by A. 
Garvey and J. Feeley; MAD (Music, Art and Drama) by Eamonn 
Moore; the Staff Social Club by Carmel Lynch, It will also include an 
article (Research in the Dept. of Science) by Dr. Jimmie Parkes and 
finally the International Activities by John Scott and Donal McAlister. 



Frederick John Robinson F.R.S. 
(1782-1859) 

Frederick John Robinson F.R.S. Viscount 
Goderich of Nocton and first Earl of 

Ripon was a politician. He wa born 
on 30 October 1782 in London, 
and was the son of Thomas 
Robinson, second baron Grantham, 
and Lady Mary Jemima, 
younger daughter o 
Philip Yorke, sec
ond earl of 
Hardwicke. He 
was educated at 
Harrow and St 
John's College, 
Cambridge (M.A., 1802), 
and was a member of 
Lincoln's Inn 1802-09. 
Robinson was elected as a 
moderate Tory M.P. for 
Carlow borough in 1806 and sub-
sequently very shortly thereafter 
for the more congenial borough of 
Ripon in 1807. He was socially 
very well connected and from the 
start of his career appeared des-
tined for high office. His connec-
tions with Carlow are indeed ten
uous. He went on to serve as MP for Ripon 
from 1807-27 and he was secretary of state for 
the colonies in Portland's ministry in 1809, 
lord of the admiralty 1810-12, privy council
lor in 1812, a lord of the treasury in 1812, pay
master-general of the forces in 1812-17 and 
chancellor of the exchequer in 1823-27. 

Most notably in his career Robinson had 

Viscount Goderich 

sponsored the unpopular com law of 1815 in 
the House of Commons. However, as presi
dent of the Board of Trade (1818-23) and 
chancellor of the exchequer (1823-27), his lib
eral policy of tariff reduction was an impor
tant step toward free trade. Robinson appears 
to have represented the political trend of the 
time toward liberalisation and away from 
repressive laws, it appears when he rose to the 
top his time in this position was even shorter 
lived than his time as MP for Carlow. He 

stepped into the shoes of the unpopular 
George Canning as Prime Minister on his 
death in 1827 and relinquished his post as 

chancellor to Huskisson 
August 

1827 to 

subsequent Earl Grey's 
inistry, Goderich 

returned to charge of the 
Colonial Office on 22 

November 1830. This time 
his influence was felt in 

eastern Australia by the intro
duction in January 1831 of the so-called 

. Ripon regulations, whereby the granting of 
,li crown land within the settled counties was 

replaced by auction sales at a minimum of 
5s. an acre, a change made possible only by 

the ten preceding years of intensive surveys 
and valuations ordered by Tory governments. 
In July 1831 Goderich also introduced the 
limited use ofland revenue for female emigra
tion, but his rejection next year of proposals 
from the Wakefieldian South Australian Land 
Co. showed that he had little liking for the the
ory of systematic colonization. After consid
erable pressure from Grey, Goderich resigned 
from the Colonial Office in March 1833, was 
created earl of Ripon, and held the post oflord 
privy seal for a year. His political payoff came 
by being created Viscount Goderich ofNocton 
(created earl of Ripon in 1833). He had served 
as secretary for war and the colonies (1830-
33) and then lord privy seal (1833-34). He 
was president of the Board of Trade (1841-43) 
and president of the India board of control 
(1843-46) in Sir Robert Peel's second min
istry. By now, an opponent of the com laws, 
he resigned with Peel when repeal of the laws 
split the Tories in 1846. He was elected fellow 
of the Royal Society in 1828, president of the 
Royal Society of Literature in 1834, and 
awarded a D.C.L. (Oxford, 1839). He died at 
Putney Heath on 28 January 1859. 

Goderich is the main town of Huron County 
and is called after Frederick John Robinson, 1st 
Viscount Goderich, who was Prime Minister of 
the United Kingdom at the time. It is a town of 
many attractions in the province of Ontario, 
Canada, located on the eastern shore of Lake 
Huron with a population of over 8000 people. 

Nicholas Aylward Vigors M.P. FRS 
1786-1840 

W
ith the arrival in Ireland of the Rev. 
Louis Vigors, an English parson 
from Holloden, North Devon c. 

1615, the Vigors family became one the most 

notable in Co. Carlow. "Burgage" at 
Leighlinbridge was the family seat. Many 
were to join the 'Colours' and gain military 
honours abroad while some reached high 
office in the Church. The plaques in the 
Cathedral of Old Leighlin are evidence of this. 
Bartholomew Vigors was appointed Bishop of 
Leighlin and Fems in 1691. His chair is still 
prominent in the sanctuary of the Cathedral. 
Nicholas's grandfather, Bartholomew (1707-
1776) was Dean ofLeighlin and married Anne 
Aylward of Shankill, Paulstown, Co. 
Kilkenny. Hence our subject's middle name. 
His father, also Nicholas Alyward (1755-
1828) married Catherine Richards of 
Solsborough, Wexford. There were three sib
lings born to this marriage, Anne (1782-
1862), Nicholas (1786-1840) and Frances 
(1788-1877). Nicholas's sisters remained 
single and lived out their lives in the family 
home in Old Leighlin, which is now owned 
by the Foley family. Nicholas's father mar
ried twice and Thomas Tench Vigors of 
"Erindale" near Carlow Town, was son of the 
second marriage. Thomas married Miss 
Rudkin, heiress of the late Gilbert Pickerton 
Rudkin of Wells and it's through this mar-

Bord Faille Plaque in the Garden of 
Remembrance Leighlinbridge 
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riage that that branch of the Vigors family 
has descended as Nicholas never married. 

The Vigors family were in Old Leighlin for 
about three centuries and but for the accession 
of William III to the throne they would have 
been dispossessed of their lands by Act of 
Parliament. The family remained in Old 
Leighlin. When Nicholas's father died in 1828 
he inherited almost all the civil parish of Old 
Leighlin and part of Wells, some 3000 acres of 
land. Despite this he continued to live in 
London and as a landlord was on excellent 
relations with his tenants. However, it is said 
that when he died his estate was in debt. 

Nicholas Aylward Vigors M.P. died at his 
London home on 26th October, 1840 very 
much respected by the people of County 
Carlow. He lies buried in the nave of Old 
Leighlin Cathedral. 

Nicholas Vigors at the age of 18 matriculated 
from Trinity College, Oxford on November 
16, 1803. At the age of 21, on November 14, 
1806 he was admitted a student of Lincoln's 
Inn. "He left Oxford at the age of 23, but with
out taking a degree and pursed an ensigncy of 
the Grenadier Guards, probably because he 
wanted to fight for Britain against Napoleon. 
He published in 1810 'An Enquiry into the 
Nature and Extent of Poetick Licence'. He 
served in the Grenadier Guards, but was 
wounded at Barrossa on March 5th 1811 
receiving a leg wound. On his repatriation to 
England he resigned his commission and 
resumed his studies at Oxford, finally gradu
ating with a B.A. in 1817 and an M.A. the fol
lowing year. 

Vigors succeeded to his father's estate in 
Leighlinbridge in 1828 where he was the 
Member of Parliament for the borough of 
Carlow from 1832 until his death. This 
enabled him to spend a considerable time in 
London and thus to devote himself almost 
full-time to the pursuit of his principal inter
est. In London Vigors soon became marked 
out as a researcher of ability in what was a 
milieu that was at the time driving a growing 
professionalisation of the sciences. He threw 
himself wholeheartedly into the study of 
zoology, especially birds and insects and 
made extensive collections. He was elected a 
Fellow of the Linnean Society of London in 
1819 and served as its Secretary until 1833. 
Notably Vigors became a full-time profes
sional scientist and devoted the remainder of 
his life in most part to this profession. Then 
in 1826, on the formation of the Zoological 
Society, which Vigors assisted Stamford 
Raffles (who founded Singapore) in estab
lishing, he presented his collection to that 
body. The obituary in the Linnean Society 
summarized his main academic and profes
sional achievements thus:-
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He also edited the Zoological Journal from 
1827 to 1834. He was a Fellow of the Linnean 
Society and the Royal Society. Author of 40 
papers, mostly on ornithology; he provided 
the text for John Gould's A Century of Birds 
from the Himalaya Mountains (1830- 32). 
Many of his papers were published in the 
Zoological Journal and the Proceedings of the 
Zoological Society, mostly on the classifica
tion of birds. Many were written in partner
ship with other scientists, including W.S. 
MacLeay and Dr. Thomas Horsfield. 

Notably the Zoological Society received its 
Royal Charter in 1831, when Thomas Huxley 
was its President and also Charles Darwin was 
elected a Fellow. Vigors' followships extended 
to the Society of Antiquaries, the Geological 
Society and the Historical Society. He was 
elected a fellow of the Royal Society on 
February 23, 1826 and was also a fellow of the 
Society of Antiquaries and of the Geological 
and Historical Societies, as well as a member 
of the Royal Irish Academy and the Royal 
Institution. The Geological Society was found
ed in 1807 as a Dining Club, but soon amassed 
scientific collections and developed into a 
Learned Society. It received its Royal Charter 
in 1825 and moved to Burlington House. 

Vigors was author of 40 papers, mostly on 
ornithological subjects, that appeared in vari
ous scientific journals between 1825 and 
1830, six being in conjunction with others. He 
contributed to the Translations of the Linnean 
Society and was principal editor of the 
Zoological Journal, Vols. Three and Four 
between 1827 and 1834. 

From the point of view of this article it is 
important to point out that Vigors was a rad
ical in the cause of what has been labelled 
the 'Gentlemen of Science' who were a sci
ence faction closely associated with a 
Latitudinarian tendency in the Anglican 
church science. This faction organised 
around the new reform movement of that day 
the British Association for the Advancement 
of Science and held some major chairs in 
Anglican universities. They were very well 
represented amongst the MPs who like 
Vigors had been educated in these great bas
tions of social privilege. Vigors was a very 
clear representative of this group and these 
early reformers who would clash later with 
the evolutionists who were a more plebeian 
group of men who had of necessity to earn 
their living as professions without the suc
cour of an additional stipend such as an 
estate or MP's salary, both of which Vigors 
possessed. Vigors was described as "one of 
the most eminent ornithologists of the day" 
Vigors wrote 'on the natural affinities that 
connect the order and families of birds.' This 
theoretical contribution was important and 
recognised at the time as 'William 
Shuckard's, Essay on the Indigenous 

Fossorial Hymenoptera (London, 1837) 
pointed out species are the letters whereby 
the book of Nature must be read. This was 
clearly important ground -clearing preparato
ry study upon which the later work of 
Darwin could be built. 

Vigors' position in British science was at the 
forefront of the radical reform movement as 
clearly established by an 1835 enquiry into 
the British Museum. Gordon McOuat's 
'Representations of the Natural System in the 
Nineteenth century' Biology and Philosophy, 
Volume 6, Number 2 I April, 1991, pp.255-
274 gives a measure of Vigors' standing. 

At the centre of nineteenth-century imperial 
authority sat the British Museum, which set 
the standard for discourse about natural histo
ry. The standards were in dispute in the late 
1820s and gave rise to an important, but little
understood dispute in ending the nineteenth
century species debate. The post-Reform Bill 
political assault on the authority of the British 
Museum was led by the Tories who were 
opposed by Vigors and others of his mindset. 
John Edward Gray, keeper of the natural his
tory collection, had to resolve the dispute over 
the meaning of species in the light of political 
pressure and the competence of naturalists. 
Gray's strategic solution was the outcome of 
the parliamentary commissions investigating 
the affairs of the British Museum into which 
Vigors made some serious contributions. 
Apparently things were not going well for the 
Chair of the Select Committee Benjamin 
Hawes MP and the Tory opposition who he 
felt were dominating proceedings. 

While the Select Committee was in recess 
from August 1835 and well into the next year, 
Hawes took the opportunity to marshal his 
radical friends within the scientific communi
ty. It is not surprising that the first witnesses 
brought before the resumed hearings were 
those lions of the ultra-radical natural history 
movement, Robert Grant (1793-1874) and 
Nicholas Vigors, both bloody, but not bowed, 
from their fight for control in the increasingly 
conservative Zoological Club and Zoological 
Society. For Vigors, the whole plan of the 
Musuem left much to be desired. 'It was not 
natural enough. It was not British enough. To 
be a proper national musuem, the British 
Museum must exemplify the 'natural system' 
of classification. 

In looking to the perfection of a zoological 
collection, I would consider that the grand 
object was to roll up every department, as far 
as it could be rolled up, in order to show the 
great harmony in the system of nature. I speak 
with reference to the present improved state of 
science. The object in former days was chiefly 
to investigate the properties of, and assign 
names to, individual species. 



The present improved state of science leads us 
to consider these species as united by their 
affinities and analogies into one grand system; 
to view them not merely as a collection of 
detached individuals, but as a series of indi
viduals forming one grand harmonious 
plan.'Vigors did not have just any system in 
mind. Rather, a proper national museum 
would exemplify the one and true 'quinarian 
system' of natural classification and the then 
popular natural system wherein natural 
objects were classified into orderly, exhaus
tive, nested and circular sets of aves ( the class 
of warm blooded vertebrate animals). In 
Vigor's view, the British Museum was to be 
one great exhibition of the quinarian natural 
system. Not only would the 'natural system' 
display the wondrous harmony of God's cre
ation for the masses and Vigors somewhat 
uncomfortably invoked William Paley here 
'but the Museum itself was to exhibit the 
progress and perfection of British science in 
its epitome. The quinarian system was a par
ticularly British creation, transcending both 
the unilinear scheme of Lamarck and the 
branching system of his arch-rival, Cuvier. To 
be 'natural' was to be patriotic, progressive 
and quinarian. The very display of organisms 
in the Museum was to show this." 

The outcome of the Select Committee was to 
recommend reform as after the evidence of 
Vigors and another reformer Grant, the ques
tions of administration, the library, the pro
posed separation of the natural history col
lection and indeed, all other questions of the 
Select Committee and would, for Hawes, 
take second order. In spite of the growing 
exasperation of the Tory members of the 
Committee, Hawes would again and again 
interrupt the proceedings, badger his wit
nesses, returning again and again to what 
was now the key question. 

Nicholas Aylward Vigors M.P. died at his 
London home on 26th October, 1840 very 
much respected by the people of County 
Carlow. He lies buried in the nave of Old 
Leighlin Cathedral. 

The reform movement was indeed unstop
pable, and unfortunately for both the 
Gentlemen of Science and their Tory oppo
nents, this reform went careering on into the 
dispute over the theory of evolution. In this 
dispute between the Tories and 1930s reform
ers interestingly Thomas Huxley was by the 
side of Vigors. Later, two reform groups dif
ferentiated into opposing groups as can be 
seen in the biographical pieces on the Rev. 
Samuel Haughton, an archetypical Gentleman 
of Science, in his dispute with John Tyndall 
over this 'hypothesis' that is dealt with later in 
this feature. 

Man of science, 

Failed 1827 reform of the 
Royal Society of London 

Frederick Robinson was perhaps a typi
cal Tory career politician and, like many 
other at this time of inherited privilege, 
he did not have to earn either accolades 
or honours. It is significant that he was 
elected a Fellow of the Royal Society of 
London in 1828 without any scientific 
credentials whatsoever and primarily 
because he was an aristocrat and would 
make up the numbers in the efforts of the 
Duke of York, son of the King and 
President of the Royal Society, to stop 
the 'men of science' controlling this 
organisation. The Cambridge led reform 
movement were determined to stop this 
august body's scandalous use as a drink
ing club for the aristocracy. The evi
dence was that Robinson's appointment 
as Prime Minister in 1827 happened 
because he was a pliable individual 
whom the monarch trusted, so it seems 
probable his role when he was elected in 
1828 was more to help pack numbers 
against the defeated reformers. They had 
attempted a 'putch' to reform the Royal 
Society by forcing a vote on the presi
dency with a reform candidate who 
might unseat the Duke of York. Their 
candidate for President was the world
renowned scientist John Herschel (1792-
1871 ). 

The reformers were all scientists of 
some eminence and the reform move
ment, like so many others in the 19th 
century, could be traced back to Ireland. 
The Rev. Bartholomew Lloyd and 
George Brinkley, Astronomer Royal of 
Ireland began the reform of the Dublin 
University mathematics and science cur
riculum. As academics in a time of 
extreme reaction against all things 
French and specifically Napoleon they 
were surprisingly successful in forcing 
through this necessary reform in Dublin 
University of introducing 'French math
ematics'. The Trinity mathematics and 
science curriculum in 1800 was entirely 
Newtonian and had fallen badly behind 
the French who were using the analytic 
notation dy/dx and d2y/d2x to represent 
derivatives and second derivates rather 
than the Newtonian dot notation of and. 
The simple reason for the reform of this 
mathematical notation is simply 
explained, the continental notation 
allowed for manipulations of differential 
equations in a way analogous to manip
ulations used in algebra and this enabled 
'analysis' to be done. The dot notation 
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precluded such analysis and this limitation 
in particular impacted on astronomy 
research. By 1818 when this reform was 
complete in Dublin it was only just starting 
in Cambridge University, and then the 
reform movement was not led by academ
ics, but by a group of young undergraduate 
reformers led by Herschel and his friends 
Charles Babbage(l791-1871) and George 
Peacock (1791-1858). The reformers 
claimed that the Newtonian notation was 
in its "dotage" and reforming was essential 
to keep British science abreast with the 
best in the world. 

Having successfully reformed the universi
ty curriculum the Cambridge reformers then 
set their sights on the reform of the Royal 
Society of London, which was so badly run 
that it was clearly holding back British sci
ence in a period of fierce international com
petition with France but also to an ever 
growing respect with Germany. The 
Cambridge mathematicians were young and 
brave, but found they had the support of 
many others in their campaign in the Royal 
Society such as Nicholas Vigors. Once 
again it was the Irish who were to the fore 
in demanding reform. The campaign united 
geologists, chemists and naturalists but was 
led by the Anglican university graduates in 
what was considered to be the premier dis
ciplines of astronomy and mathematics. 
After the failure of the reform movement in 
the Royal Society some turned their atten
tion to establishing the British Association 
for the Advancement of Science in the 
1830s which was more a political cam
paigning organisation for science but raised 
an awareness of the growing gap between 
British science and that on the continent. 
Babbage published the highly polemical 
Some Reflections on the Decline of Science 
in England, and Some of its Causes in 1830 
after the disappointment of the failure of the 
reform movement. From 1848 until 1854 
William Parsons, 3rd Earl of Rosse (1800-
1867) became the first reform President of 
the Royal Society. He was a good political 
choice being an aristocrat while being 
acceptable to the men of science, being 
almost a full-time professional engineer and 
astronomer. Thereafter, no fellow was elect
ed to the Royal Society who was not from 
the top of his professional ranks in science 
or engineering and the reform was 
achieved. Carlow through the contributions 
of Vigors, Tyndall and Haughton played 
major roles in various scientific reform 
movements in the 19th century, but none 
were more important than the role played 
by Vigors in the campaign for the reform of 
the government of British science. 
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Alpine traveller, FRS and 
M.P. for Carlow 

JWF 

Dictionary of Natural Biography 

J~at ~:~:_:::~~,s:::e:e~~ience, politi-

cian, and Alpine traveller, born in Dublin 
on 20 Aug. 1818, was eldest son of Nicholas 
Ball, judge of the court of common pleas in 
Ireland, and Jane Sherlock of Butlerstown 
Castle, Co. Waterford. In his early childhood he 
showed a precocious taste for out-of-door 
observation and works on natural science. 
When in his seventh year he was taken to 
Switzerland, he was deeply affected by the 
view of the Alps from the Jura. He wrote in 
after life, 'For long years that scene remained 
impressed on my mind, whether asleep or 
awake, and perhaps nothing has had so great an 
influence on my entire life.' In the following 
year, at Ems, the child's chief occupation was 
measuring, or trying to measure, the height of 
the hills around with a mountain barometer. 

Brought up as a Roman catholic, Ball at thir
teen was sent for three years to the Roman 
Catholic college at Oscott, whence he went on 
to Christ's College, Cambridge, being admit
ted in 1835. There, like Darwin, he fell under 
the influence of Professor John Stevens 
Henslow, whose botanical lectures he attend
ed, and in whose family the 'wild Irishman' 
was a prime favourite. He came out as twen
ty-seventh wrangler in 1889, but was prevent
ed by his religion from taking a degree. After 
leaving the university Ball travelled for four 
years in different parts of Europe, seeing 
much of men and manners, and also of moun
tains and flowers. A valuable paper on the 
botany of Sicily was one of the results of these 
early travels. In 1845 he stayed for some time 
at Zermatt in order to study glaciers, making a 
series of observations. The conclusions he 
was led to, however, coincided so closely with 
those of James David Forbes that he refrained 
from publishing them, though he afterwards 
contributed several papers to the 
Philosophical Magazine, in which he contest
ed the hypothesis with regard to the action of 
glaciers in the formation of Alpine valleys 
and lake basins that had been lately put for
ward. Ball was called to the Irish bar in 1845, 
but never practiced. In 1846 he was appointed 
assistant to poor-law commissioner. This was 
at the period of the Irish potato famine. The 
work was severe, and in the following year he 
was forced by ill-health to resign. In 1848 he 
stood unsuccessfully for the borough of Sligo. 
In 1849 he was again appointed as second 
commissioner, a post which he held for two 
years, when he resigned it in order to stand as 
a Liberal for county Carlow, for which he en 
was elected on 26 July 1852. In the House of 
Commons he advocated most of the liberal 
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measures that have since become law; the dis
establishment of the church oflreland, a read
justment ofland tenure, the reduction ofrents, 
and a new land valuation. He was not a fre
quent or a lengthy speaker, but he made such 
a decided mark in the house that in 1855 Lord 
Palmerston offered him the under-secretary
ship for the colonies. 

In this position (which he held for two years) 
Ball was able to advance the interest of sci
ence on several notable occasions. It was 
mainly due to his energetic representations 
that the Palliser expedition was properly 
equipped and sent out to ascertain the the best 
routes within British territory for uniting by 
rail the Atlantic and Pacific coasts, Canada 
and British Columbia. Among the results of 
the enterprise was the discovery of four prac
ticable passes, one of which is now followed 
by the Canadian Pacific Railway. 

Ball was also instrumental while in office in 
inducing the home government to give its sup
port to Sir W. Hooker's efforts for the 
Publication of floras of all British colonies, 
compiled on a definite system, which he him
self drew up, an undertaking equally impor
tant whether from the commercial or from the 
scientific point of view. 

The combination of scientific zeal and sound 
judgment as to the extent of the support which 
science might reasonably claim from the state 
that Ball displayed while at the colonial office 
led to his opinion being often asked, and 
sometimes acted on. But to the end of his life 
he deplored the comparative indifference to 
science, and the ignorance of its practical 
bearings on the prosperity of nations, shown 
by the British treasury, as well as by British 
travellers and administrators in all quarters of 
the globe. 

In 1858 Ball contested Limerick. His ardent 
sympathy with Italian liberty (Cavour and 
Quintino Sella were among his close friends) 
did him harm on this occasion with the Irish 
priests, and through their action he was 
defeated after a keen contest. This result he 
accepted, despite subsequent opportunities of 
a seat offered him, as a definite discharge 
from public life and office. 

To a man with the tastes he had shown from 
childhood there was little struggle in resigning 
himself to the career of a natural philosopher. 
At the same moment a definite direction was 
given to his leisure by his nomination as the 
first president of the Alpine Club. That associ
ation (founded in 1857) was composed of a 
small band of enthusiastic lovers of the moun
tains, who, having in common one of the chief 
pleasures of their lives, were anxious to pro
vide fixed opportunities for meeting, compar
ing notes, and developing projects for new 
adventures or extended researches. Ball was 
selected as the man who most thoroughly 

united in himself and represented the various 
motives which inspired the first members of 
the club - the zest for adventure, the love of 
the glories of the mountains, or the patient 
pursuit of natural science in the many branch
es that are open to the mountaineer. 

He found another link with the Alps in his first 
wife, a daughter of the Nobile Alberto, 
Parolini, a distinguished naturalist through 
whom he subsequently came into property 
near Bassano. The task he now set himself 
was the compilation of a guide to the whole 
Alpine chain from the Col di Tenda to the 
Semmering. The Alpine Guide (1863-8) was 
undoubtedly the most important literary prod
uct of a life of very various activities. Its plan 
was at once comprehensive and clear. A pref
ace dealing with the Alps and Alpine travel 
generally, both from the scientific and practi
cal point of view, was prefixed to the work. 
The range was then divided into three sections 
- the western, central, and eastern Alps - each 
described in a single volume. The lesser sub
divisions into groups, based mainly but not 
absolutely on physical considerations, were 
made with great skill and have proved practi
cally convenient. Throughout the work the 
special geological and botanical features of 
each district are insisted on, while the travel
ling student finds observations in detail 
thrown in at every fitting opportunity. The 
object of the writer is not to conduct his read
ers along certain beaten tracks, but to put them 
in a position to choose for themselves such 
routes as may best suit their individual tastes 
and powers, to give advice as to what is best 
worth notice, and to show what is open to the 
prudently adventurous. The main purposes of 
the book are kept constantly in sight, and it is 
written throughout in a vigorous style which 
keeps its freshness to the end and makes the 
scriptive passages pleasant reading, while 
they are relieved from time to time by shrewd 
observations, flashes of quiet humour, or 
tersely told personal adventures. 

Ball was himself rather a scientific traveller 
than a great climber, and his taste for solitary 
rambles was perhaps too strong to make the 
numbers needed for safety in the region above 
the snow level altogether congenial to him. But 
the extent of his Alpine travels, mostly on foot, 
is indicated by his own statement. Before 1863 
he 'had crossed the main chain forty-eight 
times by thirty-two different passes, besides 
traversing nearly one hundred of the lateral 
passes.' His first Alpine feat was the passage of 
the Monte Rosa chain by the Schwarz Thor in 
1845, and among the summits of which he 
made the first or early ascents were the Pelmo, 
the Tergloo and the Cima Tosa. 

In 1871 Ball accompanied Sir J.D. Hooker 
and Mr. G. Maw in an expedition to Morocco. 
The object of the journey was to investigate 
the flora of the Great Atlas and determine its 



relations to those of the mountains of Europe. 
In 1882 Ball made a five months voyage to 
South America. 
Ball's contributions to science were mainly geo
graphical, physical, and botanical. The most 
important are The Alpine Guide' (8 parts, 
London, 1863-8, 8vol; translated into Italian 
1888; the first volume has been re-edited as a 
permanent memorial to him by the Rev. W. A. 
B. Coolidge for the Alpine Club, 1898), his 
Journal of a Tour in Morocco, 1878, and his 
Notes of a Naturalist in South America,' 1887, 
of which Sir J. D. Hooker writes: 

'High authorities have pronounced them to be 
deserving of a comer of the same shelf with 
the works of Humboldt, Darwin, Bates, and 
Wallace.' Of Ball's papers on physical subjects 
the most important were concerned with 
meteorology or bypsometry. His contributions 
to botany were both critical and theoretical. 
Among the first his 'Spicilegium Florse 
Maroccanie' (Linnean Soc. Journal, 'Botany,' 
1878, xvi. 287-742) will always remain a clas
sic both for its merits and as the earliest work 
on the flora of that region. His 'Distribution of 
Plants on the South Side of the Alps,' which he 
left unfinished, was published after his death 
in the Transactions of the Linnean Society in 
1896. Sir J. D. Hooker thus describes Ball's 
theoretical essays in botany: in that 'On the 
Origin of the Flora of the European Alps' 
(Geogr. Soc. Proc. 1579, pp. 56-88), he 
argued for the high antiquity of the Alpine 
flora, and for the earliest types of flowering 
plants having been confined to high moun
tains (thus accounting for their absence in a 
fossil state), due to the proportion of carbonic 
acid gas in the lower regions of the earth being 
too great to support phenogamic vegetation. 
He further held that existing modes of trans
port are inefficient to account for the present 
distribution of plants. His other theory relates 
to the South American flora, and is given in a, 
his "Naturalist's Journal." In this he assumes 
that the majority of the peculiar types of the 
whole South American flora, except possibly 
a few that originated in the Andean chain, had 
their primitive homes on the hypothetical 
ancient mountain range which he had placed 
in Brazil, and to great heights on which they 
would, under his theory, be restricted through 
the operation of the same cause that restricted 
the European early types to the highest Alps.' 

Ball suffered from ill-health during the last 
years of his life. He died at his house, 10 
Southwell Gardens, South Kensington, on 21 
Oct. 1889. 

Ball married twice, in 1856 and 1869. His first 
wife, by whom he had two sons, who survived 
him, has been already named; his second was 
Julia, daughter of F. O'Beirr's, nil. esq., 
Jamestown, Co. Leitrim. He was re elected a 
fellow of the Royal Society on 4 June 1868, 
and an honorary fellow of his college at 
Cambridge on 3 Oct. 1888. He was also a fel-

low of the Linnean, Geographical, and 
Antiquarian Societies of London, and of the 
Royal Irish Academy. 

Besides the works mentioned above Ball pub
lished papers in the Cambridge 'Mathematical 
Journal' on physical science, in the 
'Philosophical Magazine,' and in the 'Reports 
of the British Association, on the geological 
action of glaciers and on other subjects, on 
botanical subjects in the 'Botanical Magazine; 
Journal of Botany,' the 'Proceedings of the 
Linnean Society,' 'The Linnaia,' and the 
'Bulletin de la Societe' Botanique de France' 
On Alpine subjects. he contributed to the first 
series of 'Peaks, Passes, and Glaciers (which 
he edited), 1859, 8vol, and to the 'Alpine 
Journal.' He wrote the article 'Alps' in the 
'Encyclopedia Britannica' (9th edit.), and an 
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article in the 'Edinburgh Review,' 1861, on 
glacier theories. He contributed occasionally 
to the 'Saturday Review' and 'Nature.' .. He 
was also the author of a tract (1847), 'What is 
to be done for Ireland?' (2nd edit. 1849),. and 
an article in 'Macmillan's Magazine,' 1873 
Daniel O'Connell. 

[Biographical notices in Proceedings of the 
Royal Society, 1889-90, vol xlviii. 
Proceedings of the Royal Geographical 1 
Society, 1890, xii. 99, Journal of Botany, 
December,1889; Alpine Journal vol. xv. No 
I 07, February, 1890, with portrait; 
Proceedings of the Linnean Society, 1888- 90 
p. 90; Royal Society a Cat. of Scientific 
Papers; Brit,. Mus. Cat.] 

On 22 December 1857 a group of British mountaineers met at Ashley's Hotel in London. All 
were active in the Alps and instrumental in the development of alpine mountaineering dur
ing the heroic first years of alpinism (1854-1865). It was at this meeting that the Alpine 
Club, under the chairmanship of E.S. Kennedy, was born. John Ball was the first president 
from 1857-60 and Kennedy, the first vice-president, succeeded Ball as president of the club 
to 1863. Tyndall had been offered the Vice-Presidency and basically was happy to take this 
position. This would have meant Carlow had both the Presidency and Vice-Presidency at the 
launch of the Alpine Club. 

There was a belief that mountaineering had to be justified by scientific pursuits and this was 
a popular conception fostered in great part by the work of Tyndall and other scientists in the 
mountains. Tyndall himself subscribed to this view until the late 1850s when the competi
tion between himself and Wymper for the Matterhorn made him realise mountaineering was 
a pursuit that required the climber's full commitment. Tyndall at the Alpine Club's winter 
dinner was so incensed by the speech of Leslie Stephens ( father of Virginia Woolf) that he 
resigned. In an entertainingly light hearted but cutting discourse he said 

"And what philosophical observation did you make?" will be the enquiry of one of those 
fanatics who, by reasoning process for me utterly inscrutable, but somehow irrevocably 
associated Alpine travel with science. To them I answer, that the temperature was approxi
mately (I had no thermometer) 212 degrees Fahrenheit below freezing point. As for ozone, 
if it existed in the atmosphere, it was a greater fool than I take it for. As we had, unluckily, 
no barometer, I am unable to give the usual information as to the extent of our deviation 
from the correct altitude; but the Federal map fixes the height at 12,855 feet. Twenty min
utes of freezing satisfied me with the prospect, and I willingly returned to the descent". 
Tyndall was incensed especially since his growing list of publications and books on Alpine 
phenomena were full of the most detailed scientific discourse on meteorology and geology. 
He resigned forthwith, but twenty-six years later was happy to be voted back as an Honorary 
Member. By way of retaliation he perhaps wrote Mountaineering in 1861, which appeared 
in 1862. This was seen as the first real mountaineering book of consequence and probably 
most mountaineers today do not know Tyndall was a scientist as they only know him from 
this landmark publication. 

One hundred and fifty years later, the Alpine Club continues, and its members remain 
extremely active in the Alps and the Greater Ranges, as well as in mountain arts, literature 

and science. 

For many years it had the characteristics of a London-based Gentleman's Club, including a 
certain imprecision in the qualification for membership. All you needed to b.e elected at this 
time was to have climbed 'A reasonable number of respectable peaks'. By the mid 20th cen
tury, however, the club had evolved into the UK's senior mountaineering club with a clear 
qualification for membership, for both men and women, and an 'aspirant' grade for those 
working towards full membership. 
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John Tyndall FRS 
(1820-1893) 

John Tyndall was born in Leighlinbridge, 
Co. Carlow and educated in the 

Ballinabranna School under the tutelage of 
John Conwill. Conwill was a former hedge
school teacher and John left at 19 years, with 
an education that included English, Logic, 
Book-keeping, Drawing and, most important
ly, Surveying and associated Mathematics. He 
joined the Ordnance Survey Office in Carlow 
from school, moving from there to Youghal, 
Co. Cork. Tyndall felt fortunate to be chosen, 
in 1842, to transfer to the English Survey 
where he was posted in Preston, Lancashire 
but got sacked for leading a campaign against 
bad working conditions for the Irish. He even
tually found work as a surveyor with 
Manchester partners Nevin and Lawton and 
then on the West Yorkshire Line as a railway 
surveyor. It was during this time that he devel
oped his prodigious walking capacity and 
developed the stamina that was to serve him 
so well later as a mountaineer. 

Tyndall's interest in physics and engineering 
education began in 1847 when he met George 
Edmondson, who at the time was endeavoring 
to introduce the elements of experimental sci
ence into his Quaker School, Tulketh Hall, 
Preston when it transferred to Hampshire. In 
the purpose built Queenwood College he and 
Edward Frankland established the first ever 
programme of practical science and engineer
ing in Great Britain and Ireland in what was 
almost certainly the first-ever school laborato
ry facilities. In October 1848 Tyndall left 
Queenwood to attend Marburg University, 
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importantly the centre of the radical scientific 
materialist movement. Tyndall produced a 
PhD in 1849 after a two-year period of intense 
study entitled 'Die Schraubenflaeche mit 
Geneigster Erzeugungs-Linie und 
Bedingungen des Gleichgewichts fur solche 
Schraben'. He returned to Queenwood after 
another year working in Berlin University and 
then in 1852 was appointed professor of natu
ral philosophy in London's Royal Institution 
as Michael Faraday's assistant. Tyndall was 
appointed the first ever examiner in 'physics' 
in 1853 in the new Department of Arts and 
Science and in 1857 became the first Chief 
Examiner for military examinations for the 
Royal Engineers and Royal Artillery. 

Tyndall's initial research work in Germany on 
diamagnetism was internationally recognised. 
He had put down markers in writing major 
memoirs and become one of the four editors 
of Taylor's Scientific Memoirs which was 
very exacting work. Shortly after, his position 
in the upper echelons of British and Irish sci
ence was underlined by his election to the 
Fellowship of the Royal Society of London on 
June 3rd, 1852. Tyndall had been canvassed 
by the Irishman Edward Sabine who was 
looking to build his support in this society 
which was the government of British science. 
The Royal Society had been reformed and 
Lord Rosse installed as the first reform 
President. After this watershed, no other non
scientific fellows were elected. As part of the 
energetic reform movement Tyndall was 
appointed in Januart 1854 as one of the three 
editors of the Philosophical magazine with Sir 
David Brewster and the Irishman Sir Robert 
Kane. Translation was the main contribution 
he could make and in this work Tyndall soon 
after obtained some help in translating the 
French and German papers from his best 
friend Thomas Hirst. They translated some of 
the most important papers coming out of 
Germany at the time of all the leading savants 
of the day and raised significantly the status of 
continental science. Some time later Tyndall 
relinquished the post as editor of this main 
Royal Society journal which came under the 
exclusive editorship of Kane. 

Tyndall was active in the British Association 
for Advancement of Science (BAAS) which 
ran the main festival of science each year. He 
was operating from rooms in Queenwood 
College, but writing and translating and not 
teaching. He met Faraday at the BAAS and 
also the influential Edward Sabine to whom 
he wrote looking for help in obtaining an apo
pointment and professional advancement. 
Colonel Sabine was to receive major promo
tion and became 'The Modem Major General' 
of the opera fame. On 11th February, 1853 
Tyndall gave a lecture before the Royal 
Institution and it was immediately recognised 
that he had a major talent for public discourse. 
He was offered and accepted the 

Professorship of Natural Philosophy at the 
Royal Institution of Great Britain in the sum
mer of 1853. He became a disciple of Michael 
Faraday, worked on physics of ice, glaciers 
and volcanos in his first years in the Royal 
Institution, in work that supported Faraday's 
theories of slatey cleavage and regelation of 
ice. This work fitted snugly with his growing 
passion for mountaineering. 

In 1859 with the publication of the 'Origin' by 
Darwin Tyndall's life and research direction 
changed radically. Tyndall and Frankland had 
organised a group of eight London-based 
friends from their base on Albermarle Street, 
m 1864. The ninth member William 
Spottiswoode was admitted at the second 
meeting and the club eventually became 
known as the 'X-Club'. This club was so 
named because of the nine members, plus 
their acknowledged, but always absent 'Xth' 
member and leader Charles Darwin, who was 
too retiring either to attend X-Club meetings, 
or even indeed to publicly defend his own the
ory. The X-Club members, all adopted epi
thets viz. Xccentric, Xalted, Xpert, 
Xperienced, Xqisite, Xemplary, Xhaustive, 
Xtravagant and Xcellent respectively for 
Tyndall, Huxley, Frankland, J.Hooker, 
G.Busk, H.Spencer, T.Hirst and 
W.Spottiswoode. These brash professionals 
had, of course, taken onto themselves the role 
of spokesmen for the theory of evolution after 
the 1859 watershed of the publication of the 
"Origin" 

Tyndall's own research on radiation through 
gases and vapours from 1860 had provided 
the essential experimental basis for the sci
ence of meteorology, which was obviously 
absolutely central to the scientific arguments 
on life on earth. His book 'Contributions to 
Molecular Physics in the Domain of Radiant 
Heat' appeared in 1872, marshalling an array 
of new observations supporting the theory of 
evolution. He had come upon this virgin field 
in 1860 through an invention. He systemati
cally proceeded to measure both the absorp
tions and emissions of all known gases and 
vapours. This long series of studies formed 
the basis of three Royal Society Baconian lec
tures on the subject (1861, 1864 and 1881) in 
which Tyndall formulated a quantitative 
understanding of atmospheric physics and 
dealt with related issues such as nephelometry 
and floating matter in the air. Tyndall opened 
up the debate on the greenhouse effect and 
used his experimental knowledge on the large 
absorptive capacity of water vapour to 
explain, for instance, meteorological condi
tions in deserts and other climates to great 
effect. He then progressed from here to study 
the effects of light scattering, discovering the 
resulting clouds of small particles scattered 
visible light to produce colours and in partic
ular the vivid blue of the sky, known frequent
ly as 'Tyndall blue'. His investigations into 



scattering have led him to be honoured by the 
naming of'Tyndall scattering' that derive from 
particulate matter. His paper 'A new series of 
chemical reactions produced by light' 1869 
was groundbreaking work in photochemistry 
following the earlier work of Draper in 1843. 
He is counted as a founder of the science of 
photochemistry. 

In philosophy Tyndall openly and consistently 
fought for an Epicurian atomicist and reduc
tionist description of matter. Tyndall played a 
central role in the establishment of the appro
priately named evolutionist journal Nature, 
He formally broke with religion in aiding 
Huxley with establishing a new-world view of 
the sceptical philosophical materialistic posi
tion of 'humanism'. Tyndall joked that he had 
been an agnostic long before his friend invent
ed the word. In philosophy, Tyndall made an 
enormous leap in developing the position of 
the German reductionists. In the 1874 Belfast 
Address he already "had rejected the notion of 
a creative power" and referred the "choices 
material of the teleologists" to natural causes. 
He had proposed his evolutionary collaborator 
and friend Herbert Spencer's theory of the 
evolution of the senses and intelligence to the 
interaction of the organism with the environ
ment. Tyndall as the founder and leading 
exponent of scientific naturalism aimed to 
purge science of the remnants of metaphysics 
and contributed fundamentally to the profes
sionalisation, naturalisation and secularisation 
of science. His career as a controversialist 
assisted him in becoming arguably the great
est public lecturer of his day. His lecture tour 
of America organised by the celebrated Joseph 
Henry in 1870 was enormously successful and 
raised funds to establish the first research 
facilities in the four Ivy League Universities 
Columbia, Yale, Harvard and Pennsylvania. 
He returned to be elected in 1874 as President 
of the British Association for Advancement in 
Science and he gave an unvarnished account 
of the material basis of the theory of evolution 
in his Presidential address. This address 
caused perhaps the biggest public debate in 
the entire history of science and was front 
page news across the globe. Churches all over 
the world immediately denounced Tyndall's 
atheism and in Ireland a Catholic Church 
Pastoral letter was issued in 1875 (written for 
Primate Cullen, it is confidently believed, by 
Patrick Francis Moran who was a contempo
rary of Tyndall's from Leighlinbridge. Moran, 
ironically, now has a commemorative stone 
standing alongside that of Tyndall's in a field 
in their native village at a time where the 
Catholic Church has reconciled itself very 
belatedly to evolution. This Pastoral Letter 
stated "that under the name of science, obtrud
ed blasphemy upon the Catholic nation" and 
warned in the very strongest terms against 
those who might follow Tyndall down the 
evolutionary road. The Belfast Address was 
almost coincidental with the Synod of 

Maynooth in 1875 where a joint pastoral was 
signed by all bishops enforcing the definition 
of infallibility as an article of Catholic faith 
and was part of a subtext to that decision. 

From 1859 he joined Huxley in preparing a 
regular science column for the Saturday 
Review and contributed to the middle-class 
publications Reader, the Fortnightly Review, 
the Contemporary Review and the Nineteenth 
Century. His essays were collected into still 
widely read books of collected essays 
'Fragments of Science for Unscientific People' 
(1871) and 'New Fragments of Science' 
(1892). Tyndall also held a chair of physics in 
the Royal School of Mines (now Imperial 
College) where he lectured regularly from 
1859. His lectures to children were especially 
well received and for many years he delivered 
the RI's famous Christmas Lecture Series that 
grew into the series of school textbooks for 
the Department of Science and Arts' physics 
examination programmes. He published a 
series of great popular textbooks based around 
his lectures. These books were 'Sound, A 
Course of Eight Lectures' (1867), 'Notes on a 
Course of Six Lectures on the Motion and 
Sensation of Sound' (1873) and 'On Sound; A 
Course of Nine Lectures' (1878); 'Notes of a 
Course of Nine Lectures on Light' (1869) 
which was followed by his 'Six Lectures on 
Light. Delivered in America 1872-3' reprinted 
usually simply under the title 'On Light' 
(1873); 'Notes on a Course of Seven Lectures 
on Electrical Phenomenon and Theories' 
(1870), 'Lessons in Electricity' (1876) and 
'Notes on Electricity' (1881 ); 'Heat 
Considered a Mode of Motion' (1863) and 
'Notes of a Course of Juvenile Lectures on 
Heat Visible and Invisible' (1877) and finally 
'Notes ofa Course of Six Lectures (adapted to 
juvenile auditory) on Ice, Water, Vapour and 
Air' (1871). 

The biochemist Louis Pasteur was having 
great difficulty in dealing with the attacks of 
the entrenched and hostile French medical 
establishment to his germ theory. Tyndall was 
induced in 1871 by Pasteur himself to begin 
working on disproving the theory of 'sponta
neous generation' and hence settle the on
going fierce dispute in favour of the germ the
ory. Tyndall's entry to the field of disease and 
infection was through studies on dust and dis
ease using his nephelometric technique in a 
paper entitled 'Dust and Disease' published in 
1871. Abiogenesis (spontaneous generation), 
held that living organisms could arise from 
inorganic matter. Tyndall after incredible 
commitments of time over nearly a full 
decade succeeded in producing methods of 
rigorous sterilisation and was thus able to 
prove the germ theory by producing repro
ducible bacteriological experiments on sterili
sation. Pasteur could not achieve this vital 
experimental reproducibility because his 
process of sterilisation known today as 
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Pasteurisation had just a single heat stage, and 
it consequently does not kill the spores of bac
teria. Tyndall showed in 1877 that the only 
reliable method of sterilisation, known as 
Tyndallisation, is a process of intermittent 
heating. His monumental researches on the 
topic were published in a book entitled 'Essay 
on Floating Matter of the Air in Relation to 
Putrefaction and Disease' in 1881. This work 
establishes Tyndall's claim to be the founder 
of the experimental science of bacteriology, 
while Pasteur stands as the theoretical founder 
of bacteriology/microbiology. 

It is worth commenting briefly on Tyndall's 
role in founding the sport of mountaineering 
as it is really impossible to understand his 
great contributions to science without seeing 
his work in the context of his mountaineering. 
The beginnings of this sport can be traced per
haps to the generous prize offered by Horace 
Benedict de 'Saussure in 1760 to the first per
son to climb Mont Blanc. This pioneer of 
geology was really a 'closet' mountaineer and 
the sport indeed emerged from under the skirts 
of a wide range of scientific endeavours, all of 
which added to its respectability. The British 
played the central role in the development of 
mountaineering, perhaps because their nation
al eccentricities (remember Tyndall's X-epi
thet) matched the needs of this sport. This 
ambivalence between sport and science was 
however decisively swept away in the compe
tition between Tyndall and Edward Wymper 
over the Matterhorn, the greatest prize of the 
Alps. The so-called 'Battle for the Matterhorn' 
was an intriguing story and brought about by 
the brash arrival of Whymper, who had no 
interest whatsoever in scientific measurement, 
on the climbing scene. He was 'a summit bag
ger' pure and simple. Tyndall's books 'The 
Glaciers of the Alps' (1860) which described 
his solo ascent of Monte Rosa (1858) and 
quite shockingly promoted mountaineering as 
a sport, 'Mountaineering in 1861' (1861) was 
a sensation as it gave his account of the first 
ascent of the Weisshorn and his 1860 recon
noitre of the Matterhorn, 'Hours of Exercise in 
the Alps' (1871) gave a reflective view of his 
career in the mountains after his retirement 
from the sport, and 'Forms ofWater in Clouds, 
Rivers and Glaciers' (1872) was really a book 
concentrating on his Alpine researches and 
other interesting related topics. All were best 
sellers and ran to several reprints. His adven
tures also ensured his celebrity and brought 
throngs of enthusiastic audiences to his RI and 
other lectures. 

Tyndall, despite an advanced age of 48, then 
completed the first traverse of the Matterhorn 
from the Italian side on 29th July 1868 and 
descended to Zermatt. This was the culmina
tion of his climbing career, which had seen 
him make notable ascents, including three 
ascents of Mount Blanc (1856, 1858 and 
1859), the first solo ascent of Monte Rosa 
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(twice in 1858), the first ascent of the 
Weisshorn (1861), the Finsteraarhorn (1858), 
traverses of Ganli, Theodule ( again in 1862) 
and first of Old Weissthor (1861), Jungfrau 
(1863 ), Todi ( failed 1865), Titlis (1866), 
Aletchhorn (failed 1866) and Monte 
Confinale and Monteratch (both 1864 ), 
Aletschorn and Sparrenhorn (1866), Eiger 
(1867) and the first traverse of the Matterhorn 
(1868). He made failed attempts of the 
Matterhorn (1860 and 1862), Wetterhorn 
(1869). He had added immeasurably to the 
sport by his pioneering ascents, but also for 
his development of climbing techniques with 
his strong preference for rocks over snow. He 
was very successful in terms of the number of 
climbs made successfully, or as we would say 
today his 'hit rate'. 

Tyndall was accidentally poisoned by his wife 
in their home Hinhead House and passed 
away 4th December, 1893 after years of bat
tling bad health brought on by his lifestyle of 
pushing himself to extreme limits and taking 
laudanum ( opiate mixture) to help him main
tain this frantic pace of life. Mrs Louisa 
Tyndall administered chloral instead of mag
nesia, which were both white and in similar 
bottles. Having investigated the matter and 
obtained the vital court document (This is in 
the local Tyndall Museum Section in the 
County Library) concerning this tragedy the 
author is convinced this was an accident. It 
would have been a more interesting end to his 
life if his wife had been culpable of a more 
serious misdemeanor here such as euthanasia 
or murder, but is seems it was just a terrible 
mistake. Louisa survived John by nearly fifty 
years and devoted herself to protecting 
Tyndall's legacy and she even came to visit 
Ireland in the 1930s to see his home and track 
down any documents concerning her late hus
band's early life. 

Bord Faille plaque in the Garden of 
Remembrance at Leighlinbridge, his native 

place. 
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Tyndall and Haughton and the 
raging Controversy over the 
Theory of Evolution 

Tyndall and Haughton lived through 
approximately the same period and one 
marked by most historians as being one 
dominated by the great dispute over the 
"Origin of Species'. Tyndall's Presidential 
Address to the British Association for the 
Advancement of Science in Belfast in 
1874, although mild by today's standards, 
was considered an outrage and an attack on 
all established religion. The details of 
Tynbdall's philosophical position are 
explained in some detail in the accompany
ing article, but it should be remembered 
that he was a leading member of a group of 
professional scientists centred on the Royal 
institution in London who were at war with 
the Anglican establishment of science. The 
latter have been called the 'Gentlemen of 
Science' and at this time in the late 1850s 
they controlled the government of science, 
namely the Royal Society of London which 
they had successfully reformed. In addition 
this group controlled all the major universi
ties. 

Haughton was a member of the Gentlemen 
of Science, who themselves from the 1830s 
had been the leaders of the reform move
ment who demanded change to keep 
Britain competitive with Germany and 
France. Haughton's opposition to evolution 
was religious but also a reaction to the 
threat against the now ensconced Anglican 
establishment. In his summary to his paper 
'Teleology and Evolution (Med J. 1871 
August 5; 2(553): 14) Haughton asks 
somewhat plaintively, "Where is the evi
dence of the endless succession of blunders 
which blind Nature has used as stepping
stones to produce her few happy successes? 
I cannot find them either in living nature or 
in the records of palaeontology. In case 
anyone was to miss the conclusion drawn 
from his monumental study "Animal 
Mechanics" he sums up his conclusions in 
an itemised list in an advertisement for this 
book thus:-

THE complete mathematical proofs of the 
following propositions will appear in my 
forthcoming work on Animal Mechanics. 

I. Each muscle is constructed in relation to 
its joint, in such a manner as to perform one 
kind of work only; and it performs that 
work to maximum advantage. 

2. The number of muscles employed is 

determined by the number of distinct 
actions required from the limb. 

3. The shape and form of the bones 
employed are the necessary consequence of 
the shape and power of the muscles in action. 

4. The smallest muscle in the combination 
is as carefully adapted to its conditions of 

maximum work as the largest muscle. 

From these propositions, supposed to be 
extended to the action of every muscle and 
joint, it appears to me to follow as neces
sary consequences 

I. That a foreseeing mind planned the type 
of the limb and of its actions. 

2. That, the idea of the limb and of its neces
sary actions being given, the number, shape, 
and arrangement of the necessary muscles can 
be calculated and predicted with as much cer
tainty as an astronomer can predict an eclipse. 

3. That the shape and arrangement of the 
bones follow, of necessity, from the neces
sary arrangement of the muscles. 

4. That any alteration, however slight, in 
any part of the combination of bones, mus
cles, and joints, would entail a loss of 
work, and 
lead to a less perfect mechanism. 

5. That, hence, the permanence and stability of 
each species (so far as relates to bones, mus
cles, and joints) is absolutely secured, on the 
principles so admirably laid down by Mr. 
Darwin. 

6. That the profound study of the mechanism 
of joints lends no support to the postulate that 
the similarities in the bones, muscles, and 
joints of animals, may be explained by com
mon descent from a supposed common 
ancestor. 

Tyndall and Haughton coming both from 
Carlow were irreconcilably on either side 
in the greatest of all scientific debates. 
Tyndall's major work provided the vital 
details of the physics of solar energy and 
underpinned the theory of evolution in the 
most fundamental of ways. His work in 
founding microbiology as a science 
showed 'life came from life' and evolution 
could only occur in a progressive way from 
generation to generation. Haughton, how
ever, set out to show such gradual change 
was impossible in animals that were per
fectly adapted to their environment. There 
was no possibility whatsoever of a meeting 
of these two powerful Carlow minds. 



Research Career 
of Rev. Samuel Haughton 
(1821-1897) 

Rev. Samuel Haughton 

Samuel Haughton was born on the 
December 21, 1821 in Carlow. The 

Haughton family owned large commercial 
properties alongside both banks of the rivers 
in the town. Samuel's mother was Sarah 
Handcock, whose father was a successful 
linen merchant in Lisburn. The father Samuel 
was descended it appears from Samuel 
Pierson Haughton. The scientist's family 
home it is believed was the mill house extant 
on the banks of the River Burrin in the very 
centre of town and Samuel was possibly born 
there. His family background was conse
quently one of some considerable local 
celebrity. 

At seventeen, Samuel entered Trinity College 
Dublin and rapidly made his mark 'being very 
quick of apprehension and with a tenacious 
memory'. The university was at this time at its 
scientific zenith, boasting several academics 
with international reputations including 
William Rowan Hamilton and Humphrey 
Lloyd. However, of special importance to 
Haughton's subsequent career was his post
graduate supervisor James MacCullagh. His 
distinguished research career in Trinity 
College, Dublin was developed in four dis
tinct phases. Samuel had been elected a fellow 
of the college in 1844. His mathematical 
research probably ended with the tragic sui
cide in 1847 of his mentor in college. The very 
surprising change in research direction came 
in 1848 after the award of the prestigious 
Royal Irish Academy Cunningham Medal for 
only his second independent publication. He 
had been ordained priest in 1847, which was 
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somewhat surprising given his family's non
conformist religious background. However, 
he seldom preached. Haughton's second 
career phase was in geological sciences and 
may not have been influenced by this suicide 
and was a more prosaic decision made in view 
of the chair of geology in the offing. In 1851 
he was appointed professor of geology in 
Trinity College. 

Haughton's educational work overlay all his 
various research phases and continued 
throughout his career. His contributions here 
were of international importance as he worked 
one of the first Schools of Engineering in 
Britain and Ireland. There existed no models 
on what subject material should be taught in 
university engineering courses quite simply 
because the Trinity School of Engineering 
was one of the very first to be established. 
This gave Haughton, working with his young 
friend Galbraith, an exceptional opportunity 
and the pair pioneered an important set of 
courses and textbooks for a range of new sub
ject areas. The importance of the Galbraith 
and Haughton Scientific Manuals (hereafter 
referred to as Manuals) were however greatly 
extended by the introduction in 1848 of exam
inations for the Indian Civil Service and 
Commissions in the Artillery and Royal 
Engineers. Courses were run in Trinity for 
these new public examinations and thus the 
Manuals written for Trinity students were 
used widely in other British institutions train
ing men for the Empire. These Manuals 
included at least 19 separate books ( details 
given below are obviously not complete 
despite serious searching of the archives to 
obtain the comprehensive publication list). 
The Manuals did however include the follow
ing:- Elementary Mathematics (1851), Plane 
Trigonometry (1851 ), Arithmetic (2nd. Ed. 
1855), Mechanics (1854), Optics (1854), 
Hydrostatics (1854), Astronomy (1855), 
Euclid Books I and II (1856), Experimental 
and Natural Science Series (4 volumes 1859-
65), Euclid Book I to IV (1859 to 1863 in 2 
volumes), Algebra ( 1860), Tides and Currents 
(1862 2nd Ed.), Steam Engines (1864), 
Geology (1865) and Mathematical Tables (4th 
Ed. 1887). The Manuals were published 
indeed all over the world and London, Paris, 
New York, Bombay and Sydney editions have 
been found. These books, in most cases, 
appeared in many editions, for example, the 
Hydrostatics Manual appeared in its ninth edi
tion in 1891. The importance of these books 
should not therefore be underestimated, as at 
this time there were either no textbooks for 
these subjects, or the only ones available were 
out of date and not suitable for examination 
students who needed to cram. The Manuals 
were perfect for their task, being styled on the 
classic Trinity cram books; they were very 
well tailored as they were small and fitted eas
ily in the pocket, and addressed directly the 
limited examination scope of interest of their 
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target readership. Haughton's education publi
cation count at the end of his career included 
the Manuals, plus his important book On the 
Rotation of a Solid Body produced shortly 
after MacCullagh's suicide. He wrote and 
edited some eleven other educational books. 
He also produced a very widely acclaimed 
landmark publication Six Lectures on 
Physical Geography (1880), which had some 
influence, not least on his protege John Joly 
(1857-1933) who was to later develop this 
field. 

Haughton devoted a decade to researches in 
geology and made many notable contribu
tions including in particular those in physical 
geology and in large part his research was 
directed at supporting the scientific establish
ment who opposed the evolutionists. His geo
logical researches eventually, and quite typi
cally for Haughton, stretched over many 
fields viz. regional geography, stratigraphy, 
palaeontology, mineralogy, petrology, struc
tural geology and economic geology (min
ing). His use of chemical rock analysis was 
an innovation and was an important contribu
tion to geo-chemistry. His use of distortion of 
fossils to measure the development of rocks 
is something that remains significant in mod
em times. His later work in geology was 
however distinguished by his extensive 
development of physical geology. From his 
first publications in 1857 on Arctic Fossils, 
his results where possible supported Kelvin's 
estimate for the geological age of the earth of 
100-M years. In 1861, Phillips (who had 
briefly held the chair of geology in Trinity) 
had independently estimated from sedimenta
ry stratification the age of the earth as 96-M 
years. Haughton carried forward another esti
mate based on the existence of fossils in the 
Arctic, which he believed quite reasonably 
were thus situated in these icy climes, 
because of the gradual cooling of the earth. 
His estimate of 2,298-M years, for the period 
between the time of the formation of the 
oceans and the beginning of the tertiary peri
od, was clearly too big from his own anti
evolutionist perspective. He however pub
lished the result, which gave support to the 
Uniformitarians. In 1878, he reworked the 
calculation using Rossetti's law of cooling. 
He assigned temperatures in Polar Regions to 
each period as the earth cooled from the time 
water began to condense at 212 °F and to cool 
to its present average near O °F, but his results 
were puzzling. These estimates required nei
ther vast expansion of post-Miocene time nor 
the contraction of the Paleozoic, Mesozoic 
and early Cenozoic eras. He employed in this 
stratigraphical calculation the widely accept
ed rate of continental denudation using 
Geike's estimate of one foot per 3,000 years 
and assumed stratified rock to possess a 
thickness of 1 77 ,200 feet. He then unfortu
nately employed dubious reduction tech
niques to contrive a result of 152-M years, 
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that was happily compatible with Kelvin's 
estimate for pre-Miocene times, and signifi
cantly down from the uncomfortably large 
period of 1.5 billion years. 

In his final major contribution to this enor
mously important debate, he worked in col
laboration with J. Emerson Reynolds (1844 -
1920), professor of chemistry in Trinity. Their 
work on the drag of water and air on air was 
an effort to improve the physical basis for the 
estimate of the tidal friction calculation. This 
work inspired his colleague George Howard 
Darwin (1845-1912) to begin work on the 
problem. From a hypothetical model of the 
genesis of the earth-moon system and apply
ing essentially the Haughton tidal theory, 
Darwin came up with an estimate of 54-M 
years for the formation of our earth-moon sys
tem (with the existing duration of months and 
days). This astronomical estimate was again 
conveniently in agreement with Kelvin's fig
ure and the paper received much notice from 
the contemporary scientific fraternity. This 
acclaim of Darwin's estimate however robbed 
Haughton of much of his richly deserved pri
ority for initiating the work. Haughton's relat
ed researches published in 1880 on the annual 
discharge of large rivers were an attempt to 
improve Phillips' sedimentation calculation of 
the age of the earth. Haughton's mature reflec
tion on geological age of the earth edged up to 
200-M years. His varied approaches to 
chronology of the earth were significant and 
he made many-sided contributions to an 
important scientific debate. 

Notably, Haughton in 1858 made the discov
ery of pleochroic haloes in the biotite from 
Ballyellen, County Carlow. These small 
spherical features in rock samples are found in 
some radioactive rocks and result from the 
presence of a small alpha emitting quantity of 
either uranium or thorium. The fixed range of 
the alpha particles that are emitted randomly 
in all directions produces microscopic spheri
cal features in these rocks. It so happened that 
radioactivity was the unknown source of heat 
energy required by these 'earth modellers' to 
get a result that agreed with modem estimates. 
Kelvin and Haughton of course knew nothing 
about this unknown source of geological ener
gy which subsequently was considered by 
Joly and others to extend Kelvin's estimate of 
the age of the earth. Indeed, with the discov
ery of radioactivity, physicists and uniformi
tarian geology could finally begin agreeing on 
the age of the earth and Haughton's work on 
physical geology could come into its own, but 
as luck would have it others took the credit for 
much of his laborious work. 

The third research phase of his career was in 
medicine and zoology. Haughton's remarkable 
decision as a professor to return to medical 
studies in 1859 was a decision taken in the 
same year as the publication of Wallace and 
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Darwin's hypothesis and it is possible was in 
part influenced by this watershed event in sci
ence. Haughton completed his medical studies 
in 1862, earning his MD from the University 
of Dublin. He was then immediately made 
registrar of the Medical School, the reform of 
which he began immediately and which he 
drove for the rest of his career. His research 
again switched abruptly to zoological studies 
of anatomy. It was fortunate for this research 
that he was able to easily procure specimens 
from the Dublin Zoological Gardens, with 
which he was deeply involved from 1864. It 
was his habit for a decade to spend hours daily 
in the dissecting room studying the compara
tive anatomy of the muscular systems of ver
tebrates. This work is considered to be 
Haughton's major field and his reputation here 
stands largely on his wonderful book 
Principles of Animal Mechanics, published in 
1873. The work was for a considerable time 
the standard text on the topic, being the most 
comprehensive study of the physiological 
function of animals. His research publications 
included details of ostrich, emu, cassowary, 
pheasant, alligator, crocodile, hedgehog, mon
key, llama, sloth, leopard, jaguar, tiger and 
lion. He eventually published 31 papers on 
animal mechanics. Haughton's use of 
advanced physics in explaining the movement 
of limbs and muscle systems is one of the 
most impressive and certainly the most origi
nal aspect of the book. He certainly conclu
sively demonstrated that the 'Maupertius' 
principle of least action' applied to animal 
physiology. 

The driving force in this study was a single
minded determination to undermine the theo
ry of evolution by removing the possibility of 
change in all animal species. He attempted to 
demonstrate that the animal forms were per
fectly adapted to their environment and there
fore they would not evolve. He was however 
too late to make any crucial impact on the key 
evolutionary debate between T.H. Huxley and 
Sir Richard Owen which had occurred a 
decade earlier (The issue that was at the storm 
centre of the debate, at which Huxley always 
contrived to keep himself, was by the 1870s 
concerned with bacteriological rather than 
human genesis). The usual modus operandi 
was in this period to publish in the 
Proceedings of the Royal Irish Academy and 
then communicate the most important results 
to the Royal Society of London as a series of 
Discourses. He points out six major conclu
sions at the end of the book Principles of 
Animal Mechanics, and in Point 5, he claims 
to have shown the permanence of each species 
which on the principles laid down by Mr. 
Darwin are 'absolutely secured'. A compli
mentary copy of his book to the 'author of the 
unproved hypothesis' was acknowledged, but 
all Haughton's laboriously crafted arguments 
appear to have solicited was a short reply "I 
grieve that our theoretical views about the 

organic world differ so widely". His work also 
appears generally to have been ignored by the 
evolutionists. 

Haughton's own reputation posthumously suf
fered seriously from this role as a determined 
opponent of the theory of evolution, as the 
victors write the 'official' history and they 
effectively wrote Haughton as 'a crossover 
biologist' out of the story. The same fate did 
not befall his collaborator Kelvin, who was 
fiercely protected by the physics community. 
Only now, as we begin to reassess these 
debates and the more objective scientific 
merit of the work of the combatants, can we 
see the impressive nature of Haughton as both 
a biophysicist and biomechanists (animal 
mechanics). He is remembered in this regard 
particular, if somewhat unfortunately, for his 
proposal for humane execution in 1866. The 
formula relates the weight of the unfortunate 
to the drop necessary to dislocate the joints at 
the junction of the vertebral column and so 
damage the medulla oblongata. This caused 
swift and therefore the desired 'painless death' 
of the unfortunate. 

As a medical reformer, he was of course par
ticularly important. He had undertaken some 
early medical studies in 1857 and in 1862 
graduated with a MB and MD. He was 
appointed Registrar of the medical School on 
the 31 June 1863. In that year the reform of 
the Medical School began in earnest with the 
appointment of William Stokes as Chairman 
of the Medical Committee and Haughton as 
Secretary. In 1864 he became a Governor of St 
Patrick Duns Hospital and opened the hospital 
for surgical and medical patients. In 1867, the 
School of Physic Amendment Act (Haughton 
Act) passed into law on the 5 April. Having 
copper fastened his power in Irish medical 
administration he set about the reform oflrish 
medical training. The Bachelor of Surgery 
became registerable in 1876. He resigned 
from the position of Registrar of the Medical 
School in 1879 but only to make possible his 
appointment as the Chairman of the new 
Medical Committee and thereby to extend his 
administrative power. Trinity pioneered the 
GMC examinations and registration and 
Haughton played a key role of course in both 
the developments in Dublin (he was naturally 
immediately appointed Trinity's GMC 
Representative) but also in London. He sur
prisingly only published 8 papers on medical 
topics and a mere 4 others on biological top
ics. For this polymath this was a relatively 
small number of papers and reflected his pri
orities were in medical administration. His 
legacy was however enormous in this field as 
he brought about modem medical training in 
Ireland and also played a significant role in 
the general reform of medical education in 
Britain. He represented the university on the 
General Medical Council from 1878 to 1896. 



Haughton's final phase of research concerned 
principally meteorological and chemical stud
ies, which began in 1878. As usual, when he 
entered a new field of study, a rush of publica
tion appeared. By 1884 he had produced some 
11 papers on solar radiation and related topics. 
His most important contribution adapted 
Rossetti's law of cooling to produce a new 
mathematical model for terrestrial radiation to 
that of incoming solar radiation. He consid
ered the effects of both the sun's and earth's 
heat inputs to the system and the effects of 
variation in atmospheric conditions. These 
factors were assessed in the context of the 
debate over the geological time, the cause of 
glacial epochs and glacial climates. During 
this phase he produced 19 papers on solar 
radiation. The final facet of his scientific 
odyssey was a series of imaginative papers on 
chemistry based on a Newtonian gravitational 
planetary model of molecules. The papers 
concerned the number of possible measurands 
of this system including angular momentum, 
the periodic rate of rotation, the molecular 
weight of the compound and the heat of for
mation of the molecule and finally the size of 
the molecule. The series of seven papers dealt 
with binary, tertiary, quaternary and quinary
compounds and appeared between 1887 and 
1896. He also produced two papers on 
Newland's and Medelejetrs periodic laws of 
atomic weights. 

Haughton became a member of both the 
Royal Dublin Society and the Royal Irish 
Academy in 1845. He subsequently served on 
the Academy Council for some thirty years at 
various times and became Vice-President of 
the Academy in 1856. He was President from 
1886 until 1891 during very troubled times of 
the political dispute within the Academy. He 
was elected very early in his career in 1858 as 
Fellow of the Royal Society, but being 
focussed on Ireland did not expend much 
effort in this organisation that governed 
British science. He was President of the 
Geological Society of Dublin from 1859. He 
was president of the Dublin University 
Biological Society from 1876. He received 
only three honorary degrees, a D.C.L. from 
Oxford in 1868, a LLD. from Cambridge in 
1880 and M.D. from Bologna in 1888. He 
served the Royal Zoological Society from 
1860 as a Committee member, then from 1864 
as Secretary and finally from 1885 as 
President. One is forced to conclude that this 
Society was his real professional love. He was 
president of the Royal Irish Academy from 
1886 to 1891, and for twenty years he was 
secretary of the Royal Zoological Society of 
Ireland. 

Haughton's research career being directed 
against the work of the evolutionists was suc
cessful only in a reactive sense of holding 
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back the tide in this debate. His opposition 
paid professional dividends in that he was a 
respected and unsurprisingly well-honoured 
member of the Anglican university establish
ment of science. His opposition to the 
Darwinian hypothesis was always thoughtful 
and remained strictly in the confines of the 
debate over scientific fact and evidence. 
Unfortunately, none of his work penetrated 
into the key areas of debate and his very 
impressive work seems only today ever to be 
quoted as a postscript in historical studies of 
the evolution debate. He is unfortunately 
today rather overlooked and in this regard is 
perhaps appropriately buried in Killeshin 
Protestant Church in Graiguecullen in an 
unmarked 'Quaker' grave; he almost certain
ly is along side his son who has a headstone. 

Des Carbery reminds us of the revelance 
of Lord Acton's statement to today's 
affairs. Lord Acton is famous for telling us 
that power corrupts and absolute power 
corrupts absolutely. He also told the 
world: "The issue which has swept down 
the centuries and which will have to be 
fought sooner or later is the people versus 
the banks". 

Acton was elected MP for Carlow in 
1859. 

Jim Shannon, President of Carlow Historical and Archaeological Society, Martin Nevin, Noreen Whelan and Fr John McEvoy, Parish Priest 
Tinryland, with Brother Linus Walker who gave the lecture, 'The Patrician Brothers' to celebrate their foundation in Tullow two hundred 

years ago. The lecture was delivered in Mount Wolseley, Tullow under auspices of the Society and as a contribution to Heritage Week. 
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Meehan, P F, 2 Butler House, Peppers Lane, Portlaoise, Co. Laois 

Minchin, Peter & Margaret, Coolnacuppogue, Bagenalstown, Co. 

Carlow 

Monahan, Michael, Johnsduffwood, Old Leighlin, Co. Carlow 

Mooney, Anne T, 41 Beechwood Park, Pollerton, Carlow 

Moore, Eamonn A, Chaplestown, Carlow 

Moore, Francis, Donore, Bagenalstown, Co. Carlow 

Moran, Margaret, 109 Beechwood Park, Pollerton, Carlow 

Morrissey, Luke & Helen, 30 Conway Park, Muinebheag, Co. Carlow 

Mulligan, Dermot, 19 Marble Court, Paulstown, Co. Kilkenny 

Mulligan, Patrick & Joan , Marian Ville, Tullow Rd, Carlow 

Mulvey, Frank , Goleen, Milford, Carlow 

Murphy, Anne, Pollerton Little, Carlow 

Murphy, Eileen, Drumphea, Garryhill, Co. Carlow 

Murphy, James , Drumphea, Garryhill, Co. Carlow 

Murphy, Kevin, Pollerton Little, Carlow 

Murphy, Liam , Kernanstown Ind. Est, Carlow 

Murphy, Michael, Seven Oaks Hotel, Carlow 

Murphy, Mrs. Betty, Ardattin, Tullow, Co. Carlow 

Murphy, Padraig, 65 Blackheath Park, Clontarf, Dublin 3 

Murphy, Patrick, Ratheadon, Bagenalstown, Co. Carlow 

Murphy, Ger & Kathryn, "Duncar", Browneshill, Carlow 

Murphy, Patricia, Killinure, Tullow, Co. Carlow 

Murray, Thomas, Green Road, Carlow 

Carloviana 2008 

Nevin, Martin & Rosaleen, Carlow Road, Leighlinbridge, Co. Carlow 

Ni Fhaolain, Andrea, Pollerton Manor, Dublin Road, Carlow 

Nolan, Ann , Wayside, Station Road, Bagenalstown, Co. Carlow 

Nolan, Breda, Station Road, Bagenalstown, Co. Carlow 

Nolan, Catherine, 6 Bagnal Court, Court Place, Carlow 

Nolan, Claire, 6 The Orchards, Tullow Road, Carlow 

Nolan, Frank, "Sunnydale", Oak Park Road, Carlow 

Nolan, Liam & Sheila, "Derrigavarra", Newtown, 

Bagenalstown, Co. Carlow 

O'Brien, Rita, Castledermot Rd, Tullow, Co. Carlow 

O'Brien, Tom & Joan, Emerald Lodge, Green Lane, Carlow 

O'Dea, Patrick & Mary, 2 Mount Clare, Killeshin Rd, Carlow 

O'Donovan, John, Kilnock, Ballon, Co. Carlow 

O'Driscoll, Mary, Browneshill Road, Carlow 

O'Dwyer, Anne , The Forge, Castlemore, Tullow, Co. Carlow 

O'Dwyer, Carmel, 14 Sharon Avenue, Brownshill, Carlow 

O'Hara, Anne, 13 Frederick Avenue, Carlow 

O'Hare, P J & Marie, Glenamoy, Leighlinbridge, Co. Carlow 

O'Mahony, Des, "The Kerries", 22 Braganza, Carlow 

O'Malley, Gerry, 64 Green Road, Carlow 

O'Neill, Eilish, 22 Bagenal Court, Court Place, Carlow 

O'Neill, Maurice, Kilmurry, Ballon, Co. Carlow 

O'Neill, Patrick, 21 Bullock Park, Carlow 

O'Neill, Paul, Everton, Springhill, Carlow 

O'Rourke, Eileen , 35 Quinagh Green, Carlow 

O'Rourke, Martin, Talbot Terrace, Brownshill, Carlow 

O'Shea, Bernard, 34 Bullock Park, Carlow 

O'Shea P.P., Fr. Phillip, Myshall, Co. Carlow 

Parkes, Dr. Jimmy & Mary, Duneoghan, Chaplestown, Carlow 

Pender, Mrs. Helen, Russellstown, Palatine, Carlow 

Poole Downey, Muriel, Ryle Belle, Ballinaboley, 

Leighlinbridge, Co. Carlow 

Porter, Patrick & Siobhain, 3 Slaney Meadows, Rathvilly, Co. Carlow 

Power, Noel J, 190 Sleatty Street, Graiguecullen, Carlow 

Racklyett, Simon, 3 College Gardens, Granby Row, Carlow 

Redmond, Mrs. Connie, Silverdale, Crossneen, Carlow 

Redmond, Paul, 22 Pollerton Manor, Palatine Road, Carlow 

Redmond, T J , Heywood, Oakpark, Carlow 

Rice, Mena, Main Street, Borris, Co. Carlow 

Reddy, Mrs Eithne, 28 Bourlum Wood, Green Road, Carlow 

Scott, John & Bernadette, Green Trees, Tinryland, Carlow 

Shannon, James, "Lorien", Scotland, Hacketstown, Co. Carlow 

Sheehan, Jack, Dunleckney, Bagenalstown, Co. Carlow 

Sheehan, Richard, Dunleckney, Bagenalstown, Co. Carlow 

Spruhan, Thomas, Rathnageeragh, Garryhill, Co. Carlow 

Stratton, Jack, "Rockdale", Kilmeaney, Carlow 

Thomas, Peter, The Hermitage, Hanover, Carlow 

Tierney, Denis & Brigid, 2 Slaney Meadows, Rathvilly, Co. Carlow 

Watchorn, Robert and Irene, Ballinakill, Balickmoyler, Carlow 

Whelan, Tim & Noreen, 17 Sycamore Road, Rathnapish, Carlow 

White, Paul, Oakpark, Carlow 

Willis, Arthur, Rathrush, Rathoe, Carlow 

Wynne, Terry, 376 McKendry Drive, Menlo Park, California 94025 



SPONSORS 

~rz,~ 
Carlow Advertiser & Printinp 

Strawhall Industrial Estate, Athy Road, Carlow. 

Tel.: 059 9131512 
Email: carlowadvertiser@eircom.net 

MAGAZINES + BROCHURES + LEAFLETS + 
MENUS + DOCKET BOOKS + FLYERS 6 POSTERS 

Contact: Barry Duggan 

Clothing of traditional Quality and 
Fashionable Look 

HANLEY'S 
HOUSE for MEN 

CARLOW 
Tel: 059-9131113 

ENGAGEMENT & WEDDING 
RINGS MADE TO YOUR DESIGN 

IN OUR WORKSHOP 

JEWELLERS 
62-63 DUBLIN ST., CARLOW. Phone: 059/9131346 

SEVEN OAKS HOTEL 
Dinner Dances * Wedding Receptions * Private Parties 

Conferences * Luxury Lounge 

ATHY ROAD, CARLOW. Tel: (059) 9131308 

Email: info@sevenoakshotel.com www.sevenoakshotel.com 

JOHN BRENNAN 
BACON CURERS, CARLOW 

Phone: 059/9131710 

Ask for Brennan's Pork Sausages 

illarlofn ~istricl illr~nit ~ninn 1fun. 
CREDIT UNION HOUSE, ASKEA, CARLOW. 

Phone: 059 9131994 I 9131643. Fax: 059 9134288 
Email: info@carlowcreditunion.ie Web: www.carlowcreditunion.ie 

TULLY'S TRAVEL AGENCY 
TULLOW STREET, CARLOW. Tel: 059 9136100 
21 WILLIAM STREET,ATHY. Tel: 059 8638888 

Web: www.tullys.ie 

KEHOE AUCTIONEERS 
PROPERTY AND ESTATE AGENT 

57 DUBLIN STREET, CARLOW. Tel: 059 9131378 I 9131963 
Fax: 059 9141818. Email: info@tfkehoe.com 

Web: tfkehoe.com 

ST. LEO'S COLLEGE, CONVENT OF MERCY 
DUBLIN ROAD, CARLOW. 

Tel: 059 9143660 Fax: 059 9130114. Staff: 059 9140965 
email: info@stleoscarlow.ie Website: www.stleoscarlow.ie 

CARLOW COUNTY MUSEUM 
Ireland's newest County Museum is being developed 
in the former Presentation Convent, College Street by 
Carlow Town Council in association with the Carlow 
Historical & Archaeological Society. 

For information contact the Museum Curator: 059 9131759 
or go to www.carlowcountymuseum.com 



The old bridge over the River Barrow at the Royal Oak. 
This bridge was replaced by the present one in the 1930s. 


